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ithig:th , deca "linglial-bigultural edikattori has emerge -profound= educa_--.--- - . --

c__ ionaf alternatiVeAlia ding the-Reedk"-of languate-minoritstudents arid istenerati-rig-
ignifidant. PedagO'gleal, pro arii;-ind pojicy implications. ,Fronyiti-modest inaeption- a a-

, dcinotistratiOnl.Pingrarrib: in al .bicultural education has grovtin scope in serving
-., limited-, and non n ILESINE4 studentS,'-previouieprived,of-eOnitable

edueational opp6. utiitikS ,
-.---;In'-'responding- to- the nerds cif 300,000 -ftESI-NE- S-students in:_th - tate,:califoriia4_has _
- :enacted-such legislation ns,:t intuit- gducatiZEil _Ad of 1972 (A 228 .the Bilingual-. .....

Bicultural Education AcVol- 916 (AB 1329) the Educationally Disadvantaged Youth Pro7
grain (SO :1641[1976); the-,Bilintual Teacbef.Corpi =Act (AR 2817/ 1974); and other telated -- --
legislation: California's prescriptive bilingual-program requirements and concomitant' focus
on the development of a cadre of fluent biliterate teachers stand out as a national model.
Under -the=aegiS-o present 'bilingual incEteaCher'trainifig 'programs, children,At.varioRi"

-_printary language backgrolindS-slich as -Spaniih,Japakiese; Chine le Vietnamese; --Korean, ":-
=PiliPineyand SnniaaTk are noW receiving-a-linguisticallY cornprehelisible education in their,

-04r3t language and in English:.!.: u.z / ,7_,-/-_ =- ',_ , ,.. - . ---

beSpite-ihe tremendous gains Made in hilingnai bicultural education,'much remains tube
ene.IThis _publication represents a_critical appraisal of bilingual ultural programs by

earl- found' that -(1)t a Critical_ need eiiitS=S6r-bilirigual(bieultdraheducation- (2) bilingual --

entifyint significant isues.-andrPrbriosint-coursesnf action tn instruction. Ithas- =:,.. =

courses
.- - . . . instruction.

_._, _:-

--bicultural )education is--_far more complex.--than heretofore assumed', (3)_ a need exist for
u ifically deriVed,definitions-;of LESMES and . bilingual terms; (4) Onlya`limited number`-_ _

_

of children are served eventhoughthe nee s meat, (5) programsmust be expandedto-----
Scr-Vebilingtialand fluent-English speakers, and research in bilingual:bicUltural education-
s critical: eseamtotherifirdings areiiicaSsed in 'this ear lit -lighi'

e am nt -of work needed:to improvethe efficacy_ of-bilinguatbicultur education and
_ _

7:-:- 'Tieist g public concern, -positive,- aggiessive-adion must '! \ --___

_ First, all LE SINES children must receive linguisticallyappropriateinstruction toephante
r acquisition -Of the vernacular and EngliSh. Second,--=instructional methodblogy must

'.self O -Ad Jategt knowledge and -techniques Qf laogOage deVelopmeni acqiiisition
Third, instruction Must occur in a supportive environment that reedgnizes The cultural and-
Cthriolinguistiei-attributes of 1_,ES1 NES children. Fourth,. -bilingual bicultural ed-ticaticin

1,opportunitieS must he expanded, and the quest to serve children better thioughhilingual
_ _ . _.

t
education an , other programs must- be continued. , .

The needs of LES/ NEhildren'areoin many cases extraordinarily acute and complex. To-
]

ineet,the;needs Of theseindeitber children requireS a cooperative and. constructive-effort on
be bilingual bicultural educatioiL !Educators should consider seriously the fiticlings

, and implicatiOns contained in this publication and work warcl the implementation of the_,
recommendations listed. By so (Joint we reaffirm and 'demonstrate our commitment to
fulfill the public Anise a providing the best educatio
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epury= Superintendent °=
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Office of Insinicitonal Support
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possible for all our children.
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Bi ngual programs represent an important means
of providing basic language kills and linguistically
co rehensible education to thousands of janguage

ority children. Recently, the queStiori-orthe.ef
cacy of bilingual education has received state asTlvell
as national attention, particularly since the telease of
.two highly Publicized and controversial reportsone,
the American Institutes for Research (AIR) study on
the impact of ESEA, Title VII, bilingual programs;
the other, Noel Epstein's monograph on policy alter-
natives- for bilingual education.

If the California State Department of Education
(hereafter the Department) is to avoid similar con-
troversy in California and provide much-needed lead-
ership in conducting bilingual programs, increased
attention to current policy, program and assessment
issues appears essential. Among the various bilingual
education issues warranting immediate, attention are
the definition of, bilingual education, basic educa

. tional theories and assumptions, program models,
-delineation -of-Program entrkand_exit criteria,

gual research, instructional methodology, articulation
of secondary level bilingual- education, and tgacher
training and retraining, to name but a few issues.
Thus; from aninitial intent to assess the current status .

of bilingual education, use empirical data in policy-
making, and assume an active role rather than reac
tive role emerged the notion of a bilingual convocation.
Indeed, it became increasingly._ clear that if the
Department were to avoid the pitfalls of the AIR
study and oversimplificatibn of Epstein's "policy

ternatives," nothing less than critical scholarlk apprais-
al of California's bilingual programs by distinguished
educatOrs researchers; linguists, and practitioners in

.-e--
a convocation' foruin would do.

Background
To develop the operational framework for the con-

vocation, an ad hoc committee of Department staff
and external Consultants met periodically from late
December, 1977, through -March, 1978. Early in the
deliberations it became evident that the coinplexity
and diversity of bilingual education California war-
ranted ex'pansion'and modification of the original

--notion-of- convening-several-technibal -panels. on

issues of research, instructional metliod-ology,
model programs, and curriculuM. FirSt, after lengthy
discussion, it was agreed that the convocation would
-addres-s-certain basic-quesrions:-What-has occurred in
bilinguil education? What now ought to occur to pro-
vide more' effective instruction? More specifically, the
convocation was to examine significant current prac-
tices 'and generate recommendations to be used as
guidelines by state and federal agencies and other
organizattons involved in providing eduCational ser-
vices to linguistically and culturally diverse students

Second, the identifiable target group of bilingual
educationthe limited- and non_ ,English-speaking'
students (LES/NES)Was deemed restrictive becauie
other Student groups were affected by or excluded
from participation in bilingual programs. Thus, other
student groups were identified fordiscussion; namely,
bilingual students, English-dominant minority grdup
students, and English-dominant majority group- stu-;
dents. Third, the number of panel participants was
extended to represent a crosg section of disciplines
and experiences.

In summary, then, the convocation framework that
evolved was one that would focus on a discussion of
program,. policy, and "assessment issues affecting the
four student groups previously identified. The discus-
sions would be carried on by means 'of review panels
made up of persons drawn from several disciplines.
The overiLl objectives of the convocation.wouldbe.tO:

I Identify salient issues related to bilingual ser-
vices to (a) limited- and non-English-speaking
students;_ .(b) bilingual students; (c) English-
dothinant minority students; and (d) English-
dominant majority students (hereafter- panels
4D).

. onduct critical scholarly examination of cur-
&tit and strategies for providing bi-

lingual Services to student .,populatiOns.
3. Formulate recomMendations for the improve- ,

ment and expansion of bilingual bicultural edu-
cation.

Organization.
For the implementation 'of the proposed

ions-a- summary. of_the.ad hoc committee_recommen:-__,



dations was prepared and subinitted for approval
the Department and to the U.S. Office of Bilip
Education in March, 1978. The organizational frame-
worle for the convocation is presented i Figure 1.
The ad- hoc committees recommendation were sub- .
sequently approved, and the Convntatio on Bilin-

group as well as selection of panelists to, provide criti-
cal reviews of the papers.

Authors
Ultimately, the 'success Or failure of this type of

endeavor is largely dependent on the authors' of each
gual Program, Polky, and Assessment Issues was held paper. The Department was particularly pleased to
in Santa Barbara, -' California, in. late spring 1978. commission nationally distinguished educators to

As depicted in Figure 1, the foCus of the convocation draft the initial papers and carry them through the
liras on identified student groups currently served by process of panel review and finalization. The authors
bilingual programs _(as in the case of LES/NES stu- were Heidi Dulay and Marina Burt (Chapter 2);
dents) or those groups-that were currently excluded Edward De Avila and Sharon Duncan (Chapter 3);
from such_prograrns_but_should_be_served,_such-asiehard Barrutia-(Chapter-4);-andThomas-Carter
bilingual English-dominant majority and minority (Chapter 5).
group students. Central to the framework was the Heidi Dulay is Director an_ d Marina gurt is Execu-
preparation of initial working papers on eachstudent tive Director of Bloomsbury West, a nonprofil educa-

Conceptual Framewor
(Objectives, Definitions, Is

Working

Panel A

Limited and non-
Englishspciking
.students

Panel B

. Bilingual: `.
.studenti-s I

Panel C

English-domimmt
mingrtY.Siu.dents .

Panel D

English-dominant
. majority. students.

embers: Members: (same Members; (same Members: (same
as Panel A) as Panel A) ' -- _.as Panel A)

1. Presenter

Participant

Participant

4. Participant

S. Participant

6 Participant

7. Participant

Support staff:

8. Consultant

9. Secretuy

Editorial Panel.
Robert Cervultes
Guillermo Lopez

Presenteis

Publications of
Conference Proceedings

Fig. 1. Convocation organization framework-__-,
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tional services and research organation in San
Francisco. They have also directed the Lau Center for-
Northern California. Dr. Du lay has serve&as Princi-
pal Investigator for. the National Institute of Edtica-
tion in the assessment of IndiamEnglish; as Evaluation
Director of the bilingual television program ."Villa
Alegse"; and as an- in linguistics and bilin-
gualeducation at the State University of New York,
Stanford University; and Harvard University.. Ms.
gild has served as Co-Investigator with Dr. Dulay, on
the'study of Indian English for the National Institute
of Education; has conducted extensive research in lin-

i and -has developed teacher training -mate 6als;
and serves gs a reviewer in linguistics, psycholinguis-
tics, and English as a second language for six major
publishers. Ms. Burt has taught linguistics at Stan-
ford University, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, and Boston University. Dr. Dulay and Ms.
Burt are coauthors of the Bilingual Syntax Measure (I
and II). Theimajor publications include The Second
Language, New Directions, in Second Language Learn-
ing, Teaching and Bilingual Education, and View-
points On English as a Second Languake.

Edward De Avila and Sharon. Duncan are co--
principals in the firm of..De Avila, Duncan, and Asso-
ciates of Larkspur, California, specializing in bilingual
research. They are also coauthors of the Language
Assessment Scale-s11 and II). Dr. De Avila is'a Princi-
pal investigator for the Solithwest Educational Devel.
opment Laboratory and is conducting a national
study of cognitive learning styles. He previously
served,4 Director of Research for the "Villa Alegre"
television series and. Director of Research for the
national Multi-Lingual Assessment Center and is a
research psychologist. Dr. De Avila,has served as .a
consultant to numerous school districts and govern-
_menial agencies, including -the U.S. Office of Child
Develeprnent; the U.S.- Office for Chill Rights,,(HEW);
and the state departments of education in Arizona,
California, Colorado, New York, Oregon, and Texas.
Additionally, h_ e has served as consulting lecturer in
major colleges and universities, including the Univer-
sity of California -at. Santa, Cruz,- the University oil-
Colorado at Boulder, Harvard University, and Stan-
ford University. Dr. De Avila is a nationally renowned
researcher in bilingual education and is known for his
research in intellectual development.

Dr. Duncan is serving as a Research Associate in
the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
and is working on cognitive learning styles. She was
the Director of Program Deyelopment and Research
Assistant for the "Villa Alegre" television series. Dr.
Duncan is also a consultant to numerous school disc
tricts,-- commercial publishers, _and _colleges,_specializ- _

ing in Multicultural curriculurn,.language assessment,
and television productions. She has coauthored with
Dr. De-Avila articles on language assessment and has
conducted research on bilingualism and cognitive
styles.

Richard Barrutia is Professor of Applied Linguis-
tics and Bilingualism in the. Department of Spanish
and Poituguese at the UniVersity. of California at
Irvine. He is also Coordinator of the Bilingual/ Cross-
Cultural Specialist Credential Program and the mas-
ter of arts in teaching segment-of the foreign languages
program. He has authored numerous books and other
writings, including texts on linguistic theory, thPor-
tuguese language, Spanish phonetics and phonology,
English-as-a-second-language (ESL,),-. and teachers'
instructional manuals. These include Modern Portu-
gime (1969); Linguistic Theory of Lvnguage Learn-
ing as Related to Machine,Teaching (1969); English
for` Inteniational Communication (1977); and Fo-
netica ysFonologia Esparlola (forthcoming). He also
has a publication list of eight book chapters and 40
articles concerning first and second language acquisi-
tion, applied linguistics, and phonological theory. Dr.
Barrutia has taught at the American Institute for For;
eign Trade, Arizona State University, the University
of Sao Paulo, and the Universitx 'of California at
Mexico City. His numerous awards and honors
include the title of Caballero de la Orden del Merito
Civil, awarded by His Majesty King Juan Carlos of.
Spain in August, 1977,_for,service to, scholarship_in _

Hispanic letters.

Thomas P. Carter has been involved in the study
and analysis of school and minority groups. His work
has focused on the failure of educational institutions
to provide adequate ser'ice to the Mexican-American
population in the southwestern states. This interest
has led him to investigate a number of bilingual-pro-
grams. Dr. Carter became one orithe few to protest
the movement toward compensatory7transitional bil-
inguaf programs.

Dr. Carter is the author of Mexican-Americans in
School:. A History of Educational Neglect (1970) and
is the 'principal author of Mexican-Americans in=
School: A Decade of Cheinge. (1979). His most recent
work relies heavily on the study of southwestern
schools underlaken by the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, a study that he was instrumental in bringing
to fruition. Both -books and his numerous other pub-

. lisped works attest to his interest in encouraging edu-
cational change to serve neglected populations better.
Dr. Carter is Professor of Education at California
State University, Sacramento. He was previously
Dean _of . Education _ at the same institution.

K
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Panels
The ..role of the panels merits particular note

because practitioner input was deemed, critical. To
ensure that the chapters reflected a consensus on the
issues and concerns on bilingual education, the panel-
ists played a significant rolein (1) critically reviewing
and modifying, if necessary, the initial working paper
to ensure that it represented the most recent critical
analysis and current research; and (2) arriving at
recommendations that reflected the most eecent alter-
natives and contributed- to the understanding and
effective delivery of bilingual education services.

Ouring--thecanvocation the panelists critical
reviewed, discussed, and suggested modifications of
the chapters. Lengthy and dynamic discussion, debate,
and retision took place before a consensus could be
reached. This process required the members_of panels
B, C, and D to meet several times after the convoca-
tion to work out particularly troublesome points.

Although considerable diversity existed in the
membership on the panels district project directors;
school superintendents; university professors and
deans; as well as federal, state, and organizational
representativesall worked closely together on sensi-
tive and complexIssues of bilingual education for the
common good. The composition of the panels is pres-
ented as follows:

Nancy Montalvo
Director, title VII
Alum Rock Union Elementary School District-
San Jose, California

Egla Rangel
Metiche Association`
Montebello, California
Vice-President for Cornmunity Affairs
California Association of Bilingual Education

Lorenza Schmidt
Member

Panel A: Limited- and Non-English-Speaking Students

Presenters: Heidi -Dulay and Marina Burt
Bloomsbury West, Inc.
San Francisco, California

Panelists:

James Alatis
Dean, School of Languages and -Linguistics
Georgetown University
Executive Secretary, TESOL

--Courtney Cazden
Professor of Education
Graduate School of Educa on
bean oft Academic Affairs
Harvard University

Charles Knight
Superintendent -.-
San Jose Unified School Disfric

Richard P." -Mesa
Superintendent

_Milpitas Unified School ..Distric,_

California Stat& Board of Education

Edward ,Steinman
Professor of Law

-Se ol of Law
Una ersity of Santa Clara

John Tsu
Director
Multicultural Program

,University of San. Francisco

Rita Edquivel
,(Observer)
Director of Special Projects
Santa Monica Unified Sehool District

,

Iris Shah
(Observer)
State-Level Chairperson for College/University,

cAtEsoL
California State University
Northridge

Panel g: Bilingual Students

Prisenter: 'Edward De Avila
De Avila, Duncan, and -Associates
Larkspur, California-

Panelists:

John Acosta
Department of Education
California State Coflege
,Bakersfield

Dorothy *Astorga-, Chairperson
Mexican-American Advisory Committee
(California -State - Department of- Education



Roque Berlanga
Title, VII Program
ABC. Unified School

'Robert Cervantes
Administrator
Office of. Bilingual Bicultural Education
California State DepartMent of Education

Eugene Garcia
Chicano Studies
UniVersity-of-California
Santa Barbara

Center for Applied ingu'S
Arlington, Virginia

Toni Metcalf
Assistant Director

...Multicultural Department
School of-Education
University of San Francisco

Mary Jew
Office" of the

of Schools

Olivia Martinez
Director .

Bilingual Consortium
San Jose- Unified Schoo

Estella Pin&
Stockton' City Unified. School Dist

Milano Valencia
College of Education
New. MeXico State. University

an Mateo County. Super in

Rosaura Sanchez
Department of. LiOrature
University of_Califdrnia-
San Diego

Panel'a EriglishArThidnant Major

Presenter: Thomas P. -Carter'
School of Education
California State- University
Sacramento

Panel C: English-Dominant Minority Students

Presenter: Ridhird Barriatia
Department of. Spanish and Portuguehe
University of California
Irvine

Panelists:

Henry Dalton, Coordinator
Bilingual Education
Office of the San Bernardino County

Superintendent of Schools

Mirta Feinburg.
Coordinator
Title VII Schools Program
Los Angeles Unified School Dist

Panelists;

Chuck Mosta
Office of, the Los Angeles Supe intendent

of SchOols

Beatriz Arias
School of Educatidn
University-of California-
Los Angeles

Russell N. Campbell
Department of English as a Second Language
University of California
Los Angeles

Gustavo Gonzalez
Graduate School of Education
University of California
Santa Barbara

Tracy Gray
Program Director for Government Re ations

Victor--,Cruz Aedo
Texas Ethicational-Agency.
Austin, Texas

Maria Teresa *Delgado
Director
Bilingual Teacher Training Program
'University of Santa Clara

.fttaelasladeau
ConsultantCurriculum Cons

Bilingual Education
San- Diego City Unified School District

Alberto Ochoi
Director
Region G, _luau -Center .
San Diego State University
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Results
The collectiorr.of papers presented in this publica-

-----tion is the product of-the spring, 1978, bilingual con-
vocation. Ad rapers represent, individually and
collectively, the most recent scholarly review of bilin-
gual education in California and provide important
program, policy, and assessment information,

LES/NES Students
Chapter 2, by Heidi Du lay and Marina Butt.

entitled "Aspects of Bilingual Education for 1 ES/NES
Students," reviews language use lot subject-matter
instruction of LES/NES students, LES/NES student
groupings, the quality of English instruction, the va-
riety in bilingual instructional offerings, and the effec-.
tiveness of bilingual. progratns. D.r.'Dulay and Ms.
Burt demonstrate that a gap exists between current

-research and prattices in language use for subject
matter, instruction and point out the probltmatic

hues in the identification of L ES/ NES students and
ulting groupings:, Additionally, they point out the

need to establish unifprrn indicators of quality Eng-
ish instruction, expand the limited variety of instruct
onal offerings, and empirically assess bilingdal" pro-

grams. Their paper further 'demonstrates that.LES/
NES classifications are not homogeneous. bat are
somewhat ill-defined and represent a wide spectrum
orlanguase abilities that must be met by appropriate
language instruction if bilingual education is to be
meaningful,

'1)

Bilingual Students

In Chapter `3 Ofthi_ publication, Edward De Avila
and Sharon Duncan explore the issue of bilingual
instruction fora previously excludedgrottpi- bilingual
students. They justifiably argue that as in the case of
LES/NES language classification, the bilingual clas-
sification lacks empirical precision. Even assuming an
adequate operational definition of bilingual, there
remains the problematic issue that most bilingual stu-
dents remain largely unserved by bilingual programs
and tlilat little if any support for fostering bilingualism
in such students is available elsewhere. Further, the
authors discuss in detail the process of direct and
indirect measures of bilingualism, Also ieviewed is
the critical issue of entry and exit criteria, the
point of the definition and measurement issues in bil-
ingualism. The interrelationship of linguistic moll-
ciency and academic performance of entry and exit
criteria are also discussed .Last, the authors review
the issue of bilingual education and desegregation in a
critical and scholarly fashion, The conclusion dray ri
and recommendation made are particularly torpor=
tant and timely.

English-Dominant Minority Group Students
Chapter 4 presents a ttfoughtful discussion by

Richard Barrutia of the need for bilingual-education
for English-dorriinant minority group students. Dr.
Barrutia points-out that English-dominant minority
and underachieving students are totally excluded
front participating in bilingual program, although
linguistically and culturally such students could benefit
from' participation in bilingual programs_ Language,
culture, and linguistic factors of English-dominant
minority -group students are examined. To improve
the plight of these neglected students, Dr. Barrutia
argues that present legislation affecting the participa
tion of English-dominant minority group students
must be amended so that these students may be served

,adequately.

EngliSh.M1111filtiAli MajOi It (AA oup Sluacal3

In Chaplcz 5 i !pumas an ter ,xplores tJ1

the exclusion ,of English-dorainanajority group
students His paper on bilingual AZCation and the
English-speaking majority addresses a segment of the
population normally slighted in.the discussion of bi-
lingual education- The lick of scholarly and profes-
sional attention' to this group- of students forced
almost total reliance on the knowledge and expe-
rience of the, - panelists in preparing this chapter,
including the descriptions of various bilingual enrich-
ment Programs that appear in Appendix C. In this
chapter pr, Carter forcefully argues that the partici-
pation and support of the English-clomp-lam majority
group is essential to the general acceptance and suc-
cess of bilingual programs and that, mor&over, bilin-
gual education must be based on an enrichmetit
appioach for it not fo experience the 5CV68 C problems
that compensatory type programs have had.

Summary
lu (hdptci 0 the ditors prese,n in, adu.rrt findings

teeominc..niations contained in C hapter. 2, 3. 4,
and 5 and discuss the implications of the findings and
recommendations as they affect educators and policy--
makers.

The Cxtcttr 1.0 Mad' lliC con% ocation proceedings
&nay be nulled as a guide to program, policy, and
assessment issue.. 'Inc bilitrgtral education rests first on
dissemination and critical review of the papers and
second on the challenge present in the acceptance
and possible implementation of the respective recom-
mendations Toward this end it is essential to reiterate
that ( I) a need exists for administrative and program-
matic clarity Lot the effective delivery of bilingual
education; (2) bilingual education cannot be viewed
independently of other educational programs nor as a



means of resolving the social and educational ills of
society in general; (3) clear, well-thought-out policy is
incumbent to improve and give bilingual education
the time and resources to prove itself; and (4) bilin-
gual education must be expanded in scope and servi-
ces to meet the needs of an ever increasing non-English-
speaking student population. The subsequent papers
speak to these and other critical issues to improve the
quality and scope of bilingual education. The extent
to which the substance of each paper and its respec-
tive recommendations are implemented q-ests with
you, the. reader.

Finally, three appendixes have been included it

publication. Appendix A, prepared in con anon
with Richard J. Hiller, discusses the right- of LES
students in the context of a comparative e-analysis of
state and federal legislation_ This appendix highlights
the need to follow the more prescriptive statutes,
whether state or federal, to ensure quality instructional
services to LES/NES pupils. Appendix B contains a
brief synopsis of California legislation affecting bilin-
gual education compiled by Carolyn Pirillo. Also in-
cluded in Appendix B is a review of federal and state
legal bases for bilingual education compiled by Daniel
D. Holt and Joseph A. Arellano, Appendix C, which
contains deScriptions of bilingual programs designed
for enrichment, was compiled by Victor Cruz Aedo
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Introduction
7-7In the past two years the term LES /NES has"

become widely known in California public schools. In
response to the Lau decision, the California. Legisla-
ture: has enacted a series of laws guaranteeing the
rights, of limited- or non - English speaking students to
bilingual education. Refinements of such laws, together
with accompanying regulations, guidelines, and instruc-
tons, continue to be made as educators gradually
turn. their energies from ,,legal compliance to educa-
tional quality. Thig paper is presented in an effort to
contribute to the quality of bilingual education pro-
grams that serve the LES/ NES student population in
California.

The term bilingual education- means the use of two
languages as media of instruction. Such a broad defi-
nition assumes that the implementation of bilingual
education can vary greatly. The manner hi which the
languages are used, selection of subjects taught in
each language, and other program features depend on
the goals of a given program. In turn, the goals
depend on the characteristics of.the student popula-
tion served.

The LES/NES student population represents only
one of at least four distinct student populations for
which bilingual education may be used as an educa-
tional approach. The four populations are defined in
terms of .English proficiency. For the first group, the
LES/ NES or limited- or non-English-speaking minor--
itv students, bilingual education is viewed as neces-.
sary to ensure equality of opportunity to benefit from
schooling. For the second group, the, balanced bilin-



luallinguistic minority population (those who might
have ,once been LES/NES but who have reached a
level of English proficieney eqUiValent to that of their-
first language), bilingual education is seen as provicl-

.ing a means for maintaining continued development
of the student's home language, thereby ensuring
community solidarity and continuity between home
and school. For the third group, the English-dominant

iinguistic minority students (those students who may
have once been LES/NES but who have lost much of
their home language or never acquired the language
of their parents and grandparents), bilingual educa-
tion is a vehicle to the revival and revitalization of
home language and culture. For the fourth group, the
native English-speaking linguistic.majority group stu-
dent.i (Anglo-Americans and black Americans in'our

'schools), bilingual education is seen as an enrichmept
of the children's educational experience whereby the
childroen are exposed to another language and culture
early' life.

Currently, the rights of the second and thitd
groupsthe English-proficient linguistic minorities
to government-funded bilingual education programs
are being argued in political as well as academic
forums.

Although the valte and. educational legitimacy of
bilingual education for all four populations is recog-
nized, this chapter focuses on aspects of bilingual edu-
Cation for only the first group, the limited- or
non-English-speaking minority population. This group
is the major target population for most public finan-
cial assistance at the federal, state, and lo-cal levels.

Bilingual education for LES /NE-S students has
been around for more than a decade but is just begin-
ning to gain institutional legitimacy_ Even the New
York Times (not known as a supporter of bilingual
education) has acknowledged its value. The Times has
stated that "we fully support the proper use of bilin-
gual teaching as a pedagogically sound means . of
'making possible effective participation in the general
business of learning front the very moment a non-
English-al:waking youngster enters school" (December
17, 1976). Bilingual education must now make good
on the trust that has been extended, It must deliver
programs that accomplish at least two major goals:
(1) the development of student's conceptual skills and
knowledge; and (2) the student's acquisition of En-
glish proficiency.

The number of students who are potential recip-
ients of these services is not small. In California alone
the estimated LES/NES population is nearly 300,000,
including more than 100 different language groups,'
As might be expeqed in the early stages of mandatory

'Language Dominance Survey. Sacramento: California State Depart-
merit of Education, 1976.
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state.e& wide_LES/N-ES census taking, identification and
assessment procedures are evolving, rendering any
statistics on this student population group tentative.
The first major section of this chapter addresses this
issue. It presents linguistic and educational principles
that bear on the LES / NES identification process; dis-
cusses currently mandated .procedures in light of these
considerations; and recommends procedures that are
educationally and linguistically sound while at the
same time being legally permissible and admirlistra-
tively feasible.

The next section examines several aspects of the
bilingual education instructional program, likewise
bringing to bear the most recent educational and lin-
guistic advances to the task of recommending pro-
grammatic improvement_ The selection of language
medium for subject-matter instruction, the quality of
English teaching, the range of program offerings, and
the evaluation of the effectiveness of bilingual educa-
tion programs are among the major issues discussed.
Finally, a set of recommendations is presented to
cover each of the topics discussed.

IDENTIFICATION AND PLACEMENT
OF LES/NES STUDENTS

1

LES/NES Student Assessment Process
A ,..ornprehensive, well-artietrbitted 'student assess-

',rent process is critical to the effectiveness of a bilin-
gual education program for LES/NES students. The
process begins with identifying students whose profi-
ciency in English is limited, or nonexistent; continues
with assessment procedures for plaeihg the students in
appropriate classes,'class groupings, and curriculum
sequences; includes monitoring of student progress
through the curriculum; and-ends with assessments to
determine the students' readiness to begin instruction
through English only and to ex0 from bilingual
classes. Each assessment phase is briefly described
here simply to give the reader a context lilt., which to
place the discussions that follow

Identification of LES/NES Students
The Identilw.tion 01 LES/NES 111, that

phase of the student assessment pi ocess Included are
procedures for determining whether a student may be
classified as lirhited English speaking or non-English
speaking. The importance of accurate identification
of students whose English-speaking ability is limited
or nonexistent cannot be overstated. The major impli-
cations for students being identified as LES/NES stu-
dents are that the students (1) are guaranteed their
right to a meaningful education under federal and
state law; and (2) become qualified for many govern-



rent- funded educational programs. Thus, procedures
to determine LES/NES status become eligibility
criteria for special -educational-, services -in public
schools.-These procedurei are discussed thoroughly in
this section..

Placement of LES/NES Students . . ,

The placement of LES/ NES students within bilin-
gual program s, classes, and curricula compriies the
second phase of student assessment. Procedures are

z/followed to diagnose the scope and level of students'
basic -skills and knowledge to prescribe appropriate
instructional treatments. Such assessment procedures
result in the appropriate placement of students along
several instructional dimensiOns; that is, (1) at an
appropriate point within a curriculum sequence or
objectiv continuum; (2) in appropriate class group-
ings; and (3) in classes designed for special heeds if
such needs are evident.

For example, a LES/NES student's proficiency in
English may vary from no proficiency at all to a level
that allows some communication through t nglish. A
diagnosis of the proficiency level in oral English
would allow the teacher to prescribe the appropriate
English instructional activities and pla\ce the student
in the most beneficial English-as-a-second-language
(ESL) group. Similarly, diagnosis of LES/NES stu-
dents' primary language literacy skills may reveal
varying levels of reading ability. Take, for example,
two ten-year-old NES students, one exhibiting a mas-
tery of third grade reading skills in the primary Ian-

, guage, the other revealing no reading skills at all.
Although both students are NES students and may,be
placed in the same ESL instructional group, for read
ing the former would be placed In a regular primary
language reading -group, the latter in a group receiv-
ing basic reading instruction in the primary language.
Likewise, through appropriate diagnostic assessments,
LES/ NES students with communicative and other
disorders may be distinguished from those with no
special problems. Specific recommendations on place-
ment procedures are included in this section.

Monitoring of LES /NES Students
The monitoring of student progress is the thud

phase in an assessment program. It is the means by
which a teacher can gauge how well students are
doing in their schoolwork. Monitorin usually con-
sists of curriculum-referenced tests and teacher assess-
ments conducted during the school ye r. Of course
more formal assessments, including stan ardized test-
ing, may be used for monitoring purposes; however
such testing is usually not conducted more than once
or twice during a school year. (Monitoring is not dis-
cussed further in this chapter.)

English Readiness and Program xit

The- last phase in an assessment program for the
LES /NES student is'the detertninition of a 'Stiide-rit's
readiness to participate. meaningfully in English-.

medium instruction. This point may be called English
readiness. English readiness is often thought of as the
point at whic students would also-exit from a bilin-
gual prograrrC Thus, criteria to determine English.
readiness are sometimes considered the same as to
determine program exit, For bilingual programs that
include primary language maintenance and enrich-
ment among its major goals, hoWever, English readi-
ness would not necessarily imply program exit. Both
the Lau guidelines and California law offt-r--4s options
programs that aim to develop the studentk4 primary
language and eulture.'Stleh programs would continue
to offer primary language medium instruction in one
or, more subject areas after a student had acquired
enough English and other basic skills Jo benefit from
English medium instruction. Thus, it is necessary to
distinguish English readiness from program' exit.

Research to determine criteria for English reniness
\111an program exit is ,still in its infancy. Although the

forts tation of such criteria is a matter of great
urgency to policymakers and school personnel, the
available empirical data are too sparse to warrant
specific recommendations. English readineskand pro-
grain exit criteria are therefore not discussed further
in this chapter.

Instead, areas in which strong rationales may be
offered to sup recommendations for policy and
program implementatiOn are discussed. First,. the
issue arises as to whether to use an assessment of tiral
English proficiency rather than an assessment of a
student's language dominance to determine LES/NES
status. Next, a two-step approach in thcidentification
of LES/NES students is outlined. Thing characteris-
tics of procedures and instruments used in home lan-
guage screening,and language. proficiency assessment
are discussed. And, finally, recommendations cover-
ing both identification and placement procedures are
presented.

Engliih Proficiency Versus Language Dominance
Language proficieru y refers to the degree to which

du individual exhibits control over the use of the rules
of a language for one, some, or all of its numerous
and diverse aspects. The aspects include the phono-
logical, syntactic, lexical, and semantic systems and
discourse and stylistic rules for oral and written com-
munication for different varieties of a given language
in various domains and social circumstances (Burt
;Aid Dulay, 1978). One may evaluate students' profi
ciency in English in any one or several of these
aspects; or their Spanish, Chinese, or Tagalog profi-
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ciency; or proficiency in any other language for any Of
these aspects. The results of such measurement would
yield informationn-student-proficiency in-the partic-
ular language tested. Proficiency in one language, of
course, does not necessarily_imply lack of proficiency
in another; and, conversely_ , lack of proficiency in one
language does not imply proficiency in another.

Language dominance refers to an individual's degree
of bilingualism;-that is, the relative proficiency of an
individual with respect to more than one language.
The osence of language dominance is the comparison
of two languages and the resulting specification of the
degree of bilingualism.
Legal Considerations

Language dominance is commonly used as the
principal criterion for the specifi t. on of a student's
language status in accordance a variety NI' legal
requirements pertaining to linguistic minority chil-
dren. For example, the Lau guidelines require the
classification of students in one of five categories
along the dimension of dominance. Similarly, Cali-
fornia's Bilingual Education Act of 19,76 (AB 1329)
prescribed an annual assessment, on a language d6rni-
nance instrument, of all children whose primary Ian
guage is not English (Education Code Section 52164[b1).
These classifications are to bb'.used by school districts
in the establishment of ESL and bilingual programs
and the assignment of students to the programs.

Language dominance is commonly thought to be a
simple concoptAhat should be highly useful in the
Classification of students for educational purposes.
Theoretical work in bili gual sm, bowever, has dem-
onstrated conclusively that language dominance in-'
volves -many distinct factors and is an extremely
complex set of skills° difficult to meastire accurately.
(See MacNamara, 1967, Kelly, 1969, and Hernapdev--.
Chavez, Burt, and Dulay, 1978, for discussions of the
complexity of the issues in dominance testing ) Lin-
guists and psychologists interested in furthering under-
standing of the structural and psychological interaction
of a bilingual's two languages and the social, cultural,
and affective consequences of bilingualism have found
the measurement of dominance an indispensable part
of their research.

There is little question of the utility of the measure-
ment of dominance for these purposes_ Nevertheless,
serious questions can be- raised about the utility and
the appropriateness for educational purposes of clas-
sifications based on language dominance. Even though
the letter of most legislation and administrative regu-
lations calls for such classiffcations, a closer -iitask at
the intent of the law will shoyv that dominance is
largely unnecessary for its implementation. Moreover,
sound educational practice depends not on domi-
nance but on other more useful classifications.

2-79205

T_ he Lau guidelines prescribe a five-part classifica-
tion based on the relative linguistic proficiency of the
studenth2= In-the 'section, of . the Lou-
specifies the selection of the educational program;
only 'monolingual and predominant speakers of the
non-English language are entitled to special treatment
op- account of Panguage. Bilinguals, predominant
speakers of English, and English monolinguals receive
the same treatment as students who are note from,the
linguistic minority group. In effect. the criterion being
applied is pr iciencyor lack- of proficiency in En-
glish. The re tive level of proficiency in the two
languagesi. ., dominanceis not relevant.

T-his treatment, moreover, is fully in accord with a
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW)
May, 1970, memorandum and the La17---V. Nichols
decision. The memorandum states in part that "where
inability to speak and understand the English lan-
guage excludes nacional-origin minority group chil-
dren from effective' participation in the educational
program of ered by a school district, the distri must
take affix ative ,steps to rectify the langbag defi-
ciency in er to open its instructional progra to
the students." The Supreme Court, too, was con-"
cerned with the inability of Chidese students to
receive educational treatment not because they spoke
Chinese but because they did not ,speak English.

California's Bilingual Education_Act (AB 1329,
Chapter 978, Statutes of 1976) is much' more explicit .
than the Lau guidelines in theuse of proficiency in
English as a criterion for educational program; selec-
tion although it, too, requires a dominance measure
for identification. Indeed, the designation limited,
English-speaking ui L ES sjad.opt is made without any
reference whatever to the idta of dominance. They"
category LES refs to students "who do not have the
clearly developed skills of comprehension, speaking,
reading, and writing necessary to receive instruction
only in English . " (Education Code Section 52163[d]).
In addition, LES students are to be reassessed annu-
ally with respect to English comprehension, reading,
and writing (Education Code Section 5471), Assess-
ment in the primary language ("the scetead language
of instruction ") may also be done, but it is essentially
independent of that in English

For some poi poses dominance citt to clue' into a

definition. For example, under the term "partial bilin-
gual instruction" (Education Code Section 52163[a]),
culture and history are to be taught in the language
the student knows best. In the same section, however,
neither "full bilingual instruction" nor "bilingual-

'This is termed lingoisti., 1,,,,,,tiao o, c,i,iiii) s.,to,i1 Ac lut,Ipret 45
prOfiCICDLy. The classilica,ion is unidnacnsion41, whicii is somewhat a

simplification end a departure from the strict notion of dominance; but
terms such as exclusively and predominant speaker show that it is in fact
dominance that is being referred to
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bicultural education" requires dominance informa-
tion. It is clear that the definition of "partial bilingual
instilietirilr:eo-iirdalSo be rewritten to Oceltide refer-
ence to dominance without any change-in substance.

Thus, for bath the federal and the state require-
ments, the principal operational criterion for eligibil-
ity to receive a form of bilingual or ESL instruction is
`,the level of attained proficiency in English, not the
dominance relation between the native language and

'English.

-Educational Considerations
In terms of educational practice, too, the use of

language dominance assessment for the identification
of LES/NES4 students is of doubtful value. The
assessment may misclassif students, bypassing cer-

-tain eligible students and assigning others to inap-
propriate classes or programs. The reason is that,
although it is often the case that a student dominant
in the native language is also a LES pupil, it is not
necessarily so. For example, a student may be at some
intermediate level of development in English. Yet,
because of fairly common changes that occur in famil-
ial patterns of language use, the student's primary
language development may be interrupted or even
caused to regress. In such a situation it is easily po
ble for a student whose acquisition of English is sti
in a developmental stage to be classiciteci as English
dominant Another student with the same level of
English proficiency but 'with normal primar y 1,tti

guage development would be categorized as dominant
in the native INtiguage, Such a ,contradiction is
avoided if the eligibility classification is made on the
basis of English proficiency rather than domintnee

A related problem with the use of dominance as an
eligibility measure' is that large numbers of students
who are raised bilingually or acquire English begin-
ning at an early age may know English better than
they know their home language. Often, however, the
English of such English-dominant children will not
have developed to a level equivalent to that of mono-
lingual English speakers, and they arc thus at a dis-
tinct linguistic disadvantage in relation to (heir mono
lingual peers.3

Finally, the question Lail L. intact as t,, the rule of
skills assessment in the prirnar-y language Once stu-
dents are classified as L ES or NES as a result of
assessment of English p_rofiiei,cy, measurement of

'A note of caution Is appIiVIL1, oil 11115 pain! stleil
opment in both a bilingual's languages by no meaia warrants a categorita
lion of the student as bilingual as has often been the practice Such
persons can communicate effectively wan others, using devices such as
code switching and borrowing (See Gurriperz and Heinander Chate,r,
1972, fora discussion.) Certain forms of bilingual ulsuuction only be
valuable for such students. For purposes of eligibility in bilingual Rio-
grams, they should have the status ul Lis.

their skills in the primary,. language becorn es ;very
important. The purposes of this rassessment are quite
aitifetfroin 1,liciSe Of proficiency testing in EngliSh,
which is 'used for determination of LES/NES status
identification and for placement in English instruc-
tion. Testing in the native leanguage is done to provide
baseline information for the placement of students in
appropriate bilingual Masses and for decisions con-
cerning the instructional program. As with the assess,
ments for LES/NES identification, these placement
and diagnostic assessments in the primary language
do not require dominance information. (See recom-
mendations for specifications for primary language
testing.)

In lurn, a seems apparent that, for both legal and
edticational reasons, the specification of a student's
language status is more appropriately determined by
an assessment made solely in terms of English profi-
ciency. From this perspective NES status would then
be simply the inability to communicate'in English well
enough to participate effectiv7ely in an English-only
classroom. The deterrninatinon of NES status will be
made by specifying a particular minimum level of
attainment on a direct test of language proficiency
without regard for the student's status in the native
language.

LES status would also be determined on the basis
of proficiency testing in English without the necessity,
of comparing the level attained with the proficiency
level in the native. anguage. LES status will represent
particular scores direct -measures of proficien
based 0.n the ope-_ ional criterion of. the studen s
inataislity to partici a e in the educ'ational process at a
level substantially e-quiyalent to that of native speak-
cll. of English (See the discussion of primary Lan-
guage screening for further information,) $...

Two Step Process for l /NES Identificativo
The identification of each I ES ES student ill

t. alifof nia is an administrative task of awesome pro-,. .portions, In ..response to t-he L.L.it, guidelines, AB
1329/76 includes a mandate for an annual census td
identity L ES/NES students in California public schools.
the census consists of a tv% tz) stop process whereby (I)
a preliminary screening is made to identify the pri-
mary language of the stotiem thatis, the language first
learned or the fangua.ge spoken at home; and (2) an
assessment is made of students identified as having a
primary language other than English to determine
their status as NES. [.ES, or fluent English speaking
(FES). This two-step approaat is psycholinguistically
sound Students al little of no English-speaking abil-
ity arc likely to ..once horn home environments where
languages other than English,,are spoken, or are likely
to have learned a language other than English as their



first language. On -the othep hare, students 'whose
prim y language is ()the than nglish,- need hot --
neces ly be of _Iirnited7English7speking ability;
Thus, L S/NES students comprise a subset of stu-
dents ose primary language is other than En lista-,

Thi two -step process iS illustrated in-Figure I ,with-
out re ran e to specific instrUments. The boxes in the
figtire represent proceOures; the categories not,,encloseci
in boxes represent the classificatory_ oiitput,of the;
,identification procedures, Each of these is 'diktssecr
in turn.

Horne/ Primary
Language
Screening

_

Fin 1. fiw

English

Other Oral El-10Sb
Language 'PrOfiMency

ssessment

step process for LES/NES sit

LES
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and questions on la rguage use. Language background
cicstiOns` are concerned with the immigration status
of the student and his or her family, Recent arrival
frorria.nother coitiry Will naturally increase t he-post
-sibility that the student, is NES or LES. Likewise,
residence 'and schooling., histories will yield similar
inforion. For exAmple, Thom son (t974). haS
shown tliat persons schooled and raaed*rural areas
of thsiSpanish.Sotnfiwest have language characteris-
tics similar to tse of recent immigrants from
Mexico.

-Information on language use is a powerful indica-
ukof primary language. Although some persons use
a language that is npt their pritriary tongue, the cus-
tomary and frequerTt use of a non-English language in
a variety of situations is a strong indication that it is

e primary-language of the user. Indeed, home use of
Ian uage is" often considered a defining characteris -'

tc primary language.
In obtaining information about lafiguage .1.0e, it is

important that frequency of use be determined acord-
ing to different societal domains, particularly soiciety:s
institutions and the persons associated .withi-those
institutions. Fishtnan (1968),has demonstrated that
bilingual speakers tend to use each of their languages
in particular domains. 'bus, Spanish-speaking bilin-
guals and many bit' _uals with other-language back-
grounds tend to use English at school and Spanish at
home or in 'the neighborhood. Questions about pri-

y language, then, ikeitl need to be asked about
home and neighborhood contexts. -the use of school
or other English-oriented domains may' tend errone-
ously to identify English as the primary langiage:

A language questionnaire, like eany other' instru-
iiit must have evaluative criteria. Because a general
characteristic` of a primary language screening instru-

,

ment is that it is easy to administer and score, the
scoring criteria must also be straightforward and
simple

Primary Language Screening

The first step in the ideniLification of LES/ NES stu-
dents is to determine the prithary or home language.
Thee .purpose of the initial- determination' of primary
language,is to screen the school population and to
identify the subpopulation that needs a careful assess-.
rent of English skills. The screening. identifies poten
tial LES/NES students; the assessment makes a more
finely honed judgment.

General Considerations
An important rationale Lui 4 prellannaly screening

is that an adequate proficiency assessment would be
exceedingly time: consuming and expensive if it had to
be given to every student in every school. Therefore.
for a two-step process to be justified, the screening
instrument used must be easy tg administer to large
numbers of students and easy to score and evalbate

Perhaps- the simplest devee fur these purposes is
the language questionnaire. This kind of instrument
c n identify home language and make a preliminary

entification of LES/NES students- by means of just
a few question6. Moreover, it can be printed and dis-
tributed easily to all students or parents in a school
Even in those communities where large numbers of
parents are unable to read, an oral questionnaire is
much more efficient than a direct measure of profi-
ciency. The limitation of questionnaires is, of course.
that they depend on an indirect index of language
skill and may thus not always provide accurate infor
mation. put asia screening device they-are quite ade-
quate because the grid can be large or small according
to the intent and purposes of the instrument

Two sorts of questions provide information about
primary languagequestions on language background

lioasoc 1 .A..6".A.=

Celia wi , abilc 11.A, U....I.,,,
oirSIMIlt to his authority to pie-crioe a unorm census-
taking method (Education Code Section 52164[b]),
has adopted and directed the use of. the Home Lan-
guage Survey The Home Language Survey asks: ( I)
Which language did your on or daughter learn when.
he dr she first began to talk? (2) Which language does
your on Lit daughte, most frequently use at hane? (3)
Whih language do y 0-U use most frequently to speak
to ytir son or daughter? (4) Which language is most
often spoken by adults at home? Instructions accom-
panying the Home Language Survey make clear that
school officials are responsible for issuing appropriate
translations ,of the surveys. If the necessary home Ian-

'
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guage information is not retrieved, follow-up efforts
by school officials are ordered. The instructions accom-
panying the Home Language Survey suggest how this
task is to be done; that is, through home visits, tele-
phoning, or follow-Up letters: But the instructions do
not specify the qualifications required of persons who
condutt the follow-up.

The operative definition of pr irnary language uncle'
California Jaw (Educatio- n Code Section 52163[g]),
together with the Home Language Survey and instruc-
Lions adopted lily the Superintendent of Public Instruc-
ion, indicate that state authorities seek to elicit

information virtually identical with and certainly
compatible with that sought by federal officials.

The Lau guidelines require school districts to idea
tify studentF whose "primary or home language is
other than English." These students are characterized
by any one of the following descriptions: (a) A stir
dent's first ac aired language is other than English
(b) The language most often spoken by the student is
other than English_ (c) The language most often
spoken in the student's home is other than English
regardless of_the language spoken by the student. It
one compares the state requirements with the three
criteria contained in the Lau guidelines for identifying
students with a primary or home language other than
English, it becomes obvious that questions / and 2 in
the Horde Language Survey correspond to criteria a
and tt in the Lau guidelines; and questions I and 4 in
the Home Language Survey correspond to criterion C
in the Lau guidelines.

the Lau guidelines uo-not ,specify how the pilmary
or home language is tO be identified. but they do state
wren is to do the identifying_ Only persons who can
speak and understand. the netessary langtage aic to
identify students, The Lau guidelines suggest, there=
fore, that interviews with, students or parents or both
are contemplated Practically, this may be
plished through face-to-face interviews at registra-
tion, in school, at home with the parent or strident, or
through telephope contact The Office for Civil
Rights generallyadopts the position that the infor-
mation needed to determine the student's primary or
home language may be obtained from either the par
ent or thC.StUdent except when the student is so young
that it is uncertain whether the student can meaning-
fully and accurately report the necessary information

One should ecognize that, although the Nom,
Language Survey is appealing because of the relative
administrative convenience, risks inevitably occur
First, the parents may receive a survey form written in
a language they do not understand, Second, some
parents may be unable to lead but may still attempt to
complete, the survey, increasing the likelihood of inac

curacies. Third, it is predictable that significant
numbers of the surveys will not be returned.

Problems may occur with The specific Auestions as
well, Of the four questions asked, three require the
respondent to ehocise one or another language, effec-
tively disallowing the possibility that a response may
include both languages equally. This is not a arious
problem if the responses chosen in such cases indicate
the ethnic language. Children thus screened will need
to be tested further so that it can be determined
whether they have I ES/ NES status. A difficulty does
arise, however, if English is chosen in these situations;
that is, when both languages are used equally or are
learned at the same time. Under these circumstances
bilinguals will be identified as having English as their
primary language and will thus be automatically pre-
cluded from- further consideration as I. ES students,
even though further testing might determine otherwise

1 arge numbers of second generation linguistic minor-
it)/ children potentially fall into the category of those
who have begun to acquire both languages prior to
school entry or who use both languages, at least to
some extent, in the home Many of these children are
likely to report English as the ,language first learned
on beginning to talk or as the language used most
frequently at home; yet they would be classified as
1.ES by some direct measure of English, This likeli-
hood is even greater, given the high social and educa-
tional value attributed to English, not only in the
schools but also in linguistic minority families. It has
often been reported in the dialectological and socio-
linguistic literature that social values and expecta-
tions may strongly affect the nature of responses on
linguistic questionnaires (Fishman and others. 1968;
I abov. 1972; MacNamara 1967) The Home- Lan-
guage .Survey does not take this fi,tor into ak.,;ount
because the questions arc designed to elicit single-
language responses

sum, the _Huth,: , . , L, Iln ir,ese
tor in leaves open he possibility tht significant
numbers of students in need of special services will be
erroneously identified as baying Ertglish as their pri-
_mary language. The questions in the Home Language
Surv,y should be revised to allow responses that
include mole than one language Additionally the
instructions a.,companying the Hurtle Language Sur-
vey should stipulate that, when it is administered, the
interviewer should be a person Who speaks and under-
stands the language of the ethnic group to which the
parent belongs Finall), the Home Language Survey
should become a part of the pupil registration process.

Language Proficiency Assessment
L,bh.li proficiency rather than language noun
nae appears to be an appropriate and educationally



useful identifier of LES/NES students. As previously
noted_in the discussion of_English proficiency versus
language dominance, although federal law mandates
language dominance assessment, an analysis of the
intent af the law, together with educational and psy-
cholinguistic considerations, strongly indicates that
the second step in the LES/ NES identification pro-
cess should consist of the assessment of a student's
oral English- proficiency. Indeed, the designations
LES and NES attest to such intent.. The SDQA I is

explicitly not intended as a measure of language pro-
ficiency but rather as a "quick-assessment" of fluency
and dominance through the determination of %op-,
fort" in production.

A quick assessment of a student's comfortable lan-
,guage may be consistent with a preliminary screening,
but it is inadequate for a classification of a student's
language status that will determine the type of educa-
tional program to be provided. Given the first step of
primary language screening, a seetcd screening instru-
ment becomes supPrfluous.

For these and other reasons, my-1y educators, as
well as- California State Department of Education
personnel, worked with ..the Legislature in bringing
about the passage of intembly Bill 3470 (Chapter
848/78), the LES Census Bill, which was signed into
law on September 18, 1978. The regulations pursuant
to the new legislation specify English proficiency
assessment as the second step in the identification of
limited- and non-Engkish-speaking students (Educa-
tion Code Section 52164[b]).

Certain criteria for such assessment need to be. Ina
for valid and accurate identification. The criteria
include:

1. The use of English proficiency scoles of native
English-speakipg peers as the criterion to deter-
mine when a student's English proficiency is
limited

2. The de-emphasis of phonology as an aspect of
language to be measured

I The use of natural communication tasks (as
opposed to linguistic manipulation tasks) to
elicit- the speech to be assessed

4_ The exclusion of items that exhibit negative ul-

tural bias
5. Adherence to psychometric requirements of v

ity, reliability, and field testing

Use of Proficiency Scores
When can a student's proficiency be considc,cd

limited? Education Code Section 52163(d) states that
"limited-English-speaking pupils are pupils who do
not have the clearly developed English language
skills . . necessary to receive instruction only in En-
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glish at a level substantially equivalent to pupili hose
primary language is English"Temphasis ours].

Alt hough much of one's first- language is- acquired`
during early childhood, parts of one's language
develop gradually and are finally acquired only in
later childhood and adolescence. Even aspects of syn-
tax and morphology,. which comprise the tlack bone of
a language, are acquired during the school years (see
Chomsky, 1970). Thus, the English proficiency of
pupils whose primary language is English would vary
according to their stage of language development.

Levels of English proficiency -considered to be
limited would vary according to the mean proficiency
levels of native English-speaking pupils at different
grade levels. For example, if an assessment instru-
ment rated proficiency levels from one to five and five
were the highest level, it is quite possible that native
English speakers in kindergarten would score, on the
average, at level four. If this were the case, level four
would not be limited even though it is not the highest
possible score on the test. In higher grades, however,
level four would be considered limited if native En-
glish speakers_scare at higher levels.

Given the necessity of determining empirically the
English proficiency levels of native English speakers,
the next question would involve characteligtics of an
acceptable native English-speaking sample. Suggested
here are Only a few minimal qualitative characteristics
of such a sample. First, for relatively uniform stan-
dards to be ensured, a statewide-representative sample
rather than 10411 samples should be used for compari-
son. Using one statewide sample would also automat-
ically solve the problem that would arise in districts
with majority concentrations of national-origin minor-
ity students.

As in the selection of any representative sample,
factors such as socioeconomic status and geographic
representation need to be considered. For this partic-
ular sample no national-origin minority group stu-
dents should be included because it is precisely this
p'opulation group whose English proficiency is being
assessed. The number and concentration of other,
types of native English-speaking students should be
determined by experts in measurement, as should the
precise point within test score ranges that distin-
guishes limited from proficient English speakers.

De-Emphasis of Phonology

Of the various linguistic components that can be
measured, phonology is perhaps the least indicative of
general language proficiency and the least predictive
of-LES/NES status. The reasons are to be found in
the structural relationships among linguistic compo-
nents, the language acquisition process, and the use of
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language by bilinguals. A discussion of the first two
aspects- would-involve-consideration= of- highly techni,--

cal and theoreti.cartopics. Included here, therefore, is
only a discussion of the last aspect; namely_ , the use of
language by bilinguals.4

It is well-known that many bilinguals have a highly
developed ability to communicate, using a grammati-
cal structure that is essentially equivalent to that of
native speakers while maintaining a heavy accent.
That is, their productive phonologidal structure in the
new language is not well-developed, yet they are con-
sidered fully proficient in that language, Henry Kis-
singer, Zsa Zsa Gabor, and Fernando Llamas; for
example, have accents that do not appear to have any
effect on their ability to communicate-in English. On
the other hand, some learners are 'Ciery good mimics
or may distinguish sounds well but may not learn
grammaticaLstructure or vocabulary as easily, In light
of these observations, it seems clear that the assess-
ment of phonol gy will give virtually no information
about a pelsges skill in or knowledge of the meaning-

'. bearing elements at the very core of the communica-
tive function of language.

In addition to the phenomenon of accented but
fluent English speech, a great deal of variability exists
in pronunciation across idiolects and dialects of
native speakers of a language. For example, in Span-
ish (as in English) numerous variant pronunciations
occur according to country and regions Not only do
many of the individual sounds differ, but there are
important .differences in intonational phenomena.
Particularly important are pitch, and rate of speech
differences as well as certain junctutal phenomena
such as / ?/ (glottal stop) or velarization of / n/ These
kinds of pronunciation differences are comparable to
those between Midwestern American speakers and
native English speakers from, say, New Delhi or
Auckland.

Care must be taken,. therefore, nut to confound
differences in pronunciation with difficulties requir-
ing instructional intervention. Accent is more often
an indicator of regional background, socioeconomic
status, or ethnic or peer group affinity than an indica-
tor of ability to communicate, Given the unpredicta-
ble relationship between an individual's control of the
phonology of a language and the ability to communi-
cate in that language, the use of phonology .(including
pronunciation and auditory discrimination) in the

'see, however. Chomsky and Halle (1968) for a complete dI3Ctlaai011 ut
the relationships among linguistic components; and Dulay, fletnandia
Chavez. and Burt (1978) for an introduction to second language phono-
logical acquisition.

This phenomenon occurs even tii reference to the stantlaid language
alone. Additional differences exist when we consider variation In social
dialects.

determination of LES/NES status may lead to the
erroneous classificationclassification of students. I

Use of Natural Communication Tasks
Most tasks used to elicit speech samples or verbal

responses may be grouped according to the presence
or absence of, a communicative focus. Accordingly,
they maybe labeled natural communication tasks and
linguistic manipulation tasks, respectively, A natural
communication task is one in which the focus of the
student is on communicating something to someone
else an idea, some information, or an opinion in a
natural manner. In such situations the speaker uncon-
sciously. uses the grammar rules acquired to convey
the message. For example, a question such as Why
can't the frog fly? (asked-by an examiner whilepoint-
ing to a picture of a frog sitting on a rock) elicits an
opinion or idea from the student which is directed
towards the specific situation. The resulting speech 's
produced by the student with little if any consciou
focus on linguistic form.

On the other hand, a linguistic manipulation task is
one in which the focus of the student is on performing,
the conscious linguistic manipulation required by the
task. For example, asking a Speaker to transform No
one was here into a yes or no question requires
manipulation of the elements in the sentence; or fill-
ing in a blank with- 'a correct morpheme requires
selecting a form. Neither of these activities serves any
communicative function for the student, however.
Rather, the ,student is consciously focusing on the
linguiStic rules required to perform the operation
requested. ah activity rarely a part of natural. com-
munication. In brief, natural communication tasks
permit one to make statements concerning the stu-
dent's normally developing (and unconscious) gram-
mar. Linguistic manipulation tasks permit one to
make statements concerning the student's inetalin-
guisti, awareness; the conscious knowledge of
and manipulation of the rules and forms of a
language.

This distil, ti is illipuitant tut vat loos tCuaull,S,
the most important of which here is that the two kinds
of tasks give quite different results in terms of the
quality of the language pi oduced For /example,
second language (L2) acquisition order research has
revealed the same stable order of acquisition of cer-
tain grammatical morphemes for both oral and writ-
ten production for children and adults (Anderson.
1970; Fuller. 1978; and Krashen, 1977) In nearly all
the L 2 resc4,ch studies conducted to date, subjects
wet e given various sorts of communication tasks. One
notable exception. however, was a study in which stu-
dents. were asked to fill in the blanks with the correct
morpheme or draw a line through the blank if none

2
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were required (Larsen-Freeman, 1975). The results of
that written study revealed an order for all six lan-
guage groups studies -facile-ally different -from the
order that had characterized nearly every other L2
acquisition study, including the order obtained by
Larsen-Freeman with her own subjects when she
administered a communication task. Because other
researchers had found an acquisition order for the
written mode which paralleled the order observed in
oral studies when a communication task was used, the
written mode could not be said to be responsible for
Larsen-Freeman's unusual results.

Another recent study has provided additional sup-
rt for the notion that task focus affects the order
ained. Krashen- and his students at the University
Southern Californa (Krashen and others, 1977)

administered Larsen-Freeman's written linguistic ma-
nipulation task to some 30 adult students enrolled iii
the University of Southern California's English pro-
gram and found an order very similar to Larsen-
Freeman's order. This "linguistic manipulation order"
was unrelated to the. natural and stable acquisition

,order observed by Krashen (1977), Fuller (1978), and
Anderson (1976), among others, for their subjects'
written production. It seems, then, that linguistic
manipulation tasks result in language qualitatively

IA
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different, m certain respects from that produced in

natural sommunication tasks.
T able 1 provides a comparison of natural commu-

nication and linguistic manipulation tasks in terms of
their definitions, advantages, aria disadvantages as'to
their appropriateness and efficacy as indicators of lin-

guistic proficiency_
Natural communication tasks include structured

and nonstructured communication (sec Table 2); lin-
guistic manipulation tasks include imitation, transla-
tion, substitution, completion,, and others_

Natural communication tasks may be structured or
not according to the focus and intent of the tester or
researcher. If the goal is to elicit a specified range of
structures naturally yetmithin a. limit time span (five
or ten minutes), a structured communication task is
more appropriate. lf, however, one is interested in
language produced in an unplanned fashion (as far as
the elicitation of sPecific structures is concerned), as
in free conversation among children or between chil-
dren and adults or adults with each other, and if one
is able to obtain enough language in this way so that a
range of structures can be examined: a nonstructured
communication task would be used (such as a brief
composition on a selected topic or an open-ended
interview about some topic of interest).

,

(uitipailison of Two map.), lypes of Oial Lang(11164.; Eli,citvtiuis task..
Natural Communication and Linguistic Manipulation

LJef`lrntiun

Shiite types

Advantages

Natural outru litntualiun
-----

laps Student's-unconscious use of giammati
cal ruleS to ptuduce utterances in a

conversation

Uses natural speech where student'., iu,us
on communicating something

Structured communica uon florist. tic tured
communication, and so oil (see Table 3)

Tlic language sample obtained leptesents
natural communication, the skill that is
ultimately being assessed.

the task is virtually free of eunfun....hug (ash
biases.

Disadvantages Certain suucturcs arc extremely dltfh.ult to
elicit naturally; e g-, perfect tenses (had
seen)

SOURCE: FL Oulay, E. Hernandez h and NC Burt (19710

24

Luiguistie manipulation

raps student's conscious application of lin-
guistic rules to perform a noncommunt
cativt task

artificial di" whet e student's
us is un a oven lulu

Luna tlou ti ruislattort, Gu.upleuun. ti aims
Illation substitution, and so on

larger situbtuies seetrr tu be readily ub
tain-d

,..t, of

gramma, rules wi.h ability to use the
language fur corruntrMcation, result. in
qualitatively different language than corn=
inunication tasks
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Whether one chooses a structured or nonstructured
communication task for language assessment, it seems
clear that the language produced in a communication
task is qualitatively and systematically different in
important respects from that produced by using a
linguistic manipulation task. It is not at all clear how
the results of a linguistic manipulation task relate to a
student's overall communicative profiCieucy, leaving
the validity of linguistic manipulation tasks in some
doubt if their results are to be used as an indicator of
general level of communicative ability or proficiency.
Their use for other purposes, however, such as deter-
mining the level of metalinguistic awareness, might be
taken into consideration. Unfortunately, the relation'
between rnetalinguistic awareness and actual commu-

.nicative proficiency is not yet understood.

Exclusion of Negative Cultured Rias
1-ot linguistic proficiency and

world not to be confounded, the content of a Lan-
guage measure (the concepts'and activities depicted in
the pictures or referred to in the questions) must not
be outside the experience of the students being tested
nor inconsistent with their cultural customs and
values. For example, a northern winter scene might

Hon.

Defirtitkin

Advantages

DINadVailta604

-ipclude pictures of skis, sleds, a snowman, and a snow-
ball fight. if such pictures are included as stimuli,-
students who have never experienced a northern win-
ter would be penalized unfairly when they are unable
to answer,questions based on these unfamiliar things.
Likewise, a green banana represents an unripe banana
to-some people; but to others it represents a variety of
banana used for cooking. Thus, if the target adjectives
to be scored,for green and yellow bananas included
unripe and ripe, some students would be unfairly
penalized; their failure to include the desired adjec-
tives would not be due to a language deficiency but to
a perception of bananas that is different from the test
constructor's perception. Likewise,- students unfamil-
iar with penguins will not be able to answer correctly
questions such as Do penguins waddle? Responses to
test items that rely on unfamiliar content or that
assume only one of sevei al. possible interpretations do

t reflect general language ability but merely indi-`
care the child's exposure to that particular content.

Adherence to esychornetrk Requirements
Iii acidi,i4ott to the above criteria, which are unique

to language testing, language proficieniy and domi-
nance instruments must also meet reliability, validity,

nit.?
nipatison, oxistruclus.d Ai 4 olin11444114$114,11 1 daata

Structured cOmmuoicatiou

Natulal eunvers3iruit between student and
examiner in which examine' asks student
specific questions designed to elicit target
structures naturally and systematically

Target structures may be elicited selectivaiti
and quickly; more efficient than non-
stru,tured communication

Not all AA th,luica uic camly elicited; e 6
yes-n., questions

SOCRCL J. .

s communication

Manual convelsation between student and
exananer or othet person in which no
intent exists to elicit specific structures

dI4 are dlich..ult to elicit with
specific queAiotts may t,e offered by
subjects spontaneously

A 61eat deal of speech must usually be
collected befoic a sufficient range of
gLui.ialea is uscd by the student to
permit a.,.essolent of Linguistic pi,,fi-
ciency.

I.,c Canwol u.iii.e an) ,1,Alk.t.j.,1 is 4.4111l at.
student's control over structures not
offered Airing tit, collection peltods
(becausc one cannot be certain why a
structure was not offered; i.e., whether
the situJions did not' requite it or
whether the student did not know it).



and field-testiqg requirements. These criteria ar,,
beyond the seolre- of this-paper; however; -they have

- been discussed extensively elsewhere (see for example,
Burt, Dulay, and Hernandez.Cbavez, .1976, for lan-
guage testing specifically; Thornlike and Hagen,
1969; and the general testing literature for testing in
general).

BILINGUAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR. LES/NES STUDENTS

Bilingual instruction can take many forms accord-
ing to the characteristics and goals of the students it
serves. Bilingual programs for students who are
equally proficient in English and their primary. lan-
guage or who are English dominant will have differ-
ent characteristics than those for LES/NES students,
given the different needs of these student popubtions.
In accordance with the charge given by the California
State Department of Education, issues and recom-
mendations designed to enhance the effectiveness of
programs for LES/NESstudenn are focused on here.

At least two major goals essential for the academic
survival of LES/NES students guide the development
of bilingual instructional programs. The programs
must ensure students' acquisition of (1) basic skills as
in mathematics and achieteiant in such subject areas
as science and social studies at a level comparable to
that of their English-speaking counterparts; and (2)
proficiency in English.6

The integration, of these goals into a cohesive
instructional strategy is a complex undertaking involv-
ing the synthesis of language learning principles, aca-
demic achievement priorities, and legal guidelines. It
is from this multifaceted perspective that several
aspects of bilingual instructional programs are dis-
cussed in this section, inclu ng (I) the language used
for subject-matter instructio (2) educationally sound
student groupings in relati n gal requirements
preventing ethnic identifiability, and (3) the quality of
Eitglish instruction.

In addition, comments are made as to the need for
a greater variety of educational offerings to accommo-
date LES/NES students with exceptional needs, such
as the handicapped, the illiterate, and the gifted.
Finally, the effectivenesi of bilingual instruction on
student academic performance, as found in the avail-
able research and evaluation literature, is discussed
briefly.

"see Femandez, 1977, for a discussion of other goals of current bilin-
gual. programs, 9
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Language Used in Subject-Matter Instruction7

--Several-bilingual instructional strategies have.been--
developed over the years in attempts to address the
goals of academic achievement and Er aecjuisi-
firm simultaneously. The strategies seern,'_;, iact, to be
designed to answer a question bilingual .education
program planners often ask. That is, What is the fast-
est way to teach English while at the same time pro-
moting the student's advancement in subject -matter
and basic skills? With the aid of theory arniresearch in
second language acquisition zicurnulated over the
pak decade, certain instructional methods currently
used to help accomplish these goals will be examined.

Current Research
In second language (L2) acquisition research, con-

vincing evidence-has been accumulated to support the
existene,e. of a socioaffective-filter, one believed to
operate during language acquisition:8 This construct
has been posited to account for selective learning,
which has been observed in learners of a second lan-
-guage or dialect.

All second language teachers already know that
their students do not learn all of the language to
which they are exposed. This lack of learning, how-
ever, is not necessarily traceable to learning problems
or to recalcitrance. Many times, selective learning is
taking place, and the selecting mechanisms include
what is referred-to as the socioaifective filter. For this
construct to be placed in perspective, a sketch of the
current model of the creative construction process in
'L2 acquisition is presented. (See Figure -2.)

In Figure 2 the term external linguistic environ-
ment refers to language input. It encompasses-all the
language.in its sociolinguistic contexts to which the
learner is exposed, including, of course, the class-
room. The term learner's speech,' on the other hand,
refers to the language dlitput-that is, the language
actually produced by learners. lithe large center box,
labeled internal mechanisms, are the five internal
unconscious and nonobservable factors that have
been proposed to account for the differences between
language input and output. (These factors are dis-
cussed in detail in Dulay, Burt, and Krashen, 1979.)
As the model indicates, the socioaffective filter is the
first hurdle incoming language data must overcome to
be processed further. And, as the term filter indicates,
not all language input data pass through the socioaf-

_ fective filter for further processing.

'Parts of this .section were presented at the Georgetown University
Roundtable On Languages and Linguistics: International Dimension of
Bilingual Education, Washington, D.C., March, 1978.

'The term sucioafferitve fitter n explained in detail further on in this
section.
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Fig. 2: Working modal for some aspects of croaiivie construction in language acquisition

The socioaffective filter is not a new, construct. It
refers to the motives, needs, attitudes or emotional
states, of the learner. As the term suggests, these filter
the language input that is processed by the learner
and affect the rate and quality of language acquisition.

The socio part of the term sociaaffective represents
the social referents that give shape to learners' moti
vationsoto learn a new language and their attitudes
towards the tpeakers of that language. For example,
if a person is learning English juit to pass a school
.-requirement; it is not likely that much English will be
acquired. On the father band, a_ desire to became_an_
English teacher or to live and Work in San Francisco
may yield different results. Specific motives, needs,
and attitudes underlyingsecond language acquisition
take their shape from the niche in society that the
individual occupies or wishes to occupy and the social
activities the learner engages in or wishes to engage in
The affect part of the term socioaffective represents
the emotional statesanxiety, relaxation, anger, or
trust, among othersthat affect the manner in which
one approaches the task of learning and using a new
language.

In L2 acquitition it seems likely that the socioaffec-
tive filter contributes to at leait three manifestations
of selective learning; that is, (1) the learner's prefer-
ences for certain input models over others;9 (2) the
learner's acquisition of certain. aspects of language
before: others; and (3) the learner's (subconscious)
determination of the point at which language acquisi--
tion efforts should--cease,

According to various criteria a learner will tune in
or tune out certain speakers of the language. As illus-
trations of this -phenomenon, a few examples of
learner preferences for certain input models,over oth-

_ers are presented, A YcyjcIlLof_ the_ second langu age
research literature shows,ithat -the clearest examples of

glnpuumodetrefers to target-language saakeis with-whom the learner
comes into contact.

affectk,e filtering of input involve an apparent prefer- ---
ence for certain speaker models over others under
certain circumstances; for example, preference for
peers over teachers, peers over parents, and one's own
ethnic group members over nonniembers.

The preference for certain models is clearly demon-
strated when learners acquire one of two dialects to
which they are exposed in daily communication. For
example, a seven-year-old Japanese-speaking boy
who had immigrated to Hawaii was observed to learn
the Hawaiian -Creole English of: his age-Mates rather

_ than_ the standard English of his= teachers
first school year When he moved to a middle-class.
neighborhood in the following year hoWever, he
quickly picked up the standard EngliSh that his new
friends spoke (Milan, 1975). In explaining this phenom-
enon, the researcher states that "there is no question
that the first dialect of English these young immigrant
children learn is the dialect of -their peers and that
they learn it from their peers. Ifdhey learn productive
control of the dialect of their teachers, it is not until
later .. . (Milon, 1975, p. 1.59).

A similar example, in this case showing first lan-
guage learners' preference for peers' speech over that
of _their parents, is provided by Stewart (see Dale,
1976, p. 281). Stewart reports that the black children_
he studied in Washington, D.C., learned the dialect
used by their peers (a dialect of black English very
different from standard English) rather than the dia-
lect .uted by their parents (a diat of blacleEnglish
clogest to. Washington, D.C., standard English). Like-
wise, Labov (1972) found that both black and -white
children in a 'middle-class area of northeastern New
Jersey learned to pronounce the is before consonants
as their New Jerserifriends did rather than drop the

s -as their .New York7raised parents-did=-These datai---
-'too, show "that children learn morGAnguage behav-
ior_from=members_of_their=own-peet,group=thanlrom
their parents (Dale, 1976, p. 281).



Finally, Benton (1964) reports that MaOri children
learn- the English dialect of their own ethnic group
rather than standard New Zealand English. In some
cases this inodel preference is consciously articulated:

. One teacher reported that a Maori child had told. her:
"Maoris say 'Who's ydur name,' so that's what I say."
Maori English is often an important sign of group mem-
beeship and a source of security for these children..(Ben-
ton-1964Tp93;-Richards, 1974, p. 169)
In addition to screening out certain language inpiit

models, the socioaffective filter also seems to result in
learners selecting, certain types of phrases or vocabu-
laryitems to learn.and use in preference to others; for
example, phrases and sentences essential for social.
participation are learned by children before those that
are not in the first stages of L2 acquisition. Phrases
and sentences such as It's my turn and Pass' the ball
and a variety of others are attended to and learned
early by beginning L2 learners to the exclusion of
other aspects of language.

Third, the socioaffective filter seems to be involved
when some learners will -(apparentlxistop acquiring
the -tet language' at a point before they reach
native-lik proficiency but after they have acqUired
eriough to o municate; for example, the use of pid-
gin_ language 1)5, _communities that rarely interact
socially with get language speakers. Or, in the Uni-
ted Statei, so e adult learners seem to stop iMprov-
ing in their nglish-- proficiency at the point where.
they can co inunicate freely but still db not_control.
the.Cgramma teal niceties of English. These kinds of
behavior m y be attributed t9 the operation of
socioaffecti efiltering which significantly-reduces the
inp dj made accessible to the learner's cognitive.
learning_ mechanirris.

Educational Implications
It seems reasonable to expect that a similar_ filtering

takes place in' bilingual education subjed-matter
classes taught by using English to present tlie same
content or information presented in the ,student's
primary language. When core subject matter is taught

ao LES/ NES _students in two languages at once (as in
the concurrent method), or in one language after

"another (as in the preview-review method), students
probably filter out the language they do not under-

' stand in favor of the language they do understand. In
other words., mucti of the English used to present the
same content a second time is probably filtered -out
ecaust-it-has-nOlunction in communicaticin_Little_

mcitivation° exists to exert extra effort to attend to
--information_presented in a new language N.hen stu-

dents have either just heard it in their native language
or know that /he same content will soon be presented
in their- nativ language.
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Using English together with the LES/NPIS stu-
dent's native language during the time set aside for
subject-matter instruction probably. results 'in the stu-
dent's being deprived of valuable subject-matter in-
struction time to the extent that English is used.
Moreover, the English to which students are exposed
in -Such situations may not be attended to; and thus,.
the student's gain in English through these methods is
probably-not _worth_the_loss_in_subject=rnatter_lear
ing. To be effective, English instruction cannot simply
consist of repeating information students have just
heard in their own language. The substance of the
English classes must complement or add to that of the
subject-matter classes if students are to be expected to
pay attention. Furthermore, the exposure to English
must be structured and tailored to the level of the
students' proficiency. These needs rannot easily be,.
-nor were they intended to be, accommodated by-
subject - matter teachers. The responsibility for the ,
teaching of English falls to a well-designed ESL pro-
gram forkES /NES students, the focus of which is the
effective teaching of English.")

It is not necessary nor educationally sound to Com -
promise subject- matter development for LES/NES
students in the name of teaching Englith, especially
when other methods to facilitate English acquisition
a-re-available. Given-the possibility -that- the-language
alternation methods, used in subject-matter classes.
-may not contribute sufficiently to either educational
geial for LES/NES students mentioned earlier (the
development of subject-matter skills and the acquisi-
tion of English proficiency), it may be asked whether
the result might not be an increasing nuinber of bilin-
gual underachieversstudents who speak both n-
glish and Spanish but whose subject - matter achieve-
ment is below grade leve1.11

Regulations on Grouping of LES/NES Students
The recommendation that only the primary lan-

guage of LES/NES students be used for the purpose
of teaching subject-matttr and basic skills assumes, of
course, that the. LES/NES students will be grouped
together for instruction. At first glance such grouping
may appear to violate federal and state regulations
prohibiting racially or ethnically identifiable student

10The substance of the. English program could. of course (and probably
should), include content drawn from the subject-matter curriculum. This-
activity would- be supplementary, however, and students in the ESL
classes would not be expected to acquire' knowledge of abstract subject
matter through English. (That knowledge would be acquired in.'
subject-dater classes_through_the,student's_native_language,)_,

ilpf course, if students have attained proficiency in both the languages
used as media of instruction, then language alternation. methods for
subject-matter instruction may be appropriate and effective in maintain-
ing and developing a student's bilingual skills provided that lessons (or
parts of lessons) in one language are not repetitions of those already .

presented in another,



groupings. If properly implemented, however, group-
ing .by first' language for subject-matter instruction
appears to be well within the intent of both federal
and state requirementS, as an examination of the
requirements will show.

Approach Under Lau Guidellnes
HEW as Title. VI regulationS,12 the HEW May X25,

1970 memorandutn,13 and the Equal Educational.
Opportunity Act of 197414 all clearly bar segregation
and separate treatment:15 but none should be read as
precluding -bilifigual programs in schools 'attended
predominantly by minority students. The Lau guide-

.

lines prohibit this_ of and, arguably, the per-
petuation :of, ethnically identifiable. schOols to meet'
the special. oeeds= of children of- national

-origintriinority groups.16 But the. guidelines do not
- prohibit maintaining existing bilingual programs in

ethnically identifiable schools that have not been
created Or maintained through unlawful practices.

The Lau guidelines also discuss classes within
schools, although they state that bilingual programs

. _

"do not justify the existence of racially/ ethnically iso-
lated or identifiable classes per se." This requirement
should pot be read as precluding classek.solely com-
posed oT students- from one language minority group.

,What is :barred-is: programs- ;that fail-to rectify En-
glish language deficiencies and instead separate and
exclude students without a valid justification. This
purpose is , caTried out by . incorporating existing
Emergency School Aid Ad (ESAA) and Title VI reg-
ulations into the Lind guidelines.r Under the applica-
ble.ESAA Tegulations,18sehools which assign students

l2The 1968 rEgulations provide, in part, that a recipient of federal funds
may not, on the groundi of [lee. color, or national origin, "subject an
individual to segregation or separate .treatment."

12Tbe May 25. 1970, rnemoranduni directs that " . any ability group-
ing 'or tracking, system employed by the school system to deal with the
-special language needs of national origin minority group children must be
designed to meet such language skill needs as soon as possible and must
not operate-as an -educational-dead, end-or-permanent= track."

14Section 204(a) of the Equal Educational Opportunity Act of 1,974, 20
U.S.C. §1703(a) provides that "No., state shall deny equal educational
opportunity to an individual on account of his or her race, color, sex, or
national origin, "by ... the deliberate segregation by en educational
agency of students on the basis of race, color, or national origin aniongor
_withip schools."

'545 §80.5(b).

16"lt is not -educationally ,netessary nor legally permissible to create
racially/ethnically identifiable schools in order to respond to student lan-
guage cbaracteristics as specified in the programs described herein" (Lau
guidelines' [Sectiqn A]).

at Part ,-V1(B).

,RESAA provides federal financial assistance to localreducational agen-
cies that seek to eliminate minority group segregation and discrimination
in elementary and secondary schools and to overcome the educational
disadvantages resulting from minority group isolation: 20 U.S.C.§1607(c)
(1)(A) (Supp. V. 1975); 20 U.S.C. §1606(a)(6),(Supp: V. 1975).

to or within classes in a manner resulting "in the sepa-
ration of minority group -from n_ onnninority group
children for a substantial portion of the school day-

.
are ineligible for ESAA funding.19-These regulations
interpret substantial separation as separation "for
more than 25 percept of the school day classroom
periods."20 Thus, ,where the educationally unjustified
separation lasts for more than 25 percent of the day,.
the presumption_is_raised_thae_'classroom_or_tracking_
assignments are impermissibly based on race, color,
or national origin.21

Bona fide ability groupings, however, -are-exempted
from this presumption and prohibition.22 A bona fide
ability grouping must meet four requirements: .

1. Placement in' the goup must be based on educa-
tionally .relevant, nondiscriminatory objedtive
standards of measurement.

2. The grouping ,must be maintained during the
school day for only as long as necessary.

3. The grouping must be designed to meet the stu-
dent's special needs and to imprOve academic
achievement and performance:thrOugh.specially
developed curricula taught by specially trained
instructional personnel.

4. The grouping most be shown through objective
testing to be educationally beneficial. --

Bona fide bilingual programs that separate minority
from nonminority students for more than 25 percent
of the school day should' satisfy the ESAA require-
ments.23

The Lau guidelines strike a balariee between the
competing objectives of effective educational oppor,
tunity and classroom diversity by borrowing a proce-
dure first advanced in' the ESAA regulations. For
those courses into' which students are grouped for
valid- educational reasons, the resultant and ineidental
isolation does- not violate the law. Bilingual programs
do and can occur without much isolation. However,
for those courses or periods of the day where no such
justification exist's (e.g., .gym, music, art, recess,

"20 U.S.C. §1605(d)(1)(C) (Supp. V. 1975).

2645 C g.R §185.43(c) (1976).

2145 C.F.R. §I85.43(d)(5) (1976).

22C.F R 195A3(c) (1976); 20 L.S.C. §1605(d)(1)(C) (Supp. V. 1975).

22There is one caveat, however. The regulations provide that the device
used to group children of national origin minority groups must "not
essentially measure. English language skills" (45 C.F.R. §185.43(c)(1)
(1976). This proviso was:intended to avoid the use of English language
skills as a negative criterion. This single provision cannot reasonably be
read to rule bwt bilingual classes as bona-fideability groupings: The
identification of students who need bilingual education obviously requires
the measurement of English language skills. Significantly, the ESAA regu-
lations bar funding under the Act to local educational agencies "denying
equality of educational opponunity on the basis of language or cul-
tural background" (45 C.F.R. §185.43(d)(2) (1976).



lunch), _continued ethnic isolation of bilingual Pro-
gram children may violate the Lau guidelines, the
Civil cltights Act of 1964; and the Equal Educational
Act of 1974.24 For example, a school district in which
all of the children in a bilingual program are sent to
the same music or art class at the same time and no

_
mainstream classroom children are sent to the same
gym class will receive no protection from an alleged

_violation of Title VI under .a rationale of educational

__Approach Under AB 1329
',In promulgating AB 132,9/1976, California chose

another approach to reducing the harm of ethnic iso-
lation. The legislation focusedpn what hapfiens in the
bilingual class itself. Education Code Section' 52167
states:

In classes established pursuant, to. Section 52165, no
more than two-thirds of the pupils enrolled shall be.
limited-English-Speaking pupils; provided, that where
the proportion of limited-Englisli,speaking pupils in the
school exceeds two-thirds, the proportion 6f limited-
English-speaking pupils in such classes may exceed the
proportion of limited-English-speaking 1pils in the
school by no more than 10 percent. In no-event shall the

-primary purpose of the program be to teach_ a foreign
language to English-speaking pupils.
It must be noted that, by focusing on integrating

fluent English-speaking students with limited-English-
speaking students, the state provision only indirectly
addresses the concern of ethnic isolation. The reason
is that English abilities are not immutable charaeteris-
tics, nor are they within the exclusive provincd of any
one racial or ethnic group. A clasil with an equal
number of fluent English speakers may still be exclu-,
sively composed of non*hite minority students. In,
addition, reserving one-third of the seats' in each bilin-
gual classroom for fluent English spealiers may result
in limiting access of limited-English speakers to the
services of a bilingual program. This situation is espe-

poSsible __when_ a_shortage of bilingual teachers
limits the number of bilingual clasles and not all stu-
dents in need of bilingual programs are offered
classes. In attempts to honor a two- third /one-third
mandate, some limited-English speakers may be ex-
cluded. When a shortage, of bilingual teachers occurs,
the state's approach may cause school districts to
breach the federal obligations to .limited-English
speakers. When sufficient numbers of teachers are
available to serve all limited-English speakers, this
conflict would no_Iongersacig,____

2'Cinrron v. Brentwood Union Free School District, No. 77 -C -1370,
E.D.N.Y., January 10, 1978, at 11 12.

25Id.

Several advantages exist in the AB 1329 approach.
First; the likelihood of stiffering the harmful conse-
quences of ethnic isolation is reduced. Second, the
liMited7English speaker is mach more likely to be
exposed to fluent English conversation. (This advan
tage is consistent with the objectives of Title VII of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.)26
Third, to the extent that the state's approach results in
ethnic/racial integratiOn the concern of some that
bilingual-education-will-lead-to-divisions-within-corn
munities- along rigid ethnic/racial lines is blunted.
Fourth, bilingual education should benefit all ethnic
groups and persons participating in it pot just
limited-English-speaking children: Ideally, bilingual
programs should not be strictly compensatory for
some but educationally and culturally -enriching for
all. Thus, the more expansive goals of bilingual edu-
cation are likely to be, met through AB 1329.

Quality of English Instruction"
Much of the English teaching methodology in use

today,,_whether in bilingual or monoangual programs,
has not yet caught up with. current theory and
research on the learning of a second language.
recent review of the major ESL curriculum series for
elementary stUdents and a survey of 40 ESL teachers
(both- conducted by the_ authors)_revealed a_heavy.
relianee in curriculum materials on pattern drills,
repetition, imitation, and Contrastive analysis. The
teacher survey_ further revealed a dissatisfaction on
the part of many of the teachers with the curriculum
materials and strategies available to them. Many
mentioned the need to improvise to compensate for-
shortcomings in the curriculum. In this section are
presented aspects cifsurrent second language acquisi-
tion research in an effort to stimulat e the restructur-

-ing of strategies, techniques, and materials used to
facilitate the acquisition of English by LES/NES
students.

_First_L anguag erference

If one were to designate a "villain" in the second-'{;
language learning drama, the undisputed choice wotad-
surely be the learner's first 'language. The term inter.::
erence is' used to refer to second language errors that

reflect first language structure. The first languageisJ
often thought to get in the way of progress, to inter-

,.

26"ln such courses or subjects of study as art, music, and physical!erliicn
tion, a program of bilingual education shall make provision for thepattic-
ipation of the children of limited speaking ability in regular classes"
( §123.02 subd. G2[2]).

27Parts of this section were presented at the Georgetown LIniyrsity .
Roundtable on Language and Linguistics: International Dimeristqn of
Bilingual Education, Washingthn. D.C., March. 1978.
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.

fere with the learner's production of correct second
language sentences.

This view has its roots as much in common sense as
- in behaviorist psychology. If one hears a Latino adult
saying, "I have 33 years," one might reason that the
substitution ofhave for am was induced by the speak-
er's native language, Spanish. Furthermore, one might
speculate that, whenever the person's first language
differed from English, the learner would have trouble;
that-is ,-the_learner_would_autornatically-tend-to-use_
native language structure and thereby make an error.
This .commonsense, notion has been given a name in
behaviorist psychologynegative transfer.

A closer look at what second language learners
really'do, however, is beginning to vindicate the first
language. From all the, data currently available, it
seems that the- first language is really a help rather
than a hindrance. It is not an interference °but an
Option of last resort. The change in the perceived role
of the 'first language began with the observation that
the number of errors in second language performance
that could. be attributed to first language influence

as-far smaller-than had previously been imagined. In'
the, first empirical study undertaken in which The
grammatical errors made by children were actually
counted and classified, less than 5 percent were found
to reflect the children's 'first language (.Dulay and
Burt, 1974): Since-this initial finding, numerous stud
ies have been conducted to determine the incidence of
interlingual errors (those reflecting the first language)
and developmental errors (those similar to errors
made by first language learners) in the speech and
writing .of children and adults learning English as a
second language. All the research studies conducted-
to date have reached the same conclusion; namely,
that the great majority of errors made by children and
adults are not interlingual but developmental. A brief:
summary of these studies follows:

.1. Child studies. In Dulay and Burt's (1974) initial
study of the natural speech of children, an analy-
sis of more than 500 grannatica! errors made
by 179 children learning English in U.S. schools
(in New York and in northern California) revealed
that less than 5 percent of the errors observed
reflected the children's first language, Spanish.
=Since then, other empirical studies have also
shown the liMited reliance children place on the
structure of the mother tongue when learning
the second language in a host environment. For
example, studies of Japanese-speaking children
learning_English_in_Hal,vaii _and_ in the__United____
States (Milon, 1974; and Gillis.and Weber, 1976,
respectively), -or of French-speaking and Greek-
speaking children learning English in the U,S.
(Venable, 1974) are typical examples of empiri-

cal studies in which the actual incidence of inter -
lingual errors observed was negligible, Such
findings.: are not limited to children who are
learning English as a second language. Native
English-speaking children abroad have been
observed -acquiring languages as-diverse as Welsh
in Wales (Price, 1968); French in Geneva, Swit-
zerland (Ervin-Tripp, 1974); Spanish in an immer-
sion program in the United States (Boyd, 1975)-;
German-in-Kiel,-West-Germany-(_ode,-1-976);__
and Urdu in. Pakistan (Hansen-Bede, 1975).
These researchers all m_ ade a pbvit of comment-
ing on the very low incidence of interlingual
errors. Most of the errors observed appeared to
be developmentalof the sort that Might be
made, by children :learning those laA*;gtiages as
their first language: (See the next section for
further discussion.) Although a 5 percent inci-
dence of interlingual errors does not mean that
no, grammatical errors reflect first language
structure, it is certain that- an almost insignifi--
cant portion of the total number of errors chil-
dren have been observed to make while learning
to speak English are other than developmental.

-2. Adult studies. Studies conducted on the speech
and writing of adults- learning English as a
second language have reached. similar: conclu-
sions; namely, that the majority of- nonphono-
logical errors obsenied for adults do not reflect
the first language of the adults either. The pro-

_ portion Of errors that reflect .the first Innguage,
how6rer, is somewhat larger than that which has
been' observed, for children. Approximately 8
percent to 23 percent of the adult errors may be
classified as interlingual- Though this propor-
tion. is larger'than that for -children, it still
represents a minority of the total errors made by
adults. Researchers include White- (1977), 'who
studie'd the speech of adults learning English in
the United States, and LoCoco (1975, 1976); who
studied proportions of interlingual and :tither

_

error types in the compositions of native-English-
speaking adults enrolled in university courses in
Spanish and German in the United States.Z3

Other researchers (who did not. conduct coniPlete
.counts but examined error types nevertheless) have

also commented on relatively small numbers of inter-
lingual errors in-their observations. An Arabic speaker
learning English in the U.S. (Flanania and Gradman,
1977) and French speakers learning English in Quebec
(D'Anglejan -and-Tucker;--1975)- have- heen studied;-as
well as native English-speaking students observed in a

?"Studies that suffer from serious merhodologIcal liavvs (e.g.7the use o
timed translation tests) have not been included here because results cannot
be reported with confidence.



French foreign language class- in a Midwe
versity (Valdruan, 1975). Even studies that appear
focus on the discription of interlingual errors did not
find a majority of that 7n-or type (e.g., Scott and
Tucker, 1974, who studied. Arabic-speaking students
learning English at the American University of Beirut).

ern uni- Although lack of space does not permit in-depth pre-
entatiou and discussiOn of the available data, a brief

mmary of some of the key findings in each area is
presented as an overview of what second language
learners have been observed to do when learning En-
glish as a second language. Such information should

For second language learners, then, the available be helpful in the development of training, programs' -;
empirical evidence suggests that error types reflecting_ more consistent with what is 'known about the

econd_language_learnmg_process.t treTst ruct u re -ath clear nee iffirstlangu age-nre-c learlys
in- the minority, -comprising only about 5 percent of
child errors and 8 percent to 23 percent of the total
number of grammatical errors made by adults. These
findings do not seem to justify the major emphasis in
current ESL and bilingual teacher training proce-
dures on the occurrence and eradication of interfer-
ence errors. The heaVy reliance in training programs
on the contrastive unalysis of the grammars of En-
glish and the student's first langtiage, for the purpose,
of predicting where difficulties or errors are likely to
occur, -is not empirically justifiable. Furthermcire,
some evidence suggests that the interlingual 'errors
that occur are occasioned by .less -than- natural' lan-
guage environments; by older learners consciously
resorting to translation when required to produce the
second language before they are ready; and by other
factors, none of which appears to include the inter-
ference of-the first language on second language be-
havior. (See Dulay and others, -,1979, for further
discussiOn.)

Finally, even if the small nurnber of interlinglial
errors, observed were considered worthy of Special
attention, the available research On error correction
suggests that neither correction techniques nor heavy
drilling does much to affect the quality of student
speech- (Hendrickson, 1977; Plann, 1977; Cohen and
Robbins, 1976). Thus, whatever attention is given the
small- number of interlingual errors that appear to
occur, it is not likely that the correction or drilling
procedures currently suggested- by the contrastive
analysis tenets are likely to lead to..much change in
students' verbal performance.

Second Language Acquisition-
At the same time as the nytion of interference has

been losing its value for second languagelearning, the
discovery of basic similarities in the second language
speech produced by children, and adults of different
first languages lids generated tremendous enthusiasm
and numerous empirical, inv'estigations. MuCh of the
speech of second language, learnersincluding cl3i1-.
dren and adults from different language backgrounds--
exhibits important similarities in tku-ee, aspects of
grammar; that is, (1) error types; (2) steps in

tr
the

acquisition of basic-syntactic. structures; and (3) the
order of acquisition of a subset of ,English structures..

I. Error types. Perhaps the major significance of
the study of L2 errors to date has beenthe dis-
coVery of a striking similarity between the errors
made by learners of a second language' and those
made by first language learners. The observed
similarities provided the first inklings' that the
kind of mental process responsible for the learn-
ing of a first. language may also `underlie. the.
learning of .a second language. kor example, in'
the earliest stages of first language developnient,
children produce primarily content words (nouns,
verbs, and adjectives) and omit grammatical
morphemes (articles, prepositions, and morpho-
logical elements) as adults, do when they com-
pose telegrams: He throw'marble (child) or Send
money urgent (adult). The systematic omission
of grammatical inorphemes in early "telegraph-
ic" speech is also a. characteristic of the speech of
L2 learners. -

c
Overregularization is another error type that
occurs in the speech of both first and second --
language learners. For example,--forms such as
mans and feels (the= overregularization of the
English plural -s) are typical occurrences in the
speech of both first and second language learners.
Other such "creative" errors. include the use of
archiforms One form that does the work of sev-
eral; e.g., one for I and me); the alternating use
of thenembers of a class (such as past tenses for
past participles; e.g., I. seen her yesterday); dou-
ble markings (such as double past; e.g., He
didn't went); and certain misorderings. (These-
errors are described in detail in Dulay, Hernandez-
Chavez, and Burt, 1978; and in numerous aril-

,.cies in the L2 literature.)

2-

.

2. Steps in the acquisition of basic structures._ A
number of research studies have been conducted
to determine the steps L2 learners go through in
acquiring structures such as English negation,
simple and embedded wif-questions, and reflex-
ive ,pronouns..As shown in tables .3
learners from languages as diverse as Spanish
and Japanese have beenObserved tolollow sim-
ilar steps as they acquire the basics of negation,
simple wh-questions, embedded wh-questions,



and reflexives. Not nsignificantly, the -basic
steps are quite similar to those observed by
researchers studying children learning English as
their first language (although some differences
most likely due to the greater cognitive maturity_
of L2 learners are discernible). Tables 3 thro'ugh
6 illustrate the major turninepoints that have`
been obseryed.29

3. Order of acquisition of English structures Off_
the areas of recent. L2 acquisition research, the
study of the acquisition order of grammatical
structures has probably generated the most
excitement: -Particularly exciting is the finding
that 12 structures of English appear to be
acquired in-a similar order by children of,differ-
ent language backgrounds and_by adults as well.
Figure 3 illustrates the structures studied and the
order in which they were acqUired by More than
500 children of Spanish and Chinese language
background across ten states in the U.S. (Dulay
and. Burt, 1975). Numerous studies have repli-
cated much of this basic acquisition order when
the language elicited represented natural com-
munication - (both oral and written). Studies
have been made rof,Korean-apeaking and Spanish-
speaking children (Fathman, 1975); a Vietnamese-
speaking child (Kessler and -Mar, 1977); as well
as adults of various language backgrounds (Bait

M
--

ley, adden, and, 1974, and Krashen,
Madden, and Bailey, 1975, who studied adults
front 12 different language backgrounds). Other
investigators included Larsen-Freeman (1975),
who included adults from four language back-
groundz Andersen (1976), whose subjeAs were
of Hispanic background; and Fuller (1978),
whose study included adults from 16 language
backgrounds: All these studies, and others, have
found that,the order in which these basic struc-
tures of English are acquired is very similar for
all the language groups studied.°

In sum, basic similarities characterize the acquisi-,
tion of English by second language learners of differ-
ent language backgrounds in terms of- (1) types of
errors; (2) steps in the acquisition of certain struc-
tures; and (3) the acquisition order of a subset of
English structures. The existence of similarities in the
verbal output of second language learners of different

2gThere are, of course, minor differences among individual learners
within and across the language groups. The similarities among learners of
different language 'groups;'however.-far outtVeigh-the-diffcrerieiS-iiiio-n-g-
them, as the tables indicate.

30iomresearchers-have focused-on possible differences in-the acqiiisi
tion order, but, to date, the similarities found far outnumber apparent
differences.

Group

Case
(nominative/ace sative

Word Order.

Group II

Singular CORU.1-k___ Singular Auxkli
Cs/is)

Plural A xiliary
are

Cs/is)

Progressive
(-ing)

Past Irregtil

Possessive
Cs)

Group III

Would

Long Plural
(-es)

Third Person Singular

have

Group IV

-en

Fig Acquisitioll hierarchy

first language backgrounds points to the existence of
Universal mental mechanisms that guide thc second
linguage acquisition Process, influencing the, manner
in which students process and finally learn what Ian,
guage they are exeosed to.

These findings, which have accumulated over the
last decade, have contrilAileAtO the gradual develop-
ment of principles of secoridlarigilage acquisition that
differ radically from'.the habifformation principles
formulated in the 1950s. It seems clear that a second
language is acquired to a large extent through the
"creative coast, ctio'n" of the new language by the
learner; that is; through the leainer's systematic and
gradual reconstruction of the rules of the language.
Environmental conditions such as classroom features
and, teaching method become maximally effective
only when they are in tune with the developmental
processes of language acquisition.

IniOliddiaiiif0 in tiort
Because these theoretical advances are relatively

new and- little government emphasis has been placed
on the improvement of ESL methods and materials,



Mist language acquisition

(Klima and Bellug,1966)

e I

) (no
,

toot)

Examples:

No_wipe fmger.

Not a tiddy bear.

Wear mitten nO.

Stage 2

S NomAux

L, Norwegian

(Raiem, 1974)

, Step la

TABLE 3

Some Intermediate Steps in the Acquisition of Negation

Second language acquisition

L, Japanese

(Milon, 1974', Bias and

Weber, 1976)

Step 1

dedicate

fain verb)

&mph

I don't sit on Cramer cdffee,

Be not little, he big.

Ile no bite mi.'

4 NomAux
Predkati

ain verb )

TV
atix'

g)

NO, it ,

That was:nal-in!.

I didn't tanght it.

Not like it now.

Notready.

No, no' like it,

Step 2

Inottltis way,":

lnot like that.. '

Dolly:"ee not here,

Step 3

No, I didn't.

I haven't seen this afore.

You can't have this back,

SOURCE: Dulay, E Hernandeghavez, and M., Burt (191).

Not roe.

Not dog.

Not cold.

Step 2

I no queen.

I not give you candy.

I no more five.

Don't tell teacher, UK?

Step 3

You're not playing it..

No, they're not white,

Li Spanish

(liernandez.Chaver, 1973;

Cazden et LL, 1975)

LI German

(vode, 1976)

LI =Arabic (Adult)

Okada and Gradnion, 197 )

Step 1

No milk.

No sleeping;

No, you,

No play baseball.

No, English,

,Not rainhig:

Not heie.

I nolike this one,

I no bow its

I not dumbie

I don't can explain.

Step 3

Pm not scare ghost.

They didn't have time,

Step 3

lonch is no ready.

I dib't can -close it,.

I cannot hit the ball,

Step,2

Step 3

aAlthough Klima and Bellues "stagee, for LI learners are defined by
meon'length of utterance (KU), El 'researchers have not usually done so, instead, they rep6rt the steps observed as learners acquire:

the Second language regardless of MLU. Therefore, the
tern step rather than stage is used here..



TABLE 4

Some Intermediate Steps in the Acquisition of Wh-Questions by Children and.One Adult: 1,1 and L2

Inteimediate steps

LTEnTlish

(Klima and Bellugi, 1966)

-L, Norweginn-

(Ram, 1914)

L, =lapanese

(Gillis and Weber, 1976)

. L, Spanish ,

(Carden, et al, 1975)

Where find it?

iktere er hers Mammy?

Step

Some auxiliaries; plus modals

(can, wip), No inversion rule,

What he can ride in?

Where the pther, Joe will drive?

What she is doing?

Whosis that is?

,Itis is a-face?

,What's that is?

Step 3

Inversion (of acquked auxilia..

ries); depinsertion for wh.

questions not in control yet.

What are they?

What are he.doing now?

Why can't you touch with your

with ,your hand?_

Where's the star?

What you did,?

Where I put thernao?'

How can you say it?

Where you iet that?

Step 4

.inversion 'of all acquired auxil.

lanes do.insertion.fOr

questions Pnder control.

What did you taro th How can I get this in?

How do you do it?

'Where do you live?



e. ,

Soitietiteonediale Stepi10..theeond toguigeAquisitigz! of fm bedded h.Quesijoil

L1 Spud

(kiyind Batt, 1977 I
L Koos

it al, 015) i (Dult old 110977)

-hpioese

(111kuls; li75)

Stop.'

[Si + [wh,wordAtix-N11 don't bow wher4 the food,

I don't know 'who go those, r,

I know where ire you

don't how where is it,

I know what's thnt I don't know where the woods is

[whiord-Rriux J doift.knOWWhere the foodi

Idon't:know what-thom-

1 dOn1)(nowyhUt he hod;

!It tomplo fotSteplijnyoliiip- 111.0. plqitopu101 fotipd in thocitildten's apearh

'

ref



TABLE 6

Some Intermediate Steps in the Acquisition of l.eflexive Pronouns for First Language and Second Language

intermediate steps

Step

Reflexive pronoun(self
(pronoun

Step 2

Reflexive pronoun=
pronoun

[+ possessive

L, English

(Brown, 1973)

L, Spanish

(Dulay and Burt, 19Th

(She see(s)) her,

see(s)) hint

(They see) them,

+ self hisself

Step 3
pronoun

Reflexive pronoun= accusative] .+ self himself

[4. singular]

Step 4 5

01';

Reflexive prorionnvP,r91n19un
P [+ accusativ I

,

11

SOHRCE: H, Dulay, E. Hernandez-Chavez, and M, Burt (1978)

''4)

_herself

lf

&self
si

L, Japanese

utakuta, 1975)

You have to make it self.

You can write it with yourself,

They have. to do it with theirself,

herself

.herself

:::himself

_themself( s)lves

'



woefully little has been done to develop newvins ruc-
tional strategies consistent with the principles of lan-
guage learning. Most of the published ESL curriculum
materials still rely heavily on drills based on imita-
tion, repetition, and memorization of sentence pat-
terns, practiees that are completely out of step with
language acquisition principles and that many ESL
teachers have found do little to hold the interest or
enhance 'the English proficiency of their students. It
seems time, then, to step up efforts to improve the
quality of English instruction in bilingual programs
by vigorous efforts in curriculum development that
reflect recent psycholinguistic advances. A few sug-

:.

gestions follow.
Creative construction in the language classroom

means, in part, that during a significant part of the
.,language class, natural communication situations are
provided that allow learners to use their creative con-
struction abilities to the fullest. A natural communi-
cation situation is not one where dialogues are
memorized or students are asked unreal questions
such as What am I doing? These kinds of activities are
not appropriate because a natural communication
situation is one where the focttsi of both the speaker
and the listener is on the message being conveyed, not
on the form of that message. This kind of situation is
perhaps what is most conspicuously absent from most
language teaching materials, and the reason is simple.
English lessons are intended to teach the forms of the
English. language, not to convey information about
the real -world. The message is, therefore, secondary;
and a look through most language lessons reveals that
most carry no message at all, much less focus on one.
If natural communication is to be provided in the
classroom, focus mustbe placed on the message, not
on the form of the message. This is not to say that
there should be no focus on the form of the language
at all but simply that, when natural communication is
to be provided in a particular lesson, form must be
de-emphasized. For example, one would not stop to
correct grammatical errors; one would instead iespond
to the content of students' utterances.

Shifting focus from language form to the pi ovisi-ii
of natural communicative situations requires a differ-
ent kind of lesson planning From what is known
about the acquisition process, it appears that a key
criterion for a productive natural communication
situation in an 'ESL (or any L2) class, at least for
beginning students, is that the materials to be pi C
sented be visually demonstrable. That is, the stuoents
should not have to rely on the verbal instructions 01
comments to gel the message. If they can dedfce the
message visually, they can inlet the cortespondcuce
between the form of the language used and the mes-
sage. Of course, this condition excludes a great
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number of topics that require verbal explarrationS to
understand, such as the definition of inflation. How-
ever, it includes a variety of topics; for example,
science experiments, games, or arts and crafts, which
are activities in which principles can be demonstrated
with ut having to rely on verbal communication.

T e use of such topics would supplement and rein-
for subject matter presented in a different and much
more comprehensive manner in the subject-matter
class. There are, of course, other techniques that pro-
vide opportunitie§ for natural communication that
teachers use alread uch as games, role playing, and
storytelling by me of pictures and films:

In addition to suggestions about the quality of spe-
cific components of bilingual instructional programs,
concerns -about their global aspects may be raised.
Two of these aspects are discussed in the following
sections, The need 'for a greater variety of educational
offerings for LES/NES students is discussed first, fol-
lowed by a discussion of the overall effectiveness of
bilingual education _on academic performance.

Variety in Bilingual Instructional Offerings
As bilingual education programs have begun to

respond to the educational needs of "average" LES/
NES students, it is becoming clear that great variety
exists in the backgrounds and abilities of LES/NES
students, just as one finds a range of abilities for
English-speaking majority group students. That is
there are LES[NES,students who are illiterate or who
are mentally gifted or who have learning disabilities
or communicative disorders. Such students cannot
usually be accommodated within present bilingual
education program designs. To the extent that bilin-
gual education programs are not flexible enough and
broad enough to help these students, all of whom
require special attention, the students are not pro-
vided with the educational services they requite.

One special subgroup consists of handicapped sill
dents Although the actual numbers of I ES/NES stu-
dents requiring special educational services is not
known, it must be substantial. Estimates made by the
National Institute of Neurological Dise'ases and Stroke
in 1967 indicated that 9 percent of all children in the
United States sillier from communicative disorders _of
various types (approximately 3 million hildren)
Miele is no teason to belie, c the pi ()portion of
I ES /NEa students :,ult,rint ft.rtu ,,onirmoteative
disorders is different Cot Califo,nia's ,Ntiniale-cf'290,000
f ES/ NES students, 9 pL:rcent represents.-2,6,100 stu-
dents 31

mont of Edw. 4t1,11M I
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A second special subgroup within the LES/NES
population. are immigrant students id grade two and
higher (the -post-literacy" grades) who have had no
formal schooling in their mother countries and, as a
consequence, are functionally illiterate_ Obviously,
the higher the grade level of such students, the greater
the problem is of catching up. Special instruction in
reading and other basic skills for those students
should be conducted in the primary language in order
to expedite the studente acquisition of these skills.
Such instruction would be quite different from that
offered to LES/NES students who had experienced
substantial formal education and were performing at
or above grade level in reading and other basic skills
in their primary language. In addition to communica-
tive disorders, mental retardation and emotional dis-
orders handicap some LES/NES students, as they do
native English speakers. Bilingual programs cannot
presently offer the highly specialized services required
by such students.

Another subgroup of LES/NES students who
cause school personnel to be concerned are immigrant
students, who, as one school district official put it,
"know more than our kids will ever know in the
twelfth grade." Because these highly educated or
gifted students are perceived to have no educational
need except to learn English, little is done to foster
and develop their special conceptual abilities while
they are learning English. Further, most primary lan-
guage instruction available is geared toward LES/ NES
students who perform at a lower level.

- Raising these issues, at this time may be more frus-
trating than enlightening, given the fledgling status of
most bilingual programs in the state. Nevertheless,
the number of LES/NES students whose needs fall
outside the scope of present bilingual services must be
considerable, and long-range plans for effective bilin-
gual instructional services must take those students
into account.

Effectiveness of Bilingual Programs
The question of the-effectiveness of bilingual instruc-

tion programs has been much publicized recently as
the result in large me sure of the publication of a
monograph by Epstein (1977) and a report by the
American Institutes for Research (AIR) (1977a, 1977b,
I978a,- 1978b) on the impact of ESEA, Title VII,
funds on Spanish/English bilingual programs_

Epstein Monograph
According to Epstein (1977), virtually no e%

exists to affirm the educational soundness and effec-
tiveness of bilingual programs. Unfortunately, although
Epstein did conduct extensive interviews with nation-
ally known politicians and administrators in bilingual

education, he did not go to the researchers in the field
who have conducted surveys of existing literature on
the effects of bilingual education on student perfor-
mance, The Epstein monograph shows no familiarity
with the substantial empirical research available which
speaks to the effectiveness of bilingual instruction on
students dominant in a language other than English.
Thus, Epstein's comments concerning the absence of
such evidence merely reflect an uninformed opinion.
(The existing research on effectiVeneis is Summarized
later in this section.)

AIR Study
The ESEA, Title VII, impact study conducted by

the American Institutes for Research (AIR study)
revealed that students enrolled in Title VII-funded
bilingual programs performed at a lower level in En-
glish language arts than did students not enrolled; and
both groups performed at the same level in mathe-
matics (American Institutes for Research, I978b). At
first glance such conclusions might appear to mean
that the use of a student's dominant language for
instruction does not make a difference and may even
b_e detrimental to achievement.

A fact seldom highlighted when the AIR effective-
ness findings are mentioned, however, is that the find-
ings do not refer to Spanish-dominant LES/NES
students but to a group of students who were largely
English dominant or English monolingual (65 percent
to 81 percent depending on grade level):32 According
to AIR Project Director Malcom Danoff (personal
communication, December 1978), although some
analyses of the Spanish-dominant and Spanish mono-
lingual student data were conducted (American Insti-
tutes for Research, I978a), the numbers of such
students were too small to obtain findings that could
be generalized regarding the effectiveess of Title VII
programs for these students. If fie is interested,
therefore, in learning whether lion-English-dominant
LES/NES students benefit from basic skills instruc-
tion through their primary language, one cannot look
to the AIR study -for answers,

As was discussed in the introduction to this publi-
,ation and at the beginning of this chapter, four dif-
ferent consumer groups for bilingual education exist
in the United States: non-English-dominant LES/NES
students, balanced bilingual linguistic .minofity stu-
dents, English-dominant linguistic minority students,
and English-dominant majority students_ Bilingual
education for the latter three groups has functions
very different from those fot LES/NES students.
English-clornirlant students, for example, do not need

"The totals are as fuliaws: OS percent in grade two; 70 percent in grade
three; 71 percent in grade four, 81 percent in grade five; and 73 percent in
grade six. (See American Institutes for Research, 1978h, p. 10.)



(non-English) primary langtiage medium 'instruction
to survive academically; for them, the exposure to the
non-English language serves to reactivate a lost or
never-quite-developed 'primary language. And the
English-dominant majority student receives exposure
to a foreign language and culture early in life. At the
same time these students should grow conceptually at
the same rate as they might have in an all-English
program. LES/NES students, on the other hand,
need primary language instruction to survive academ-
ically, to be ,able to acquire concepts and skills
through a language they understand. At the same
time they learn English.

Given such markedly different uses of the primary
language for these different groups, one would expect
to see the effects for each group in different places
For LES/NES students, for example, one would look
for bilingual education's major effects in conceptual
and basic skills achievement because that is where the
primary language would be used while English is
being learned. If the English instructional component
is sound, of course, one would also expect to see En-
glish language development for LES/NES students
On the other hand, one would look for the major

e effects of bilingual education for English-dominant
students in the acquisition of the primary or foreign
language and in the acquisition of the culture of its
speakers, not in the acquisition or basic skull.,
concepts.

The AIR study assessed the impact of federal
funds, using criteria appropriate for I ES/ NES stu-
dents, because it was expected that this group would
he the primary target population tot title VII monies
Unfortunately, however, as discussed previously, the
large majority of students rte Al R's sample were
English - dominant or EngliSh monolingual students
This is not to say chat bilingual education is inappio
priate for Englisli-dominant or English nru,nulingrlal
students (witness the spectacular Canadian successes33);
but, as discussed previously, the measure used to
judge the success of programs fur such students is
radically different front that used to judge success Ioi
non-English-dornitrant l ES/NES students
the AIR 3ttn11' 11443 a.,sessed the inipwi ,,f hilirrgual
education oji English-don-tun:in, students hv using
criteria appropriate for _LES' NIS student,

Designing a research study to evaluate the impak,t
of certain federal funds requires differ cut design
priorities and corn . =ins than does a lesearch study
intended it_a evaluate the impact ot 4 particular , duca
tional approach on a particular gl ,tip studclii3 34

,JSee Lambert and it.ickr (19/2 ) and S., Ain (197n)

-Moch Cold! uvu isy roulob the I.c.ceitti (n,,diodolk,k,,
iii this study see foi example. CO vantes (978). which also ,
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For, if-funds are used for programs and students dif-
ferent from those for whom the funds are thought to
be intended, the evaluation, from an educational
point of view, becomes meaningless_

Title VII funds have been used to provide bilingual
education for a variety of student groups, only a
minority of whom have been limited- and non-
English speaking. The AIR study attempted to evalu-
ate the impact of those monies, and, in doing so, did
not focus on the educational question of greatest con-
cern here the effects of bilingual education on
LES/ NES students. Given the great amount of pub-
licity the AIR study has received, it is disquieting to
be left wondering what has been learned from this
million-dollar national study about the effects of bi-
lingual education on limited- and non English-speaking
students.

Looking elsewhere, one can find fairly substantial
research evidence which speaks to the effectiveness of
bilingual instruction for LES/ NES students who ark
dominant in their primary language. A recent search
and analysis of the existing literature on the effects.of
bilingual instruction on student academic perfor-
mance (Dulay and Burt, 197,6, 1977, 1978) have
brought to light a number of studies and bilingual

o_lect evaluation reports that were carried out with
care and address the effectiveness of,bilingual instruc7
(ion terms of student academic performance-Naha-
bles, including ievement in English ,teading'-and
language arts, s ce and mathematics; and' social
studies.'A Stirrimary of the findings lipiesVnted in This
section. Some 38 research r4ojects,anEl 175 prbjeCt
evaluAtio.n4 were reviewed to determine whether sound
empirical data existed that addressed the effects of
bilingual instruction on student performance. Studies
notcrneeting minimum acceptable research design
criteria were excluded from the final summary t,etause
their results could not be repeated with confidence In
particular, studies showing airy of the following weak-
nesses in research design were eAciuded:

I lot subjects' :=.04it)ek,ononiic

N,. ,thilt I t/i ft.. 1111t Lai ligilag pi titit..1LIIL)
d, t1 atiatiLc

Jar .f\),,

4 Inadequate .ample Sipe

t,CnNit attrlllutt rate
SI8t1111. o I I.. t,
for Lout, of and cApcil.L gt

/ ilffILACItt and /or atatiAlt...: rep (Ca

-"trot

.e. a the AIR stu I ihno meti..wfologN, Olitaile (19 /8,
/h., and ( licss and t.. Lluka (197K) of ifietilt5,10106), tI155

(5er, are not relevant to the comments made here; that is. even .1 the
,lethotfoiogy were flawless these comments would hold



Only nine research studies and three bilingual demon-
stration projects survived the selection process; their
findings are summarized in Table 7.

,
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations that flow from the preceding
discussions are 'presented in this section.

Identification and Placement of LES/NES Students
A comprehensive) _well:articulated student assess-

ment program is essential to providing effective
instruction to LES/NES students. Such a program
includes at least four Components:

1. Identification of the LES/NES student
2. Placement of the LES/NES student in appro-

priate classes, classy groupings, or curriculum
sequences
Monitoring of The student's academic progress

4. Determination of the student's readiness for
English-only instruction or exit from a bilingual

structional program
Th recornmendati09 and discussion contaited

here a e limited' to the issues of identification and
placement.

Identification of LES/NES Students
1. That LES/NES status- be determined-on the

basis of oral English proficiency demonstrated
by students whose primary language is other
than English. English proficiency refers to the
degree to which an individual exhibits control
over the use of the rules of English for one,
some, or all of its aspects. Primary language is
the language first learned or the language
spoken at home (see Education Code Section
52163[g]).

2. That the two-step process illustrated in Figure
4 be used to identify LES/ NES students. It is
essentially the same process as that now man-
dated by the State Department of Education.

Home/ Primary
Language
Screening

English

Other
Language

Oral English
Proficiency
Assessment LES N

Fig. 4. Recommended two-step proc LES/NES Identification

3. That the Home Language Survey be revised as
_ _ follows:

a. Allowances should be made for the inclu-
sion of more than one language in the
responses to the questions of the rn,Hoe
Language Survey by revising the questions
as follows:
(1) Which language or lahguages did your

son or daughter learn when he or she
first began to talk?

(2) Which language or languages does your
son or daughter use at home?

(3) Which language or languages do you
use to speak to your son or daughter?

(4) Which langdage or languages are spoken
by the adults in the home?

b. Instructions should include the provision
that, when the Home Language Survey is
administered, the interviewer should be a
person whO speaks and understands the lan-
guage of the ethnic group to which the par-
ent belongs.

c. The Home Language Survey should become
part of pupil registration.

4. That the second step in LES/NES identifica-
- tion be oral English proficiency assessment in

which the follo'wing criteria are met:
a. The criterion for limitedness should be

derived from a comparison with. English
proficiency levels of native English-speaking
peers, a sample of which would meet at least
the following specifications:

) That the sample be a statewide repre-
sentative sample of native English-speak-
ing students at each grade or age level

(2) That the sample not include members of
national origin minority groups

(3) That psychometric requirements for sam-
pling be met

b. Phonology should be de -emphasized as an
aspect of language to be assessed:

c. The assessment process should include nat-
ural communication tasks and should not
rely solely on linguistic manipulation to
elicit speech.

d. The topjcal content of test items should not
contain cultural bias that would adversely
affect the test scores.

e. Psychometric requirements of validity, reli-
ability, and field testing should be met.

f. The assessment process should specify pre-
cisely the criteria by which students are clas-
sified as LES and NES.

5. That research be supported on the relationship
between language_ proficiency and school achieve-

415
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TABLE 7

Number of Research Findings According to Effect
of Bilingual Education on Student Performance

Student performance variables
Positive
effect

--e---10
No

effect
Negative-.

effect Total

First Language Reading and Language Arts

Demonstration Project. Evaluation (DPE), Alice, Texts 1973-74
(grades 1L4); DPE, Corpus Christi, Texas, 1973-74 (grades =3);
Cohen, 197(grade 2) f 6 2

Second Language Oral Proficiency

Taylor, 1969 (grades 4-5); Cohen, 1972 (gade 2)

co _d Language Reading and Language Arts

DPE, Alice, Texas, 1973-74 (grades 1-4); DPE, Corpus Christi,
Texas, 1973-74 (grades 1-3); Ramos el al., 1967 (grades 4 6);
Modiano, 1968 (grade 1); Balasubrumo_nian et al., 1973 (K aiuj '

grades 2, 3); Cohen, 1972 (grade 2) o / r I -I

-

Social Studies Achievement (measured the second language)

Ramos et al., 1967 (grades 4-6) 1 1 2

Science/Math Achievement (measured in the second langOage)

DPE, Houston, Texas, 1.972-73 (grades 1 -4); DPE, Corpus Christi, :,:
Texas, 1973-74 (grades 13); Trevino, 1968 (grades 1-3); Cohen,

1972 (grade 2) s,:,10 4 14

Cognitive Function measured nonverbally)

Cohen, 1972 (grade 2) 1 1

Cognitive Funetion (measured through the first wigua "::

DPE, Alice, Texas, 1973.74 (grades K 4) 5

Cognitive Function (1neasnied duo ,....rid language)

DPE, Alice, Texas, 1973-74 (grades K 4); DPE, Hpustob, Texas,
1972-73, (grades K-4)

, : ,,,a *

'i
4 lu

Attitude Toward Sell and Ow ii ( _. ki,i tolo 1,

Cotten, 1972 (grade 2) 1 I

SchoolAttendance'
Cohen, 1972 (grade 0 i 1

. . ,

1 .. %

Total ,

t..:
34

(5810
24

(4170
1

(U1%)
59

NOTES. Twitive effect means that ( I) the expertmeliial grouppitIcientec.i.
significantly better than a comparison group; or (2) pre-post gai0-Aiiiing
treatment were significantly greater than gains .before treatmentlzOr,
results of comparison to district or national norms were sigriiroAntl3F
better after treatment than before treatment. No effect means.thiat no
significant differences were found in one of conditions (1), (2). or(3),
Negative effect means that subjects performed significantly worse in one-
of conditions (1), (2), (3) The numbers in the boxes represent the riuMbet 'r

of findings in the category. As Table 7 shows, out of a total of 59 findings;
34 (58 percent) were positive; 24 (41 percent) were neutral, and only 1-(1
percent) was negative. (Dulay and Burt, 1976)

This research summary reflects results of bilingual edueisoun piogramt

- - in operation during the first ten years of the experimental operation of

bilingual echication program. in U.S public schools Dt-apILC the
s nessicif this vmplex irmovation, more than half of the effectiveness find

ngs .'how' that bllh- ig'ual education programs comprised a significantly
eh treatment than did monolingual programs for limited- and non=
ish students
nrpiptl_n4 'of the reasons for the success of some piograllo and die

ineffectiveness of others is unfortunately not possible because none of the
. undies undertook'designs sophisticated enough to allow such fine-grained
analysis' Nevertheless, the research conducted to date supports the use of
sficAolihn'hut languagr' of language rinnotit) students as a medium of
Instreiction.

The, two foreign stitches reported (in the Philippines and iu a

t' early tit'oghint development.
-
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includingmerit, language proficiency ncluding both En-
glish and primary language proficiency and
achievement being measured through English
and the primary language.

Placement of LES/NES Students
6. That the educational placement of LES/NES

stutlents be guided by assessments of their En-
glish and primary language proficiency and
their literary skills and subject-matter achieve-
ment .irL the primary language. These assess-
ments and the resulting student classifications
for instructional purposes are outlined in Table
8, together with type of recommended instruc-
tion.

Student

That the assessment of oral English proficiency
conducted for identification purposes should
serve a dual function. That is, it should also be
used for placement in appropriate English lan-
guage instructional groups and English lan-
guage curriculum sequences.

Bilingual Instruction Programs for LES/NES Students
Included here are recommendations concerning

certain aspects of bilingual instruction and the quality
of instruction in English.

Aspects of Bilingual Instruction

Bilingual education programs fcr LES/NES stu-
dents include the use of two langtiages in delivering

TABLE 8

ment for Educational Placement

Area of assessment
Resulting student classification

for instructional grouping

Recommended
instruct-ion

or other action

Oral English
Proficiency

Primary Language
Comprehension and

Oral Proficiency

Levels of Proficiencya

4
Special Education

Regular Educatiot

Special Education

sLb

Functionally Illiterate

_Literate

Grade

At or Above Grade

rurther Diagnosis

egu_lar Bilingual
-Program

Further Diagno

Basil Education
(Through Primary

Language)

Regular Bilingua
Program

Basic or Remedial
Education (Th_roiigh
Primary Language)

Regular Bilingual
Program

NOTE: The categories listed here represent the minimum classificatio 3 IleCt3541y to pla,. 31 USICMS app,opi lately pincr classiticatiiSus would, of
course, allow more precise educational prescription.

RAny. number of proficiency levels useful for instructional grouping would be applupriam

bNo particular method is implied; reference is made simply to English instruction designed Cu, nuaLed- nod uun-Eugloh-speaking students,

cStudents in kindergarten and grade one are not included for literacy a.ssessinent because they are still learning to read. They would
automatically be placed in the bilingual reading program unless classified as needing further diagnosis because of low scores on primary
tolguage comprehension and oral proficiency assessments.



instruction. The proportions and sequence would be
determined by the particular subject.

8. That instruction for LES/ NES students in
basic skills be conducted in the students' first
language. Because it is essential that LES/NES
students be able to apply the skills in English
language contexts, it is recommended that,
after the students' grasp of the subject is

assured,- strategies that facilitate transfer to
English applications should be developed In-
cluded in the definition of basic skills is the
continuing development of the students' pri-
mary language.

'9. That the State Department of Education issue
instructions that clarify ESAA requirements in
relation to bilingual instruction groupings;
namely, that ESAA requirements nay be waived
in limited situations to permit bo0a fide ability
grouping for basic skills and other required
subjectmatter_ instruction.

10. That classes in such curriculum areas as art,
music, and physical education be conducted in
English as well as in the primary language. If
carefully planned, the classes can offer special
opportunities for both ethnic integration and
language learning through the interaction be-
tween LES/NES students and fluent English
speakers.
That further research be conducted to deter-
mine the -characteristics and needs of a large
group of ethnic minority students whose En-
glish proficiency is not equivalent to the profi-
ciency of their native English-speaking peers
and yet whoie proficiency in their primary lan-
guage is not sufficient to support the learning
of basic skills in that language, These students
do not fit our recommendations for learning of
basic` skills in the primary language; and yet
they also do not fit the recommendations of
Panel C, which dealt with students of fluent
English prbficiency. These students constitute
a special group about whom very little is
known and for whom we are not able to make
rm program recommendations.

Quality of Instruction in English
1,2. That the stve encourage and support the

development Of English instructional strategies
and corresponding materials for LES/NES
students consistent with current knowledge
about second language acquisition.

13. That competencies required for bilingual -cdu-
cation and ESL teachers include a knowledge
of the psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic as-
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pects of second language acquisition and corre-
sponding instructional strategies and techniques.

14. That teacher education programs, credentialing
requirements, and program evaluation criteria
be revised to reflect the current state of the art
in applied linguistics with respect to second
language acquisition; namely_ , an emphasis
away from habit formation and contrastive
analysis tenets and towards developmental
processes, such as creative construction.

15. That time be provided daily for English lan-
guage instruction.

16. That communicative interactions with native
English-speaking peers be fostered during peii-
ods such as those in physical education, art,
and music.

Bilingual Education for Groups
with Exceptional Needs

17. That bilingual instructional programs make
special provisions to accommodate various
groups with exceptional needs within the LES/
NES school population, including the handi-
capped, the functionally illiterate, and the
gifted.

Effectiveness of Bilingual Programs
18. That government-supported bilingual programs

be required to conduct formative evaluations
to- determine the effect the program is having
on student academic performance for the pur-
pose of providing feedback to enhance the
improvement of instructional programs; and
that summative evaluation should not be required
until at least five years after the initial imple-
mentation of a bilingual instructional program.

19 That minimal criteria for sound evaluation
design should be issued by the funding agency
and that sufficient funds should be set aside in
project budgets to permit sound formative
evaluations.

20. That research and evaluation of program effec-
tiveness should seek to pinpoint features of the
program and the larger school environment
that are critical to success.

2 L That the state should assume responsibility for
broad-based research on the effectiveness of
bilingual instructional programs to give guid-
ance to policy development and implementation.

onCIusithib

haptct represents the first step in an attempt
to narrow the gap between the currently available
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educational research findings pertaining to LES/NES,
students and the educational programs designed for'
these students. To the extent that such an effort is
successful, it should contribute to improving the qual-
ity of bilingual education programs.

It is impossible in a single chapter to discuss, much
less resolve, all of the many important issues that
must be dealt with to develop an effective educational
program. Thus, for example, philosophical issues
such as maintenance versus transitional program'
goals were not addressed, nor were program exit
criteria or faculty resources. The reader will if doubt-
edly notice others.°

Nevertheless, the areas that. were selected were dis-
cussed in some depth. Issue g. were resolved, and spe-
cific recommendations were Maide. Taken into account
were three often conflicting perspectives: educational
quality, legal compliance, and administrative feasibility.

This chapter represents, it is hoped, but one step in
a series of continuing efforts that will lead to a greater
likelihood of realizing the potential educational bene-
fits of bilingual education for LES/NES students in
the United States. -ra
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Introduction
`Most children enter school able to speak and corn- ,

prebend Efiglikh but have 'never' bee-of exposed to a'

Olivia Martinez
Sty Lou- Mason

Atilano Valencia

'second language. in the home. On the other hand,
large numbers of children entering school have never
been exposed to English in the home because nobody'
speaks' it. Some children enter school speaking, very!
little English bui are totally fluent in the home Jan-,
guage; others speak English at a level commensurate ,
with that.of their monolingual English speaking pters,
are able to comprehend the language spoken in the
home, which is not English, but are unable to cOn:..
verse in that language. Some children enter school,'
able to speak both English and the, language of the
home, which, is other than English, at a level of profi-
ciency equal to that of monolingual speakers of either
language; others are unable to speak either English qr
the ancestral language at a level, equal to that of
monolingual speakers of either language. And one
can multiply all of these and other possibilities, by a
lack of knowledge about how to provide educational
services for these young children which will contrib-
ute to the children's' future success,

The California State Department of Education is
responsible for the provision of equal access to educa-
tional,opportunity for all children residing in the state
who are of school age. Because not all children can be
approached in the same way,- the Department has
provided funding for the provision of special services
designed to meet the needs 'of children from back-
grounds in which languages other than English are
spoken. In an attempt to idenfify -those children in,
neep of special services, the Department has identified
three groups of children; that is, (1) non-English
speakers (NES); (2) limited English speakers (LES);
and (3) iliferit- English speakers (FES). A fourth- group



.
of children does not qualify for special services.These
are the children WhO, to one extent or another, speak'
two languages. This chapter is focused on that group,
the "-bilingual group."

The purpo'se of this chanter is to reyiewa va ety of

Pliance guidelines for school districts. licejr,ding to
the remedies a bilingual child-is one who "speaks both
the language (home) other than English and English
with- equal cite." The Department defines two popu-
lations -as eligible .for services; _These* include Pribn

ifsues related to the current' identification of and .pr En h-speaking" and "liinited-Englishl-speaking" groups:
vision of-Crices fofb1WliaWildf6iin California
and to providg recomniendatiofis, fdr future action.
The attempt to accomplish ' these ends .will take plaae
throngh 'the 'detailed consideration of a, -nurnber of ,

problematic issues both directly and indirectly asso-
ciated ith

the
treatment: of 'children. Iwo- primary

issues will be used to provide a springboard for *-
further discussion -of related points oficoncerm The
primary include ,(1) definition of
and (2) )-assessment or identification of bilingual -chit-
dren. In Addition tothese two major isstris,itwo corol-
lary issues: will also be addressed as they pertain to the
delivery of services to students.,'They are (I)
entry and exit criteria;-and (2) interface between bilin-
gual education requirements and desegregation. It
should be' borne in mind that these corollary issues
are nOt:viewed as exhaustive. Rather,, this chapter
focuses on issues that-most directly affect the-Depart-
ment's responsibility-to provide service..

The first issue is the problem of definition;
HOW is bilingualism defined within fegislatiye, educa-
tional, and linguistic contexts? and What Ore thalegal
and educational limitations of current definitions?
The second major issue to be addressed _concerns
multiplicity of problems involved-in the measurement ;
of bilingualism. Within this context the establishment
and implications of eligibility criteria will be disc
cussed. Given a consideration of definition and map-

.

Urement problem, the final -dismission will focus on.
legislative iksues as they iffect bilingual and desegre-
gation maAtes. Each of. these issues 4S Interrelated;
to Consider them independently can only lead to the
deyelopmeut of simplistic -solutions.

A number of highly important:topics will pot be
addressed in this chanter. Most important-i4R,nrob-
lem of des'igning and providing services will not be
addressed beca- tile it would be h massive -iindertak-
ing to review variotw program Models, methods of.
treatment, 'and procedures for delivery of services,
This analysis, although critical, will have to await =

clarification of the more fundamental issues of defini-
-tion-and-measurement: One-might-similarly conclude,----
with respect to issues Mated to a wide number of
other-topiesi-such-as-teacher-trainingr- ekceptional--
children, and migrant children, that each area requires
discugsion' -predicated on a clarification of the larger
issues of definition and - 'measurement.

The Laut' v. Nichols "remedies" were prepared, by
the U. OffiCe for Civil Rights as civil rights corn-

The state, however, provides no working definition ortthe bilingual student whatsoever, on the assumption=
that the .group is both. homogeneous,: and. neither
limited' English speaking nor non-English speaying, 4'1
De Avila and Duncan reviewed the Lnrit definitioriof
bilingualism and corichicled that 'the wOrding,'a.t4
defmition wouldJeadjo a failure tOdentify unde
terinined . number of children -limited in both lan2
guages because the definitiOn makes no refetence4to
adtual;proficiency relative to Englislysppaking mono
lingual peers:. Under this-definition Children who are
limited in. both English and the' hoc,* language
five to monolinguals .can be defined es,biiing012( and,-
hence, are. not eligible for services according to the
California definition of. limited- 'and non7Englisn-

. speaking categories. Tbi,s!-..problcin was' exacerbated
by' the. Use of a dominance measure of lanivage as
oPposed to a proficiency-test in the state census-con-
ducted. during the 077-78 school year-and
be. more fully understood through- a more detailed'
consideration. of the concept of bilingualism.'

The major questionable assumption' here has been
that, the bilingualt group represents a homogerieoiis
population whose proficiency in both, languages is c,
eqUal to that 'of native speakers'. This assumption is =

particularly questionable insofar as it 'has 'led to
assessment procedures that often disqualify a child
for.services on the basis. minimally,cceptable
glish proficiency and assumed home language prdfi--
ciency. Moreover, the assumption has also been made

-that the treatment process (i.e., program modeli) for
bilinguals is based on assumptions concerning SiCencl
language acqqsition for which only limited data are
available.

. Ari attempt will bp made to review: various approaches
to the concept of+ilingualism to vrovide a baSis on
Which subsequent recommendatiOnecan be Made. It

.,should be inatedthat the research tobe reviewed has
focused on a wide variety of approachei according to
the ,researcher's purpose. Quite often, these 'Purposes
are not 'identical 'or congruent with the purposes of
this-chapter:-In those-cases an attempt will be made to
reinterpret the research in light of the Resent purpose

-and-to -clarifyLcurrentA hinking- on-the problem.
'The problem of 4eluing lingo tic groups thrall-0i the toncept ratan:

guage dominance has. been diseprssed by a number of writers (see De Avila
and Duncan. 1976) who have argued against its use in assessing lantuage
characteristics because 1pfa lack of a conceptual basis fkom which it can be
operationalized as well as from its lack of educationa4:'utiliir (Dc Avila
and Havassy 1974). "te

4
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Results of Previous studies Prbilregual sm are bog'

inagnelusive and incOnsistent For example. nuine
ous early findings 'concluded that bilintual clfildren.

'suffered frOrn "niertial confusion'", (Saer,.1923); that
biliygua ism produces language retardation",(Smith, _

actin -test scores(S.Infth, 1923-)and
`mental Conflict" (Klinekgrt, I9 5). Far less frequent,

e denriptions of child bilingualism& positiveternit
or even findsingethat "for childlen of 'innate verbal
faculty' iiagualisinipay E,S an asset" (Stark, 1940

The revie%thatn.follows wi11 diS a number of
em-InnonlyIncounterecrdefinitionspand will Fritically
examine the Most significant, tudies of childhbod bi-
lingualism. This clitcussian and review willserveis-An
introduction to the problem of the InTaArement of
..bilingualis0 The review will show an historical pro-.

gression 'that has expanded its,,emphasiefrom global
descry Lions -. to more specific discussions of the intel-.
lectuar conceptual linguistic relationships between
the two languages. Moreover, the development of she
concept of bilingualism.parallels theoretical and empir-
ical developments in ;second language acquisition."
Further, the theory of second language.. acquisition is__
paralleled '.by, recent develop-twins in first language
acquisition (Haktna and cancino, 1977). This situa-
tion is perhaps. unforiunate 'because a tendency has
existed to beopme confused and to assume over lap.
where there perhapi is none as well as to assume di&
ferences not yecempirically. determined:

Descriptions and Definitions of;Bilingualism

Bilingualism beenvahouslYdeScribscLas "native-
like control of two Janguagei" (Bloomfield, 1933);
"alternately ,using two languages" (Weinrich, 1953);
and producing "complete and meaningful utterances
in the other languag4 (Haugen, 1953). As Macna-,

, rnara (1969) has used the term, bilingualism congotes,
'persons who possess at least one of the language'
Skills of speaking, writing, listening, readingeven tea
minimal degree in their second language." As recently
as 1955 the Modern Language Association ofAmer-

'' ca ,stated that "anyone whiS can use a single expres-
sion in a foreign language is to that extent bilingual."
Morrison (1958) speaks of the -equibilingualr as

orie Whose knoWledge of, and familiarity with,3"
each-of-his two= languages_. ace _equal in duration_and _

extent and Whose aptitude to each of ilfem.is identi-
cal" (p 87)'

Hoviever,Macke
ism is mote' complex
two languages":

4
956) points out that bilingual-.

'than dimply "equal musiery of

To begin the;, are many types of bilinguals.
There are those who are at home" in two languages;

those -whO speak a second language fluently with some
of the features (Sounds, structuretor vocabulary) of-their
native- language; and those who speak 'both languages
differently than.the unilingtials in the saute area. There
are also those who .have a mastery. of the lyntak and
vocabulary of two languages and the pronunciation of
both languages, but an incomplete or imperfect knowl-
edge of the vocabulary and /or -syntaX of the second
language; and those who have an equal but different
vocabulary in both languagesthose, for instance, who
count in one language and pray in anoth5.(pp. 4-5)

Malherbe (1969) distinguishes types of bilinguals in
terms of the acquisition, rocess of the two languages.
Thus there is "natural-.bilingualis4 acquired in a.
spontaneous and unplanned fashOit" and "artificial
bilingualism which is the result ordeliberate and.sys-'
tematic` teaching" (p. 42).

er-poherty (1958) differentiates' between the
gnal who has mastered two languages and the pseu-
dbbilingual" who has "mastered 'one means.pf social
intercourse proportional to is age and s'ocial group
and who has in addition acquired some,knowledge of,
another means-of communication without mastering

a?O'Doherty- notes and -as -an
examination of the utterances. -of limited. English
speakers will demonstrate, there are varying degrees.
of pseudobilingualism and pseudobilinguals who fail
to master either language.' In O'Ddherty's words;
"This is the complicating factor which makes it so

thedifficult for pnlicyrnakeris to assess properly the value
of Many of the hundrsd-odd studies available under,
the general title of (p. 285). -Yet, O'Do-
herty's distinction between bilingual and pseudobilin-
gual Nay shed.. some light- on the problem Of the
definition of bilingualism in that he attempts to de-
scribe bilirigualisin in terms of degree rather than as a
dichotomous state. As a result, bilingualism lends
itself operational definition and quantitative assess-
merit 6

In a more comprehensilCe sense, Mackey (1962),
argues that the alternative ugi of two langoages bythe
same, person involves four-` aspetts: deAree, function,
alternation, and interftrenee. These aspects are Worthy

fiwthstr, discussion in that (1) the catef ries would
seem tq lend themselves to development of qualitatiVe-
measurement; and (2) they proVide a convenient vehi-
cle by whi6h to compare a'ri synthesize a number of
viewpoints.. "p

According to Mackey, degree is "the first and most
obvious-thing=t6 discover=in-descrihLng=a-persbn's bi-
lingualism. To find this.-out, it is netessary to test his
skill in the tise- of each of his languages. . . . This

Includes separate tests for' comprehension and expres-
sion in Roth -the oral-and written form of each lan-
guage, for the may not have an equal

,
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mastery of all four basic skills in both languages" (p.
53). Mackey further cautions that bilinguals may vary
in their skills across linguistic levels. That is, "He may
have a vast vocabulary but a poor pronunciation, or a
good pronunAtion but. imperfect grammar. In each
skilLthereforeiLis nec_essku to discover the bilin-
guars mastery of. the phonology (or graphics), the
grammar, the vocabulaey,, the ,semantics, and the sty-
listics of each language. What has to be described-is
proficiency in two sets of related variables, skills and
levels" (R. 53).

Functional descriptions of bilingualism answer the
qtiestion,Bilingual for what.? (Malherbe, 1969). Mackey
enumerates, functions" or contacts (home,

'community, Schools, mass _media;-and- print media)
and -internal functions," such as counting, reckoning,
praying,. cursing, dreaming, diary writing, and note-
takini(p. 63). On the other hand, Frey (1945) enu-
merates three functiohs for_bilifignalisin among,the
Pennsylvania .Dutch. Finally; Barker (1947)-describes
the four functioni of the linguistic behavior of
Mexican=Americans in Arizona, including intimate,

a familial, informal, and formal. It would thus appear
that' -there is a multiplicity of-- descriptionsi--- each
dependent;ontcontext. This situation has been pointed
out by Ferguson (1964), .Gumperz (1964), and Fish
than (1969, 1971), who have . described the functional
differentiation of a bilingual 'person's two languages
in terms of diglov.ia, a term referring to the situation-
sPecific or dOrnain-specific use of languages or dia-
lects. In this context both Mackey (1962) and Fishman
(1971) argue that the Existence of bilingualism presup-
poses the continuation of two separate language com-
munities. Fishman states:

.. Socially patterned bilingualism can exist as a stabi-
lized phenomenon op!), if there is functional differentia -.
ii ©n between two languages rather than merely global.
dominance or balance. From the point of view of socio-
linguistics, any society that produces functionally bat=
anced bilinguals bilinguals who use both their
languages equally and equally well in all contexts) must
soon cease to be bilingual because no society needs two
languages fOr -me and the sane set of functions. (p. 560)

It appearvfrom the discussion that the;-linguistic
behavior of the bilingual-child is to a large extent
determined by contextual requirements thatfinfluence
the ..use of o language or the other. Moreover; it
would also seem that the sociolinguistic character of
an environment in which both languages. are neces
sary appreciation of-which-language
is called for within a given context.tt is highly ossi-
ble that an' .analysis of the process whereby a person

Lou categories as bilingual (i.e., speak both languages
;.with equal ease);

Alternation (also called code switching or code
alternation) refers to the linguistic behavior of a bilin-
gual person as to his or, her ability -or to:keep
the two languages apart; and, as Ramirez (1974)
notes, to the Ail* to switch from one language to
another in. a special speech situation. Alternation or
code switching may be a factor not only in language

_
dominance or interference but also in stylistic changes
or metaphorical switches or as a means of emphasiz-

%
ing or establishing ethnic identiiy, confidentiality, or
privateness in various conversational situations.

The extent of alternation and the Conditions under
which--it . occurs also seem =to be-determined_ by the
conditions under -which the bilingual person learnpd
the two langirages: On the one hand are persons.
bought tip according to the une persone::`une Magid'
formula (as in the' case of Leopold's daughter);pn the -I

other hand- are those "conditioned_at an early age to
.
speak two different languages to the same persons7
(Mackey, 1962). The extent of code switAing may
also be a product of the compound/coordinate dis-
tinction; i.e.,-the bilingual_person _who_learned.hoth
languages in the same environment and thus learned
two words for each referent versus the bilingual who
learned the two languages at different times and in
different environments -and, hence, has two. separate
systeMs Of language. -On a later section of this chapter,
the concepts of compound and 'coordinate bilingual-
ism will be discussed in greater detail.)

Gumperz (1964) distinguishes between transactional
and personal switching according to whether the
switch is made "because of a partictilar social role fl

relationship or for purposes that might be termed sty-
listic" (Hasselmo, 1969); and Oksaar. (1969) has
observed "situational switching." Oksaar states that
"my observationS with a three-Year-old-bilingual child
(Estonian-Swedish) shoW that the switch-over in con-
versation with others does not take place so fre-
quently when the surroundings remain the same. It
happens when he is alone, speaking to himself, when
playing and-before falling asleep, When he comes to
think about _eyents that happened in situations where
the second language was used"- (p. 149). Other config-
urations of code switching include "clean and ragged

`switching," "marked and 'unmarked switching," "trig-
gered and triggering- stretches of- speech" (Hasselmo, -

1969); "consequential and ariticipational triggering"
and "con textual=triggering Hass'61mo,
1969).

Whereas a speaker is usually conscious of which
shifts from one language to another or alternates sytlem he or she is using, Weinrich (1961) notes that
between several languages may serve to slistingtiish there are bilingual persons "who, under certain condi-
between different types of speakers defined by the tions cannot say.which language they meant JO use in



a sentence -just uttered. They may even admit that. the style,. the registe and the context:
their distinction between languages undergoes, as it -,(Ma-okey,- 1962);
were, a "temporary collapse" (p. 392). Selecting one Oksaar (1969) -and Weinrich (1961) further distin-
language over another requires an appreciation of the guish interference:
contextual requirements of a given linguistic situa- In speech, interference is like sand carried by a stream;
tion.-This=morfitoring process,-it would-seem,-Would in language, it irthe ,seclimented sand deposited on the
involve an appreciation of a number of extralinguistic bottom of a lake_ two phases:of interfere-nce should

be distinguished. In speech it occurs anew in the utteran7
ces of the bilingual speaker as-_a-result bis.,persoW-
knowledge of' the other tongue. In language, we find
interference phenomena which, having frequently occurred
in the speech of bilinguals, have become habitualized
and- established. When a speakeruf language Xuses
a form of foreign origin not as an on-the-spot borrowing
from language Y but because he has heard it -used- by
others in X-utterances, then this borrowed _element can
be considered, from -the descriptive viewpoint, -toy have
becorne 'part of language X. (Weinrich, p. 385)

It should be obvious- that, in referring to this phe-
nomenon between languages of the bilingual, the term

of two languages has focused on the concept of inter- interference has gained multiple meanings as is shown
ference, which refers to the_use of one system of lin- bY its accinnulation of various modifiers; e.g., -"lin-
guistic fdaturesphonology, morphology, lexicon, or guistic interference," "psychological interference," and

`educational interference" (Saville and Troike; 1971).
This process of interaction might be considered both
general and Specific in nature. That is, it has been
hypothesized that the requirements imposed on a
child as to multiple langua4e acquisition would lead
to a general linguistic lag compared to :a_ child whose
communicative, efforts center on .one specific lan-

variables over and beyond .the simple command of
both languageg. In those cases where the command of
either language is not under the-complete control of
the speaker, it would -seem that the speaker would-

, have no choice as to which code. is used. 'In other
words the linguistic discourse of such a person or
child would indicate interaction or. interdependence

. of the two :languages on verbal expression.ln such a
case a child who may exhibit proficiency at a survival
'level in either language may be identified as bilingual'
but-in actuality may not be able to communicate fully
in either languuge5 independently of the other.

Traditionally, the study of the interdependent use

semaitiefWhile speaking or writing in another. Or,-
more Simply, interference refers to . those errors
that, occur in the learning of a second language"(B)
that reflects the acquisition of ,a previous language (A)
and that are not found in the normal development,of
those who acquire that language (B) as a first lan-
guage (B)"; (McLaughlin, 1978, p. 66).

-De Avila and D_ uncan (1978b) examined : the vela - guage. The previously mentioned work -of -Carrow
tionshtp betWeen different linguistic subsystems and (1971, 1972) is relevant to this notion of general inter -
school achievement to determine the relative impor- ference. Measures across languages indicated that

English outdistancbd ,Spanish for bilingual children
and that English for the same, bilinguals, was lower
than English for monolingual age controls. This En:
glish lag was evident. during early ageg (ages three to
five) but not during_ later ages (six to seven years)

tance Of each,subsysterrras a predictor variable. These
researchers- collected data on phonemic-control, lexi-
cal ability,: receptive compre hensior_ and expressive
productiorii; Preliminary analysis of the data shows no
consistent pattern as' to the relative- predictivepower
of each of these variables. thus; it seems that each, Althotth these data suggest a possible causal rela-
depending on its own particular set.of circumstances, :, tionship between bilingualism and the initial rate of
is 'important in explaining some of the difficulties language acquisition; they are far from conclusive. In
experiOnced- by children and that no single predictor fact, Padilla and- Liebman (1975) report contradictory
seems to work best in all situations. ° evidence. Their anal-ysis of two three-year-old bilin-

Dulay and Burt (1972) distinguish interference gual difildren's-linguistic development suggested no
errors from three other.. possible types- of errors: general language lag in either language. By comparing
develO mental=tho,se that do not reflect tle learner's these subjects' utterances to those reported by Brown
,first la -Age (A) but are found among those who (1973) for monolingual-.English children 'and those
acquire the second language (13), during childhood as a reported by Gonzalez (IOW for monolingual Spanish

,..,

first language; ambiguousthose that "can btcateto- children, .they were , able to conclude tit', there is notr
rized as due either to interference or as developmental evidence in the language sampkghat ght suggest
errors"; and uniquethose "that cannot b'e catego- an overall reduced or slpwer rate of language growth
rized as due either to interference or as developmental for the bilingual children _of this study Os compared
errors" (quoted in McLaughlin, 1978, p: 66). DescripA . to monolingual children '.fpf other studies)" (p. 51).
tion of interference in bilingual speech is further con- Experimental studies off" specific instances of inter -
founded by the fact that it varies according to "the ference or lack of it are also available with bilingual

-._.



children. For instance, Evans (1974) reports -thy corn-
parison of word-pair discriminations and word imita-
tions in Spanish and. English for monolingual English
and 'bilingual Spanish-English. children. Elementary.
schoolchildren were asked to discriminate between

'words-containing-English-sou nds-considered-difficult
for Spanish speakers. (Examples are the phonemes
/b/ and /y/, which are-clearly separate in English but
not So clearly separate in 'Spanish.) Additionally,
children were requested to imitate a series_of wordS in
each language which. considered this same "difficult"
characteristic. Bilininals did,not differ from monolin-_
gnats in any of the, English tasks. But, as expected,
bilinguals scored significantly higher than monolin-
guals on all Spanish tasks. Garcia-(1977)-reported a

explanations, ranging from lack of familiarity -with
the word ih one language to the child's acqursition of
discourse strategies, which demand a switch in lan-
guage" (Padilla, 1977, p. 11).

A later develgpmental analysis of SiAnish and En-
glish-in-young children-(three--to-four-and one-half
years old) is That of Garcia (1977). This study reports
a longitudinal examination of bilingual children's
acquisition of English as compared with a matched
monolingual English control group. The results indi-
cate (1) simultaneous parallel development of Spanish
and English for ti bilingual children; and (2) no dif--
ference in the ',development of English morphOlogy
and syntax between bilingual (Spanish-English ) and
monolingual -(EngliSh-speaking) children.

,.,similar finding when he compared bilingual (Spanish- These findings tiaye:proilided evidence-at an early
. -

English) and monolingual (English) three-, four-, five-, stage for what, Was 'known to exist among
six, and seven-year-olds on high error-risk phonemes
(phonemes 'which Spanish adult speakers mispro-
nounce in English and those which English adult'
speakeri Mispronounce in Spanish) and Simple to
complex syntactic forms (sentences containing plural,
possessive, 'and adjective morphemes). -Bilinguals did
not differ from monolinguals on English imitation
tasks (both groups made almost perfect scores) but
did differ significantly (made fewer errors) on Spanish
tasks.

Evidence of the interference phenoinenon in bilin-
. gual children is taken from naturalistic language sam-

ples. As _Ervin-Tripp (1973) suggests, interference in
these samples is exemplified by performance errors in
the learner's linguistic system as they relate to a con-
trastive analysis-of the two languages involved. (Dulay.
and Burt [1972] have also suggested an emir analysis
methodology.) Gonzalez (1977), using visual stimuli
and a predetermined set of questions-in 'each lan-
guage, interviewed 2 first-grade Spaniih-English bi-
filignalS in sputher-ii',:fexak,- He found 55 different
_types of grammatical errors in the informants' En-
glish; not all of which could be directly attributed 'to
interference from the first language, Spanish. Errors
in phonology were also noted and sometimes were
found to contribute to whatIsuperficially seemed like
grammatical interference.

Padilla and Liehman's (1975) recent longitudinal
work has addressed the issue of transfer through the

__ analysis .of_linguistic_ errors. They_were, a ble__to_con-
elude that, after an initial short, undifferentiated
phase (prior to 2.5 years), bilingual children they
observed tended to keep the languages, Spanish and
English, separate. From more recent error analysis
data, Padilla concludes that' "children reared in bilin-
gual environments learn to differentiate their two lin-
guistic systems relatively early. When linguistic inter-
actions do occur, there may be several possible

Spanish - English .speaking adults; that is, the switch-
ing from one linguistic code to another within the
sentence. This change train English to Spanish (and
vice versa), according to sociolinguists, takes place
under conditions not fully understood but known to
be influenced by topic, participants, and level-of inti-
macy (Gurnperz and Hernandez, 1975). Few -researchers
have examined this phenomenon (except for Schultz,
1975; and Genishi, 1977) within the .context of the
elementary school setting. Given the, heterogeneotiS
linguistic nature of the bilingual population, one area
worthy of investigation would be the.role played by
limited fluency in eithef language. loo children tend to
switch because in the Course of conversation they
encounterr a concept they cannot express in the lan-
guage .in which they have been conversing? In his
study of adults; Lance (1969) did not find this to be
the case. There is a strong possibility that the case for
the elementary school child is different; the level of

-linguistic skill in the two languages -is a major factor
in the quality and quantity of code-switching that
occurs. Moreover, the potential for misclassification
is .high because of a lack of knowledge as to the nature
of the switching phenomenon and the extent to which
the phenomenon represents a voluntary integration of
the two codes or a lack of control of each language
independent, of the other. Thus, the question becomes,
Is the code-switcher a -true bilingual and hence ineligi-
ble for services under state and federal requirements,.
or_is the_code-switeher_realIyin_need_ of services_con--
sistent with his or her proficiency level or linguistic-4
behavior? 'In this context one is reminded of O'DolierL.---
ty's comment concerning the possibility of pseudobi-'
lingualm versus bilingualism and the need to aistin-

,..guish one from the other.
Thus far, the definition of bilingualism derived

from legal and legislative sources has been discussed
and found to be limited in conceptualization. More



-..iniliortant, the potential for misclassification has been
discussed. Voious approaches to the definition prob-
lem have bee n-presented and disiussed along with the-
concepfs- of alternition and interference. Most of the
research has been conducted with nonschool-age
children in nonsciaol settings.-

From the previ4s discussion it would seem that a
comprehensive definition of childhood bilinguAlism
must of necessity cut across several aeaderNic,
and political domains. Thus, a consideration of, lin-
guistic, social, and psychological issues leads to the
.necesSity of a definition which encompasses more

. than purely linguistic features.Instead, it is concerned
witha4ditional linguistic: Natures in concert with

-Social:sind psychological` parameters_ Additionally,-
although these parameters have-.been.disc4sed.separ
rately, they must not be seen.as Itatigor independents
entities. Instead, it is irportant. to view thdrril.within
an interactive perspective .s.tich theiiijid'atrhelq.
theoretically, empirically, or educatt9nally-cannot'be-
totally Separated. It is this nonstatic:Ai ocle:1 which will
be- of benefit in providing a clearer_ underStdricliiig4
-the-bilingual- student. Along _these lines Garcia-. and?_
Gonzalez- (1970 have argued -that-a full-ranging defiT
nition must of necessity consider linguistic, social;
and psychological dimensions. The population of bi
lingual students is thus defined by a number otchar-
aeteristics whicIrconsider linguistic abilities and psy-
chological predisposition in conjunction with the
social environment. The resultant focus on linguistic
sociafcompetence thus redefines and expands- the
more restricted previously discussed approaches; .

According to- the approach taken by. GarCia and
Gonzalez, each language can be characterized by pho-
nology, lexicon, morphology, syntax, and semantics.
In addition, each' of these categories can be con-
sidered-as:receptive (able to understand)-and expresQ
sive (able to speak). levels. At thc linguistic leVef the
authors' position is directly parallel to that of Padilla
(1977), who describes bilingualism in terms of a three-
dimensional model that includes an analysis of ran-

_
guage componentt (i.e., subsystems); skills "(i.e., expres-
sive and receptive); and codes (i.e., English and he
home language). Therefore, acquisitiOn on the part' of
the- child must consider the development of each of
these segmented features. But, as the second condi-
tion-of the-previous definition-implies,-these linguistic --
attributes are imbedded in a social (cultural) milieu
(environment),---It-is-imperative,=therefore,to=consider _
the cultural context and the concomitant social varia-
bles which influence both acquisition and. use of a
bilingual person's repertoire!

Drawing on an admittedly limited number of stud-
ies, Garcia and Gonzalez cite data lead to the lol-
ling characterization:'

Bilinguals are able to comprehend and 1 or produce
some aspects of each language beyond the ability to
discern that either One language or another is being
spoken. The intent of this 'precondition- is to confer
the term bilingualism to individuals who can handle
other-than-the-most-basicattributes_ol_symboliccom-

, munication (that one set of symbols [languages] is the
same dr different than another). This is not a limiting
condition. since it allows many combinations of lin-
guistic competence to fall within the boundaries of

, bilingualism. (The most ``simple" to be inaluded
might be the individual who has memorized one or
more lexical or syntactic utterance in a second
language.)

2 Bilinguals are exposed "naturally - to-the two systems
of languages as they are used-in the form Ziftdocial
interaction. In many cases this exposure conies from
within a traditional nucrear family network, but this
need not be the:case (social contact with relatives and
visitors, social' interaction' in -the neighborhood, and
extended visits to foreign countiies are examples of
alternative environments)!
Tbe,acAuisition language _ skills in-both languages

nit:be sirritiltaneous. This is contrasted-with the case
ciative speaker of one language, after Inas-

te'iy that language, embarks on a course of second
'language accinisition. The boundaries of this defini-
tional precondition are somewhat strained due to the
ongoing .developmental nature_ of language. It is prob:
ably the case that any child meeting the -two above
preconditions Will also meet the present one. The
-present precondition consid6rs r important the pres-
ence of both psyChological (Cognitive) and physiologi-
cal developinent during early. childhood° as related to
bilingual acquisition.
(Garcia and Gonzalez, 1978, p. 2)

In brief, there are three aspects of the Garcia and
Gonzalez characterization which are critical for the
present dipcussiori:. First, their position requiresj n
appreciation 'of bilingualism aecording to degree, as,*,
opposed to the dichotomous state (Morrison, 1958),
requiring equal Mastery-in both languages. Secondly,
it is important tonote the stress-Garcia and Gonzalez.
place on the natural acquisition of the two languages
Within-a-social context. in this sense their position is
consistent with the- distinction betwedn "natural" bi-
lingualism and the "artificial bilingualism which is the

__result ___of_deliberate_and_systematic_teaching'Lde,__
scribed by Malherbe (1969).

A Perhaps_most importantly, Garcia and Gonzalez
take the position that "the acquisition of language
skills must. be simultaneous," thus reintroducing the
distinction mentioned earlier that exists between com-
pound and coordinate bilingualism. Because to a
large extent the concept of compound versus coordi-
nate bilingualism distinguishes betweep the recent



'arrival and the child who was brought up in a mixed
language environment, it would seem worthwhile to
discuss the matter in greater detail.

The current- concept of compound versus coordi-
nate bilingualism 'has been based on the concept pre-
sented by-Weinrich-.

Weinrich pi-oposed that the r ionship between a pair
of translation equivalents an heir meaning could he
characterized in one of three ways. Coordinate pairs--:
would have separate signs rs arid signifieds (a signifier
can be thought of as a w rd and a signified as the mean
ing of that word). Compound' pairs would have two
.signifiers but-only orie compound signified. A third ty
of bilingual sign would be the subordinateoSubordinne
pairs are the result of learning -a new wore in a second
Language by the so-called "indirect method" of trarigtaL;;?
non. A subordinate pair Might be produced, for exam-
ple, in a foreign language -plass when a student learn
that the word Kerd means horse but the new Wad' is)

_ .
never applied to any real-life' referents. The meaningof
subordinate word acquired in this manner can' then be;
accessed only through the original ward. (Lopez,; 1977,
p. 132)

A number- of-spegulatiVe tonchisioris= regard'
compound-coordinate dichOtorify tiaVe, beert subse
quently presented (Eh/ip....4nd Osgood, -195.4;
19701 :John,:and- tiorner,:19V.; Saville and TiOike;'
1971') to tife:.eXt6nt of d iiectly influeriding the design

education Prhgrarns.'.1:16WeverrOn::'
basis of recent bilingual meinbry' research (filler,:
1970; Dillon and others, .1973 Lopez;_ -Hicks;
Young, 1974),. Lopez (4977)*aigues that these tonelli
sions result front .h 'rhigundbistanding, the
compound- coordinate distinction is actiiailia,entifiri'
num;

to opez it is!pgiStil* to explain sumed differen-
geheiiveejl'ecimPaund- and coordinate bilinguals.
Lopez coneludei: that "the insistence of so-called
atithorities,thafjanguage switching in the middle of a
cenvetiaticin.lifO'htavoided as a symptom of some
underlying=1--interference-would also-lose-what

,
i h d The 6acv_ r;thepretta support t may ave na e en rgies

etpided iii trying to produce coordinate bilinguals
fas the ideal.produet of bilingual education could then

bet directed to 'ittere important endeavors" (p. 138).
TO:in--extent the position taken by Lopez (1977)

iaf .(1978), 'and -Padilla (1977)
arnbii&theii.scenis tb be a reaction against previous

-cOrnpound type, iS an impediment to cog
research which has claimed that bilingualism, particu-

,,-
position is totally untenable, not only

...11.view-Of the above work- but in flight of a growing
iteratute demonstrating the difference between Ian-,
nage and thought; which, it would seem, _previous
6sOzeb.,1110 failed to distinguish and thus assumed
&rigidities: in one or-another' langtiage-neceisarily

.

The basic prohlem with , -the, compound7coordinate-
tinctiorr is that it proposesIthat the langtiaie andtertrin
tic memory 'sSitemt of a bilingual must be.rinei'6i-the.
other. Wemrich (1953); an ihe dpier hand; stated !that; .
the same person could have both types of reprOepta-.-
tions for different words. Although the distinction could,
ac ually continuum frcirn -extreme CorriPoirnir to
extreme coordinate,'-atid a bilingual could lie.ankwhcf.c
on tht continuum, most theory:and research has'empha-.
sized gompound or coordinate,-lairiguagp.sysfprns; With
their attend.ant Cogniti Ve 'consequences. :(p. 138).

As Lopez notes, thereis no empirical support for such
-a-dichotOmy despile numeronS inferences concerning
personatitk differences and Cognitive _Structures based
onIthis_diastinction ;

Lopez ,(1977) has emplciYed a model derived froni
theories of semantic-memory (Anderson and Bower,
1973) to demonstrate an equivalency, between labels.
in different languages isicorniergingpna."single locus
or.memory node."- Ioterprekd in'this way, according

iiiiplied intellectual defects:
Along theke-mare limited lines vila'an .tin

can -Dave presented a,t_heore al franework;
raphasizirig tan integratitin of _cog ifiVe,4jevernpinentar

. ,
and theory app-rpap 6 tic:_en integration
bdriOWs from .the deVelPpind lwork:Of._
research.. in learning theoryi gularly hat` of .

low_ ,(1949); Through! an.:pitegration- if tla e tyro
a.pproacheg, De Avila' and Puncan.lhaVe',PiEesititeda
theoretical rationale capablenf;eXplaiiiing:07 Wide
riet of previous_reseatch ankahleitO,generate Specific
Perkin-hence predietions "across-.-deyelPpinental4rifel-.
lebtual, personahty (i.e., conwft.style),nndlitiguik;
tic, domains. In recent res66.1',Or inv filvirieyer
hundred children from different 'Spanish.sPea_
-backgrounds urban and rural, Mexican-Aindic
gith4n, and Puerto Rican), 'preliminary:findings.
Avila and others, 1978) reveal superior intellott
-functioning for the bilingual group acfcsstri.ut
indistires: when bilingualism is measured-atid
hy.:proficiency across phonemic; lexiCal, -and Syritatig:---.
and pragmatic dimensions.

More important, De Avila and ntriar197,1, un-=
can (1978), and De Avila and Duncan (1978c) 40e:-
found different across intellectual and
Sonality _variables._for _groups i-..defined,.as
monolingual in either-English or flit heim
(Spanish); limited in English and the home Ian ag
or proficient in both English andithe horn.plan age..
Unfortunately, these data are confine& o a cited
number of variables and do not provide nfo
as to the broader sociocultural, lingnigic,
and psychological dimensions used to characteriie the --



ilia populatibn rec ended by Garcia. and
Gonzalez (1978). Ina ttempt to provide this type of
data, -Jackson (1 under a National Institute of
Education r t, rs conducting an ethnographicstudy

ewrffbilingual types defined "according to Dun-
can's (1978) groupings. Although the resultrVirthis
study are several years off, they should nevertheless
provide valu le information toward 'the. broader

nderstandi .Of the sociocultural, linguistic, and
psy olo character of the bilingual Population.

It. would seem from the previous review 'that the
body of knowledge cdncerning the bilingual popula-
tion is limited by the absence of a 4.017ranging theory
subjected to empirical testing as by the lack of
adequate numbers' of research studi#that could be
used additively to construct an integrative theory. In
this regard we have only begun. This shortcoraing.-.

. .
dues not, however, abSolve the state fromiproyinine -
the best possible plan, given the current state- of the--

. art. The previous review, it would seem, suggests a
number of positiVe -options. s

Actoriling to the california State Department of
__ _Education, _the_ projections_ for_ LES/NES students ___

indicate an increase of approximately 101X0,00 over
the next .five:years, One can only guesS;as:.to the
number, of childrVit**hb . will hi, missed, beeatige .of

Recommendations relevant--to_ the
prObiern of definition are offered with the full realiia.--
tion that these recommendations may well have to be
updated 'and revise as theoretical and - empirical
advances are made.

On the basis .of the previous review, it isjecoin-
mended that children be considered eligible for servi-
ces under both state and, federal mandates when:

I. The children have difficulty, relative to their
Aionolingual English7speaking peers, in_ making
themselves understood to the deliverers (teachers;
aides, prineipals,nd so on) of the edtiCational
experience. This 'aspect refers to the Children's
pragmatic' use of expressive language.

2. The children have difficulty,' relative to. their-
monolingual English-speaking peers, in under-
standing the educational content presented by
the ed.ucational deliverers (teachers, aides, prin-
cipals, an so on) of the educational ekperien6e.
This aspect refers to the use of receptive language.

b.. The contextual interaction between the child
as recipient of educational services and the
teacher as the primary delivery agent

c. The relative proficiency o_ f the bilingual pop-
ulation in, comparison ..to native speakers of
both hnglish and lie home language

d. The truth that differences in relative linguis-
tic proficiency do not necessarily imply intel-

,

leetual deficiencies or an inability to think;
and that linguistic differences 'must be con-
ceptualized as existing on a continuum as
opposed to the dichotomous or norninal
categories of past state definitiod

2 That the state conduct research which examines:
a. The psychosociological characteristics of the

bilingual population: in- comparison to other
linguistic population§

b. The linguistic aspect of the switching phenom-
ena in differenrtypes of classroom settings
'with different types of teachers

c The receptive and expressive difficulties ex ri-
enced by both teacher and student

d.- The-interaction-between the linguistic subsys--
tern and the curriculum

e. The longitudinal effects of home language
loss across cognitive and affective domains as
a result of "English classr placeobm . ment
The accuracy of_ the state procedures in iclen-.
ttfying the bilingual population. (This would
be particularly important because there was
some question as to _the validity of observa-
tional techniqiies. ) _

That the state consider policy changes or alter-.
ations which recognize the need to consider the
limitations previously described in relation to
the current state of the art, particularly as ap-
plied, to

a. The definition of linguistic categories
,b. The identification process

Given this simple biconditional premise and the pre-
vious review, a number of ancillary recommendations
follow:_

1. That the State Department of Education adopt
a definition of the bilingual population which
recognizes:

a. The heterogeneous nature of the group

The Measurement Process

California has in the past used various procedures
to identify limited- and non-Bnglish-speaking stu-
dents. The

involving
approach rests on a -three-stage

procedure a parental home survey, oral lan-
guage dominance measures, and, finally, a measure of
academic achievement. It is not the purpose of this,
section to review the state procedure but -ti-discuss a
number of issues as they relate to the general question
of language assessment. Because assessment proce-
dures,like language, exist in context, the following
discuiSion will present various assessment procedures
as they have been used in the field. In this way it will



be possible to` review a number of ithportant studies
on the effects of bilingualism and the importance of
appreciating the ,limited nature of past

the
to

assess bilingualism accurately. It is. not the intent of .

this section to provide a aomprehensivereview of the
literature of child---5ifiW ism, for such reviews
alrkady exist (see Arsenian, 1937; Darcy, 1952 and
1968; Peal and Lambert, 1962; Diebold,A, 968; Taylor,
1972; Cohen, 1975).

The purpOse of this section is to review a number-of
studies thWhaVt employe' a various approaches to,thestudies

ofilefirrition and measurement. At qt.is 'Saint
'definition and measurement become one acid the
- same in that the measureMet procedure= serves to

operationalize the definition: It is important to bear
in mind that it is not the purpose of this chapter to
provide a critical. review 'Of specific language tests.
Several such reviews exist '(e.g.,_ AIR, 1978, Silver
man, -Noa, and Russell, 4976). Specific tests will be
mentioned, only as-necessary to indicate the source of
data under discussion.

In 1967;4"he Canadian National' COrnmission for
UNESCO organized- a-major_ international-seminar --

on the definition and 'measurement of bilingualism.
Although a number of the most ..respected of the
world's linguists were represented among .the partici--
pants and observers at the UniversitypiMoncton and
lengthy discussions took -place on various demograph-

linguistic,"sociolinguistic, and pedagogical aspects
of bilinpalisin, little consensus was reached. In fact,
in his concluding remarks the chairman notes that the
seminar,`" . which was designed' as a study of the
description and measnreinerit. of bilingualism, has
ended up_as- a discussion` .61-1:theory.and method, since
what we have been discussing are the basic conceptual
problems of the study of bilingualism- (Mackey,
1969;' P.- 363),

The present context ,somehaW requires that we
eschew the more theoretieal problems and tufn. to
three, basic questions: (1) Why are we going to mea-
sure bilingualism; i.e., what information do we wish
to obtain frdm such assessment? (2). How are wegoiu
to measure it; i.e., what testing technique or tech-
niques should we employ? and (3) Can bilingualism
be measured reliably?

It would seem that the reasons behind the measure-
-----ment-process-must depend on who is: asking the ques-

tion and for what purpose. Quite often, the attempt is
o serve=m ultiple-and -possibly-competing-purposes.

ments __as a domain-specific .word-naming test or a
language-use observation instrument.

The linguist may wish to explore the nature and the
extent of interference in a "weaker". lan-
guageThus, an error analysis might be appropriate..
An educator may be interested in obt-aiOingdYta that
would fa the identification and treatment of
lingultrie weaknesses and may prefer:_an'instrument
that would not only assess the individual.Subsysterns
of language (phonemic; Itileal, syntactical) but also
provide an index of relative lingiiistit:Pir36Ciency in
the bilingual's tv,51:,lariguages. A Psycholaigt or psy-
cholinguist :mh want to measure bilingualism to
obtain data about- the relationship between an indi-
vidual's bilingual proficiency and cognitive functiont
ing. Thus, a measure 'of proficiency in two languages
Might be- cOralcdned,, with a measurq!.of cognitive .car
intellectual All of these,purpoies may be
distinguished -,`-from.:.:;tliOse:; of-1.0e State
DeparimerftorEduc4tioJi'wbenit sets out to identify

''.(i.e,-count) the -nikritia ..hildren within
The state education system ,

It would_ appear,then, that the ype mea _
merit used follows from the type , of information
required by the iOestigator and that the -inform0.tinn
may be obtaincd by direct measnreMent,.by:indirect
measurement, or by some .combinatioff'-of...-the two
methods. ,Direct measurement; .as-shkrt:erri-fi§ used in
this chapter, refers, to an objeetiyg:a'SseiSmerit' of per-
foitnance of one or more nf the four linguistic skills
(speaking, writing; listening,listeni and-reading) across one
or -more. of _the-:phonernic; lexical, syntactical, seman-
tic,' and graphemic aspects of language. Although
Macnarnara.t196.9) hasencouraged direct assessment;
he is alsoaware:of thb,logistical difficulties implicit in
such assessment. He states: "Obviously, the complex-
ity is-sirch that it Would take a team of psycholinguists
and sociolinguisti several years to study even a
limited number of bilinguals; . However, it is quite
clear that the psychologistand educational psycholo-
gist will rarely be able to undertake anything so elabo-
rate. Thus it is essential for such investigators to find
a simple and direct path through the intricate maze of
bilingual gkills" (p. 81).

One path which has been suggested is that, instead
of measuring all the linguistic aspects of bilingualism,
one might-concentrate-on specific skills,- such as- syn - - -. --
tax. However, Jacobovits (1969) questions whether
measurement_of_syntax_can_be=done=independently_oL

For example, a social scientist or sociplinguist may be
interested in obtaining information about the extent
and function of bilingualism as a social phenomenon
who speaks what to whom under what conditions.
Thus, the investigator may wish to use such instru-

semantic and phonemic decoding skills. "Phonemic
decoding is essential in the meaningful perception of
an utterance, and semantic disambiguation must pre-
cede or accompany syntactic analysis" (p. 98). By the

,same token it is difficult to view even the more global
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skillS of listening, readingspeaking; and writing: as
independent of one another.

A further'-approach to avoiding the complexities of
Ilirect measurementand one which- has been used
extensive) y in studies of child bilingualism .is the use
of on e-or-rri oreindired=measures-that-asseseundiffer-
entiated degrees of bilingualism. Such measures havt -
included rating scales employed by self and others,
tests of verbal fluency flexibility, and dominance tests.
Each of these is discussed further on in the section.

As a means of clarifying some of the measurement
issues raised previously, it would. seem _reasonable to
ieview.a number of studies-representative of the poi-
tion stated previously. Studies will be__ diseuSsain
terms of the measurement of bilingualism used; valid-
ity and reliability (if,reported) of the measurement;
and the relationship of the type of measurement to
the interpretatiotWd signifieande of the fmdings.

The majority of -eddy studies on bilingualism and
intelligence (Pintner and .ICeller, 1922; Saer `1913ij
Davies' and Hughes, 1927) .made, no attempt to coin

. trol:for degree of bilingualism :.and used only verbal
_tests Ao:-Ineasfire 4ntelligence_Tbus,, not surprisingly, _ -
the earliest findings showed -bilingual children to - .be
.consistently inferior to monolingnals. When both ver-
bal and nonverbal IQ tests were used 4Barkei 1933;

:Stark; 1940; Altus, 1953; Carrow, -1957), without a
Control for bilingualism, the results seemed to, suggest
that bilingual Children were at a disadvantage on ver-
bal IQ testsbut hot always on nonverbal tests. From
the 1950s on, investigators have generally employed a
variety of objective measures of bilingualism, includ-
ing language background questionnaires, fluency tests,
language dominance tests, and. language proficiency
tests. Findings are mixed as ,td performance of bilin-
.guals, and many, studies suffer from a lack of -ade--

,-quate controls for such variables as age, sex, socio-
economic level, and so on. -

A. number of approaches are considered here. Bilin-
gualism has been measured by a wide variety of
means, including derriograPhic, sociocultural, socio-
linguiStic, linguistic, psycholinguistic, and clevelop;.
mental. HOwever, the majority of measurements used
in studies of bilingualism and intelligence or intellec-
tual functioning may be classified as direct, indirect,
or both. A few studies have employed purely linguis-

- -tic assessment- such- as- erroranalysis;- fewer-yet- have
used developmentally based measures of proficiency
in botlf_languages

Language Background Questionnaire

The language background questionnaire was the
first and has been. by fir ihe most widely used method
of assessing bilingualism. There are three types of
questionnaire: (1) a self-re port questionnaire; (2) a
rating scale based on knowledge of the subject or an
interview with the subject's family; and (3) a back-'
ground queitionnaIre completed by a member of the
subject's family. The language census procedure used
in California -falls into the third category.

Self-report questionnaire;--The self-report-question-
nair..e on language backgrotind requires the subject's to
estimate the extent to whidh each of their languages

Used ,in the home. Although questions ,can
grouped Under a number of categories (own language'.

.,usage, as well as language usa4e:of other members, of
the family), quistions are usuall-y.. combined into a

-.single rating for each siibjeCC;Adoiber form of the
rating scale is useitto have the subjects rate them-
selves in listening, speaking; -reading,. and writing.
Again, the ratings are usually:Corfibined to form a
single overall rating.

In a study of Montreal schoolchildren, Macnamara
(1969) found that the ratings on a language back-
ground questionnaire contributed significantly to the
prediction of ten of the 15 criterion scores. Fishman
(1969), however, questions the use of self-report data,
and Cohen (1975) points out that such' data may
suffer from a Hawthorne effect in that "the children
know they are in a program in which a premitini is put
on Spanish, so they may say they speak it r6re than
they ictally do" (p. 279). .

Mead (1927) used a language background question-
naire ,in her investigation of the effect upon group
intelligence score of linguistic disability as related to
ItaiianLAmericarychildren. She obtained data regard-
ing language spoken- at home by giving the following
directions to each subject:

Indirect Measures of Bilingualism
InclUded as indirect mea

the language backgyouiid qu
rating scale, and fluency tests.

es of bilingualism are
stionnaire, the teacher

roe

I want you to write downIthe lriguage that your father
and mother talk when they talk to each other. -Now 1

ndo't want you to put down the language that yotiAirl
know that you can all talk English: But write ':14: n-
guage that your father and mother talk to each othlr.
they talk German or Russian or Italian, put down Ger-
man or Russian or Italian. If your father and mother
talk two languages, put down the one they talk most,
first; and the one they talk least, second, (p. 446)

. _

The information-thus-obtained-became of
home language background. Mead found the perfor-
mance: of the Italian groupto be inferior on both tests
of verbal IQ and cc:included that the findings were a
result of ". . the language factor as demonstrated by
the classification according to language spoken at



home, the social status factor, and the length of time
the father had been in this country, this list fa.Ctar
being somewhat interwoven with the language factor"
(p. 468): She ultimately concluded that."classifiCation

_of_foreignLchildren
gence test findings alone is not just evaluation of the
child's innate capacity" (p. 642).2

Both Arsenian (1937) and Pintner and Arsenian.
(1937) employed the Hoffman Bilingual Schedule
with 'English-Yiddish and Italian and Jewish popula-
tions; respectively. Both studies reported no signifi-
cant differences betweensktent of bilingual background
on Measures of, nonverbal IQ. Arsenian (1937) reports,
estimates of the reliability of such ratings of r = .8 or
better;-.Arsenian (1937) also cites validity estimates,' of -
abOUCT = .8 obtained by cor=relating -language- back-
ground questionnaife -ratings- and the ratings .

iSii"p'r-Proficiency made by the interviewer: Pinfrier
and Afienian (1927) found no-significantassociation'
between bilingualism and (verbal)- intelligence, even
when :a comparison was made of performanCe on the
two: IQ tests by high and loW bilingual groups'.

In an investigation -of Welsh monoglots and ,biline
guists, Jones and Stewart (-1951)adrinnistei-ed a. note-
verbal test (Jenk_en's Scale of Nonverbal' Mental.

w,_Ability) and a verbal mental ability test (Coisald
Merual Ability. Test) andasked each bilingual ptiPil to
answer a brief questionnaire about the home language
background. From .the replies thk ifivestigatois con-
chided that the group was cornpo ed chiefly
dren who came from homes "where Welsh was'always
spoken and whose knowledge of English had, been
acquired outside the hotne, 'mainly in schoohr A
highly significant difference in faVor of,the manoglot
group was found in both' the ,ycerbal and nonverbal
tests of intelligence, and the investigators concluded
that "the bilingual _children Wer*iignificatitly inferior
to' the monoglot children. . ."' (p.' 8).

Johnson (1953) hypothesized that knowledge of a
language . is reflectivec5of the degree to which an
individual has assimilated the cultural elements of
Which the language is representative." In an attempt
to investigate the relationship between degree of bilin-
gualism and "language and non-language tests of
intelligence" with a group of 30 "Spanish" boys, the
author administered four tests, including the Otis

2De Avila and flayssy (1974) have also concluded that currently avail-
_able_tests_oLiQoftenconf9ynd social and intellectual dimensions of

performance.

Iln an attempt to construct g "reliable and valid instrument for measur-
ing quantitatively the extent of bilingual background or environment to
which an incit9itlual is exposed," Hoffman (1934) developed the Hoffman
Bilingued Schedule. The schedule, which consists of 14 items, was no rmed
with 547 pupils of Jewish and Italian background in grades five through
eight.f

SelflAdministering Test of Menial Ability, the:Good-
enough Draw-a:Man Test, the Hoffman Bilingual _
Schedule, and the '13eaction-Time of Bilinguat-.._
ism. The results reported were that the Otis IQ for
thiktotaLpopulation_wai_c_ansidera erase;
(2) the Goodenough IQ was altriiikact ge for the
total populatiron;, (3) a negatiVg relationship _ existed'
1ptween -performance' ori,th'eptkan40eiee of bilin-
gualism (i.e., -the less.knbWledge Of SparOithere.Was
in Comparison to English, the higher w Qt;:s IQ);
:and .(4) degree of bilingualism is pogitiliely correlated

= .425) with superior response on the-Goodenough: -:: '
test. Johnsan pncluded that the Reaction-Time Test
of Bilingualisth and the Hoffman Bilingual Schedule

-"appear to'be measures of common factors since-We"
.

relationships:-with the- tests of intelligence are in
same direction"--floweVer, betause.little relationship

-was foitird. to exist between the two bilingual.,thea-
sures4 (r .116), the constrixt was calledinto question.

In a study involving Puerto Rican children iriSpan-
i.6h Harlem, Anastasi and Cordova (1953) adminis-
tered tie C'attell Culture-Free IQ Test. The children
tested were asked to fill out a:-personal data deition-
naire (written in English butread aloud in both Eng-
lish and Spanish), nine items of which concetned the
extent' of the subject's bilingualism. The investigators
'selected and adapted the items from the Hoffman
scale. The results as to the,bilingualism of their sub-
jects were as follows:

Most children reported that they spoke Spanish and
English about equally oft.0 with their familjes, a larger
cumber clustering at the all-Sphnish than at the II-
-English end of the scale: The rest'of the family, how-
Most often spoke Spanish among thernselves..Reading
by the family scatters widely' over the scale, as does
letter-writing, although Spanish prOominhtes in the lat-
ter. ,The children theMselves employ predominantly
English in their reading and, writing,. a fact which
undoubtedly reflects the influence of the school. English
language movies are more frequently attended-, glthough
Spanish movies are well represented in the group. Radio
listening shows a more even distribution of Spanish and.
English, with a slight predominance of EUglish, Finally,
a clear majority of the children indicated' that they,
"think" in ,both languages; and as between the two ends
of the scale, a larger, number fell at the English than at
the Spanish end of the scale on this item. (Anastasi and

In addition to the fact that the Catiell Test was

Cordova;-1953-, p. 8)-

normed with a much higher-placed socioeconomic
group, the authors cite as reasons,for the lower IQ
performance, of their 0)- their bilingualism,
which makes themidefictent in both English and
Spanish; (2) their_ lack 'tif test-taking sophiitication;
and (3) poor emotional adjustment to the sOhool



situatibn, The -poor adjustment, the authors note,
'- appears to have arisen from the children's severe lan-
guage handicap during their initial school experien-
ces" (Anastati and Cordova, .1953, .p. 17).

-1-twit 0959): in -reporting findings_based on_a_re-
analysis .of data previously published by ries Mor-
rison, RogersandiSaar (1957), -reported tatistically
significant difference:-in favor of rnonoh al English
speaking-children in Wales, correspon g to about

.4, eight .PQ points on a , nonverbal in igence test.
.1(.. Although subsequently criticized by ones- (1960),

Lewis. reClefined and regrouped the subjects into four
linguistic, groupings (WelSb, Welsh-dominant, English-
dominant, and English) as opposed to the three used
by Jones, and others (1957): However, Lewis' attempt
to define the subjecte.linguistic background quantita-
tively and to make each _`group as.4homogeneons as
possible represents a step forward in the definition
and assessment of bilingualism and.) a gaining aware-

; nds of the difficulties inherent_in the-use of a linguis-
tic scale to describe Varying degrees of bilingualism.
The author states: ,

It is important to realize . . that the extreme groups I
and 4, although symetricallyylaced in the range of ques-
tionnaire scores, do not correspond with respect to the
actual linguistic ability of the children. Thus all in group
I can speak English, whereaS none in grbup 4 can speak
Welsh. Group 4 children are all monoglot;, group I

children are.all.bilingual. The orderof group description
can thus he regarded as an order bf decreasing bilingual-
:4rri no less than one of deCreasing Welshness of back-

.

ground. (p. 21)

Thus, for the first: t e the o_rdiinal' use of a nominal-
scale was being que ionfd.

Lerea and Kohut (1961) compared monolinguals
and bilinguals coma verbal task and correlated their
verbal .learning perforniances with intelligence and
social adjustment. A bilingualism questionnaire con-
sisting of series of ten completion items relative to
language preference was used to tategoriie children
according to the degree of home usage of a second_
language. (Bilingualism was broad& defined as "abil-
ity to speak two-languages at will.") The findings indi-
cated that the ,bilinguals learned and relearned the
verbal task, a -microutterance test," more rapidly
than monolinguals; that a significant correlation

hetWeeti-tpeed-Of verbal" learning and
genre among the monolinguals; and that the relation-

-ship--between social-maladjustment-and performance
on the verbal task was not significant for either the
hilingual or modolingual group. The authors specu-
late that "anAssociation factor may havebein respon-
sible for bilinguals' superiority in the MU-A; i.e.,
bilinguals may.possess a unique potential unacknowl-
edged in past research" (p. 52).

if

Palmer (1972). investigated thet'degree of bilingual-
ism And.language upon- recall -of categorized aridnon7
categorized word lists with elementary schoolchildren_
On the basis -of a telf4cport questionnaire in which
children_weieaskeitb_rate_thetnselves_as_either-domi-
narit in Spanish, dominant in English, or -equal in
ability in both,' subjects 'were elasSified as (1) strong in
English; (2) strong in Spanish; (3) balanced in English
and Spanish; or (4) monolingual English: Each type
of word list was presented under three types of condi--
tions: once in English; once in Spanish,-an :once in a
mixture of one -half Spanish and one-half English.
The' results revealed that categorization of words
facilitated recall and that no differenceS in.total recall
existed --among groups. Under the categoriied condi-
tion the recall for the strong Spanish group-was sig-
riifieantly higher than the recall for the monolingual
English group: Contrary to the investigator's 'expecta-
tion, the total recall in English of the monolingual En-
glish group was the poorest in comparison to the
bilingual groups.. Palmer interprets hiS findings to
mean that . . . lower socioeconomic children surpass
middle socioeconomic children' of approximately-fhe--
same IQ in performance on associative tasks" (p:.
04).

The findings are also explained in terms of inter er:
ewe; i.e., where the "perceiver had a set of categories
inappropriate for adequate perception of his environ-
ment." Thus, bedause these children received all their
formal instruction in English!, the pdorer performance
On the Spanish word list is interpreted as interferenbe.
Interference, Palmer (1.972) concludes, was due to the
fact that "English is the more highly structured lan-
guage; thus its -categorizations are more highly icces-
sible and serve:to block those leSs accessible categOries
in Spanish" (p. 164). The author finally suggests that
bilingual, programs may be fusing interference within
the student's two language .systems. Sometimes the
"objective" conclusions of -dispassionate researchers"
are astounding!

Interview rating. scale In the interview rating.sRle
type of language background questionnaire, a face-to-
face interview or telephone interview is usually con-
ducted with one or more members of the family and
provides a report. on the extent of bilingualism of the
subject. Smith (1939), in a well-controlled study of
seven groups in Hawaii (Jaiiin-e-se,
Filipino, Portuguese, Hawaiian, and part Hawaiian)
investigated the-iiroblem of whether or not bilingual-
ism is a hindrance in mastery of English. The extent
of bilingualism was recorded by the examiner-inter-
viewer, who recorded language used by each member
of the family (child, Mother, father, grandparents,
other adults, and siblings) as to preferred language,
second language, third language, and fourth lan;



.guage. The home language was rated for each child
according to information supplied` "by the interviewers:

Correct English only 5
Good English and another language spoken .. 4
Besides-a-foreign language, Fah-correct

and pidgin English 3
Pit tin English only 2
Foreign language only= .

Correlations_of___+.58 to +34 were found tietween-the
education in English of the parents, and the language

,.
rating for those:groups. Correlations between the rat- ''-

ings,-of the father's occupation, theyears of education
-in-' English of the "midpirent,"and the langnge rat-
ing of the home were calculated. The language rating
of the hottie and- the'educatiOn in English of...the mid-.
parent gave-correlations fromz, 6g to 74, or, with pa-
rental occupation; discarded, faith_ .55 to .68; the lowest
relation being TOr-the..%Fla,;Vaiian grsup.-However, the-
calculations were.based'on correlations between norii-
inal categOries (home = language rating) and ordinal
categories (years of echication); therefore, any conclu-
sions-draVm from such correlatiOnSiwoUld- besuspect. -;

After-dklensive linguistic analysis (including pro-
portio' of English uspd, error_ analysis, analysis of
sentence length and the_ form and function of senten-
ces,-gnestions, and conversations according to part of
speee the investigator-. concluded that Hairaiian
children from nonhaole (Caucasian) homes arelretarded
:in-. language developMent to ...such a degree that

. at the time of Velitiol entrance they are at about
the leVel, of three-year7old children." The author con-
cludes' that the retardationhad two causes, the

use of pidgin English ;and the,bilingtialism:
many homes" (Smith,--'1939, 271):- Using a rating
scale base on an infcirmation interview with each
child's mother, Darcy (1946) investigated the effect of
bilingualism on measured intelligepce of 212 Italfan-
American preschool children. Her linguistic group-

,

ings were 'categorized- as follows:
If answers to the questiOns on thissating scale indicated
that the child heard and spoke Italian at home.always or
most of the time, whereas he heard-and spoke English
outside of the home always or most of the time he met
the requirements for the bilingual group, as far as the
language facto': was concerned. - If, on the other hand,
the-child heard-and-spoke only-English-at-home, spoke
only English outside the home, and heard English out-
side the home always or almost always, he met the
requirements for the monolingual group as far as the
language factor was concerned. (pp. 22-23)
Darcy found that the bilingual group scored signifi-

antly lower on the verbal test but that the monolin-
gual group scored lower On the nonverbal test. She

, thus concluded that the bilinguals suffered from a -

9

language 'handicap on the Sinnford-Binet. However,
Peal and Lambert (L962) note that such a language
handicap might be overcome later andthat the intelli-
gence of infants and preschool children is known to
be somewhat-diffieulhto-determine-accurately-and
depends- more on performance iteihs,thari verbal" (p.

deal and Lambert (1962) employed a subjective
self rating score, as one of four criteria for deterthin-
ing the..ekient of bilingualism in their study of ten-year
old 'French,2 Canadian children.4 The -subjects were .

asked to rate_their ability to speak, understanil,.read,
and write English on alour-four ranging from
riot
a

at all (scored 1) to very fluently (Scared 4) Thus,
_

an oral -Score was obtained -from the sum- of the
weights on-speak, and. Understand and a graphic score
by doing the:Same on read and Write. (The makimum
possible score was eight -on each.) No-indication was
given as to why the subjects were not required to rate
themselves" auo on the four skills in French..

This:bala'nce score, Along with scores- on the three
other measures of, bilingualism Word _Detection Test
fi.abily Pkti:ire[iiocabulary Test, and Word Associ-
cation Test) formed the criteria for selection of balanced-

- bilingual and '(Frerich) monolinguar subjects for an'
:.,investigation. of the relation between bilingualism,t

school aChievement,-- and intelligence. Suhjects were
also equated on age and socioeconomic level. The
findings, which are c2ntrary to.4 nuntber cif previous
findings, werethat (I) the bilingual groups-performed
significantly better than the monOlingual on the non--

- verbal. IQ tests; (2) the bilinguals scored Significantly
higher than the monolinguals on the verbal. IQ tests;
.(3)-'on none Of The ssubtests Of intelligence did the
monolingualS`exCeed the bilinguals; and'(4) the
gual subjects who were of the Same age as-the monlin-.

,guals werejn- a higher grade in school.
Possible offered for the unprecedented

and unpredibted findings` ire (1) a.possible,correlgtion ,
between intelligence and langiiage- aptitude; and (2)
the positive itiffilence of-bilingualism On 'nonverbal
intelligence. Fo )(ample, compound bilinguals (tlibse
Who learned language- in- the same setting), have two
words for identicA- referents., Thus,. like Leopold
(1939),. Peal and liaMbert suggest that:

this-ability to think:interms-of ahstractsonceptsand-.--
relations, independent °f the actual word, apparently-is ,
required_in=the_symbolieLr.eorganization_typatests.ITHe
monolinguals may 'never have been fpreed to form con7...
cepts or abstract- ideasofthings and May beinore
to think mainly in terms of concretes. They could 4p:ie, _-
expected, therefore, to be as-agile at Concept forrnitiori...

'The other criteria included a vocabulary test; a word association
and a word detection test. Each of these is 'Cfrieuss;c1 further on:-

g =



as the bilingua s and they might appear-handicapped ApproxiMately a third of the second-p-aderi were considl
comparatively. 6. 268) 6-ed Spanish 'monolingual by their teachers, witli,ap-

. proximately a -third . being considered . English .mbno-
A-third explanation-is that the structure of intellect of . lingital. Approximately 60 percent of the second graders
the bilinguals appears to bq more diversified thamthat were juAged by their'teachers to be English menolingual- --,
of the rnonolingnals: or example, the factoranalyses or English-dor*ant `bilingtial. -For-I hird-graders,

. : .. showed that 'the' bilinguals seem to have a -approximately -74-'per.cet were judgedh their teachers .-
greater nomber of separate -or Independent abilities be either° English MO oliriguai or English-dominant
on which to draw in completing their tests, in contrast bilingual (41 percent were judged' to be Euglishhionelin-

gual).--Approximately ihree-quarters of theVourth;?..to the monolingitals:ctWho feWer: That is, the
fifth-, and sixth- graders in.the Title VII classroomsbilinguals have more iridepehdFnt factors defined by -judged to be either. English monolingual- or English-

intelligence variables than the monolinguals" (p.271).- darninant bilingual students. (p. 9) .
The authors conclude that, far-froth being a handicap . ---4 -
or causing mental confusion, bilingualism may well The results of these4indings haveeen criticized by
be an asset, and that the child who is a "balanced , Gray (1978), ()Malley (1977), and 'others, who have
bilingual' enjoys '"a mental flexibility, aSupefiprity in quesfioned the validity of teacher judgment based on
concept formation, and a more diversified. set of Men- global ratings. In an-attempt to examine this questien
tal abilities" (p,-, 277). 4 i more closely, De AVila and (P)78) have exam-. ,

ff - fined the relationship between teacher assessmeh of
uotionnaire lecimpleigcley The third type linguistic abi% and schooLachievement The strength

of language hackgroundlnestionnaire is complete of this relation,hasbeen compared to the same Tela-
by a member: of the family. AsWith the-self;reporl and tion -that eitios4-when -a test of language proUciency is
interview ,ratingseale type of .questionnaire,-, s correlated-to school achievement-When sets of -coat -_

pose is to provide an_ index of the extent of bilinguak parisonseerc made, it -was revealed that the average
ism 'of the home_ correlation between Teacher ludgmeril of linguistic

-An'astasi and de Jesus:(1951Zompared a group of proficiency was .11,- whereas it was .69 when an actual
Puerto Rican preschoolers attending-a day care center test -of prOficiency was used These authors cqnclnde
in Spanish Harlem with Negro and white New York ' that although a significant relationship exists between
City pres&olers, by means of the Go-odenettgir-% teacher judgment and aghieveinent, the relationship
Draw-d-Man- TeSi, as to In and -language develop- significantly,Weaker than that:obtainedWhen a proll-

. 4 . _

rent as measured by quantitative analyses of spon- ciency test is used- Thus, the use of teacher judgment
taneous language saMPles..411-anguage background _ _ai a sole criterion may': be questioned. ;
information was secured through items on a personal .MoreoVer, In "addition to.exatnining the ,relation=
clata questionnaire (administered in Spanish to the ship between teacher judgment and achievement as-

',parents, either orally or thrOugh the mail) "One of the Opposed to -proficiency _testing- and_achievernent, De i.
questionnaire items concerned the proportion of En- Avila and others (1978b) examined the extent to
glish and Spanish spoken at home. Resilltiobtained which seachers . of different_ linguistic baCkdoUnds

iindicated .,that, im'a large 'majority,of homes, more - were differential more. or less-accurate in their esti- .-
SpaniSh- than English was spoken.- Despite differ - rimes of children

r
rs linguistic proficiency. Statistically

-_-ence;-in ntean educational and occupational 1Ve1s in
favor of the Negro and white parents; the authois
found no significant differerfcts between the groupsin-
IQ. However, it is noteworthy :that the;Puerto Rica'n
childten excelled ih both =mean sentence length and
rna...,

,
ttiritp of sentence _strticture. The-authors conclude

that taile.__explariation for lhe superi6r language devel- seems highly reasonable because teachers are fat more..
opment on,the part-of the Puerto Rican children may-- --familiar- withAndividual .enildvn-a1--tbk -enthof --the------
have been the positive influence of the extended ' s a'school yer?-4Eurther, it challenges the accuracy okhe

.

significant differences were found between teachers
who rated themselVes as monolingual, partially bilin-

al, Old fully bilinguaL-Tinally, significant differen-
ces' were found between ratings concluded" at,-the
heginning of the_ school year and those cohducted in
the 'latter part of the schdol year. This latter

finding."

family

Tezicher.Rating Scale%
As part- of a recent- controversial Stntly -(Danoff.,,

197.8), teachers were asked te rate the linguistic ability
of children in grades =two through 'six. The results of
this study indicUtd that:

semester.
These findings suggest that-the accuracy ofseachers'

predictions depends at least to. some extent on their
own linguistic background is well as-on how person-
ally 'familiar they are with the individual child being -

rated. It also seems reasongblethat thes,ame varia-



bles (linguistic background of the rater and dree of
personal familiarity with the individual child being
rated) would be of importance in any assessment
procedure employing global ratings such as those
employed in the AIR study.

One cap- only speculate as to the accuracy of self-'
rating and other lakguage background questionnaire
procedures. ,Given that rating procedures si$m to be
leSs than perfect, it would seem important to examine
their validity empirically in different situations before .
making any unwarranted generalization Aoneerning
the nature and extent of bilingualism throughout the
United States.

Fluency Tests

Like the language biekground questionnaire type
of measures, the fluency tests may be considered an
indirect measure of bilingualisropecause for the most
part they seem to measure inferred meenational pro,
cesses- rather than linguistic proficiency in two lan:-
guagps. For example, speed of response to verbal
stimuli or speech or verbal production in both lan-

,guagesis taken,as an index of verbal processing indi
eating -degree of bilingualism or fluency. Reaction
time to specific stirnuli has been used in a wide variety
of psychological research aimed at studying cognitive
processes ranging front perception to personality vari
ables. Its application to the present context is, there
fore, not surprising. However, it should be rion.,.1 that
reaction time has been shown to be highly related to
personality characteristics such as impulsivity Teller:11%1(y
(Kagen, Moss, and Sigel. 1963) and that data pro
doted by this procedure would co personajay
#nd linguistic dimensions. Duncan (1978), for exam
ple, has shown that children who responu most
impulsively to a task requiring perceptual disembed
ding areless l nguisti ally sophisticated (I e bilin
gual) than those children who respond in a more
reflective manner.

Fluency tests may also rake spcciti,, 1,

picture naming (Ervin, 1901); key pressing (LairibkA,
1955); or tasks of word completion, reading speed
and word naming (Macnamara, 1969). Each of these
tests provides a difference scOle believed to be related
to bilingual fluency Measuternent builigualtsnt,
based 'on association fluency was de eloped by 1 ant-,
-bert (1956) as a means of isolating the diffeleritiating
variables in the linguistic behavior of students aif-
ferent stages in the acquisition of French. The subjects
three groups composed of American undergraduate
students majoring in French, American graduate stu
dents majoring in French, and mature French natives
living in the U.S.-- were alternately presented with
series of French and English words and we asked to
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respond orally with as many individual, words as
would come to mind for, a period of 45 seconds. The
English and French stimuli were equated rol part of
speech, word frequency, and abstr#ctness,concreteness.
The hypotheies were- that, as bilinguals progress in
experience with a particular language, they would (IP,
give more associational responses togtimulus Words
in that languago;-(2) give more assoctati,onal response
in that langlitge when given. -choice of languages to
use; '(3) would approach theatter,n of provocative-
ness of stimulus words shown by native users of the
language (a stimulus word'that elicits more asgoca-
tional responses than anther is the rnorelprovoca-
tive): and (4) would be more affected in,their associa-
tional responses by the habitual word order of that
language. For the most part. hypotheses were sup-
ported by the result?: 6

' A modifica,kon of the Word.Association 7e3! wEts
used by Peal and Lambert (1962) in their study of
French-Canadian schoolchddren. As a means of
attaining a b6lance score of bilingualism, French and
English words were present4alternatively, and the
subjeck were asked to write &own a maewords as
they culd think of in the syne,language as the stiinu-
lus which seemed to go witil or belong with that word
An interval of 60 seconds Was'AlloWed for association
to Ludt word. he balance score was c;alculad by a
for iribila la which NE equals the sun' of the'associa
tions to all the French words and NE equals the sum
of the associations to all thevEnglis1, words:

tit lit.
, NE

. ,t
1111, 1. a Its 11 k z,

,glar
lacobOyfts (1969) fr..,, t..., . .11 ,ri ,.t I

ch' fluency tests alid 11, addition hao eripr.,:ssed*eriti-
cisrn of the difference score method of arriving at an
Order, tit bilingual proficiency.

( I ;, dill. . .1..
111 /11641. 01 H Fa I . to Alliblidle arid .:ufil101 )Lit ,hat
part of the k...rtaM:c AniZn is dt(1111,11.athC to MO, oltogual
skilla Not example if we wish lu cslilualc the bilingual's
'dative case iii rearing speed in his two languages, we

told to btibtra0 his reading speed in ine second lan
wage flan, his reading speed in his Ears( language, and.
its sonic cases, the difference score must be divided by
the reading sp,ed in the first language to obtain a per-
centage difference of imbalance The assumption under
lying this procedure is that the two measures arc
mediated by a common type at competence and that the
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same factors influencin one measure will also influence
the other measure in similar manner. HoW d is
such an assumption?: 99)

tiA ...,h,

It should also bri, noted that arch balance scorest,,
-. may be't . ,

i
0 a'mathematically utsoun4 inFor example, the

hypothetical case of a child that p'Auced an eLval
number 6f associations in both Ian r ges, the result-.
ing equation would be C / X, which is mat_ inatically
undefined and, hence, meaningless. Morkit er, with-
out control for the absolulerntuber of resp nses, no
indiiation exists as Lo degke of profickney either
language. A child whoyrovided Qtree associations in
both English and French would receive the tame
score as a child who produced 7.0 i'n each. That these
twefraildrep would be lingvistidally equiv4lent seems"
highly unlikely. k, .

Peal and Lambert (1962) used the Peabody Picture
Vocabisilar_y Test a!'one of four criteria of bilingual-
ism. This treasure was chqen,;because it reqtireti no
readi'ig' or writing 'Any in English). The, test was
Ildapted for grRup .ministratiotti by flashing each
plate (each of which h'ad fou6 pictures of actions or
objects numbered one shiough four) oi?a screen by
means of a tachiltoscope and having the examiner
pronounce tlle word in ffnglish. The chilain were
then asked to o-write cltiwa.T.the number of the -pique
which corresponded witt the English word pronounced
by the examiner. A total of 21 F)Jates of increaing
difficulty were presented 1 he Cost iyas 'Aored by,

rObtaining the number qi. correct responses out 421'
for eactifihild, The results of this study werPcli cuthed
previously. The vocabblatylscore was one pa of the4_,. .

criteria used in the classification of syblicts by
judges. When here was disagreemtnt as to tp.e dill

.ent criteria, theorocabulary score was° weighttti more
heavily than the other measures of bilingualism.

,te

Direct Wle- -ureS of bilingualism
.,luacd as direct measures of bilingualism, 31,- i

observatiOn of language use and thestorytellit.
4

Obserratipn of Language ()se
One means of h0-tattling 1,11,)tillatluil 1,iativc k., 3

subject's degree of bilingualism is'iby direct ubs,..rvt,
tion (and:usually, recording) of the subject's language
use. This is a time-consuming task because it involves
following the subject around Ibrig enough to collect a
sufficient amount of data; however, it provides useful
and valid information as to communicative perfol
mance and has been the favored technique of many
linguists. This technique has been used ea number
of sociolinguists (Cooper and Carpenter, 1972; Coopei
and Fasil, 1972; Ramirez, 1974; Cohep, 1975; and
Wong-Fillmore, 1976) as a method of observing

social interaction patterns of language and social
strategies_ bilingual disdourse.

Smith (1939), in an attempt to discover whether or
not bilingualism is a- hindrance in the mastery of
s eech bf very young children in Hawaii and also to

rmine the comparative progress mace in the mas-
-tery of Engjish of children'ofzdiffe'rent racial antece&
_ents, employed a, language-use technique -similar to
that employed by McCarthy-(1930). The results and
conclusions of Smith's stud5, were based on 50
recorded ctmsecutive icimirks of each child, -spon-
taneous insofar as he was new addressed by the
obstrver":

Except for two special settes, the reco,Ids*were faked in
his own home or in its vicinity and, except for the two-
year-olds:. when he was playing with other children. 4s
the birth. rate is still comparatively high in *Hawaii,
except for the Caucasians, there were few homes MIT
the child did not have brothers or sisters; in fact, there
were several cases when the t hild has nine to 11 older

Where he had none, it vas not difficult to fol-
v him out into the yard or sidewalk wherelhetnet his

playmates or to induce a neighbor's child to come over
to join` him. It was thought that this f'amiliat home set-
wig would be rile best$ in which to study the home lance.
guage of the child. (p. 141)
B

frD- ecaUse the subjects spoke several different lan-
guages", different recorders wets_ Used tor each tacial
group! The language sainples were analyzed as fullpv s:

Number of words in each stntence ud by each
child
0.1assitiLaaut, of a,0.elo..c.s as entirely English,
entirely Japai.esi;, Hawaiian mixed

i Classification of words as to parts of speech
4 Mean length of response
5 (4-1hssification of sentences . 4 t, ,fcgiec of ego

centricity (as done by F6h-er, 1934); i.e., "accord-
4ing, to ehet. tie' the sultect of the sentence was
the child speakiitg, things. or people, or whether
it was nonver1011",,,:
Clas ication of sin _ to torn stuins,
stateMents, iniperativ , de, lat ative, and negative
Classification of segtticfs as to Structure;
sni plc. coMplex, and et6riipoUnd,,
Ejroi analysis, (Two or indices Meru. calculih
lated tor e'ach child by dividing9h1. 114bei o
errors M the trumb,,,t fish words used.)

,04

tepoi.leO a vticlavoil 4 be
sentent,e length and ct t of fit these of rt_

gosh and .694 with age when the arnoutii of Epglish
is held constant and retained

49

Ouserv.ation of the Storytelling Tast,

Observation of the stoi ytelfing tfhic
recent technique of oral language asse_

on,,r, hat
nt that



seems, to provide a fairly reliable measure of what
children do rather than what they can do. It has been
used as ,a Measure of language fluency (1957) and
language proficiency (Broadbent, 1973, cited in Cohen,
1974; De Avila and Duncan, 1977, 1978). A variety of
analysis tecfinigues have been employed to score sto-
rytelling tasks, including T-unit analysis, word counts,
qualitative global analyses, and so on.

There are basically two types of storytelling tasks
reported in the literature. Although both are used to
elicit language samples in a more natural manner than
the use of other techniques, significant differences
between them do evist. In one approach children are
presented with a vikual stimulus designed to elicit spe

4 cific lirguistic structures. Thus, the child is prpented
with a picture and asked a series of questions that
require the-use of particular syntactic forms (e.g plu-
rals, nouns, adjectives, and so on). Scores are then
rated according to predetermined criteria A variant
of this procedure involves the use of a visual stimulus
in the same way as previously described; but in this
case the child is, asked to tell a story about the pic
ture " Scoring of responses is conducted on the basis
of preset criteria. Although this procedure is far more
natural and represents a positive step toward both
operationalization and standardization, there are
thelcss distinct weaknesses, particularly as to (he pit)
vision of facilitating cues that encourage
responses (see 11,akuta and C411,1110, 1978)

A second procedure that can be grouped , Ito
it Might actually be bettei described aL, a oi y

echnique The procedure allow, a hattual
uring of linguistic lot ins,,theough tit, use of
imitation The pru..ess of imitatioa has ,been

nsively useVor some time t Me yak, 19t,3, Erase(
Bellugi, and Brown, 1963; 1 ahoy 1969) as a method
of studying linguistic development McNeil (1970)
notes that k clt.ddr en` usually t ehn mutate eILict1

cesfgiven to mail for imitation Adult sentences too
brag twbe retained in immediate tnento.y arc in\-.11.
bly altered to fa the child's cg(atinnat of the utout..:411
which means that imitati(5n can be used to study
ehildrcn's pm.ductive capacities, a !act kk,avk .1 and
ytiliLed lot- sonic tiinc" (,p 1070) ,(boci'( 19.69), iii un

investigation of the logic of n,,ustandaid Et,611.,11,

used sentence repetition with ,,dolvcent big, k males
I a bov's findings wet highly impol tan( in tiCilion
strafing that, evcit though changes (i
tiansfoitnatiots) did occur it1 phonenin, is teal, and
syntactic subsystems, childt en were able to appieheod
and communicate the ['leaning of tht stimulus s&ii
fence. F011oWing Labov, De Avila and-Duncan (078)

,

report that similar translottnatiorics took placepeross
languages when a story task was administered Lo

verbal
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child n hunt baekgiounds whele English was not the
primary home language. These findings have been
repliciited with a number of linguistic groups, includ-
ing Spanish, French, Chinese, and other groups. A
number of studies which have employed various sto-
rytelling or retelling procedures will now be discussed
as a means for a better understanding of the nature of
the proceddre as well as the findings generated by the
approach.

Broadbent (1973, cited in Cohen, 1974) employed a
storytelling task in both English and Spanish to deter-
mine,the possibility of first language retardation of a
group of first grade Anglo American children in a
Spanish immersion Program The data analysis of the
storytelling task included word count; Tunit analysis
(the tabulation of minimal grammatical units into
which .sentences can be segmented without leaving
any fragment as:tesidue, a technique deVelopment by
Hunt [19651); an error analysis and interjudge ratings
of overall expression; word choice; grammatical cor-
rectness; pronunciation; rhythm; and intonation. In
comparison with the conti 01 group, no significant, dif-
ferences occurred with respect to the subanalyses of
the storytelling task.; however, the, infiersion group
was judged significantly better al English storytelling
wherk-7,all rating scales were combined. On the story=
telling task in Spanish, the averagenuntbei of T-units
per story was 5.07 ida comparison wAlt 7 o9 for the
Fuglish stone.. Produ,tkni of tiling corm
'wed positively and sigMficantiy with Spanish 1 -units
(i .155, p , 01); and Cohen interprets this fact as
sugge=sting -that those who produce itiotc T units in
English also pi oduce olote in Spanish" (ji 100)

lit IL wo, I+ by Dc Avila and Duncan (1978b)
oriii.ai ison wa., made between petrol mance ,Ataincd

by a .stoi ylelling ptuce,lnre and pet forniance obtained
on a comprehension task. In this way it vva:, possible
It) i elate CLCIAN, lanblid6e AIM will, pi odnal\
language ?kills A P_al ciali on cf 523 was
obtained, Stigg,allag a 1101 level 115151,an4
between tine two on sonplc ap,a0iniately 800
children It a nutuL,:r of linguistic backgrounds

arru.0 ei97i -1972) eAainined tut; relationship
ttween tl.. of bttutgtiali5ut ..1141 fiLlITIbCi of
aspects assn, hied te,.eptive pi ()Cella c
011pol-wig to ineasurc differein awe, t., 01' linguistic
receptivity without iccituring e) esslot on pi-Odilk.
lion, ( at row tested oung bilingual Mexic,.ii American
Jilltlien iu LIIC SOLIttivvest (ages three years
Len nionttn.. to six years 9 months) were
a IA ,d of auditory Coubbling of a set lcS
Of picture§ representing referential categories that
could tie signaled by wui ds, mukpliolcigical construe
duns, glaininatical _categories, and syntactic stiue
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tures. Included were verbs, adjectives, advet bs, nouns,
pronouns, morphological endings, prepositions, inter-
rogatives, and word arrangement in both languages
A comparison (by Carrow, 1971) of English and
Spanish comprehension on this task tor bilinguals
revealed that (1) linguistically, children were vet)/
heterogeneous (some scored better in one language
than another, others were equal in both); (2) a greater
proportion of children scored higher itLEnglish than
in Spanish; and (3) both languages tended to improve
across the linguistic parameters measured as the
children became older (This was the ease ever,
Spanish was not used as a medium of instruction for
older children in educational programs.)

In a cross-sectional comparison of E Iugaso -)mpre-
tiension among monolingual English and Lilingdal,
Spanish-English children (ages three years ten months
to six years nine months), Cat tow (1972) iepoi is a
positive developmental trend in auditory t..,mprefieu
sion for both Spanish and English in bilingual eliil
dren Additionally, bilingual children t,:nded to 501
lower than monolingual children on English measures
dining ages duce years Len months to five )Call rt;i16
months; but, for the final age comparison group (six
years nine months), bilinguals and monolinguals did
not differ significantly on these same English mea-
sure. 1-htse combined LO indicate that at
the ie...cptive level Spanish English bilingual
weir progiessing (increasing then eompei,:lice)
both Spanish and English, bilingual childreir tenozd
to be hetelogonecus as a group fa voting cite Ian
gu,,ge (typically Engiish) 1, ie, anealter, and bilingual
childr,n lagged behind monolingual childt e a in then
acquisition of English but eventually eatigni

More recently Padilla and L iebt..an (19 /5) .1

s, cibe the results of a long', Adm.! analysis .)I
English acquisition in two duet; year oiJ bilingual
children These resat Leis followed the model of
Ehown (1973) in iecotding linguistic iiite,uctions of
these children ovet a five Aith peti. d Through in
analysis of several dependent linguistic variat les
(phonological, grammatical, syntactic, ottd semantic
characteristics) ovet this petit. of time, they obset vcd
gains in both languages, although Sc vera, English
form:, were in evidence winle pal all,' SpariLii tot
Wel e 1 hey also report the difterentiatiou of lin-
guistic systems at phonological lexical, and sy
levels They coneiuded that "the appropriate Ilse of
both' languages even in 'nixed utterances was eAdc,it,
that Is, correct word order was preserved For exam
pie, there were no occurrences of 'raining csta at 'a es
baby' but there was evidence for such inlet necs as
'esta taming' and 'es a baby 1 here was also an
absence of the redundance of words in mixed uttet

as well as the absence mil .it rh;eessai) ids which
might tend to confuse meaning" (page 51)

As part of a much larger study funded nude' the
auspices of the National Institute lot Edueatiop, De
Avila and Duncan (1978b) examined ale relationship
between different subsystems (i.e phonemic, lexical,
and syntactical). Data were collected on apprOxi-'
mately 800 children in grades one, three .arid five
from Spanish, Chinese. Navajo, and French back-
grounds English, pet lot mane.: on each of six linguis
Ilk. task was 6.011Cluk,d with ak,11,101 ddlICVCinCilt lu
tct.Jing niatneniati,, und 1,,sigtiugt arts hi all a
total of 10 c.orrelation., wen e aompuied

Che 1,00i est predictor of academic pe,101.41a14,.e
sectus to be tninitnal pans based on simple phonemic
discrnoination. 1 he next poorest p. edict 01 seems to
be vocabulary. Phonemic production and compre-
hension seem to be about the same 1 he single best
predictor would appeal t be based on produetion
assessed through a pioce.du,e'sunilai to the storytell-
ing method previously described In a k_ompatison to
the correlations based continuous seoles from teio
to IOU as opposed to urt klidin.4111.c /Ault Lategkatcal
scale, nigher correlations were found for the zero to
100 s ale, as would be expected by wit; of greater

istical stability Finally, these results suggest that a
composite scoic all of ihe subs) sixths
seem:, predict pet foi-inan.,: bast ae.iross glade and
eltileN ditnzlisions and that , ontinnotts scoies
pi edict bctit, than do , aicgonLai five point scales.

Alt tiOugh (nest; inch tiling the paiallel
d, clopmen, of LI,: two languages 1110L r, maul tenni-
LIN e beeauzie of the :,111,..11.. sample if subjects and lire
istkk IL pi they again :1, 1 as empirical
base fillip wttkil si,.,11di eseart ti in the aica of Whit
gual at;u4titsition ,:att be launched liuto.tonaiely, the
etnimaip, of mit..y studi,:s has li,ac.it pm
io nature ai.d hilt 1,0i b, cn extended to school age
p,,pulatious , 114c prOk:Cd1,14 s used been
Stalidal ated

In the , ilR t i,y ,

Iii ll,lnal Ldo,..titt,,,, ott. .1 cud as 1 lily , tic 01 a
of LII6nagt. MCA 'Web

tepoits the use it a stot yt,I1 ri

/ohri 1 Da 11c 1 I .11. :eS

111 tin, .sL IL askcti tell ,tut ies
ill 14,stt , L11, ec pi..Ltit cs a paint
iti, and pl c,, li 11),11c) 1901 tic 31(nic, were
taped at n rat, d by a linguist, ally ,rained judge
on a live -point scale I1J1 fL coca giarnn,at, 111011110C1-
4(1011, langtlagL aliCi and descripwc
(p 131)

he ball.) I. I. - .ti ..4 ILS

1_17ree picitire, a snz,pshot a panning, anef a

h..11 (1975)
d

Bolt)
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drawing, According to Cohen, tel the child iic id
the examiner tell a story based on a sample picture.
the child was asked to tell stories in Spanish about the
three pictures. The three stories were taped and then
rated on a single unit by linguistically trained judges

.using a five-point rating scale adapted from Lambert.
Tucker, d'Anglejan, and Segalowitz (1970), The cate-
gories included general fluency, grammar, pronuncia-
tion, intonation, language alternation, and descriptiVe
ability" (p. 127)

Although the bilingual 61 oup was 141, ib,, 1..11
lower on trios( \ at tables of the stoi) aching task than
the comparison group, Cohen (1975) reports that the
bilingual group "appeared to be as pi oficient in most
English language skills" as the comparison group As
would be expected. the bilingual group appealed tO
be "slightly more proficient in Spanish language
skills" than the comparison group, whose pi ogt ant
emphasis was on English

In summary, a numhet ,1 SLUdlt,.1 ad ,I.1116ddll,//11
have been reviewed in terms of the t, pa, of incasiite
went of bilingualism used, Wherever sJible the
interpretation and signifieauce of the tt itdings etc
discuss'ed in relationship to validity and reliability of
the bilingual measure. -Inc ,oneltisions to )e deli\ ed
from the above discussion may be stated as follows:

_aalt._.st out.
tual development. z,amAi.ceuti le. ;1 41 d legit:
Of Urbanization seem to intluencomsa.ln, aA stud
ics of bilingual child' en- e subject? should be
watched on th,se vat tables)

ontintious scotes and an di.. ,1
pi ovlaic a 1,.01a., st.atistit.all) faLt 1.1

bilitiguansan (tidal JO 11011111.11 t ateg,Ata
he Use 01 a ICE/Cht.:1 1,41111g seal.; as ir , aa.

e of iangtiagc pi oin.den an bilingual,: tat /

I3 IIIC3LIL)11.1bIC

St-DIC3 .."1 t ,11..

ailLc of nio11titt4,.1,,1 It A, 11, 1. at 10,.11 t I

utibu Iliad
nt, ,t ti, it.

ubsetvatipti, slur tc.11..,.g lazai Oa of1CI

tests and so on) seem to pa at lt,1C 11101C ta.efail

arid valid iill..1111..fluit 1 a:ga. ailng a a)./ala1141.1L:alla'c'

peltorinaawee (hall dr. inditect nicasirtcs (Ian
guagc bakAg,outid a,1101111,111, ) lllleney reds
and s,, oil)
When the .,.. a. .. .. A the
situations ale held .;.ncilkint k hall te_aktii6 is
done in tile !align age ut laalgilagts is

most convetsant Iii; when pretraimiag is used
that' the child knows what is ici4unedi, many of
the cognitive deffeituees usually attributed to
bilingual children tend to wash away.
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Aside nom the basic findings eameei lung we ben-
eta! question of bilingualism, a number of implica-
tions exist for current state practices as well as for the
need tea considet future research Given the nature of
thcabove findings, it would seem reasonable for the
state to consider that.

1 A revision ut valid_ ton of its ..1111-111. home rut,
guage survey practices be made (Toward this
end it would also seem reasonable that a follow-
up study be conducted to determine the percen
rage 01 false negatives (hal can he expected
through the ,l411,111 practices )
1 he telat)ye predictive strength of the different
linguistic subsystems he examined across differ-
ent achievement domains

a Continuous scot es be used to a., tib, the told
tfve linguistic proficiency of bilingual children as
opposed to cut t ent4 nominal LES/ N ES; F ES
eat ego! ics
Haute d5,, aaia,111 p.artl,e, eulpha5lic natu at
laliguabc pi oduL tic n as l kinnat y data source
lUt detelannitig 'dative linguistic tat ulkicbcy

LUC i atliig pa oeedulatts be int-ailed to
place in the latter part of the. school year to
cabal- that those a,:tively, doing the tiating at e
vet y 1- t11uiliat with the linguistic pallet us of the
stud.

CaaaWai la_ a at atc,1 srai ( this
,.1.1 dying Ili 1 aalikava,1114; 1:3511 :3

Ilk, 111.1114, 1 at ,a 11001 I 1 la

1.);11.. It 1 as It air, taka: aia la, a 11.1A i

I he fiLl anti ognii,
,eiclisti,s tat nildten \Au tem sclimais

whk, come It,lnl uompu,ind /PI lt1d,d1I1aLt., 1111

\ al idliTRAILS

1 abdat.
eIIts 011d tallalik 11 tii III. A

-
Ii.g, I

of itlrltlt. inagaibz.tn, pt :fcria
43:.:aa5,

L-1 It 11,11 t.tIti 11001
, / ) it / fill. isil ,t 1)1.,1 .1(11113 );

(C. icaci CL b. is I 1, that
it,,,a, t aid c ll. rl..enl t.t,llic . 'get het

, ,Miltat is In ltytl I non t .

.,de. t. quality .k .te 1,111,1cd

lingual inaoainv, At the fed, fat le\ the civil lights
114-11(1111 as t11 \ 111L tilitlt 1111.11,:l bCt.,r..113e u't

1111g111311, 1, iekgi U umo ottiLA Li", agl is a1 a re pi 0-
,1 1111,1,-1 the L aci NI, /1013

I he 1111ent U1 1,111iibli,,1 pltgttt.rla 1s to ,I111

di en acquiring basic skills in then home language
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while they become skilled enough in English to partic-
ipate in monolingual English mainstream settings.
Both state and federal requirements place the burden
of identification and placement, as well as treatment
and transition or reintroduction to the 'mainstream
settings,-on schools enrolling significant numbers'of
language minority students, Unfortunately, however,
operational criteria for both entry into and exit from
programs is inconsistent across different educational
settings because of the vagueness and imprecision of
the definitions that form the linguistic categories.used
to identify children in need_

De Avila, Cervantes, and Duncan (1978) reviewed
various state and federal requirements for entry and
exit criteria and concluded that the establiqrnent of
an entry and exit model requires the simultaneous yet
independent consideration of both academic and lin=
guistic dimensions. In the past these two dimenions
have been confounded in the definitions of different.
linguistic categories,' In an attempt to develop an
empirically testable entry and exit model consistent
with federal and state requirements (i.e., that children
must be provided a means of participating in the edu-
cational system), De Avila, 'Cervantes, and Duncan
have reasoned-that children should-be considered as
eligible for program entry whenever their English pro-
ficiency is significantly below that of their English
monolingual peers In their view, wirliont comparable
proficiency there cannot be comparable participation

The question to be answered is:What are the trite'
by which children may exit li.nr a bilingual pro-

gram ,vithout prejudicing then chance for acad.:n-11c
success because of English language deficiencies? The
history of pool achievement by Mexielin-Ameilean
and other language minorities is well-known (Cole-
man, 1966; Grebler, Moore, and duzinan, 1970, Cer.
vacates, 1976; U.S Civil Rights Repot t II, 1971; _lodes
and others, 1976) It is a widely held belief that.this
failure to achieve is caused by-,the langUage piob
1cm." It has also b..:eit pointed out (Lewis, 1959, M
gan, 1957; Carter, 1970; Anderson, '197,I; Ca_
1973; De Avila and other 1978; De A1,1111. Cervantes
and puncap, 1978; ap, 1978).that there seems to
be a relationship be t '-n;the intellectual functioning
of these children and the I .ree ot:rhair prof=ief6niy irk

English In other w:tYrdg as s asturned stmt the,iiir re
and better English tp 'k. th4'
1 his assumption m ktended1.6 for
for a testable model and ay be ''S:tated inf
terms That is, as the o.re an a

,

proficiency test goetu
academic achieverdeng..Thew-pilulUstion
At what point is crossoArt k,-of dntArse n

between the Engli age proficiehey the a

o

guage minority child and the expected academic per-
formance- of the language minority mainstream,
monolingual; -English-speaktng)child?.

De r.Avila, Cervantes, and Duncan (1978) have
argued that it is at this point of intersection or cross-
over that the establishment of,entry an exit criteria is
most defensible. .

In their initial review the authors concIadedithat
data provided by dominance tests wolAidabe 411. Ift.;
use in the development of entry and exit, ,;criteriateria
'because dominance tests do &lot provide data on a
contintiouS basis_ Instead, data are'discontinu9u*41-ici,
are, therefore, very difficult to relate to achievement
in a way that would facilitate the- establistiment of

'cut-off scores. Although it might be possible to corre--
late the scores with .achievement through thd use of
point-biSerial correlations,- these data, wo.uld be of
tie use because they provide 'virtually noInformation
on the characteristic of the distribation n0scoras.

As a means for testing the assumptions implidit, in
their model, De AvilaCervantes,and Dtin6an (1978)
conducted a small-scale study under` contract lith the
California State .-Departrment of.Education.inahic
',the relatipnship between linguist qe,proliciencli and
school achievement: was 'exams -stared,
the model assumes a linear Ye cen 1
ginstic proficieacy and .:a.,cade

del, may be better understo
ure present's the li
academie per formance and
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group (language majority) is basically constant or
unchanging across different levels of language profi-
ciency for the language minority student. In other
words, the model assumes that, while individual vari-
ation in English language proficiency exists for the
monolingual comparison group, the variation is insig-
nificant for present purposes. In fact, it would be a
simple matter to; accommodate this variation within
the model by setting or defining cut-off or criterion
levels as a bandwidth that ,allows fin individual
variations.
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In figure 4 examples ul Jou, Jittcicllt typo.s
of children are provided. Child 1 shows seoles of II 111
English and IV in the home language Cleally_ this
child is mole piWit:lent in the home language and
would have the highest probability of success in
classes taught.in the home language Child 2. how
ever, received scores of II on both English and home
language. Thus, while this child is equally piolicient
(deficient) in both languages (bilingual?), a low plob
ability of academic success would exist 11 the child
Nci c placed in cIass..s taught oNolitzncly t,ligIts11 ui
In Lb.; howl: language 1'or Childieli .01 this typo, plao
client would have to take Into axeount the eilif4ts dirt]
culty in separating the two languages and irfrcompre
trending instruction pi escrited in Lithe, language
exclusively In this scusc a bilingual placement would
be for very different reasons than for children de-
s(n ibeit by examples I, 2, and 3

Chau 3 , eccived seies of V in bail, b.,,iisi,
home language This type of child, according to the
model would have ,, high probability of 31,14..c..C,Z, if
placed In eitfusa English o, home language

(Mid 4 might he unsideinified as bilingual
through other procedures For the child receiving
scores 01 I on bath English and the Itt,111c language:, it
would be inipoltant to Icouglitze the pussibility
11,/1116' a.ltfitiunal tl,,ta undotsit,,id inuie full) vii,
the ',Auld has 1 e,,e1,1,1 411 b1.111 1111C.L1:1111,:1,

eating vii cually,150 lingdistic aoilliy it14ithel lailgoage
Such scores could be expected only toi inhdleci
ietaided tho.se loi h,- 11 the 015L-.55

pl./ I) 1.1Valisi Iu. chill! c1ull,.11a1 u,
oilier reasoi`t

Dc A\ Ira and 1)..n .,1

1,,- A tin Cei values, 011,1 1; I 19

kat lo,1.1 aspects of the abi,( I L,nd. z

IL h)143IY gel.._] oil) 141" sul,pu. t f,' 111c 11,,RLI
!hese data al c,. ho eye' licuited , , rly se \

handl chndiet, and _ha \e not , oni, ors
dCVC114111Clii.d1 al.d kt)( hel individkid d111c1en es

(hider contiaLt t,, the ( alifornia Suite Depal
i Education, 111,e, small s,,alc studies (De AI

aritc- and Dun, an 19/8) ere. 141111LLIA.L.LI

thc itiodol Data wolt_ t.ted at a .,1 !

tin Jughoii, Caltfut ilia and 111 .ElelaI steles
tillat) Niihin itIctiamcWoil, of tht, model

hi let data Ae,e collected at .sin .!,111)1)1

Ades one Liu e I la
1s3e_, mew a,,d standaidized tests f achieve
mein in leading and ihathematics a.11414kilsi.;1:d

to all children participating in the study In all,
appioximately 500 children weic tested Data v, of e
pooled act oss grade, sex, and. in z.,,.eral Lases, across
site to satisfy statistical requirements A total of 121

I,,1111.(, d 111. analysos Ill, 1t.dcd
(I) an analysis of va, iancc (ANOVA) to test the hy-
pot hesiced achievement diffeienee across the different
levels of language pi 011,Acney, (2) tests of linearity to
examine the hypothesized straight-line (linear) rela-
tionship between the two sets of increasing scores;
and (3) a col sectional analysis tu examine the similar-
ity of pattern between the tv,o sets of se(ffes.

uf the 18 sepaiato analyses eundueted 15 wcie
Iund I4 ie latisticalb, significant and in duce( sup
wait et me made' In uhly one St( t,1 [ince analyses at
one schuul d111 ill.: il,ypotnesited iciationship fail to
water ialiLc hum these results was ootit;itidoti that
strung suppolt existed fur the model Because only a
relatively small number of children were tested and
because other 11,111E4E10ns eittstccl Iu the design of the
study, it was recommended that additional data be
collected beloic I Ina! policy decisions were made

As a Iaial ti/L .0n the tp..stion u1 ontiy and c?tit
, itciia it would litipOi tan( l4, til,cuSs ihe pcob

1,:m , ability of diffetem leAs Illat is mule
than 4t) tests of language exist (1,al phi port to mea
sure vat tour aspects of linguistic behavior, bilil.gual-
Isla ptulioit:ticy and su on Inc ploblein
arises from the fact that the scare values are different
101 the 4111 leul lc"StS What this meant, Iu pl-a,tit,a1
tc.rAto r., that soi,,e 4,1 Inc lest, ar, vely 4111, 1111 (i
law pl 01.abilit) oi 1,Sp011s0 0th
Is ale LI) easy, and s, un I he establishment of
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ad I ,1,11,.1.1.1 ih fits,
1.1 . 1.11Z 1.1 mu di ,1 di A, 'though

tl is a, pi 111.1, wo Lid pl.tdc. of scale
lit 1 d Ile'_ JitILZICn=

(WI Lill ti. IIIL I ICI: 1)L, A ,la 111,1 1)11, an (1978)
luau I 01 ,11q.,1,1

LL , .111:3 (/) IL ti Li, i bliS11 I ibIC , illeLLCe
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It should be noted in Figure 5 that tests A and B
provide slightly different regression lines. The dotted
line between the two represents the angular bisector.
This line represents the statistical best fit which would
have the effect of smoothing out the differences
between the two different app ?oaches.

The use of this procedure would carry several
advantages not readily apparent. For example, if dif-
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Fig 5. Standardized 3cm-fa units um(asta
of linguistic proficiency

ferent tc c equated in this way.
possible to use one for pretest purposes and the other
for post -test purposes, thus avoiding the pi oblem ol
learning effects that follow- from the repeated admit'
istraton of the same test.

The following recommendations are dirceted to the
need to revise policy as well as to engage in research
aimed at expanding the current state 01 the art to
reflect more accarately the needs of theobilingual pt,p
ulatiorL These recommendations would include, the
following:

1 That the state consi\del Cott) and c nit
based on the ielationship between hugut.tic pi
ficiency and academic achievement

2 That the state require the use of pi
measures in the establishment of entry and exit
criteria

3 That the ider euti3 and ,N11. Liitet1a
along a single continuum that is consistent lot
all children and recognizes the fact that similat
placement lecommencldtions may tie necessary
for different types of children and for different
purptjSes (Thus, a child who is limited in En-
glish and fluent in the home language may be.
OtAced in a bilingual program for different rea-
sons than would be a child limited in both the
home language -and -English:)

4_ That the state include a measure of home lan-
guage proficiency as a me.anseof reducing the
number of children identified as bilingual who
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are not proficient in either English or the home
language

5. That the state require that both language and
achievement data be routinely collected in any
placement decisions any that these data be com-
pared to mainstreat Monolingual settings

Over and beyond these initial recommendations,
the current state of the art is sufficiently limited to
suggest the need for a research commitment aimed at
addressing or examining:

1 Entry and exit criteria that mintintLe statistical
error and provide-an acceptable level* statisti-
cal probability that entry and exit decision_ s are
correct

2. .1 he relationship between probability of success
and different placement' decisions such as in -bi-
lingual or En 'sh-as-a-second-language programs

3. The predictive validity of different entry and exit
criteria and attendant measures across develop=
mental, socioeconomic, geographical, linguistic
(e.g., Spanish, Chinese, Portuguese, and so on),
and other dimensions

4 The equivalence between different linguistic assess-
ment approaches and devices claiming to provide
indices of linguistic proficiency

ii,bcgregallort 4114 Bilingual Euw..mion Mandates

The purpose of this discussion is to review issues
that affect one dimension of the educational place-
ment process; i c., the effect of desegregation require
inentb on the provision of bilingual instruction. It is
necessary to review legislative regulations that govern
desegregation and bilingual instruction as to the pro-
hibition Against racial and ethnic isolation in schools
dud classrooms of within classrooms

Issues related to school desegregati..ii tiod educa-
tional concerns of the Hispanic community were
voiced at a conference called by the National Institute
Of Education (NIE) in ..lune, 1977. Of particular con=
coin to the participants and the NIE were findings
that (I i Hispanic student isolation was increasing
whih. Urck student isolation was decreasing in areas
of the Southwest and in large urban cities in the East;
and (2) Hispanic students werz overage for their glade
level and were performing below their contemporaries
ill all academic subject areas (NIE conference report,
1977) These findings are particularly distressing in
their similarity to previous findings published in stud-
ies ,condu.cted by the U.S4.._ Commission on Civil
Rights in 1971 and 1972 andlitatistical data reported
in 1972 in the report of the U.S. Senate Subcommittee
on Equal Educational Opportunity regarding ethnic



isolation of language minorities U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, 1971 and 1972; and U.S. Sinate subcom-
mittee report, 1971).

Moreover, the Hispanic community's.disenchant-
ment with the effects of the desegregation process as
found in triethnic or multiethnic school districts was
discussed as to its negative impact on Hispanic and
other language minority children. In particular, the
Hispanic community found that desegregation had
often created an unequal situation by placing the
burden of desegregation on minority' students, par-
ents, and instructional personnel; threatened-, the
existenc,or continuation of special programs.designed
to enable language minorities to receive bilingual
instruction; and dismantled community control of
local educational programs. Furthermore,- student
dispersal for achieving racial desegregation under
court order had often failed to take into account the
educational needs of language minority students. Stu-
dent and teacher assignments, ability grouping, and
tracking practices had often served to jeopardize the
needed concentrations of students to provide bilin-
gual instruction. In addition, ambiguous and some-
times conflicting requirements imposed by federal
and state regulations had treated confusion among
educators and tension among parents, Available legal
remedies, because of their limited nature, had often
unwittingly precipitated desegregation without inte-
gration; i.e_, the physichl dispersal 'of students without
regard to educational reform in areas associated with
the scope and content of instructional programsp. C.
Cardenas, 1977).

In summary, the conferetKe report stated the need
to address the following:

I, Clarification of the legal status of Hispanic and
other language minority groups within the con-
text of school desegregation undertaken as the
result of court orders or voluntary efforts (Fer-

t naiidez, 1977)
2. De2finition of acceptable .student and teachei

assignments, ability grouping, and trackinf prac-
tices as they affect' language minorities

3 Initiation of research to develop pedagogu...1
and linguistic rationales for student and teacher
assignments that do not violate desegregation
requirements (Roos, 1977)

4_ Initiation of research to determine the instru,
tional benefits of integration; i.e., do bilingual
students perform better or worse in a desegre-
gated learning environment and under what
conditions, in what subject-matter areas, and for
what time periods because no research exists?
(Gonzalez, 1977)

5. Initiation of research to develop different class-
room strategies and management models that
can be utilized in integrated settings, including
the introduction of multiculturalism (Gonzalez,
1977)

6. Initiation of an analysis of various legislative
guidelines to ensure that desegregation require
ments do not reduce or impair special program
support for language minority children C
denas, 1977)

7. Revival of the legislative intent of the 1968 Bilin-
gual Education Act to fund demonstration proj,
ects capable of replication and adaptation (Gon-
zalez, 1977)

It is appropriate at this point to turn to a review of
--federal statutes and regulations governing desegrega

Lion, bilingual edutation, and civil rights compliance
enforcement. A review of these various regulations
reveals that the concept of equal educational oppor-
tunity is ill-defined because these regulations were

' formulated by and large along parallel lines to fulfill
different although not mutually exclusive educational
goals. However, little attention has been given to the
potential conflict that would result from the intersec-
tion of desegiegation and eduCatiOnal needs of lan-
guage minority children enrolled in triethnic school
districts. Moreover, Teitelbaum and Hiller (1976), in
their definitive treatment of bilingual education and
the law, have pointed out that there are no reliable
indices by which the courts can evaluate programs on
the basis of equal benefits to students, a standard
enunciated but not clearly defined under Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act. Thus, the courts are somewhat
handicapped in fashioning relief considered equitable
by all parties in a triethnic school district required to
desegregate. Likewise, educatrs responsible for admin-
istering school programs ex,i)ress dismay at having to
satisfy what appear to be conflicting programmatic
and enforcement directives to desegregate and to pro-
vide bilingual instruction (Los Angeles Times, 1976;
Aft,u, York Times. 1977).

1 he following review will attempt to address those
issues that create -difficulties in niaking decisions
which impinge upon the mandate to desegregate and
provide bilingual education

The Equal Educational Oppoituinties Act of 1974
(EEOA; 20 U:S.C. Sections 1701-1703), Title VI of
the 'Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. Sections
2000d- 200l), and its implementing regulations of
1968 (33 Federal Regulations 4956) and 1970 (35
C.F.R. 11595) (1) prohibit segregation of students on
the basis of race, color, or- national origin; (2) estab-
lish the obligation of school districts to take "appro-
priate action to overcome language barriers that



impede equal participation by its students in instruc-
tional programs"; (3) prohibit the operation of dis-
criminatory ability grouping and tracking practices
on the basis of race, color, or national origin; and (4)
establish specific conditions restricting the means by
which desegregation can be achieved (e.g., .student
busing).

As an extension of the aforementioned regulations,
the "Task Force Findings Specifying Remedies Avail-
able for Eliminating Past Educational Practices Ruled
Unlawful Under Lau v.-Nichols" (OCR, 1975) reiter
ates the obligation of School districts to take affirma-
tive steps to provide appropriate instructional programs
to LES, NES, and "bilingual students who are under-
achieving.- Additionally, Section IV of the task force
findings prohibits discrirninataty practices inrrequired
and elective courses that result in racially or ethnically
identifiable ability grouping and tracking of students
on the basis of language_ Similarly, Section VI states
that "it is not educationally necessary nor legally per-
missible to create racially/ethnically identifiable schools
in order to respond to student language characteris
tics as specified in the programs described herein [in
Section 111:--e g., transitional bilingual education.

ntena rice bilingual education, -and mu hi Lingua I
multicultural education] and the implementation

.. [does] nut justify the existence of racially/ calm-
,;ally isolated or identifiable classes per se

Although Teitelbaum and Hiller (1976) hac
that the prohibition against racial and ethnically 'deli

ble classes contained in the task force findings
. du not forbid maintainin6 existing bilingual

educational programs in ethnically identifiable schools
which have not been created of maintained through
unlawful practices, .." they gu,on to slate that

the thru t of desegregation is to oiler the same can-
on to a I students regardless of race or national

establish identifiable . schools Even if the
crew sr#t3

such schools might be educationally sound,
it d pass muster under thc. Constitution, espc-

n a system is found to be operating a segre-
ellool and the inundate is to desegregate them It

programs are to be,part of a desegregation
remedy. they cannot jeopardize the court's paraniqunt
concern to integrate (pp 160 67)

ikc other legislaw c mandates. - -\ tea
.165 et seq.) establishes the obligation of sch

lets Lo meet the educational -needs of la
Jninorities and prohibityraeial or ethnic isol
ESAA, as amended under the Educational Amend=
irents of 1974, disalloWs the assignment of Stilde
classes or within classes if it results in the separation
of minority group students from nonminority groups
for more. than 25 percent of the school day and an
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educational justification is not provided by a school
district. Bona fide ability grouping, on the other
hatid, is allowed in instances where (I) placement in a
grouping is predicated upon educationally relevant,
nondiscriminatory objective standards of measure; (2)
such grouping operates only-as long as necessary; (3)
grouping is designed to meet the stuclEnts' special
needs and improves academic achievenYnt and per-
formance through the use Of specially developed cur-
ricula and is taught by trained instructional personnel;
and (4). academic achievement and performance are
validated by test scores or other reliable objective evi-
dence indicating educational berrefits..of such group-
ing (45 CFR., Section 185 43). These regulations
govern bilingual projects funded under Section 185.52
(e), Subpart F, of the ESAA regulations as well.

In addition to satisfying general eligibility require-
ments, bilingual project applications must demon-.
rate that educational prograins developed and imple-
mented "shall provide for the participation of non-
minority group students unless the applicant conclusive-
ly demonstrates -that such participation will not con-
tribute to the success of the program" (Section 185.52
[e])." Moreover, applicants ftir bilingual project funds
must provide -information with -respect -to''(I) the
number and percentage of minority group children
whose dominant language is other than English and
who ieceive primary language instruction of any
ki,nd the educational goal's of such instruction, and
the number of hours per day that such instruction is
provided; (t) the extent to whi,h minority group
children zne separated from imotity group children
by or within classes for any part of the day for lan-
gu.ge instruction or for purposes of ability grouping;
(3) an education.1 justification for such separation;
(4) the listing of instructional materials used for read-
ing instruction in English and the primary language
between, among. and within classrooms a schools
participating ire bil ngual pro:us; and (5) the extent
to which the project meets the goat of ESAA to pro-
vide hist' uction in areas whet than language al is in
an integiated setting which includes the participation
01 nonnittiotity chiluten (185 54[c])

he ESAA regulations arc far mot,. specili.
allot title VI regulations or the task force findings
with 1..:spect to the prohibit ton against lacial or ethnic
isolation However. these retinirernents are ritither
based on any conclusive icsearcli findings nor Inca-
mired against objective criteria Rather, a number of
assumptions have been made with respect to (1) the
existence and subsequent implementation of uniform

Afilingual instructional models; (2) the homogeneous
nature of student linguistic proficiencies; (3) the exis-
tence of uniform criteria to assess the qualifications of



bilingual instructional personnel; (4) the availability-
of primary language instructional materials and the
consistent utilization of these materials in bilingual
programs; and (5) the existence of uniform language
measures and assessment procedures to determine
eligibility to participate in and exit from bilingual
progamL,

Additionally, the regulations ate silent as to
effect of student dispersal upon the requirements to

itprovide either bilingual or other instructional services
to language minority children ESA A regulations
allow districts to apply for waivers of ineligibility
(11854-4) in instances where Title VI vit,tiations demon_
strate that a district has failed to provide educational
programs to language minority students and in instances,
where a district has engaged in ability grouping prac-
tices inconsistent with 185.43(c)(l) of the regulations,
It is not certain that the dafa have been evaluated on
the basis of Objective standards to determine the con

[icy oi merit of the educational rationales which
have been offered by districts to secure eligibility

ESEA, Title VII, 1,:gulations are silent it

to the impact of student dispersal on the provision of
bilingual instruction either as a consequence of deseg,
.regation or as a Consequcnce of limited mutibcts of
children of a particular language group enrolled in a
district Although Attie VII regulations ptolubit -the
IsOlatiou ut chilcii,At of 1 ENA by language of etltrric
background" (123 621gh211li1), It t an be int,ris d that
waivers could be granted it the applicant tlern-
olistrafts that separation Inc iatignage lent it
lug aett\ dies lot a putout. the school dad is
esscatial to tl,e a. 111,Velliell1 rite al pose,. of rite
Act- (12) The slate that the pat
ticipatIon of LEs A students lit iicas sat% .s
art, and physical education si all tit pi ovidecl itt icgu-
lat classrooms (123 02 Id 21111]).

it summary, it is c\ ident that
.:rgoyer fling desegtegat LO it and Ole 4sIv,I, of insiktl,

to language minorities it quire a serious reapprai
aljn relationship to the concept of equal educational
s,6rtunity The teappraisal should include polvi

shift for resca4eh 4,:tivities that will gel,erate equitable
)--Sblutions to the issues that cohfront educational

pt aoition.rs
State legisiniol, , I B 2Gh4 ,,1

i 329 ' c nized sthe need t, pi svt ic edticatt.)nal ,cr
vices tr anguage minority a cunsequ
California school districts are obligated to pro
-bilingual learning _opportunities" to each l ES
dent (Education Code.Se6tion 52161). Moreover, this
obligation encompasses federal legislative mandates
to prOvide instructional services to LES students and
to ensure against the separation. of LES students in

the loviSlon of such Services (Scctiou 2163[f7 and
Seel. on 52167).

ithstanding t_ ct that the provisions of AB
329 and &pat tme guidelines have provided

school districts with _F'§pecific program direction
in implementing bilingual programs, insufficient-atten-
tion has been given to those issues concerning the
impact of desegicgatior0 on the provision tifbilinguar"
instruction in California It is significaot, however,
that the State pepzirtment of Education has initiated
step, to develop and implement the bilingual Pro-
grafi, Qbaliir Review In. irumem (PQRI), which will
genet ate data that can be used to develop quality
caws and assist in developing descriptions of bilin
gual ptogiarnS as implemented in classrooms (Lopez
and Cervantes, 1978) Unfortu.nately, the PQR1 does
not address the impact of desegregation on the provi-
sion of bilingual programs and the quality of these
programs File pielimillary findings of the PQR/
demonstrate the continuing need tot research in all
live Lorripc,ncrits o this c,aelii the PQR/ offers a
rnechanisttt wheteby the reseateh needs associated
with the elleets of desegregation can be intorporated.

The preceding discussion attempted to review cdu-
..,Lional issues attectinglanguage thinolittes and their
paitcipation In bilingual instructional pi ()giants in
(he context of d%_,egiegati,..it and its impact upon eau
Lattonal piac...nient decisions Influence the
scope and composition of programs designed to meet
the at.ademic and linguisti.: needs of I ES students. To
till, eAtent it can be concluded that specific research
in this arca has not been notiats:d in spite of eo_ngres
sit,.nal recontin.A,d,,tions aria LuolffIlinyy 'concern;
dud !Alai the absclik.e 01 edt, Aniona.1 research has
le-stilted i tft, inadNhatc delinitioand application
of the coot ept of equal,edncatiortal opportunity ats it
pcitams to ed,ieational needs td language minority
hit ell fiats iescalch deeds ,0 Le Initiated 4) assess
hethet .;sisting regulations g,t.crBing progeatnattic

and oil n-ceinent requirements are able to demon
stoat,: that equal treatinent and cqtial benefits have
ace, to laugh .ge nitnorit klithch el, It is cutical
theleime. that esea,h be iihdeltaLit to (fl11Ulate
equitable ..dut-ttional alto haul is that ISSIst
Lymakers and educational ,11 making
sound ed,teatu,nai placeutc,,t det.isicts Mat will not
miring,: upon the Language wino' ity child's ..cees to
paitiip,rtion in bilingual idsoicihmal pielL,tait4

hr vievt of [hose conclusions the following lecont
au:11,1460ns are °Net ed.

1, Revise the PQRict nett r, InelUde vlaltatIODS to
school sites which have lower t hall five bilingual
classrooms as a means of identifying quaguty
indicators for individualized instructional pro-

\



grams provided for students who are not repre-
sented in the major language groups or are widely
dispersed throughout a district at various grade
levels.

2. Expand the scope of the PQRI to examine the
. variety of grouping practice& in bilingual pro-
grams in the context of desegregation require-
ments and student and teacher assignments.

etermine the efficacy of using magnet schools
to provide bilingual instruction either in response
to desegregation court order requiring student
dispersal or in .response to the need to create
instructional alternatives for students of the
same language group who are dispersed through-
out the district but fall within three consecutive
grade levels.

4. Revise the P RI or 'utilize the. A-I27 form to
gather data on districts receiving ESAA funds
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for the-Purpoie of conducting a survey of abil y
grouping policies and practices in integral
settings,

5: Develop, on the°.basislif data analYsis of infor-
mation gathered through the PQRI or A-127,
legislative recommendations or department guide-
lines that establish standards for making class-
room, class, or school assignments..

6. Request that a meeting be convenedamong
the Office of Bilingual. Bicultural Education,
California State Department of Education; the
U.S. Office of Bilingual Education, Division of
Equal Education Opportunity; and the -U.S..
Office for Civil Rights to attempt to clarify
issues, identify strategies, and recommend amend-
ment§ to existing regulations.
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Chapter. 4

Etkucation fOr the_
nglishfp_ nntinant

Language'Minority Student
by

Richard Barrutia
With the assistanfie of the following panelists:

Henry F. Dalton 'Antoinette Shea Metcalf
Mirta Gonzalez Feinburg _W. L. Nicholl
.Gustavo Gonzalez Rosaura Sanchez
Tracy Gray

Introduction
Bilingual education may be defined as a proCess

through which the home language- of the stuant is
used as as medium ay instfuction for conceptdal dev -
opment and cognitive growth. Eductionaj, institu-
tions have recognized the valtte of such an instructional
approach for___the non-English-speaking (NES) sue
dent and .the limited-English-speaking (LES); student.
The educational needs of these identified are
partially- being met through such federally funded;
programs as ESEA Title 1, Jitle VII, Title iy-d
Emergency School Aid. Act4Bilingual (E5AA), and
Vocational Education (Part J; sutcpart 3). Ceiltain

lifornia state legislation, --"AB 65 (1971, SB 1641"
(1977), AB 1329 (1976), and AB 2284 (1972), specifi-
cally addresses the educe tional needs of LES/NES
students) a

0 # 4
California-has a significant number of students

whose educational needs are not being met through
the ,present educational system. Tile English domi-,
nant language minority (EDLM) student is the one
who has been much f,orgotteri and indeed; neglected.

The EDLM student is defined, for the purposes of
this chapter, as the student who -has varying degrees
of fluency in English, possesses receptive abilities and
a limited degree of productive skills in . a language
other than:English, reflects many of the cultural
Aspects- of the community of the language other than
English, and may be achieving or underachieving in
the present educational system.,

The EDLM student may be furiher described lin-
- guisticallY as being at some point on an X language
continuum ranging from limited receptive (limited

'See Appendix B for a brief descriiction of California leOslation affecting
bilingual education

Donaldo Thomann'
'

u n d Nianding)- to barely, receptive, (some understarid-
n The expressive,sleills (gbilitY to cosnmunicate

ly) in the language may belirnitergto functional
vocabulasy and the simple- grrninatThal- stnictures.
Proficiency indhe Xplangukge wilrbe Minimal. In too
many cases, such students. ''..come,:ftustratedr nega

dissatisfied,And eventually expreis their anger or
hopelessiess Withdrawing frorn, the. educational
setfing and dropping Ailit of.school. The more obvious

. of theseglisenchanted- student§ are those who become
gain statistics the frustrated .elementary and high
school &Pout.. Harder, to detect-and potentially

*greater in number are(the students who manage to
hang orf_ but never reach their full potential through
lack of adequate programs that are sensitive to their
social, historical, and linguistic needs.

These are the students whose home language
should be maintained= or restored through substantiye
changes in the curriculum and methodology to include
added dimensions :of auditory comprehension in the
X language. These students need teachers Who are
sensitive:, to different heritages and cultures. They
need a prograni that will nurture and enhance cultural
individualitTEICV student needs to feel self-worth (to
feel good about oneself) as .a valuable, Contributing
member of -thc7larger-society The .sturfOrneeds
develop unique skills that will dignify hiS-br her being
and that will better eilabie him or her to achieye edo-
nontic, sdCial, and political success.

This chapter describes the history, of legal elect;
that has plagued the EDLM student; the rationale for-
the establishment of an EDLM program; the educa-
tional value of such programs; and the psychological,
social, political, and economic significance Which could
result. s,
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Although certain portions of this chapter contain-- in the--basic skills,. and the sociocultural
specific references to ti--ED-octr(spapi§h)tiiderit, it aspects ,of-[ham ifliy_ ale -person have-been-igno-red...All
is the intent of the author and panel that the same
underlYing principles and issues apply equally to
other language minority groupsCsuch as Chinese, Fil-
ipino, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese Samoan, and
Vietnamese. There is a commonality of, educational
needs which- transcends lingtiistic social and historical
differences although admittedly-- these---must
addressed.

Needs of the udent
English &implant- language minorifrkudents are

hose school-age children in Califorgia who are orally.
proficient (fluent) in at least ode' Variety of Engligh
and at the same .time have significant- contact and
identification with p Minority linguistic eadfcground.
TIPS group consists primarily of second and third geri--.

-eration ethnic Americans;_ that_ is, the_ children and,
grandchildren of non-English-speaking immigrarit?..
A part of this.group consists of immigrants who tise
English as their primary means of communicatiO.
Another part of this group: consists- of. dominar4-
English-speaking individuals who come from an 1th-
nic community where another language is mainiarneT.-',.

The EDLM students are t ose students who here
identified in the 1977-78 horn anguagi survey (man-
dated by AB 1329)'as having primary or home lan-
guage. other than English and who were determined to
be fluent English speakers (a .e., fluent in English but

'either- limited in or a nOnspeaker of the home lan-
guage), This would include both Lau students (under
achieving students of thp above described backgrOund)
and non-Lau students (achieving at grade level in the
English" language curriculum). b

Existing legislatioP favors programs that 'address
the needs of LES/NES indiviCials. Yet, the natureof
the identification prodesS and the type of ianguaie'
'assessment instrument employed systematically exclude
the EDLM Student from participation in bilingual
education programs. When this happens, a dreadful
loss of language -skills takes Rlace. This is especially

-evident-at-the-high-school level;- where bilingual °edu
cation is practically nonexistent'. Legislative consider-.
ation -must- begiven-to-thema§sive-nurriber-o
students who, by the time they leave high school, have
lost all of their hohie language and even their recep7

.
Awe skills.

Four aspects Of the EDLM student to be consid
ered her are: (1)-The school; (2) the law.;,(3) linguistic
factors; and (4) sociopolitical factors.

-EDLM students enter school with §fibstaritial baCk-
adund of epeitlence representat

student
of theit'socioeul-

tiiral linguistic ambience. The achi _ng E
has been overldoked:

The EDLM 'student beOomes ;Jost. be
il,orldst The dominant society classifieVh
studentas-ememberpf-aturiinitybeeau

.identifiers patropyros; and -indiocuittira
liges. Yet, the minority groupsfrom-,Which the EDL
students draw. their .exptrienie reject them =cid-

oiration of the English,
T e EDLM-Students ivf

rkh-dominant language
so; atthe expenseb

ure. ,
is provided f
udents_becaus

s,. however;',
for fund in:

dents but also
eaiest,soclria4ssii7

eicend. upon mite.

Administratorsfraditionally- arse the eurriculuirr ,a

leaders_ of
responsible for the--:adinini tc non ..the.:SchOol's
facihti and udget, for.'the gaOrdination 'of cpni-
rntinity; stafff:;and student relations; foi;t*iiiiple-
Yrientation of-di f tiliafe; and federal.htidgranis and

evaliiatiotAcifoersonnel.
tr:folindiways ipirriplement

of ELM students. and
do iiiistrators recognize

atieyiieipline, and tars ss
y the Underachieving stud:era, ut

.ineffectiyd in developing approaches

ro ,their, degree_ of a
dominant cultural pal
completely embrace
and culfuraf patterns gen
losing Their home. languak

An adequaie .edicatioria
-regular students and special
of special funding The ED
have been lost or neglected it

The- school consists of no
administrators,- teachers,. -inst,
fled staff, and other cent fie
And the efforts of alf: th
total curriculum. =

mandates, and,
Administrealal'

an effective.214,9nVfie
ent` her

robl s
exhibitei
nerally,

providing tkie needs, of -such sat:lents.
ere are very 'few ethnic minority 4dedinistOtors

with whom 'the EDX..M Jan ikentify.
- -- __.administrators -also-are -i11:-pfepalbd tS-cope-or -deat&----

.1iith language ralhority students.
M- 'Teachergenerally-are-lOolced-tipon-as-represep

the middle clasS-exPerienceand standards Avhat
their badkround.. The majority of-teachers-are fi
ucts of teacher training institutions whit es

A and emphasize a middle class Araditiona ,aRp ch
to teaching. Ethnic and language minority students,
often are discussed only superfluously. Their cultural.
differences, value systems, familial structures, sex*
roles, language skills, and socialization practices often
are not taught in the teacher training curriculum. As .a
result, teachers are-not equipped to meet the needs o

`lie School

For the mq-st part underachieving EDLIV1 students
have been essddtially treated fl-om a remedial approach
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..
-mthority:studen . group-attitudesinformal7COunslin-ancl-guidance- d-take-plice.

_prevail among: Most teache le tolerance or This. is especially .true df the EDUI stiidents, Who
understanding= of the linguistically or culturally' differ- often do not relaP td' the system arid. choose, te relate

. .

ent StUdent -(1,e.; EDLM). - . to:those with whbniithey identify_and by whom-they.
. _Teacher assessment of stddents is limited to thoge . feel accepted, 4

skills developed. through formal learning experience& -- The' total curricultfm has Been defined as all. , _learns .
wittiin the COntoxl, of white middle clags society with . ing activities, biith Ilanilied Ad-unplanned, that `take

_littLeigY-no.-considerationgiven-the----1,ast-exper-iential-r-----place W:ithin-the-confines-of-theschooNteAle-entire
carnini: wh eh takes" plade-in the home and ,eonimu- academic curriculum is lased ;on. Eiijgh language
iiity ,Of the ,DLM %Student_ Thus; underachieving

stunts continually age_ being Inograrnmed
or ailuretbrptigh- repeated;lack of "success MI the

proficiency._ The EDL1Vf`st, dent with .sed ptive-lan- .

gunge-_skills in the secondjanguage and unctional;
linguiitic skill's in English may. experience difficulty -

operating : within , this cognitiye framework, They
ciften-areimmotivated by, heZ.,furricultint Th of

Present ',-educational
Certificated rstippcirt-perSonrierinthide toiniselors

-psyehometfis0, psychologists, speech .specialists spe-
-eduCation teachers:p. ndjilitarians. -Nearly every-

thing that-deseribes the teacher applies to the Cert.
cated, support peoonnel. =blow r, betatise of the guage_mirinntystAcientspu
riatureCofdSerAiices-providql iciEppm student's, con- -Of the realities of ptinvival in
lacts ce cated perscii ner?-can be even more _ generally are concern eir With the imme is
cut'

? E
u
se
or
dent, popUlation.;Thik approach either a

.

achievement gakedi. to.pipireSg acct-
eally::prOmpts otripena ory4y, programs .w
perhaps may notbeSvarrantedl E i lisb-doininant-ianv

44.y are_much More aware
..oufsidarld. They-,

ece
ekisting,

student
°grain of ,iF

e students.... For ;life % most part, the .". ties of life and thus .0efminifnal
°ttidnt has nod been considered seriously as a . traditional curriculnmo TAt.sch

e entity_ A Mininjurn of effort has been made to changes that reflect-thereility.o
thesg,giudents other than pfovide cormiensacory _ ancrimplement a more,, Sensitive rricular p

medial fypellservices. available -tci, the -general stu-. study

lack_of understanding _or a total-disregardfor the lin- :
ging.ttcally and culturally different student.

Ifistructitnal, aides generally ate the persons who
re roast sensitive to the EDLM student. They;usually-.

An the community -serviced by the schoOki and
often,repress nnt the.same languagesmiority group.as

student. Since they :live locally, they
ecome. the best liaison between the school and the.-

community and, even More impottantly, the family Of
EDLM Student. Unfortunately, most instruc-

aides ire categorically, funded; and their atten-
Hunted to those students within a particular

prograt* ;thus excluding the- EDLM student,..
The aides expected to assist, the teacher, rein-,

-force skills, teach, small groupsiand 'perform a myriad
other,-tasks..__Regrettably,_initructional

aides seldom are properly trained, and their potential
be ery_instru-

mental in meetm e social, cultural, and linguistic
needs of the E 1 lki student_ . .

Members o he Clagtfied staff, consisting. of
karies, clerks, c stodians, cafeteria workers, gibunds--

* keepers, and intinance persons, often are in an
enviable pos n' as regards studentg. These staff -
members may erve as model representatives for the
language min city groups. As classified employees,
they have contact- wit students in nonthreatening
types of situations where the studentfeels free to corn-
municateovith the person. In this way, a great deal of

a

The Law

The concept of bilin l a e tian : eon advanced
ihrongh-court debisions' and federal andfState legisla-..

.

While such ,Iegislati n ,spteific in addressing
needs -arid recommending Mstri4onar reces fork
the -LES/NES' students, no pro rzns Piave seen`

made for the ERLM students.. The owin sections
illustrate the dileinma faced b e.E indiViduals
as their educational needs ,ar t.being ovided
by either federal Or state-legislatt

. Federal legiVatiarL The 111 a legislati
proViding for the, implementation f .b ngUal cquca-
tion programs was enacted in P96e(Bilingu 1 &luck
Lion Act, Public 1,,,Ow.907247)..TkeTAteiged ec
were those ". . hildrert- Who -conie --from
merits: where the' -dbmirfaiitja440'1§
.English."-Amendments enacted m l 04 el= s orated op
the earlier e in' ion a g group scribin
as eligible for participation the following: ,

. . individuals who have difficulty speaking Ad
standing instiliction-in theEnglisblanguage-by reason
their being: (I) individuals who were not born in the
-United States; or (2) individuals whose dominanHan-
guages are other than English.?

2-Dominant language" is define:d as the language most relied upon for
communication in the home; "native language" is the language normally
used by the,child or by the parerlts of the child (Bilingual Education Act;
PubliC Law 93-380, and accompany 4 rules and regulations, Federal
Register, Vol 41, 114, July 11. 19



I-J-;. uf;PI- Ocle"cisain-in=:the-case-of
Lau_ '--kieliols.i:ap ubser u. remedies,,

developedliy-the:0 '-e k ghts set forth deli-
nitiong reg'ardi'ng the3 itfili in need of bilingual 4

education, lie-Frill:tarp tOguiSjic:concern is to what
degree_ die stirdlin a use= non-English lan-
guage

..

as his a a _hrhpitie language. -The
public. -sehoal ---_-a rf-a rani is o e-mo

tied to.ae;C:ornmodaie iiiinal with-such linguistic
characteriSijcs.-".= h= fent federal man,

".. dates make ;4i ogy riser is -aibiifary,
-_- Mnbiguous, variance with that used by

the. one: thing remains very dleari no
-tternOt 114 ma cirf; curreritly being made) to
' edffiatly-S: S th'o. eedsof the English dominant..i: .. ..

gliage-cage htystu: The fede Bilingual' Edu,
n-,-ACf; 91,C.: -es provisio or "; .._Volini-

"'" 11 t-..tgAtit limited degree ; -.. of children
iguage zieEnilisii.''Califcirnia laW, AE11329;
to ork- hard of the class to be fluent English

.kegs .', in however, the fluent En-
stitialcers are!: involved only as an 'afrerthatight.

-,.aM not4herpopulation- for whom the program
was,!' -pedlar in whose interest the program is
!lei plepeiiied. The needs of the English demi-

; nant larignagOvinority. student thus remain to be --

Californ ia legislation. California probably has the
t',I/ al population the -nation., And the

g ors. are hearing from constituents
who see e need for bilingual education.

Nl e "English, onibinstruction" was removed
fro ' education statutes in California,-supporters
of ingual education began to gather momentum for
the print ment of bilingual legislation. However, their
effOtts generally resulted legislation that addressed
solely the needs of the LES/ NES students.

The Bill-nil' al Education Act of 1972 (AB 2284) had
defined children of limited-English-speaking 'ability as
those `:,children who speak a language other than En-
glish theip homeenvironmentand who are less eap_a -

bigot' performing school work in English than in their
'Bilingual-Educaf -

77

ticiPatemeariin yin_an_echicational setting where
English is used._

The EDLM student was. not even Mentioned in any
of the following legislation: AB 116'(1972-1975); AB
2284 (1972); AB 893 (1975-1976); AB 1329 (1976); and
AD. 65 (1977).

Assembly Bill: 1329 provides for the inclusion of the
uent- stu ent in a. state-

funded bilingual program. Specifically, "no more-
than two-thirds of :pupils enrolled shall be -limited-
English,speaking pupils" (with a 10 percent variance
being allowed in 'schools with a high percentage of
such students). Bath the federal and state laws cite
that in no eyot is the -primary purpose of the pro-
gram' to teach .-a foreign langnage to FES students.
. The California law further specifies that, in order to
participate in-a bilingual program, FES students must
be functioning at grade level in all English language
skillS, This-proVisiati legally excludes "Lap students,'
that is, !students in Lau categories C, D, and E who
are underachieving academically, from participating
in bilingual programs. At the same time the Lau
remedies .Of the federal government specify:that it is
not legally permissible to create racially or ethhically
identifiable schools or classrooms. This provision
would- preclude voluntary participation on. the part of
FES students of ethnic minority background, where
the school, population has available for participation
a sufficient number of nonethnic minority English
speakers.

In California the FES students of a linguistic
minority background are legally excluded from fed-
dral and state bilingual programs unless they are not
achieving at grade level and are alre4dy in a racially _

isolated .school where no nonethnic minority English
speakers are available. In other words, as far as possi-

:- ble there is to be, a ratio of no more than two-thirds
LES/NES students to one-third FES-students of-non-
ethnic minority/nonracial minority (i.e., category D)
background. When, not enough category D students
are available, FES students of the lirguistic minority
can be included, btit only those who are functioning
at grade level (in the monolingual English curriciilum).

ch laws are-unterrablegiven--tre-gurs-fic reality

1976, in amending and expanding the 1972 legisla£
.

tion, designates as limited English speaking th9se
"pupils who do not have the clearly developed English
language skills of comprehension, speaking, reading

, and writing necessary tol'eceive instruction only' in
English at a level substantially equivalent to pupils

primary language is English." The term -limited
English speaking" in this legislation includes non-
English-tpeaking individuals "who communicate-in
their- primary language only or who communicate in
English at a level which does not enable them to par=

of California and the nation: -ThuEDLM students
have been a neglected part of the.population for too
long. These students,,like all others, have every right
to equal educational opportimities within _legal and
educational realities of Our society, including partici-
pation in bilingual education.

Linguistic Factors
The EDLM student population is f he largest linguis-

tic minority in ,shoortoday. These 'ED,LM students
include those who have gone through regular educa-



:tional-programs-and those-who were initially-elassi-
Pied as LES/NES or balanced bilinguals, placed in
bilingual education programs wi,th transitional objec-
tives, and subsequently forced out of these programs
after a certain .proficiency was aituired in English.

Linguistically, the EDLM- students include both
language speakers.

'TReceptive'bilingUals- are those' who have listening
comprehension Skiljs in X language,. These Children
generally respond in Eng lish,to X language-discourse.
Limited X language speakers are- those who have a .

minimal proficiency in X language.
Academicall;, the. EDLM students fall under two

categories: aehievers and underadhievers. Undera-
chieving students often have varying degrees of profi-
ciency in the English language even though they have
been assessed as functional in the English language

__and yeady_for EngliSh instruction. Present assessment
procedures have all too often not determined the
degree of proficiency in the English language but
!simply the fact that the student was able to respond.
adequately to- a-few. questions. In trying to make the
proper language choice for a group of students, the
teachers and administrators generally have neglected
to assess both linguistic and cognitive development.

On a cultural level, many achieving FE ES-students
haVe been given the opportunity to :further develop
their receptive or minimal skills in the language of
their culture. Full hmian development requires tMt
individuals be given qfie opportunity to develop them-
selves to their fullest capacity. Linguistic and cultural-
restrictions in fact hinder the learning process as they
lean° -the frustration, alienation; and inhibition of
the student,*

An EDLM student may be either of the following:
1. A student who has gone through the regular

education program.
2. A student who was initially classified as LES/

NeS balanced bilingual, who was placed in a
bilif4a1 education prograM with transitional
objectives, and who was moved out of program
in the). na -1 e after a ce.rtain_psoficfency=was
acquired in English. (See Figure 1.)

speakers (thole who hsve a listening comprehensiontskill in X language but la r have noticl4eloped the
speaking skills). These iduals genera*, respond
in English to Spanish d ourse. (See- Figure 2.)

Receptive
Biliigial

Limited X
. Speaker

Fig. 2. Composition of.the EDLM student.

The EDLM student may be either an achiever or an
underachiever. (See Figure 3.)

-EDL

Achievers

Receptive Limited X
Bilingual Speaker

Underachievers

Receptive
Bilingual

Limited X
Speakei

Fig. 3. Structure f achieving groups

tiMembers of an X cultural group may .include
receptive bilingual students, limited-X-speaking stu-
dents, and FES students. Fluent-English-speaking
students who'identify with X culture and X language,
although they may have no skills in the X language,
should be allowed tQ develo Xqlanguage on cultural
grounds. (See Figure 4.5 A

Bilingual Flue4

Speaker

LES /NES/Balanced Bilingual

Products, of -Bilingual
Education Program

Regular Education Program

EDLM

Fig. 1. Structure of. LES/NES balanced bilingual programs
*\_

English dominant language minority students include
both limited X speakers (those who have a minimal
proficiency in X language) and receptive bilingual

Liynited X Receptive Balanced
Speaker Bilingual Bilingual

Fig, 4- (Structural- cultural iden icetioil of the EDLM ttudent

Such considerations provide strong support Rif the
incliksion of EDLM students in bilingual education
,progrois and indicate clear justification for a read-
justioent of values, laws, and academic thrust where
this grout, is concerned. The linguistic needs of the
EDLM §tudentg can best be summarized in the six
points tkt follow:



1. Some LES/ FsIES balanced bilingual students are,
forced out-bfa trAnsitiorfal-bilingual erlucatron
program after certairfnurnber of years. To,pre-
vent- loss of skills; such students should be

_allowed to maintain their native/home language
,even after they can .perform adequately in an

Lan
2. Those students_ w4h. receptive skillS .or -With

hinited. X langliage skills,:who have been part of
the regular program, must be allowed to rest fus
and develop those skills through bilingual edu
tion,

1 Underachieving EDLM students -rnay haVe been
rnisclassified by an assessment process-T-Vhich=
through- 4iniPlistia methods claSsifies LES ftu-
dents as daniinant/fluent('English speakers. This
categdry may.also include underachieving EDLM
students v.,./ho in fact can function in English. Ins
these_caSeS_:language. is obviously not the soft
Cause of underachievement. When a student
develops a receptive skill, and, experiences su
cess -in X language, his or her self-Concept and
mcitivation are improved: , _

4. 'Students who are -identified With X culture but
are not proficient in ,X latWage have been
denied the opportunity to det-fgop, an important
aspect of -that culture. Granted -That numerous,
social factors have contributed ..this loss or
limited ability, it rests with the school to restore,
and help develop these lost, receptiVe, or Ifinited
skills to produce an integrated indiyidual 'and to
strengthen the family .unit on a cross-generational
level..

grams still remain. Some of these obstacleS are socio-
politicalin-that-thertake-the forth -of-adverSe.-pUblic_
attitudes whickmust be corrected:

At leaR two -groups- stand in opposition to the
underlying principles of bilingual edt.i4tion These
groups include but are not limited to theCtifirbCentrist

d- tui dhSt=7''777
Th e ethnocent ri sts conSider any varia

nativf7to 'the dominant mainstream 6 d .North'
American culture to be inferior. They argue that
glish is superior to Other languages and that- Ameria6n
folkways and customs are supefibr to their foreign
counterparts. -This group forms its opiniorig,from an -.-
ethnocentric base. There is ample evidenCe that no
language.-or culture of the- tiforldjs superior to
another, nor, for 'that matter, mor6'complex, more

simple, or more primitiVe.
The aceulturalists base their ,argument on the

assurnption that linguistically, different
not achieve acadmic success or proficiency in En-
glish unless English is the only medium of instruction
for the entire curriculum. These views sometimes are
exprFssed by minority_ groups-themselves.. _ _

Some-,minority parents argue, for instance, that
their children will learnt enough of their own language
in the home. These parents feel that their children
should learn English in' schotil because that is-:how
their 'edonornic success and social mobility will be
most promptly realized. 'Parent 41 fear that English
will riot be learned is understan&Thle given that, in the
past, English dominant minority children were not
receiving a sound knowledge of reading or wilting in
English. -There is -evidence, however, that the aca-
demic success of these minority group has fallen'
below that of others in spite of the_ years or traditional
monolingual (English) knstruction. As a consequence
the need A-or bilingual education became evident
throughout- the 'nation but unfortunately for the
EDLM student ithas not yet been recognized.

-The parent can _be -helped 'to understand how En-
glish production, both reading and Writing, can be
enhanced through ,bilingual-nrograms.'Before this can
happen, however, _there_Inusti be _assurance_that-the---------
bilingual -education program is.. truly bilingual, not
monolingual_as,has_beenthesase_in_the=past. The=two
languages,.are not mutually exclusive. In truly bilin--
gual programs, students will not learn their home lan-
guage at the expensci. of Enalish but rather wined:in
English better, moving'from the known to the unknown.
Just as' the student enjoys: early success in the Ian- ..-

guage arts, the bilingual child will also experience
'early success in self-worth in other areas of the cueric-
ulum when the home language is the medium of
instriktion (Balasubramonian and others, 1973).

5. Acquisition of a second language onsidered
an enrichment for many students. 1t is all the
more, significant to offer this enrichment oppor-
tunity ,to EDLM students -who are proficient in
English and achieving at grade level, since they -
havj these receptive or limited skills.

6. University program administrators are again
focusing- on foreign languattds a requisite for

_admission. TO r are for college adMission
iriority student uld develop their latent

receptive and lirri X language skills.. Bilin-
gual university graduates would be able to relate
to, communicatc.-with, and represent the needs

-and desires of their cultural groups in all spheres
.

of society:

Sociopolitical Factori
-Even with the existing legislation favoring certain

bilingual education programs, a number of obstacles
that inhibit the proper implementation of these pro-



Detailed studies of the transference of reading skills
from the,- native language to a second language in
actual bilingual education- programs have been car-
ried out ("Alice, a Texas Bilingual Education Pro-
gram,' 1974-75). Thesb transferences are invariably
easierthanstarting=withrioLread-ing---ability--what

Conclusions

The author and panel make the following conclusions:

1. As has been noted in this study, .schools: have
neglected EDLM students' by, either not address-
ing flieriffid needs or by incorrectly consid-,

Soever simply because of the head start provided by ering slicli, students to bein need of compensatory
the mass of sound letter correspondences .that are aid.
already accumulated:, It must be obvious even to the 2. Federal and state legislation has categorically

: most linguistically unsophisticated reader that when_, - ' excluded EDLM from any assistance,.
., .learning sound letter correspondenee, the child must choosing to focus instead on the limited-English:-

first know what the words sound like. The EDLM
f ,

EDLM; and non-English-speaking itidividiialS.
child with limited expressive in Spanish, -for: 3. The social attitudei of .the past haye worked
instance, has, an additional adVantage if. .taught to against-bilingUal education for EDLM students
read -Spanish first, .because he or she not only -Can . because of misinformation where the -accultural-
underStand the Spokedlanguage adequately:but he or ist is concerned and racism where. the ethnocen-
.she can rely on the language to be written almost trist Is 'concerned. ,_
exactl as it sounds. This provides the element of 4. the reasons expressed in this chapter epn-

---succes in early -learning that- creates- a-- worthy self- ce-rning the linguistically' different-,- we Must
concept and desire for more learning,. When the addi = begin to address the _question of the role of lan-

. tional .reading. of English sounds is taught, the guage in the cognitive process and al w for the
Spanish - reading -child already has a usable inventory

- . . .deVelopment of effective cultural .s pports thatof well over .two4hirds- of the - written description ensure full' cognitive and linguisti deyelopmentwhich :he or she can apply with marked success to the
-0.,. of EDLM skudents in the scho s.

English soundzSystem. Various studies have proved. ..

quite consistently what has always been observed; a Prom the toWitY of the prec evidence we find .

-- bilingual child arrives at reading a second language that up to now the EDLM stud has been the ne-
(English more 'readily and more correctly -when the -glected student,'The law has provided for other student
Child begins by first speaking and then' reading the . segments .of the school._ The schools have not devel-
language he cir she can understand. (Christian, 1978). aped: programs- to serve the need -Fa the EDL--M-stu---

.

One =of the most important things. that can be said dent. Because societal are negative toward
: . .

in support of bilingual education is that, eveirif none such students, their language and culture have been
of-t-,the above, arguments. were true concerning an neglected and their academic achieVement has been
increased prOfidiency in language use,' the cross-. impaired.
cultural awareness derived from, the process would The attitudes of school district adm nistrators and
justify its existence. A program is, not necessarily a school go erning board members are directly reflected

scoresfailure because the measurable achievement ores do in the commitment shown to the principles involved in--- - ,
principles ...

not surpass those in regular classes. We repeat, what bilingual education rather than in the financial sup-
must also be considered is theeognitive development _; poft generated as a result. These same attitudes are
and learning that_ comes about through cultural mix. -reflected in a school system's willingness to change its
This kind of learning is beneficial to all elements of 'procedures, established ways, curriculum, and objec-

----o ur society, a s it still:fin ds itself fraughtwith_many _fives ta ccom nodate a-ne_wly_einern tudent40
-problems= ir- the 'area-of .school-integration, ------ unlike-- those- of- past-generations .- - The- attitudes`-of-
0 Despite these realities, bilingual educ4tion still' institutions of higher education are and will be

----s-rernains-,a-vague-coneept-to-some-and-alooming reflected in-the-way-they-train-new-teachers--and-by--
'threat to others. One has only to look at the Various their commitrilOit to continue with bilingual teacher
'segments of the news media to get',a sense of the training programs that are funded on a permanent
generally negative Andes held about bilingual On-, basis by local agencies.. -' .. . .

cation_ As with m forms of innovation and change, Attitudes rust be changed at all levels so that the
a new -approach t. long-standing concern is met commitments that eri:ue can be translated into actions
with uncertainty and fear, Both educatbrs and this that are not only morally and educationally correct,
public _at large have much higher expectations for but are good for the nation asa whole, Public opinion
immediate results, and advOcates of the program are about bilingualism must be altered trtibugh an honest'- ..
expected, to remedy the generations, of failure and low educational can ipaign thatwillconvey tothe public a
achievement by the linguistically ..different student. humanistic Message. Every effort must be "made not



_ .

. only to prevent the loss of second language receptivity_
by :EDLM. youngsters as they enter school, but to
maintain this powerful natural resource for a better
Pre'pared Citizenry of the future..

In the long run, only those programs that can oper-
ate on their own-will-surtrive-.--TIrost-prcigrams-, hope
fully_many,._that_do_make it will indeed have done-so
"because of undergoing _the -metamorphosis_ described
above. They will reflect an institutional change at the
local. -level. This in tern could evolve into a total
acceptance by principals,, 'School . board members,
teachers, and parents that bilingital education is good

-for children. That is the moment in time on the
path toward _cultural pluralism to which this chapter
is dedicated.
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education programs regardless of their level of
:c emit achievernent-.,
A't valid and : reliable_ means of assessing the
EOLlyt student's language proficiency in the X
language as well as. in En h should be deVeloped.

heeds of -ED vm-itudeitratatii-dlitis-occiti
_rqlly addressed-in California bilingual ethipation-

_Recommendations .

_ _On the basis_of_ the, preceding d*H.issiOnand qco_n-
clusions, the following recommendaticins -are made:

1. StudentS of a minority language background
who are English dominant should be given the
opportunity to participate in bilingual education
programs.

2. English dominant language minority students
should be allowed to participate in bilingual

_

5. As .a natural extension of AB 1329 and in view
of the natiOnal trend- toward,= reinstatement of
the foreidn language requirement in the tiniversi- _

ies, two years of post -high schsifiol foreign I4n-
guage. study 'or equivalent should'be required of
all future teachers and other certificated support
staff Tiersonnel.

6. The core curriculum of state-approved teacher
preparation, programs should ,reflect a multieul-
tutal perspectiye requiring a field practiee corn;
ponerit- that deals:N.4th a_ wide range_-_of_'Stiident__
needs, including ,but not limited to the needs of
EDLM Audents,

7. A research agenda that specifically addresses the
many unknoWps concerning the EDLM student
(i.e.: demographic, linguistic, social, academic,
psyehological, and ,oecupational factors) should

-

be instituted.- -
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Chapter 5

EdUtatiOn and" the EngliALStietiking Major ty
= by

Thomtit- Carter r
with the assistance -of the following panelists

Chuck Acosta --Maria Teresa Delgado
Beatriz Arias Adel Nadeau-
Russell I,4_ ampbellCampbell Alberto -Ochoa
Victor Cruz Aedo a

Intioduction _ _(1) serve:the needs of_few, of the identifiable category.-_

Mucheopfusion, apprehenSion, and. disagreement
exist concerning the nature and goals of bilingual
education. This chapter,addresses those concernssby_

- posing, three fundamentarqUeStions: (1) What is the
contemporary bilingual educatien situation in Cali-
fernia? (2).What outcOmes can realistically be expected
from present efforts? and (3) What will the future
hold? These questions are examined from the perspec-

, tive of one specific language group: the English7
speaking majority. Bilingual education can be suecessful
only with the involvement andsupport of =this major
group. If bilingual education's perceiVed and struc-
tured as a cOmpensatory prbgrain for the "disadvan-
taged," it will be short - lived.; It is argued that bilingual-
education must be viewed as high - quality education.
for' all linguistic and ethnic groups. It is hoped' that
this direct approach will, clarify the present confusion,
eliminate -apprehensioh, and contribute to a positive
mandate -requiring school districts to offer bilingual
and bicultural 'education to all Californians. By so
doing ichoolvill better prepares young people to_

tribre.,ftilly participate _in .ouir social, economic, and
acpolitical democry.-__

Historkal Perspective
Bilingual 'education in its simplest -.form -means

te4dhing school in two langdages. When "bicultural'
is -addecl;'it means that what is taught reflects or incor-

. porates two cultures and traditions. 'Today, this sim-
pl 'iea- has been expanded, compounded, and con--
founded. There is no one agreed-upon conceptual
fraMework within which to view bilingual education
This lack contributes to compensatory' legislation
which in turn leads to ill-defided remedial-type.guide-
lines: these Can negatively influence program qUality.
Local, state- and federal bilingual education. efforts

'A (1,§/Nts),Students;,:and.(2).are-Subjtr to public__
pressure which questions, thelegitinlacy of 'bilingual
instruction. Consequently, the thaforify of Ca.lifor.
riians neither understand bilingual education nor ac-.-
cePt- it as a legiiiinate endeavor..

To many -Californians bilingual- bicultural educe-
tion is a threat to the well-cheiished belief-in. the
"melting= pot" and the -dream of a nionocultural
America: Regardless of such beliefs, California is and
always has been a-multilingual and multicultural
society, Much of the apprehension and contlisiori
rounding hilingual education due to the persistence
(A.-the melting pot ideology within the real world_ of
cultural andlanguage diversity: The schools Continue
to intercede in this paradoxical situation-and espouse
acCulturationist beliefs .and practices (Badges and
Indicia of Slavery, 1975):Educationai institutions are
almost universally viewed asoan important agent of
directed social change: The echoers encourage rapid
Americanization and a carriculuM that excludes the

-.-!-`foreign language and culture." This Practice nega-
tively affeCts all Californians in one way or another. It
attempts to radically change minority children and
their-culture-but-usually- fails-to do-so.,At. the-same---
fime, it deprives' majority language group 'children' of
knowledge=about,land_insight:ifito,__the=re

'which they must. liVe.
Much of the uncertainty about bilingual bicultural

education revolves Around .the issue of what should be
the function and goals -of public schools in a culturally,

. and linguistically pluralistic society. Since statehood,
California's implicit and explicit educational _policy
has reflected the generally held helief that schools
should b= major institution to foster' acculturk.
tion. T accomplished by the virtual exclusion of
to e- lan ge 40 culture' of, ethnic minority popular
firms. The belief that the school was instrumental in
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the acculturation rd.. assimilation process is Widely'-.
held but- is -t--iT-bliably- nOC'hisOri-c4ily valid (Greer,
19,72). In this context atculturation Implies the group
process of:taking_on a _neir.- culttiv- and language.
Assimilation is defineit as meaning social integration:

:the mOvernet into and Up,the status ladder of society.
An...-assiMilated-pdpulation is OK-that is proportidd-

_ally4ePtisented, at all leyels..9-f society, The very -per-per-
sistence OF cultural diVersity.andiack of assimilation-
is adTassic demonstration that:neithersociexy,nor its
schools have accomplished what soltnapy'Antericans .

desire.isiither.Califetinitior the nation-is ,rtionotul,
. _ -. - , -

Aural nor monolingtial---(Glazer ar0 MaYgiban,,1970)...
Many identifiable groups ,7'ae ' not structurally inte-,
grated `Witness the ,: o Verre p resehtatiOn Of ..,
Chi54ros ants. bias it poverty and their underrep-

..tiOnai groups.. Re tar ss of tlieSetlealitte: California
titiroefliation in the her so%af-tlasses:' and occupa-

_ schools cOntinue to fOsfeltniondculturalismby- excluding
the social, cultural, *and.:4ingtifstic reality and substi-
tuting a highly idealized §:rglish-spslOngirtliddle
claSs 'culture, ConteipPwarY.-- atceptancp::.df the till-
ittral-defieit-asturnptiorls- and the Schoolsimplerivina-
tibia of coinpensatorY eaucationiiiiits many forms ii
Merely a .note socially-,.aFesitahle version- of Faille-,
mgre oyere.nd torchul acculturationist practices:

n m
-

Cocoitant with =the =schools' of 4n .

idgplized monoultural and monolingual society is a
lonq history of .discrimination.,Social disdrintifiatiOri
against linguistic, l-acia141.54culttIralITIInorittes hiegan .

with the first. Europ'ean;settlets and continues to the
present (McWilliart41949.. Wollenberg' 1976). Cul-
tural exclusion langiiiage.j/rohihition, school segrega-
tion, and !Social and ecOnorniediscrirninatiOn faced
many- minority gronni. Much still does. School segre.--. ..
gation and "English on rules were historically
ratinnalized.as appropriate:Means:to foster ac.cultura-
lion. Stich prat ices Wei- kli-ard unjust and counter,-,
productive. While hurtin groups discliminated. .. /against, such/pi-amides of lari

1 guag6 -group children. fro
large -and important. populist legme . This encouf-7
ages the. -helief-that-Galifor-nia-Was,and-is-indeed the ---.-
rrionothifural society depicted in school.' What little..

2,.._irr:se-hocil:reflectsithe-other--langliages-amicullurps-is =

sustained 'contact with

usually stereotyped and biased (DanielS,.197.21.
One minority group response to such discrimina-

tion and forced accultuiltion is the development of
_language and heritagea4ociations and schools. Hebrew,
Japanese, Cbinest, and many other language group
imtitulfons were and are common. While few Spanish,
Mexican schools existed in California,' many didi in
other sections of the Southwest (Carter, 1970): Such
sthools were, intended to perpetuate traditions.' They

lsh-speaking_students did not attend. such
ans, further isolating them from pluralistic California.

sp4e of tokepieffurts toward a, multicultural cur-
riculum,- California schools-_continue the icing tradi-
tiori of monoculturalistn7MoseEnglish-sPeaking children
have little contact withdr understanding of their cul-
turally and linguistically different 'peers. Very' few
majority grOupchildren,participate in bilingual hicuk,
tural ethication;Suchilrogramkare priinarily deSigned
for non-English speakers and the so- called disadvariL"
taged., Most Californian's rarely come _into _sustained
contact with the-culturally-different in school or in.tho
-corninunity. De facto segregation in' the Schdols
tinues and yprobabl increasing (Wield '1978).

=

Even mt -ethnically.:..balanced schools, educational
.practices separate ethnic and radial groups: rigid abik,
icy grouping and curriiulum tracking aktiailiculari3i.
separatist .(Carter, ,Icy and -Bryp., 070).

--The -cultural- and social Lion -of- the fltajority-
group continues and is p, 4 ably increasing.

Bilingual eclucatiion as 'presently _ii,pfemented- in
-.California contributes tO.the separaptirrind isolations
of the majority ,language group. Ttfie legal rilatidat.es
to deSegregate and to provide bilingual education eati,',
and often do, run counter ,,tp each tither;Eor exansple,
in California ra bilingual.bicultu. education class:or

<School would be atnost invariably all Nexican-.,
American (or other minority) and thus out of racial or'
ethnic7bala.nee. Thisinight not be technically the tase-_
in a district thatt is elose to 100 percenv Mexican
American:- Bilingual instruction in such schools,woilld-'
usually be in two languages only for the Spanish-
speaking studenf..,Thitis whqi is`cOMMonly referred
to as a one -w bilingualschbol in which group t
of Ihildren I twolanguages (Gaardef,. 1967).
For exam-ple§panishspeakers ledtr; Spartisji and
English On the., other hand, a two- way .school is one
inwhich two linguistic groups of children learnlin two.
languages. For (example, Spanish monolingual ait'cl
English monolingual students !emit in 'Spanish and
English' in the $ame class'or school..A two-cygysitua-_
tion may or may not by segregated. It:is _mit of -ethnic

--,bafance -if-both -the-s-egments-(e:g:,:Spantsh
-glish monolingual students) are MexicanArnericfins.

'hile-the-law-allows-and-bncouragcs-English-morio-lilirigual student's to vb nteer for bilingual bicultural'
clhsses, it does notc_ trot or sttpulatettheir ethpicity.
As'alresult, over 80 percent o%11 children idbilitigual.
bicultural education programs.in Cliforuia are Ivlexican
American: perhaps 90 percent of all enrolled children
are - ethnic minorities_ Unfdrttnatelys it is impossible
tor acquife valid data on the racial and ethnic, compag
sition'of bilingual bicultural programst the.state..
Both bilingual bicultural education and ethnic - laalL



,
ante are -mandated bYlecleral and Mate ationS; Few _ of giese4 early enrichmentt, programs - exist- . .- .

often it is diffioult-to obdy-- both direttiVes s ultane-. - tdslay.- Federal and state legislation, operating guide?.
ously. Unfortunately, bilingualeducationras-present-ly.,, lines; and funding' requirements'enoonraged 4'cp.iick-
practiced tendS to contribute to ethnic isolation and to movefnenf toward transitional programS based on the

. the "actulturation to assimilation' fundtion. Such cut rally 'disadvantaged model. Such'-prograritt do
.

practices deprive majority and minority groups. from o odify, the Itionoculilufal 'schobl, Aon do they. _ , _. . -
the possibility of apotentiallyrich cultural and ,e involve Many children from the linguistic_ Majority:-

, tional experience.
_

Transitional. bilingual ;bicultural eduation, like all:-
During the early 1960s, a fewpublic school imple- - other compens'atory programs, is directed,toward'the

- -

-mented bilingual bicultural education without special improvement of cognitive and.affectiveaspects'Of dis-
.

funding or legislative .mandates. In bilingii 1 cop- advantaged children. Existing .bilingual bicultural
munities, two languages exist side by side. Co manly programs *were rrieshed :ilico- this preconceiVed and
a stibordinate-superardinate-socia17-and-e nomic-----well-established-conceptual-mcide. _Bilingitat,:educa--_
relationship characterizes the" two cornmun tan- tion became one more.more of Ake many compensatory.
guage segments. The pattern in California is Tor. education ,programs;-, Bilingual bicul4iral._ programs
Spanish-speaking society to be partially or totally bi-J were forced into a mold that (11judged success on the
lingual and fhe English-speaking segment; to be essen- ',degree the disadvantaged learn English and arc able
Nally monolingual. Those sPonsoring these e rly to function in the Standard school,, cliScouraged
programs,i'subscribed to the notion that bilingual: ' majority language group participation; land (3) genet-
bicultural. education was to serve all children within ally didkiof encourage high-quIlitY s;dhoOlink Trinsi-
the community. The programs were not intendedional goals and organization were substituted for
s to:teach the' "foreigner" English or to aid the enrirthnent. The- promise of supplemental funds and'.
"disadvantaged.: They were for the enrichment of new position's encouraged .the rapid developthent of
allnot solely programs- to compensa4_..for--;,the . ---transitienial compensatory bilingual education in cali-
minority child's assumed fornia. With this change, a great many more students

The so- called -philtisOphy of,these early programs were :involved; however, with the. deiniSt---of-k.,the
was "enrichment:' The word itself implies the school's enrichment programs, Maj oiify group participation
function as well as its desired ends. The language and diminished.
culturali-iches of the community were reflected in the Federal and state action inadvertently encourages a
school's curriculum and iother activities. Enrichment , kind of bilingual bicultural education that discour-
progams mete- (and are) based on the assumption ages'cmajority group participation; off eial guidelines.'
that language and culture are natural resources. The discourage The development of hilingual education as
schOO1 should include such resources in the cUrricu- , enrichnient

,
and a high-quality modes of schooling

turn /for the bentfit of theindividual as well as ,the Such action does_ little, to foster significant initi tiz
community, This. kid& of bilingual bicultural sc ____..1 tional improvement since compeniatory ;ducat'
reflects what exists) in the real community. Th(chil- incOrrecsly -asiumes that there is little wrong w
.dren in such a school shOuld develop into indiAduals ;-- school and much wrong With the disadvantaged chit-
who_ ate able to uriderstand and interact`succetsfdlly ciren (Tesconi, 1975). The unfortunate outcome of such
with such a society As one critic:of bilingual bicul- developments is that the vast majority of California's
tural -education:put it ;71-iis approach Would ddefine schoolchildren are- deprived of a bilingual and bicul;

such) programs as a Way Of, sustaining and tural learning experience. Thus they are less able to
building valuable -tiatiOnai language resources, open- Understand o ;successfully cope with Calif :'S.L

ing other Worlds to all. It would raise no serious social
or political issues" (Epstein, 1977,p. D. Enrichment

social, cultural, and .linguistie reality.
The English-speaking majority group is the slighted

bilingual education is baSed on the assumption of cul- majority of California. In our_ conceptualization, this
. , . N .

tural sufficiency, not deficiency or deprivation. It is category consists of . . . a student, population which ,
4 a

,

baseCon the idea that students of culfurally and lin- is English dominant and from ihe majority linguistic,

uistically different baCkgrounds have much to con- background.- . This is a residual group; that is it
tribute. Rather than seeing the "disadvantaged" as includes- all children-not-found in LES/NES, bilinl_
failing school and society because of their deficien- goal, or English-language-dominant minority group's.
cies, the promoters of enrichment programs saw the Perhaps 75' percent of all California school-age chil-
:school and society as laieng diem. Enrichment pro- . dren are in the English7speaking majority group. This
grams--would serve theadvantaged and the disadvan- group includes children of all- social classes the poor

-__taged..equally_well ____ ., -, . -__ . i and the rick the powerless and the powerful. The_
, yi , t
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English-sptEakihr majority_ group contains a
a cant:number df, students` who are considered cultur-
ally or educationally, disadvantaged.

a
All,

therits praces,re- .
are

included; however, black and CautRian sti-, -c; k----
dominate.oPerhaps --95 %percent, are from these two

.
racial grcluP_§. InCludecLa e some children who may-be ,-

6iconsidered 7ethitie." However, it does not 'nclude eth-
nic children who,come fEom a viable non- nglisb tra-
iiiition. Viable is the lEyEdistinition-, AM- ble:lariguage
ti-adition is one-in whi h it is generally recognized that'
the group preserves attempts to revive a non-

_- nglish language. Luc -children 'Would- be considered
to be --inthe English-langnage;daminant minority

' otrp-briategory-C--.:FcirexampleTMoci an4ti-iie-dEans
are in category C, while German-taneTicans are in the
Englisfi-speaking majority group'rbrieategory D.

, - In-spite of feeble Of°, to the contrary,ICalifornia
_,. publid; schools remain_ essentially inonolingual and
--monoculturat. The pervalivehelief is that-the proper
rOle. of school in a culturally pluralistic society is to

-encourage acculturation into the dominant language
and a monocultural tradition. -Bilingual bicultural -
educatiottbegan,as enrichment for dll children and as
a yeflection of the- linguistic and cultural feality. of the
Ommunity. Governmental action, reflecting accultur
alist and deprivationist asSumptions;encoUragect bi-
lingual ..ecnication programs tu-becotne fransitiOrial.:
With this change in organization -'and goals, bilin-
plat bicultural programs became = programs. for the
non-English speaker and the -disadvantaged- ethnic

_minority_student.. Only. a few English,dominant_eate-
gory D children participate in such prograrns The
vast majority- of California school-age children-have
no -bilingual or -bicultural experience nor do_ they
acquire the skills and understandings associated with
t..

,,,f .

con-i4t. not --defermine- the --_ nature p am
rather the inverse is trod This kind of 'reasoning
employedlto-clarify the situation, MOvIng14:discUs-
sion-frqm the abstract and politically charged leVel o
philokophv -and intent to the practical level of organi---
zaiioniand applieation.1,SuCh_ati approach *pat:den-7
larly-diffieult in the present context because so littlo is-
knownknown about the OrganiiatiOn of California bilingual ,4
bicultural education: 11.,;9 types of programs-are-de-

. seribed. Drawing on_ProfesSional experience and the
limited information available, relationships between
schoCil inputs and mitptitsEare.,developtd-and conclu-
signs suggested.

Present'Day California
Little useful objectiVe information is available that

clearly describes the organization or student composi-
tion of bilingual, education programs in California.
Lacking such information, it is most difficult to por-

- traythe conteinporaryAitnation. Much reliance must
be Futon pooling professional experience. Hopefully,
this- results in valid descriptions and reasonable
numerical estimates. The task of describing and, ana-
lyzing Californid's bilingual bicultural efforts is based
on the assumption that program elements 'affect pro-
gram outcomes. That is, that certain combinations of
school conditions lead to or are casually related to,
desired results. Interaction of these school factors
with the social environment determines whether the
program is a transition, maintenance, or enrichment
program. Stated gnals,"philosophy," or desired out-

The Ty "cal Program
Calif _la's bilingual bicultural =pro anis hive

many ch acteristics -in -common.:-- e program-
mAtic var. d ons, curricular differences, aftd__
trative patterns vary, 'such differences

ving little consequence. -Whether a certainsektfor-
s m is employed is of great siknifitaliee'lo'prae-ti
tIone but it makes little difference in-ilfavoVerview,

'.bout 95 percent of California's-bilihtial,-bicultural
activities share all or_most of the folloWing character-
istics:

.1. The programs are very short-term efforts; only a
.very few -extend beyond the third grade. Articu-
lated, kindergarten through:grade six ppp- grams-
represent less than five percent of the bilingual
echication programs.
-The prograrns-are,:, in- almost all -cases,-; instruc--
tional. They are only a part or segment of the-
total school' activity Only in the rarest of cases
are all district schools involved. Bilinguaj educa-
tion is a component of school and district orai-,

not a total organization effort:Sometimes it is
Merely a variation of. English as a second
language.,
Most of.the,.students are from minority groups.
Perhaps 90 -percent are from. LE/ NES,
gual, or English-language-dominant groups. Some
80 percent are of Mexican (or other Hispanic)
origin or descent.- This includes Chicanos; who
areinon-English speakers,- bilinguals in varying
degrees, or are monolingual in -English. Many
are from' low4ncome communities. Less than
one in ten is a category-D English-spealiing stu-
dent:, Al t all ograms follow a two :way
organizat i , that is, both English and Spanish
speakers are taught in both languages. However, fl

the vast majority of English speakers are Mexican-
Americans. Ethnic isolation characterizes most,
claSses or programs. Many schbols with bilin
gual- bicultural programs, are out of clinic bat-
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. _ . . _fly interact 7-language -dominant =minority or-Englishs
.

singlydis- atonty) participate-in-percentages thatapproki---f.--
, .

community-
_ __ .

ate. .the Ethnic minimal.
Interviews with prograin-administrattrSindicate

= that they reject-the:cultural deficiency mo=dels
--and aecept-philo-sophie&thatttress cultural fi-

eiency, Cultural relativism, and--humartistie or
rth the other :progranis_ deia-ibee,:ther

singleiorganizational pattern= -that .ineorporates7a
these characteristics,- School&lhat.incorporate;All
most of these' components realiktiCallYTtirietion
reachenriehment Objectives: bilingiaisay billteracy,
cultural understandingii,anclacceptance,-i-andthe abil

;ity to: successfullY-funettbri in; two satin
The very few enrichineniip-rograniS evolVefrOm-an

entirely different
than do-Aheinajority:ofhilingualhiStilturg_programS,
The entichmentpigOkgion evolves from:clear recog

and acceptance of the factthaf;california--'is_ =

and-roultkUltimaland*tichoOts should
--- retied and incorporate_thisdiVeraity4fis the antithe-

sis, of Morioalltaralisrit_and-theacculfuralist pgrspec
tiVe ulturaf and linguistic diversity should be reflected =

it all aspects of the school: its organization, curricu-
---lum, administration, and student-hodr If this becomes

mart educationafreality, students,will-becomi fluent-in
thetaugnages employedirirtheSOramunity and able to ,
successfully deal with-S-ociaLatid Cultural diversity. In 7

a -school and coiniriunity,bilingualism, biliter-
and the ability to-iintetatt4iaVe great -peraonal-

and social. utility. SehooLWill:46t only become-more
-- relevant, but iL will provide future social and eco=

comic reward for those who gain, bilingual Skills.and
biculturahuntlerstanding. Trr_turn, the :total society

ill profit Individuals who-Understand accept, and
are-able to constructively-interact with social and ctil
tihnl divthity will be assets to (he_comMunity.

.betailed objective information:on enrichmenr bi-
- lingual education. is even moreldifflcUlt_to obtain than

data on the more common type& of-prograrnL=While
limited data on the LES/1%4ES_suident's cogititiVe and
affective development are available, ComParable infor-
mation on fluent English speakers SEES) and espe

the English-Veaking._:majority- is-Aifficult to
The failure of government tri-deniandaecount-

y regarding -:the English- speaking- Majority in
bilingual iduratidn has contributed :to the lack of
objective information. Many educators *now p.great
dealbbut bilingalticultural educariorrand its effect
upon the English-speaking majority
many.school dikricts-haVe-signifiCant data; yetlittle is
readily available in usable form .---thiellco_the tionre-
quir6ment for reporting. Only,a -very, few enrichment

---programs--'-have--been objectivelr. evy4

ipzipfn`t majoi-_
uP Chi:Wren I To category

:Pa e alize-Shat the promise 6 li
gnat ;bicultural educ it on not

ottnng for thetrshildren.. olunteers from this grou
nish unless programs changl radically.

ortufigely,=the-rnecesiary, chat care notticin
ethica.tors_ or by decision___Mal

CoMpetilatory model is We __blishei;t and-;
,well -dOncetve#:J alternatives- rarelyadVoC"

fed ;Theltontiiiinrii-withdriii.Vat=of- glish Oeaking
tategdy'D childrengfrorri bilingual educationts Mak-
.ative of an inereling_r.ejection of the progiarn-by .the
general population ithout *the-involvement and_

/support of the EngliSh4peaking'inajOrity, there is lit-
-tleThOpe. for a.lottg-terrn mandate. The apparent-7-
inability:,ol, bilingual biCuittiral Programs to reach

,-..torffriensafory. cthrectiVisfOr.-.the Other .-groups:rhay
contributettifthe.iiMpendingloss oPmandate. If-state

-ancl'fidetal:7supPort and Itinding dilatipear, very few
dontinuebilingnakbieultural programs

onf-their own--mitiativ ,

`Regardless of prOfessed philosophy, some bilingual
cultural prOgra =ire significantly'differcnt in pro-

rain, organizationand._...siiiileirt- composiqon. It is
,.estimated-Aat no mare than Oue_nr, two percent of
.bilingiiiredneation:eifortilificaliforinaShire the folL'
-lowing :distinctive---chiracteristics:',== T .

Englisharid-theather langunge are given approk-..r
-etnial:_imprirtance_ and .emphai is-.1 About-

half of the-instructional-time-1S carried-in.each__
language:,-Whileyariution ,in e.riPhasis is= gteat,
overall equal usage of each language is approached. -

2. They are relatively long-term ,efforts, and
articulated kindergarten through grade six pro-

.

is characteristic-gram cteristic
Thereis:_atendency to reflect and incorporate
Math etilitares theforinal curriculUm. There is
a sin-iilar tendency to realistically portray the
other tulture, .

There iaa tendency no make tilingual edtication
a combined community and schpol effort. It is
more than a segment \or instructional, compo-

--neat It influentes all insstitutional aspects. Par-
erns p,antieipate in all. 'aspects 'of the program.-

5. The sehools or 6rograms approximate the racial,
ethnic, linguistic, and socioeconomic somposi-
tiOn of the area served. These are not progranis
serving solely or mostly the disadvantaged: All
children_ .._LES/31S, -bilingual,



school personnel ear, cint-in-diScass progra
that include Wrgenurabers:of yo131ng-

aPparintlyt eetiriglhe that t ey- a heY

Vinlation of gm_ aes:=, publicidiselaSure
',could mean 10i-0 boding. SlIowever, in-the case of

City:proj etl al of study_has been
--undertak0.'- As no -cumulative detcriptive -data:- are
availa131e, iCbecorries _necessary_ to draw: coliclusiong
freirn descriptions of---individital=projects.;-_Even!uchi
descritAioris' were:iinaVallable- and -

AinnS:had,to betiarle.-Deieriptions gre-reStricted ;to ---1
Beause-of

historical .importance, one prajedt--_in_ Texat
-_--

included _`l space.,perrnitnnly the Most super
ficial-deierintitcand-analYsis. More detailed descrip---
irons of these Pr4jkets- are'Presented-in APpendix
=Only -airlin-depth tidy_ of'eaph project souls possibly}

e :the information necessary; pendingfurther
--stUdy,nOiilternativeexits but to---drAw conclusionS
(albeit- tentative) frorklhe-following very limited der
seriptions-.:::;Fortunate these conclusions are sup;
ported by-lesearch and_ eyaluatian:conducted elswhere.-=

o _

-az ieve71":more omPleteliberaf-bdii einvis-,-.,-.--
b1 Alinbiiii,-,1 66, p.:16)-:Tnaccornp : Ii ese-e941,

-_-7,_tvvn7wayibilirigu instructionc----wak-higtninth7eVdii-z, .-ri.'

-tript'llirst grade , IIgrew:45aq idnditortert,,,,nglit-.-_-
n und-Spatirs_a= erelteat-cdLqatally:RnA received a,pPOA-_--

-_-4tially:a11-7-gr leygis=Worrld,_eqUally-stiess She, two
imatelY-e4na e,411\0trrientk'itl\yas drat

,. vernaOidars.- heTirsttgrade-iwere-bilin-.- ,
i----g-u-al:-:__--la=-=he o er grades, glish-rnonolingual \stu--,
-2-_-_--dent-S=wereIa iivEnglith: hire hilinguWandehtS
7= were -taught either lang age._ Alf±subjectswere

taught in_bothia u_ages at-the first grade rleyet-,S_ pan-_- -

isli and7EngliskA re uSedinterbhifigeably7,but never
_k mixed. No ptel r-rninctir-cohtentwaiTaughtjii one

languagr the teacher , used both larignages_ for- all
-= --._ An r _o si qui

=

Texas Project _

The United ndependent School Distriet serves the-
suburban and airkilltur41-ii4 that surround' o,
Texas. During_ the sixties, this district's enroilmen

a relatiVelY` small; however, its ,boundaries encom-
.- pagied_2,440 _square miles Ian -aria larger than Rhode:

island): Three elementary schools and one jUnior-
senior high schonl servedthe eonanunity. The student
population:was about 30 percent AnglO and ,70 per-

-cent children of- Mexican - descent;` Approkimately
to "0 pereent of the-latter were middle class..,
remaining- Chicanos were children of agricultur
workers, The iddle'classz Mexican-AMerican chill
dren tended to be bilingual' (category B) at 'enterine
school. Most Anglo'crildren -1,Vere-'middlt class,gatid
many were from Air Force Aanfilies who had been
exposed to,pther eultural environments. Much\Of She

_impetus for the bilingual_program carnefr6rkthis cos-
mopolitanAnglo population;-and their desires Iwere
congruent with the of the. school's administrators
and __teachers.. Without, inside fund,ing, a .,bilingual
enrichment program in grades one through 'six was-
impleinented in 1964. It was based oh the idea that "It
is a crime to let any Child' grow up monolingual iii
areas Where two langbageS afe- used." BilitEiacy and
bilingualism for alL was. the stated objective. Addi-
ttonal-objectiVes wereily).,to provide/a0 pupils with-a,
better understanding of the nature of languagd; (2) to.

-.cullivale in each a pride in `his or her mother
-tongue and-the-c lture- it -represents,__as__well as

respect for the other language and culture; and (3) to

-
Jfkftc,t analYsis of achievement scores

classAbservatinn, some-tentitiVe findings were side,-
Only the k lingual ehrldr n (categou-B) had noticet
ably ateented,speech in English. The LES-/NESIcate--
gory A3 ?nd Eli-speaking majority (category D)
children's speech' 4s:unaCCented. Total reading achieve-
rnent for category-A, was slightly above grade leVel at
the first grade and. slightly below at the secon/L-Cate
gory and ,D students __were substantially above grade
level;ThOvever,;_eategor D Students achieved better.
-Median total IQ (from he colifortzia Test ofillenial
,Maturity) rost s1i0t1 sfr40\91msecond. to the third

larg a* (Carter, 1970).7; Because- -anal s somas

a t tegoriek Category B showed shegra

crude conclusiops were hot. possible.

and

Culver City Program
The Culver City bilingual 'program as inaugu-

rated in, 1971. It is appropriately called: the Spanish
Immersion Program (SIP). Although a few native°
Spanish speakers- (category ,,A), pattkipate,--- over 98.
percent are category D ,childleri. They are monolin-
gual in English' when they enter kindergarten.'All
instruction during kindergarten and grade-one is in
Spianish. During the secondgrade approximately. one
hour of instruction in English langtiage arts is added.

e remainder of the curriculurn is_ conducted in
Spanish. The amount of instruFtiop in English increases
during grades four and five until a near balance is
reached in grade six. It is hypothesized that stuck_ nts
in the program U) acquire batiV:e-like proficien6{iri
Spanish ; --_(2) make' normal--progres0 -in achieving .)the-
standard objectives of the California elernentaTy chr-
riculum; (3) undergo the normal Maturation process,
`in their first nguagei and (4) develop positive atti-
tudgs. toward members of the Spanish-speakingiom-

unity_ whir= tnainUining,positive_viewws toward their
wa group. Objectives generally have been- met for



those students who have attended the prograin for=a
sustained period.

,

.sari Diego PrOgraM
- A Spanish,, immersion project-was initiated
years ago/in San Diego.This model meets a demand

= by same category DeparentsfOr an intensive
bicultural learning experience for their children.

4
The,.

prograni plades fluent English-speaking studentk(cate
gory D) with.non-English-speaking and limited-English-
speaking (category A) classmates and initnersesthein
in Spani§h for, as much -as 90 per-'cent of the school

_.--_- Lday.This-involVenient=with-thcnative-Sprinish-s k
sers is a unique featured of, this 'irninersion Model
Instruction for the Spanish:speaking student is sim:-
ilar to. that of a full bilinguil program, with slightly
irks English ipstructiOnat=the beginning levels..In this
bilingual hiciiltural ."model the beginning-lever stu-_
dents develop a strong_ foundation in concept areas in
Spanish with o- ratlanguage in Eng-ash:A firm
reading in Spanish-4 eitablished Then, by abou e

ififth grade, instruction-gradually reaches a balance o
Spanish and-English. At a minimum, One:half of the
stUdents must' t be category. A students..

Nestor School an the San Diego County's South
Y:Union SchOO1 District provides-a different approach

to enrichment programs. 10 this s-program students in
categories A and,-D are instructed =in their firirnary
language as they gradually learn- the- second language:
Throughout the school experience, each language.
maintains its iritigfity- and qiiiiiiiiiAiSt. et.- This
model 'requires the participation -''of. approximately
equal numbers of children froin categbries A and D.
At eachjeyel, the two groupaarebrought together in
a single or !Multigrade:team-teaching situation (adja-
cent =classrooms). 0 _ onolingnal .4nklish speaking
teacher and one al teacher- are--re hired for
each group of 60 tudents. Each to cher _presents a
specific Janguage el to the ;ti I ems and kiistructs
rorilY ih th,at, language. Students experience -.three
learning situations daily (1) pa nstrtprimary lanu-C--
don; () Second languag9 instruction:--and. mitred_

alternatingoup instruction in languages. The amount
time spent in each situation varies in accordance

with the cent's age and grade level., A systematic
deVelopmentof both the primary and second fan-
guageS can begin with 10 percent-of the inetr tion in

= kindergarten and progress to a 50-50.ratio.of nary=
second language instruction- by grade five. = ----

i

Carlsbad- gram s,

During the mid- 1960s. one elementary gchool in
Carlsbad, California, initiated a il,vdkVay enrichment

---program.---With .the- actiVesulipori-of-,the -Anglo -and,-
1 '

Chicano communities, Jegerson School opened its
first bilingual:kindergarte& and subsequently added
another grade each year. The schoril now enrolls so:
-200 siudents:in' kindergarten through six.-
students in the 11 bilingual bicultural classes approxi-
mate the ethnic composition of the district. About
percent of- the Students are category' D. Almost all of
the children in categories A, -B, and C are Chicano.-
The program continues to be modified and improved.
Category 'D children tend to perform acadeinica
slightly above the norm. Category D children in
program for a minimum of three years have been
tested iii: oral. 'Spanish= and do remarkahly_well_
Reports indicate that the present program is-highly
successful Community support among all groups is
good, andefforts- are being made to extend bilingual
education into theijunior high school. While no objec:
dye data are available anecdotal accounts support
the notion that interet n i c friction is minimal and
that stereotriing and ;etknocentricism- among all_

groups is' diminishing. The social climate appears to
be, exemplary,

San Francisco Program
For the past 14 years, an enrichment del of,bilin-_

gual education has j been o d to stu nts at the ,
..French' American Bilingual. School in San Francisco...

majohty of stniients-ard American, non-French.,
speakers, and they come from culturally diverse fam-
ily backgrounds. While Mani/ parents do not speak

-French, they encourage -and support -the -acquisitiont---
, of a second language. Furthermore, they are aitively,

involved In :Schdol-related activities. This privately
supported -school provides, bilingual 'instruction-lo
children ages four to fifteen years. Within-the next-

-- two academic years, the school will expand, to include
students through the senior high school level..The
first seven years are in the junior School, which corr
responds to the American elementary level. Ttie =last
seven yars'.compose the Secondary Sch6ol, 'which
has two, stages: the Middle, House (equivalent to
grades six, seven, and eight) and the Senior House
(the final four years of senior hrghschool); In thefirst
three years of schooling, French is spoken-the major
poitiOn of the day with only one hour of instruction
in English. Reading in English is introduced during,
the latter part of this period: When
the second grade, bat- languages are.

amount of instructional time. This co

child enters
given an equal
tinues through

the upper grades until the student ewers -the Middle
House, where he or she, is given a language option for
some academic subject areas.,

All students in the Secondary School are expected
.

to particiPate in the. full- sPectium of activities. In
termS-of curriculunythis -entaild taking-two-Or tiff&



languages, sbc` udies, mathematics, experimental
jcience, creative arts, physical ,education, as well as
.participatingin the sch.00l's extracurricular clubs and
aetivities. Students have consistently demonstrated
high academic chievement and enthusiastic support
of bilingual ecicatton.

Other Programs'
., -

Other "etching biting al bicultural programs that
approach the eifichmen model can be found. Santa
Monica and Woodland, California, are good examples.
.:The Santa Monica Unified School Disti-ict offers a

bilingual multicultural .opportunity for she English--
dominant and non-English onnant children in kinder-

Aarten through grade six. `They children study basic
subject matter in their dominant langnage; they also
study Spanish or English as a second language.. Since
its'inception in 1975,. the program has provided over

50 categorY .13 students with the oPportunity to make
substantial gains toward acquiring- proficiency in

panish, There is evidence that parental demand for
quality bilingual education will result in the expan-.
skin of the Spanish component.

Woodland Joint Unified school District -north o
Sacramento has experimented with bilingual educa-
tion for about six.-years. A partially articulated kin-
dergarten- thrOugh grade sib program serves abou
half Of one elementary school. This school has a large
migrant population of students in categories A and B.

_ The-ethnic -composition students_ appears to_ be
within the acceptable-variance to desegregation guide-
lines; that -is, the program approximates school and
district ;ethnic composition. About half the bilingual
biqultural teachers '-are either Mexicari-American or
Anglo;. the noncertificated staff is predominately Chi-
cano. Great effort is made to incorporate the Spanish-
Mexiaan- local culture ; field trips, parent teaching,

,. and. other techniques are regularly employed to aug-
ment the content. Spanish and English are equally
used in some classes. Unfortunately, hard data on
category D student academic achievement are not
available., Likewisei the students' Spanish-speaking
abilities' have not been objectively, measured. Inter7
views with staff' members indicate that measured
achieVement of categoty D tudents is, on a par with
comparable peeri and tha mile of these students are
gaining functional ability -Spanish. Due to continu-
ing changes in program_ , staff, and enrollment, few
stndents have been in bilingualjechication for- more
than a year or two With the refinement of curricular
planning and grade-level articulation, it is anticipated
the' program will retain students better: Plans for the
future would- bring Woodland 'closer to an enrichment

--model. -.

Ba research Oh bilingualism and the eValuation
of p grams outside of California have contributed--to'

understanding and predicting of school outcomes.
is necessary:to rely 'on:these Studies because little

objective data are locallyaVailable: The -follOwing is a
brief review of the itiore'recent research.

While studies eatiOti thentury on th% 'perfor-
mance of bilingu4 Students as compared to monolin-
gual students tended to suggest a negativeyelationship
between verbal inteagenpe and bilingualism, mo

-iritellige _ etand_attitude_de_Velopment(Bain, 75;
6n study- t perforMance in such areas- as cogniti
recent stu ies affirm tSe positive effectsof bilingualit

Cummins a d Gulutsan, 1974; :Peal. and Lambert,
1962). Some of these studies-suggest that bilinguality
has several positive atiributes..These incliide cOgnitive
flexibility;, analytic, orientation to language, and iin-
proved eognitiye processes in general (Ben-Zeev,
1972.; Cummins, 1977; Feldman and Shen, '1971):

One example iof research in this area of the benefi-
cial aspects of,bilingnalism for students is the workof
Peal and Lambert (1962). These researchers-identified
several -reasons why bilingualism -positively affects
intellectual functioning: Their reasons were the following:

9

Knowing -two
9

languages releases one from the
tyranny/of words.

2. The bilingual child is better able than thd mono-
lingual child. to disassociate the essential idea
from the particular form it assumes whFn verbalized.
Intellect al prodesses for tho bilingual child-are

- accelerated due to the fact that this child may
have a richer linguistic and cultural experience
than the monolingual "child.

4. The bilingual child .develops greater cognitive
flexibility as compared to monolingual children.

The neral thrust of recent research into the creative
and in ectual abilities of bilingual students st on
suggests that access to two languages in early child-
hood can accelerate certain aspects of cog rive

_ - ,
growth.

To summarize, studies of the effects of bilingualistn :--.
on measures of intelligence do not indicate any defi- "

- cits when faCrOrs Such as social class, educational back-
ground, and language proficiency are carefully controlled.
Contrary suggests that bilingualism can
result in gr ter verbal flexibility and in an earlier
development of an awareness of the arbitrariness of
the relati- nship between words and their- referents.
These resu ts have been interpreted as an enhan
ment o ative abilities and increased, sophistication
regarding further language development. There is
growing consensus that high levels of bilingualism
may carry certain advantages...beyond facility. ,with__ t__

7-70295
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more than one language. As- more research in this
arca becornes'available, it is important for educators
to consider providing the benefits of bilingualeduca-
tion to all children.

Conclusions' and Recommenslations
The preceding descriptions, analyses,(and findings

provide an inadequate base from which to draw firm
Conclusions about category D students. Researchers
have. found minimal objective data concerning bilin-
gual bicultural programs; even less is known about
the participation_of_the_rnajority_language_group.
Regardless, .predictions of outcomes are essential. If
bilingual bictiltural programs that follow enrichment
organization were implemented, significani educa-
tional arid social gaine'for category D students are
predicted. Enrichment ,bilngual education prOvides a
valuable alternative approach, one that promises' to
better reach the goals set in AB 65 than do normal
school. efforts. This is particularly important in con-
temporary California as such efforts.need not 'entail
additional costs Existing information indicates that
enrichment bilingual education for category D stu-
dents would have the follOwing results:

. Academic achievement in all subject areas would
be at least equal to that of comparable peers. It-
is probable that such achievement would be bet-
ter for those enrolled in bilingual education. Evi- E
denc had been provided to document that
stidents from middle-income backgrounds would
-benefit substantially from instruction in two lan-
guages (Lambert and Tucker, 1972).

2. --_The other language would be acquired by stu-
dents who remained in the program, The major-
ity would reach 'near- native proficiency in all
four language areas: listening, Speaking,. read-

. ing; and writing. Uiguage proficiency would
far exceed the of comparable peers in tradi-
tional elementary or secondary foreign language

; programs.
The other culture would be known and accepted
as having intrinsic value to a greater degree than
among comparable peers. Ethnocentricism would
be less and cultural relevaitsm would be greater
than among_ similar studen not attending such
programs.

4. Research data indicate that nonriiinority 'stu-
dents who. -participate in bilingual programs
have a greater tendency to associate with the
minority students; that is, they choose students
from ethnic backgroundg different from their
own as playmates and study group peers.

_The_ ability-An_ function, successfully _within_the_
'other cultural group would be. greater than

among comparable peers. This is duc,:to the
. knowledge of the other, language gained as well

as knowledge of the other, society.
No single project in California or elsewhere clearly
and conclusively demonstrates such outcomes. Regard-
less-, combining findings from studies with aggregate
professional experience leads to these predicti ns. As
with any school program, positive outcomes spit
from the interplay of many complex factors. Two bi-
lingual bicultural projects with identical organizations
and programs can havd very differenContcornes. Indi-
vidual,_institutionalranci-community-factolis-are-prirne
determinants of success or -failure; Wand institutional
climate is a crucial consideration.

In summary, :very little information available
---about categpry D sttidents in bilingual bicultural pro-.

grams. Since- such data are not mandated, they are
not provided by the ichool districts. However, there
every reasoh to believe that category D students are
minimally:involved in transitional compensatory bi-
lingual education. Actually, such programs are unat-
tractive as they provide little second language exposure
for category D students.- The very few projects organ-
ized around enrichment models are very attractive to
category, D students because these . could reach the
objectives of bilingualism, biliteracy, and cultural
understanding for all students. The only conclusion -

possible isthat category D stddents find little reason
to participate in the vast majority of .ealifornia's

hierilltireprograins and will increasingly abari-
don even the present token involvement unless pro-
grams radically _change.

Recommendations for the present are implicit in
the previous sections. Too little information is available
too much is conjecture or based on professional expe-
rience. The following kinds of investigations must be

-undertaken arid supported:
I. Descriptive studies must be undertaken to por-

tray all school inputs; e.g., money, human
resources, program and curricular components,
and student characteristics. An equally objective
description-of bilingual bicultural outcomes must
be made to include all manner of outcomes, not
solely those appropriate to compensatory educa-
tion-DuaLlanguage proficiency, academic achieve-
ment (in both languages), affective aspects,
School holding power, teacher and student satis-
faction, and more should be included: Once de-
spriptive information- is gathered, further steps
are required. Analysis of relationship& among
inputs and outcomes should be made by organi-
zations independent of those with a vested inter-
est. Simplistic analysis- mtist-be -avoided:---a-
holistic approach would be most valuable. BUM-



gual bieultufal education is far too complex/and
socially important to .be .treated superficially.

. 2. Insti utional and community factors that influ-
ence educational change must be studied-. In

.,orde_ far scli'ools to institutionalize enrichment
bilingual bicultural education, district personnel
must analyze the organizational climate and
rechannel negative forces that hinder implemen-
tation. Organizational' receptivity and involve-
ment of district decision rnakers, principals, and
the community are necessary conditions for suc-
cessful implementation of enriehment bilingual
-bicultural-education. Research should-determine
what conditions influence change, institutionali-
zatio'n,'and social climate,

3. One of the most important areas concerning the
future of bilingual education is research; While
longitudinal studies on bilingual education are
almost nonexistent, Troike (1974) has identified
12 research prioritie§ which include: (1) resexch-
on the effect,of different instructional methods
with different linguistic and cultural groups; (2)
research on the effect of_teaCher attitudes on
student achievement, -the effect of bilingual
teaching on student self-concept, and the effect
of linguistically and anthropologically oriented
teacher training on teacher behaVior and student
achievement; (3) research on problems of transfer
from native language reading to reading in En-
glish; and (4) research on 'the effect of 'bilingual

'education programs on school-community rela-
tions and of community a on school and
language achievement.

If. more valid information in these three areas, were
available, more rational decision-making would be
possible. Unfortunately, research findings do not
necessarily guarantee institutional change; therefore,
the study of community and institutional factors is of
prime importance. If these areas were well studied
and causative factors were identified, institutional
change could be more readily implemented.

The Future-
Considering the present state of the art aild the

economy, there is every reason to predict the demise
of bilingual bicultural education in California. Both
compensatory and enrichment approaches may disap-
pear as publicly funded activities. Few people who
understand the differences are in positions to influence
pi cy or legislation. Limited and shallow evaluations,
of bilingual education indicate it fails to reach com-
pens ry objectives; less limited and more objective
analysis dicates enrichment objectives can be met.
Regardl s;-- to the majority of decision-makers the-
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two approaches are the same: distinctions are.unclear.
If one is seen to fail, the other will be perceived to fail.
This situation is exacerbated by the fact that no clear
distinctions are presently made within existing state
bilingual bicultural projects. -However, even if highly
promising objective, descriptive, and analytical infer-
niation were available, there is only slight reason to
believe that decision-makers would-heed it. Unfortu-
nately,- educational research findings play a minor
role. in policymaking and legislation. Regardless, a
major effort should be made to .inform the public,'
educators, and decision-makers. Laws and educa-
tionaLpolicies_should be modified to redirect_b_ilingual
bicultural education. This new direction should encour-
age all Californians to participate in-endeavors that
reflect,- celebrate, and share the state's cultural and
linguistic diversity. Specific recominendations include
the following:

1. Official endorsement of deficit assumptions and
the compensatory model should be modified to
favor enrichment and planned variations that
encourage high-qUality education.- With the de-
mise of official approval, bilingual bicultural edu-
cation would be freed of mandated conformity
and encouraged to develop, implement, and
evaluate viable alternative programs against
appropriate objectives.

2. The Legislature, in cooperation with state agen-
cies, should develop broad and flexible guide-
lines to encourage and reward institutional
change toward viable programs that are devel-
oped in accordance with institutional and corn-
munity needs. This is preferable to the present
funding approach that rewards the school for
implementing programs based on predetermined
comp&isatoryassumptions and desired outcomes.

3. Demonstration experimental enrichment pro-
grams should be funded. Objective description
and analysis of the total community and institu-
tional process should be made. Guidelines for
experimental projects should be as flexible as
possible in order to-encourage appropriate vari-
ations. Previous studies of institutional factors
should coptribute to the development of appro-
priate guidelines.

4. To encourage the development of high-quality
bilingual edui'ation, regulations, guidelines, and
funding policy should be modified to encourage,
rather than discourage, representative participa-
tion of all language and ethnic groups. Strict
formulas or fixed percentages, fox categories A,
B, C, and D should be discouraged. Participa-

N tion should reflect the district. Existing legisla-
tion. -on- guidelines on ethnic_isolation_should be



modified. to allow exceptioni where high-quality
integrated bilingual bicultural schools. can be
demonstrated. Ideally, all bilingual bicultural
schools should include significant percentages of
minority and majority group children.

5. -Implementation of enrichment programs within
school districts could follow some rather specific
fotms depending on community language and
ethnic compositions. In. small bilingual com-
munities (or'districts) all schools could be bilin-
gual bicultural at the discretion of the community
and with the eneouragement of thee state. If
many small districts were desegregatid, an ideal
situation for two-way bilingual bicultural school-
ing would result. In larger, more heterogeneou-s_
language and ethnic communities, other approaches
would be advocated. Bilingual bicultural feeder
system schools should be established_ : Each sys-
tem should reflect the language and culture of a
significant poition of the community. Such
action might result in technically segregated

_schools. In such cases the flexibility recom-
mended in the previous paragraph should apply.

9 6. Federal and state money should be concentrated
on "start-up" support. Tfilingual bicultural edu-
cation does not require any more to sustain, it
than does any other high-quality instructional,
progrgm. Title I or other funds tied to reniedial
and support services for the disadvantaged should,
_continue_ in enriehment programs. pisadvan-__

4

taged students will do as well- as, and protrably
better, in enrichthent bilingual education, than.,
they do in conwensatory programs. Other fund-
ing should be obtained to support and encour-
age= a variety: of high-quality bilingual bicultural
programs.

During the sixties and seventies, federal and state
efforts reflected two major education thrusts. The
most important of these was the effort to eliminate
social inequality, The school's endeavors in the "war -

on poverty'reflected the belief that the poor and dis-
advantaged perSon cotfabe helpecl-tihanging his or
her personal attributes. Compensatory education in
its many forms'orrn was implemented to accomplish this.
Transitional bilingual bicultural education was envi-
sioned and supported on the assumption that the use
of the other languages and culture would facilitatethis
remodeling. infortunately, this effort subverted the
original intent of enrichment bilingual education
which was a high-quality effort for all elements of the
multicultural community. Category D students are
increasingly recognizing that transitional bilingual
bicultural.cducation holds no benefit for them. If bi-
lingual education is to be- salvaged as a potentially
high-quality endeavor for all community elements, it
must, be encouraged by governmental, professional,
and community action. Efforts must be made-to redi-
recta bilingual education toward the goals originally
conceived_and,s7away_ from .those_presently-mandated.-
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Chapter

Recommendations Implications and Challenges

.Introduction been reorganized into the fdlldwing categories: legis-
ngual education in the 1970s mad well be char- lation, state administration, pupil identification place

acterized as experiencing "the best of times, the worst
of times." It has experienced the hest of times in That
the provision of linguistically ,comprehensible educa-
tion as an educational policy has received high
ity and is firmly supported by federal legislation and
court decisions.' 'Indeed, hilingUal edikation has
emerged as a legitimate means of alleviating past.edu-
cational inequities for a large 'segment of LES/NES.
students who- have heretofore been generally ne-
gjected by educational institutions. Conversely, the.
1970s.have been the worst of times in that bilingual
education, policy has been challenged, notably by
Epstein's monograph (1977) and the American Insti-
lutes 'of Research study (1978), at a critical period of
development .rd the-case of California, -the concern
over -bilingual education mandates has been com
poundal by 'implementation difficulties, primarily the
lack of a sufficient number of° certified bilingual
teachers and.intense competition for funds' reduced by
the passage of Proposition 13.

A major- challenge for bilingual education in the
198 s to nteet legal mandates to serve a rapidly
gr ink LES/NES population in the face of limited
human and fiical resources.: Apparently, bilingual
education is at a. crossroads, and its future may well
be predicated on whether poiicyrria.kers and educators
understand its legal and educational foundations and
operational issues and have the foresight to view
lingual education in the context .of long-term educa-
tional policy. The recommendations on bilingual
program policy and assessment issues .Contained in
this publication aid immensely in providing much
needed clarification.

Reet;mmendations
The panelists' recommendatiAs are sented here.

For purposes of presentation, recorrithendations have

ment and diagnosis, instruction, teacher training, and
research and evaluation.

Legislation

Panel' A'recommencled that bilingual instructional.
programs make special provisiong to accommodate
various groups (groups B, C, and 13) and those with
exceptional needs within the.LES/ NES school popu-.
latiot1/4 including the handicapped, the functionally
illiterate, and the gifted.

Panel C 'recommended that:

O Students of a minority language background
who are English dominant be given opportu ies
to participate in bilingual education progra s.

O --English-dominant language -minority Students b
4 allowed to participate in bilingual education pro-

grams regardless of academic achievement level.
O The needs. of English-dominant language minor- .

ity students be specifically addressed in Califor-
nia bilingual education legislation.

Panel D recommended that!
Official endorsement.of deficit assumptiOns and
the compensatory model be mddified to favor
enrichritent and planned variations that encour-
age hi h. quality education.(With the demise of
official approval, bilingual bicultural education
would be freed of mandated conformity and
encouraged to develop, implement, and evaluate
viable alternative programs° related to appror
priate objectives.)

O The Legislature, in cooperation with state agen
cies, develop broad and flexible, guidelines to
encourage and reward institutional change toward
viabte programs developed .in accord with insti-
tutional and community needs.(This approach
preferable to the.present -funding approach that
rewards Itie school for im lementing ro rams
based- on-. predetermined- compensatory -assurnp----

Jsce Aivendix B for, a review of state and federal legislation. tions and desired Outcomes.)"
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O High quality bilingupl education be promoted
through the modification, regulations, guidelines
and_funding policy so that representative partici-
pation of all- language and ethnic. groups might
be encouraged rather than discouraged. (Strict
formulas or fixed percentages for groups A, B, C,
or f should be discouraged tn favor of represen-
tativeness to the district)

o Existing legislation on guidelines affecting ethnic
isolation be modified to allow exceptions where
high quality integr.ated bilingual bicultural schools
can be demonstrated.(Ideally, all bilingual bicul-
tural schools should include significant percen-
tages of minority and majority group children.)

State Administration
Panel A recommended that:
o The State Department of Education issue instruc

tions that clarify ESAA requirements vis-a-vis
bilingual instruction Opupings; namely, that
ESAA requirements. be waived an limited situa-
tions to permit bona fide ability grouping for
basic skills and_other required subject Matter
instruction.

o The state encourage and support the develop-
ment of En lisp instructional strategies and cOr-
respOndin0-n aterials for LES/ NES students that
are consistent with current knowledge about
second language acquisition.

Panel B recommended that:
o

_
The state consider entry and exit criteria -based
on the relationship between linguistic proficiency
and academic agirietvement.

4, e The state require that both language and achieve-
ment data be routinely collected in any place-
ment decisions and that these data be compared
to mainstream monolingual settings.

,o Federal and state money should be concentrated
on start-up 'support .(Bilingual bicultural educa-
tion does not require any more to sustain it than
does any other high quality school activity. Title
I or other funds tied to remedial and support
services for the disadvantaged should continue in
enrichment programs. Disadvantaged children
will do as well as, and probably better, in eprich:
tent bilingual education than they do in com-
pensatory programs. Other funding should be
obtained to support and encourage a variety of
high quality bilingual bicultural programs.)

Panel D recommended that:
O Implementation of enrichment programs with.

school districts could follow some rather specific

I
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forms depending an cdimmunity language and
ethnic compositions.(ln small -bilingual commu-
nities or districts, all schools could be bilingual
bicultural- at the discretion of the community
and, hopefully, with the encouragement of the
state. If many small districts were desegregated,
an ideal situation for two -way bilingual bicultur-
al-schooling would result In larger, more heter-
ogeneous language and ethnic communities, other
approaches are advocated.)

Pupil Identification
Panel A recommended that:
O A two-Step process of the Home Language Sur-

vey, followed by English proficiency assessment,
be used to identify LES/NES students.
The Home Language Survey be revised (1) to
allow inclusion of more than one language
response; (2) to allow instructions that explicitly

quire an interviewer who speaks and under-
stands the student's primary language when the
HLS is administered; and (3) to make the HLS
part, of pupil registration.

O The second step in LES/NES identification be
oral English proficiency asseSsnient, in which
certain criteria are met.(The criterion for limited-
ness should be derived from a comparison with
English proficiency levels of native English-
speaking peers, a sample of which would neit
certain specification; that is, (I) phoncilogy should
be deemphasied as .-an aspect of language to be
assessed; (2) the assessment process should include
natural communicatiOn -tasks rather than rely
solely on linguistic manipulation to elicit speech;
and (3) the topical content of test items should
not contain cultural bias that would 'adversely
affect the test scores. In addition psychometric
requirements of validity, reliability, and field
testing should be met; and the - assessment process
should specify precisely tfie criteria by which-stu-
dents are classified' as LES and NES.)

Panel B recommended that:
Tli: state require the use of proficiency measures
as opposed to dominance in the establishment of
entry and exit criteria.

O The state include a measure of home language
proficiency as a means for'reducing the number
of children identified as bilingual who are not
proficient in eit,her English or the home language.

Panel C recommended that a valid and reliable pro-
cess'for assessment of language proficiency in the X
language as well as English be developed for the
English-dominant minority language student.



Placement and Diagnosis
Panel A recommended that:

The educational- placement of LES/NES stu-
dents be guided by assessment of their English
and primary language proficiency and their liter.,
ary skills and subject matter achievement in the
primarly language.

o The assessment of oral English proficiency con-
ducted for identification purposes serve a dual
function.(That is, it should be used for placement
in appropriate English language instructional
groups and English language curriculuth sequence.)

Panel B recommendedthat the state consider entry
and exit criteria along a ,single contipuum, which is

allconsistent for a children and which recognizes that
similar placement recommendations may be neces-
sary for different types of child rein and for different
purposes. (Thus, a child who is limited in English and
fluent in the home-language may be placed inla bilin-
gual program for different reasons than would be a
child who is limited in both the home lan

gu
age and

English.)

Instruction

Panel A recommended that:
O Instruction for LES/NES student n basic skills

be conducted in the students' st language.
(Because le is essential, that LES/ NES students
be able to apply the skills in English language
contexts, after the students' grasp of the subject
is as red, strategies that facilitate transfer to
English pplicatiOns should be developed. Included
in the de inition of basic skills is the continuing
developme t of the students' primary language.)

O Classes in such curriculum areas as art, music,
and physical education be conducted in English
as well as the primary language. (They can, if
carefully planned, offer special opportunities for
both ethnic integration and language learning
through the interaction between LES/ NESkstu-
dents and fluent English speakers.)

o Time be provided daily for English languagc
instruction.

o Cominunicative interactions with native English
speaking peers be fostered during periods such as
physical education, art, and music.

Teacher Training

Panel A recommended that:

Competencies required of bilingual nod ESL
teachers include a knowledge of the psycholin-
guistic and sociolinguistic aspects of second lan-
guage acquisition and corresponding instructional
strategies and techniques.

Teacher education programs, credentialing require-
ments, and program evaluation Criteria be revised
to reflect the- current state of ;the art in applied-,
linguistics with respect to second language acqui-
sition; namely, an emphasis Way from habit for-
mation and contrastive ana sis tenets and toward
developmental prresses, such as creative construc-
tion. ,.

Panel C recommended Mat.
0 As a natural extension of Assembly Bill 1329/ 76

and in view of the national trend toward rein-
statement of the foreign language requirement in
the universities, twp years of pdst high school
foreign language study or equivalent be required
of aikfuture teachers and other certificated stip-
port staff personae!,

o The core curriculum of state-approved teacher
preparation programs reflect a multicultural per-
spective requin g a field practice component
which deals wi a wide range of.student needs,
to include but not be limited to, the needs of
English-domin nt language minority students.

'Research and Evalliation

Panel A recommended that:
0

O Research be ,supported to study the relationship
between LI and L2 language proficiency and Ll
and L2 school achievement:

O Research b conducted to determine the charac-
teristics of English-speaking ethnic -minority stu-
dents whose primary language is not sufficient to
support the learning of baSie 'skills inthat
language,

O Government ouppul Lod bilingual programs be
required, to conduct formative evaluationg to
determide the effect the program is .h4ving on
student academic performance, thereby''provid-
ing feedback for the improvement of instruc-
tional programs; and that summative evaluation
not be required until at least five years after the
initial implementation of a bilingual instruc-
tional program.
Minimal criteria for sound evaluation design be
issued by.the funding agency and sufficient funds
be set aside in project budgets to permit sound
formative evaluation.

k- Research and evaluation of program effective-
ness seek to pinpoint features of the program and
the larger school environment that are critical to
success.

The state assume responsibility tur
research on the etfectivenes of bilin
tional programs to give guidance to p
opment and implementation_

1u9
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Panel B recommended that:
0. Entry and exit criteria_be established which min-

itnize statistical error and provide an acceptable
level of statistical piobability that entry and exit
decisions .are correct.

o The relationship between probability of success
and different placement decisions such as in bi-
'lingua' or-English-as-a-second-language programs
be determined.

o The predictive validity of different entry and exit
criteria and attendant measures be 4amined
across developmental, socioeconomic, geographi-aa
cal, linguislic, (Spanish, Chinese, Portuguese,
and so dn) and other dimensions.

-0. Research be conducted to determine. the equival-
ence between different linguistic assessment ap-
proaches and devices claiming to provide indices
of linguistic proficiency.

Panel C recommended that a research agenda be .

instituted that specifi _ily addresses the many unknowns
concerning the Engli i dominant language minority
demographic, linguist c, social, academic achievement,
.psychological, occup tional, and ii5 on.

Panel D recomm _ded that demonstration experi-
mental /trifielimeni programs be funded. Careful
objectike description and analysis of the total aim-
inunity and institutional process should be made.
Guidelines for experimental projects should be as
flexible as possible to encourage appropriate varia-
tions. Previous studies of institutional factors should

../ contribute to the development of appropriate guidelines.
. In summarizing the recommendations, one recog-
nizes several major themes:

1. Bilingual education is a misnomer. While bilin-
gual instructional approaches are permitted and
even encouraged, bilingual programs serve a
limited segment of the school population, and
nothing in present legislation speaks to or sup-
ports the merits of being bilingual.

2. LES/ NES students are not homogeneous but
represent diverse levels of linguistic and cogni-
tive skills which must be better diagnosed and
appropriate instruction provided.

3. Bilingual programs, through legislation, should
be expanded to serve bilingual, English-domi-
nant language minority students and majority
students.

4. Bilingual programs must maintain an enrich-
ment program posture and avoid becoming
compensatory programs. ,

5. Existing bilingual program requirements such as
fixed percentages for groups (LES/ NES versus
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FES), regulations, guidelines, and funding,poli-
cies 'should.be modified, so that the development
of high quality programs within specified parame-
ters might be improved...

6. Teacher training programs should be expanded
to include provision for language development
programs reflective,of the current state of the
art. -47

7. A critical need exists for conducting bilinkual
research in the areas of entry and exit criteria,
learner characteristics, language transfer crite-
ria, and basic research of planned variation
models.

These themes clearly suggest the need to move on a
multitude of legislative, policy, program, teacher
training, and research issues simultaneously. The
implications and challenges are indeed formidable.

Implications and Challenges ,

Bilingual education is a complex phenomenon.. It is
u.unique program of instruction in which Multitude
of skills and knowledge, ranging from pedagogical
and linguistic theories to affective development, come
ihto practice. As such it is not unusual that the princi-
pal agent of instructionfile teachermust be well-
versed and must possess a multitude of skills. It is also
not unusual that, given the relatively short life span of
bilingual education, the realization is just now becom-
ing evident as to how little is known about bilingual
education and how much more needs to be don
make bilingual educatiiih mire effective.

The discussions and recommendations of the pre-
vious chapters in this publication suggest three ma.
challenges:

1. Continued update of legislative and administra-
tive policies to reflect recent developments

2. Legislation to expand bilingual education as an
enrichment program, including provision to per-
mit more active participation of native English-
speaking pupils

3. Basic research in language learning and related
areas

Contributions from linguistics, psycholinguistics,
developmental and educational psychology, sociol-
ogy, and other fields are increasing our understanding
of bilingual education. Notable among these contri-
butions is research in metacognition, metalinguistics,
cognition, bilingual education, and early childhood
education (see, for example, De Avila, 1979; Cum-
mins, 1979; Flavell and others, 1968; Cazden, 1976;
Pascual-Leone, 1970; and Laosa, 1979). Recent research
has not only identified significant variables related to
achievement but has found no empirical justification



for commonly held pejorative assumptions.2 Although
the- knowledge gainft through research as well as
experience comes painstakingly slow, it is essential
that legislative and _administrative policies reflect
these recent developmehts to maximize instructional
impact. Bilingull education is as much a process as a

'program of instruction. Bilingual education is dynamic,
not static, and its program content, policies; and legis
lation affecting it are similarly evolving over a period
of time. The extent to which legislation and policy
chahges are based on the state of the art in teacher
training, pupil identification, instructional methodol-
ogy or other areas, rather than sociopolitical con-
cerns, will determine the extent and quality of services
to LES/NES students.

Eqiially important, a dire need exists for legislation
to expand the parameters of bilingual education to
provide second-language exposure for students who
speak English- only. Increased participation by English-
speaking students in enrichment-type bilingual pro-
grams would aid immensely in reducing social, politi-
cal, and institutional barriers and foster development
of quality programs. Carter's admonition that the fu4l
operationalization of bilingual education depends in
part on the involvement of the English-speaking
majority cannot be taken lightly. Bilingual education
must involve all ethnolinguisti& groups. Without
more global participation bilingual education will
surely fall victim to a compensatory (thus minority
only) program mode. Obvious corollary develop
rnents resulting from increased participation of English-
peaking students would be the eradication of implicit

deficit assumptions related to bilingual educatio or
enrichment programs together with social equal y
and aaview of bilingual education as a constructi
and re yarding enterprise

ratere are several cises ,.i... {19 /9> i
minority students do not possess ntoisuliihtc cogntilve styles t:etvumes
(1976) and Carter (1979) found that low onccpt is not eharao,citsiti.
of minority childicn

Last, basic bilingual research and evaluation must
receive increased attention and support. Specifically,
need exists for theoretical integration. De Avila's_
(1979) discussion of diveloPrnental psychology and
learning set theory and Cummins' (1979) "develop-
mental interdependence" and 'threshold" hypotheses
represent laudable effOrts. Continued examination of
theoretical basis is important because-theory repre-
sents the conceptual foundation from which emanates
a series' of causal links which translate program out-
comes. Similarly, a need exists to 'research pla nnted
variation bilingual programs, particularly the interac-
tion of level of implementation variables (e,g., SES,
LI and .L2 proficiency, and, so on). Longitudinal
three -year to five-year studies of bilingual programs
which wount for pupil x trptment(s)x context\yari
ables are critically needed. The importance of biln-
gual research cannot be underestimated, for, as
Cervantes (1978) has observed, the lack of research
and evaluation represents the Achilles heel of bilin-
gual education.

In summary, much remains to be accomplished in
bilingual education in legislation, policy and assess-
ment' The discussions and recommendations pres-
ented provide a challehging framework for future
activities. Above all, one must keep in mind that the
number of limited-English-speaking pupils in the
-United States can be expected to increase substah-
tiagly in the future.2 The ultimate challenge for educa-
tors and pulicymakers alike is to chart a course for
bilingual education that does not detract from meet-
ing the long-term issue of serving LES/NES students
,because of short-term problems. Ultimately, bilingual
education provides a vehicle for serving language
minority students, and the at.pei ience, skills, and
nowledge gained can be t=Apcctcd to beticlit all
tudents.

!the C ht/t/rrn's tugI..t. a . , , . . . Sti."41 . ha t 11",, j (1
11111//111 linute.l Enblish pttitt.it.ttt si Ibents 1., to ii ii 1978 01 th.
594 0111., lenh..1cd it. ( dittos slid (Naottildl . tAltion, iodic om
1115) cc-
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_ Introd ton
The authority for dealing kw matters of education tra-

ditionally has been lodged with state government,. Most
stateS,An Wm, delegate broad powers and)responibilities
to local educational agencies vesting-them with wide discre-
tion in formulating education policy. Federal intervention
in °the affairs of schools is resented, and, at times resisted.
But often in the absence of federal initiatives, the rights of
minority school children go unfulfilled.

The involvements of federal courts in school affairs was
relatively rare before the 1954 landmark desegregation case
of Brown v. Board ofEducation. Efforts to implement the

.
ma_ n ate of tlic decision, primirily in the South, brought
educ tion issues before the federal judiciary with incrfasing
frequency. Affected school officials decried this inftrven-
on complaining that the courts involvement constituted

excessive, and verzealous judicial encroachment,.
Beginning with the infusion of federal education funds,

the role of the federal executtve,and legislative branches in
-education matters expanded rapidly. Some trace the begin-
ning to 1958 when "Sputnik I . . , blew open the doors of
the federal vault. . . ."2 Federal expenditures for education
increased markedly with the passage of the Vocational
Education Act of 1963., With the enactment of the Elenen-
tary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 expenditures
increased dramatically.4 Naturally, these federal dollars
were not for school districts to spend as they pleased. Con-
ditions governing-the use of such funds were detailed; how-

r the funding statutes themselves did not expressly
guard the civil rights of minority groups.
he Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibited school districts
received, federal financial aid from discriminating on

the bAc.iiinf race, color, or national origin.; Since virtually
all 17,000 school districts in this country receive federal
funds to assist them in some fastion,,the antidiscrimination

S__ footnotes at the end of this appendix.
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royal ns of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 applied to almost
all tl Lions schools.

Not urprisingly, federal spending on education es not
provoike much criticism from local editcat' n-ageng
cies. redel-al generosity of this sort is generally applauded,
and the more generous, the more sustained the applause.
The role of federal administrative agencies, however, as
rule makers and enforcers of the civil rights of minority
school childriris generally belittled. State and local school
officials jealously guard the powers art prerogatives
accorded them, and they resent direct -leftral interven-
tion in matters of education policy. Local school officials
react similarly even when state education OffiCials geek to
set education 'policy. Thielappears to be nO more Or less'
true in California than elsewhere.

The conflicts an43 antagonisms arising among local,
state, and fedgal educational agencies often arise from
disagreements concerning the growing bOdy Of state and 0-

federal laws and regulations Aimed at protetting,the rights
of minority students and ensuring equal educational por--*
tunities. If these laws and regulations are clitailgd; precise,
and mandatory, they are freqtkently criticized by some
school officials as usurping local education authority
substituting -the judgment of legislatois, bureaucrats, and
lawyers for that of alucators, and unnecessarily straitjack-
eting a school system's freedom to innovate and individual-
ite. If, on the other hand, these laws and regulations are
flexible, broad, and permissive-, local school officials often
are heard to criticize them as vague, ambiguous, confusing,
and providing little guidance. All of this has been no less
true where the rights of limited7English-speaking students
are coreierned.

Wh t follows is a comparative analysis of the principal
federal nd California legal requirements affecting limited-
Englis= speaking students. Those who'seck to find conflict ,

and co_ tradiction between these requirements will be dis-
appointed. For, in most respects, the legal 4nandates are



yirtually the same, and where they are different they are
costly harmonized. it is hoped_ that this _-analysis will
improve the understanding of what the law requires, and
through this heightened understanding improve the educa-
tional Opportunities for limited-English-ipeaking students
in California.

it The Rights of Limited-English-Speaking
Students in Californist_

/ The legal sources of a school*,-- ices federal obligations
to limited-English-speakin L i erive from federal
civil rights6 and funding s plementing reghla-
tions,8 guidelines,9 and co stuns.")

Federal Obligation
The Supreme Court in 1974 first addressed the issue of

the rights of students of Iiitited-Engli'sh-speaking ability in
Lau v. Nichols, a case involving the San Francisco Unified
school District."

The Lau opinion touches an fundamental issues Of what
constitutes equal 'treatment, and it may be construed as
going beyond the ruling that HEW can promulgate realon-
ablettegulations and guidelines in implementing acts of
Congress. The Court Considered whether students ,who do

not understand nglish receive eqnal treatment when En-
,glish is the sole 1 dium of instruction. It reasoned: "Under
these state impose :standards there is no equality of treat-
meta merely by providing students with the same facilities,
textbooks, teachers, and curriculum; for students who do
not understand Englifiti are effectively for -dosed from any

meaningful educatiorCil
The lower courts had ruled that offering entical ser-

vices to all students is suffisientjo meet the ftures of the
Equal Protedtion Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
and implicitly of fide Vk of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
even though students actually received disparate benefits:
"It seems obvious that the ChineSe-speaking mi ority
receives fewer benefits than the English-speaking ma ity

from respondents' school system which denies the ,,,a
meaningful opportunity to participate in tie educational
programall earmarks of discrimination banned by the

.
regulations. "' ) . .'

A critical underpinning of the Coed's decision-was as
memorandum issued by the Departmeineof Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare (HEW) on May 25, 1970, regarding
children of national origin minority groups with limited.
English language skills, The memorandu informed school
districts that they must take affirmativ steps to rectify
English language deficienciessteps that w uld go beyond
providing the same books and teachers to all pupils_ The
Court reinforced this requirerhent. Construing Title VI
broadly, it found that the statute proscribes treating differ-
ent people identically when the results will be different
Any narrower view might have led the Court to disregard
the Title VI regulations and guidelines as going beyond,the
scope intended by Congress for Title Vi and, accordingly.
as imposing- an unauthorized condition on the disbutse-
ment of federal money '4
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Although bilingual education was the rell originally
demanded in the complaint by the time LaU r ached the
Ninth Circuit Court this request for specific relic had been
abandoned, and all that was sought was effective affirma-
five steps on the part of ate school district. The Suprethe
Court opinion did not mandate a specific approach t
teaching national origin students with English language
problems_ As Justice/f3ti6glas noted at the outset of the
Court's opinion:

No specific remedy is urged upon us Teachinp\ English to the students
of Chinese ancestry who d not speak the language is one choice
Giving instructions to this g up in Chinese is another. There may be

rothers. Petitioners ask only t t the Board of Education be directed to
-, apply its expertise to the pr :lern and rectify the situation_15

The Lau decision. must be read not only as upholding the
May 25 memorandum, but also as reaffirming the general
authority of HEW to issue and enforce reasonable inter-
pretative guidelines consistent with the purpose of Title VI.
In the summer of 1975, the U.S. Office of Education and its
Office for Civil Rights (OCR) jointly issued the findings of
a task force set up after the Lau decision. Commonly
referred to as the "Lau guidelines," the findings Outline,
among' other things, educational approaches found to be
appropriate affirmative steps toward opening the instruc-
tional program to non-English-dominant students. r

Some school districts faced with Lau' compliance direc-
tives from the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) have raised
questions regarding the 'legality" of the Lau' guidelines,
These questions focus on: (I) the failure of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare to' publish, or otherwise
fot mally elicit comment on the guidelines; (2) the force and
effect of the guidelines;.(3)'t he application of the sidelines
as standards a compliance (determining 'viola-ions of
rights) and standards of remedy (determining the adequacy
Of programs sufficient to-remedy 'a proven violation);ind
(4) the scope of discretion allowed local educational agen-
cies ,by the Lair guidelines.

In the only,two cases in which a federal court has been
called upon to apply the Lau guidelines and consider these
questions, the attempts by the defendant school districts to
cast doubt on the Lap guidelines was rejected. One federal
court has found the Lau guidelines arc entitled to -"gr-
weight" and ordered a dolcndont school district to submi a
p=ktn in compliance- with them.,10 Subsequently, this same
court in another case determined that the Lau guidelines

used by the Office for Civil Rights as a standard of
compliance 17

the Lao v Nit hvla ,1,4isi,.., it.scil pust, be lo r_:ad
upholding and .eaffirming the gcrieral authority of HEW
to issue and entoi cc reasonable interpretive guidelines that
arc consistent with the purpose of -Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.18

School districts will have difficulty asserting that the Lou
guidelines ill C unicasonablz or inconsistent with Title VI
especially siiix program approaches are presented as
options ".id alternative programmatic approaches arc
acceptable if ,,hown by school districts to be equally effec-
tivelq The flcxibilit and perk-nissiveness of the Lau guide-
lines. which some adherents of bilingual education have

II 4



should save them frqm being struck doWn by the-
courts. .

Jhe Office-fo Civil Rights ,has stated- that,, altho
.does not look on 'the Lau guidelines as regulations "with
the force of law," they are "entitled to weight.asan agency
intern? ton" and are to be considered cdmparable to the
HEW 197(quideline 9pheld by the Supteine Court in Lai4
v.,Nichols. Whether label d a guideline or an agency inter
:pretatiOn. entitled to eat weight, the Lau guidelines
clearly cannot be disregarded by schoic districts.

State Obligations '-
The Wiornia- mandate to serve d-English-s ;king

students emanates- primarily from t Shacon-Moscone
tl iponsored, Bilingual Bicultural Education Act of 197620

(AB 1329 Chapter. 978/76), regulations,2' and adrninistra-
five- interpretallon.22 Assembly Bill 1329 contains the basic
frarnework for pri-Mding bilingual education programs for
limited-English-spLking students° enrolled in California

schools,*23 and 'although live subsequent statues
-rave amended Al 1329,24 the provisions, have reirlained
largely intact.

There are no irreconcilable conflicts between federal and
California law. As shown below, in styrene respects the fed-
eral obligations are more prescriptivel in other respects the
California law is. In most areas of concern, therequire-
ments are compatible.

. -
identification of the Student's Primary

or Home Language
California law requiresithat there be a eClIAS try -1111

vidual, actual count" of {limited-English -speaking, students
by March I of each year.'' The first step in the census
undertaking is determining the primary language of each
studeht_ This is followed by administering an oral language
proficiency instrumenli to each student whose primary lan-
guage is other than English26 All students are to haze [hell
primary language identified, but only those students whose
primary language is other than {English need be given a

'.state -aprroved oral language proficiency instrument -'

The Home Language Survey

The State Superintendent of rittal, pt .
ant to his authority to prescribe a uniform census taking
method,28 has adopted and directed the use of the Home
Language Survey. The Home Language Survey asks the
following quesliOns; (1) What language did your child le
when he or she first began to talk? (2) What language does
your child most frequently use at home? (3) What language
do you'rnost frequently speak to your child? (4) What Ian
guage is most often sPoken by the adults at home?

Instructions accompanying the Home Language Surve)
make clear that schoein qfficials are responsible for making
appropriate translaticins\uf the surveys $9- If the necessary
home language information is not retrieved, follow-up
efforts by school officials arc required_ the instructions
accompanying the Home Language Survey suggest how
this is to be done: through home visits, -Telephone contacts,

or follow-up letterS; hoWever, the instructions are silent its -

to tie qualifications required of persons who conduct the
follow-up procedure.

The .&ru Guidelines

,The. Lau guidelines require school districts to identify
these-students whose -primary or home langbage is other
th n English" (emphasis added). These students are charac-
ter ed by any one of the following descriptions: (I) a stu-
dent's first acquired language is other than English; (2) the
language most often. spoken by.the student is other than
English; or (3) the language-most often spoken'in elje.;Mu-
dent's home is other than English, regardless of (he 'lan-
guage spoken by the student. The guidelines do not
expressly specify the methods of priinary or home langdage
identification as does California law, but they do state
"who" is to do the identifying. Only nersons who can speak
and understand the necessary language are to identify stu-
dents. The guidelines suggest that the students and/or par:
ents be interviewed. This ay be accomplished through
face-to-face interviews at egistiation, in school, at home
with the arent orstud,en or through telephone contacts.30

Still olear in,the La itvidelines ate such matters as the
conttot of the interviews a instruments, the Criteria to be
used tq make a -home lang-ua e determination, or the kind
and duration of necessary o servation, y

cumpatibility Between State and Federal Law
If one compares the, criteria in the Lau` -guidelines for

identifying students who have a primary or hOcne language
other than English with the Home Language Survey ques-
tions, it becomes obvious that the guideline criteria and the
survey questions are virtually identical)! 'Although the
Home Language Survey is attractive because of the ease of
administration, there are predictable. risks, Provided there
are certain safeguards, _however, the uoe of the Home Lan-
guage Survey in California shbuld be accepted by federal
authorities as satisfying student identification requirements
contained in the guidelines, even though there is no face-to-
face interview by bilingual personnel

Administrators of the Home Language Sur, cy slicitjd be
aware of the risks involved Last, there is the danger that
the parents will receive a but vey form in-a language they do
not undeistand Second, there is the assurn-ption, not
always appropriate, that the parents receiving the sot veys
ale literate. EVen those who arc lliterate may still attempt
to complete the survey, increasing the likelihood of inac-
cdlacies Third, significant numbers of the surveys may not
be returned Fourth, where high school students are per-
mitted to cowl:0451e the Herne Language Survey thcniscives.
or are th.. sole sZitre of the information sought, some will
wrongly identify themselves as having English as their
primary language in order to avoid taking the language
assessment test and possibly being required to enroll in
programs the limited- English speaking Fifth, parents
may indicate that English is the primary language of their
children when it is not for the same reason as that given by
high school students or because they attach a stigma to the
non-English-speaking label



TheseM isks may be minimized through a number of pre-
-ventive measures.- First, students for whom home language
information is not available or is reasonably suspect should
have their language fluency assessed through the language
proficiency instrument. Rather than run the risk of failing
to include a student in the language assessment process

-simply because the student's primary 1 uage has not,been

- determined, the-State Superintendent of bile Instruction
1 uage

wisely opted to have all such student.'. language
abilities "assessed. This provision must lie rigidly enforced.
Second, a sampling of the accuracy of the information
obtained -through the Home, Language Survey should be
verified by persons who are most likely proficient in the
language of the parents. Third, when the number of stu-
dents to be identified becomes more manageable after the
initial mass screening, the Home Language Survey could
be used but only in conjunction with a face-to-face inter-
view on the day of enrollment; and it should be performed
by similarly qualified persons

The operative definition of -primal), laitguagL. under
state law and the Home Language Survey and instructions
adopted by the Superintendent indicate that the state
authprnies seek to elicit information that is virtually identi-
cal and -certainly compatible with that sought by federal
officials. The identification of a student's primary or home
language has not been nor shoulerit be a source of friction
Or dispute betWten federal and state authorities.

Language Assessment
Once having identified students whose pi Unary laii8"age

is other than,English, school districts must then assess these

students to atermine which have limited-English language
"skills. State law mandates the use of an oral language profi-
ciency test instrument. During the 1978-79 school year, the
State Department of Education established a list of
approved oral language assessment instruments 31

The Method of Assessment
The Lau guidelines do not specify the iiiciliuda to 1,b i.,i

in assessing the degree of linguistic function of ability of
students having a home or primary language other than
English. The nature of the definitions of the Lau language
categories, however, strongly suggests that determining
language dominance by assessing skills in English and in

the primary language is mandated. The effect of the State
Department of Education adopting an oral language pro-
ficiency assessment that tests for both English and primary
language skills, is to make it consistent with the Lau guide-
lines, which require a comparison of the student's primary
language with his or hor English language skills.

Language Proficiency Versus Language Dominance

The Lau guidelines appear to be internally inconsisiehi
regarding the nature of the language assessment required.
The guidelines state that school districts are required to
"assess the degree of linguistic function or ability of the
students"" and that program selection is to be dependent
upon the "degree of linguistic proficiency of the stu-
dents."34 The five Lau language categories, with the possi-
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ble' exception of category "C,-35 however, indicate that
what-is to be measured is not linguistic proficiency_at all,_
but rather the frequency of language usage. The Lau cate-
gories do not describe the language ability of the students
in terms of the Le. ability to function or participate in an
English-only cliisroom.36

he definitions of both limited-English-speaking (LES)3'
an _nglish-speaking (NES)38 students set forth in AEI
132 unlike. the Lau categories, suggest that a language

assessment is required. Importantly, the defini-
tions limited-English-speaking and non-English-speaking
students relate the assessment of English language abilities
to the ability to participate in an English-only classroom.

State definitions appropriately reflect a concern for lan-
guage proficiency. In Lau v. Nichols taNBupreme Court
stated: "It seems obvious that the Chinese-speaking minor-
ity receive less benefits than the English-speaking majority
from [the San Francisco] school system which denies them
a meaningful opportunity to participate in the education
plugrarn ."39 (emphasis a4ded). The May 25, 1970,
HEW memorandum, upheld in Lau, stated: "Where inabil-
ity to speak and understand the English language excludes
national origin-minority group children from effective par-
ticipation in the education programs offered by a school
district, the district must take affirmative steps to rectify
the language deficiency in order to open its instructional
program to these students-40 (emphasis added).

The Federal and California Language Categories
A ditterenee,

number
the guidelines and the state require-

ments is the umber of language fluency categories. The
Lau guidelines specify five categories: (1) monolingual
other than English; (2) predominantly other than English,

.:but some English; (3) bilingual; (4) predominantly English,
but some other language; and (5) monolingual English. By
contrast, the state has, in effect, theee categories: (1) non-
English-speaking students; (2) limited-English-speaking stu-
dents; and (3) all other studellts,

Students who are identified uncle, California law as
either non-English speaking ui limited-English speaking
should include, at least, those who would be categorized as
either -A" or "B" students under the Lau guidelines. Lau
category "A" students are those who are monolingual in a
language other than English. All of these students should
be classified under the state definitions as non-Inglish
speaking students.

Lou category "El- students are .hose ho speak some
tha not only, English. Some of these students should still
be counted as non-English speakers within the state defini-
tion because they may still be unable to "communicate in
English at a level which does not enable them to participate
meaningfully in an educational setting where only English
is used."

Some category "B" students may also be included within
the state definition of limited-English-speaking students A
student speaking mostly a language other than English, but
still some English (the Lau category "B" student) may not
have developed sufficient English language skills to permit
him or her to receive instruction in English at a "level

11 6
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substantially equivalent to pupils whose primary language
is English."

The-state- definition of-limited-English-speaking stu-
dents, with its emphasis on classroom participation, may
well include individuals who under the Lau definitions
would be considered category "C" or bilingual students. A
care- y "C' student (one who speaks both English and the
language other than English with equal ease) still might not
possess "the clearly developed English language skills

necessary .t.o receive instruction only in English at a
level supstantially equivalent to pupils whose primary lan-
guage is English." Under the state definition, such students
would be limited-English speaking and eligible for AB 1320
programs.,41

To comply with the federal and state -requirements,
school districts need not use different instruments to assess
the language ability of each student in accordance with
both the federal and state categories. Using the state Cate-
gories of limited-English speaking and non-English speak-
ing alone should be sufficient. Nor should the different Lau
and state language categories pose problems with federal
reporting requirements_ As long as a school district selects
a valid, normed, and reliable instrument, there should be
no need for duplicate t'esting.

Administration of the Liinguage Assessment
Both the Lau guidelines and AB 1329 requite that

person who is to make the language assessment, speak
and understand the necessary languages."42 State law
allows the Superintendent of Public Instruction to waive
this requirement where there are "small numbers" of stu-
dents to be assessed and the school district certifies it is
unable to comply with this requrement.4' If the interpreta-
tion given by the Superintendent to the statutory language
"small numbers" and the justifications accepted by the
Superintendent for a district's inability to comply arc both
reasonable and protective of students' tights, conflicts with
federal authorities need not arise Cate must be takes-, that
waivers are not granted wholesale. Only cases of demon-
strated extreme difficulty should be issued waivers.

The "Annual" Census
State law mandates 0., .,nntled ..ctt. ua of lintia.....1 Lughat,

speaking students, but federal requireinents are silent on
this point. State officials have interpreted the annual cen-
sus requirements to mandate ongoing language assessment
for those students who are new entrants, but not for those
who have already been. assessed Such an approach would
seem sound. Excessive testing of students should always be
avoided when possible There seems little purpose of con
tinuously administering a language assessment instrument
that is designed to determine entry into required programs.

The evaluation of the progress of limited-English-speaking
\ students is mandated elsewhere and probably through

3Ther means. To insist on an annual census utilizing the
same instruments each year might encourage school-adruin
istrators to utilize that instrument as an exiting criterion
for students placed in the prescribed programs, when such
's not its purpose. Exiting mechanisms and student prog-
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ress evaluation criteria are more complex than the eligibil-
ity criteria and deserve greater attention. The S Depart-
rent of Education is currently engaged in developing'
exiting criteri

Program Options
In consid the matter of program options, it is

instructive t recognize at the outset that under both fed-
eral and Cali ornia law: (1) school disticts may select from
several availa le and approved program options;1(2) the
details, organ atibn, and implementation of the program
option selecte re left in large measure to the discretion of
school districts; (3) the scope and nature of the program
options depend on the level of instruction and the number
and distribution of limited-English-speaking students; (4)
school districts are under a duty to offer one or more of the
specified program options to entitled students, but these
students are not required to 'participate in such programs
and their parents may refuse to enroll their children in the
programs, (5) the requirements respecting programs broad-
en, rather than narrow, the scope, of programs offered to
limited-English-speaking students; and (6) the concept of
individualized instruction is reinforced, not restricled, by
the program options

The California Program Options
At the elementaty Level there sic four programmatic

optious: (1) partial bilingual instruction (optioti "a"); (2)
full bilingual instruction (option "b"); (3) bilingual bicul,
tural education (option "c "); and (4) individual learning
program (ILP).45 The partial bilingual instruction,- full bi-
lingual instruction, or bilingual bicultural education option
must be offered if the minimum concentration of limited-
English-speaking and non-English-Speaking students is
present:46 The individual learning' ritfpgfam must be pro-
vided legal dless of the number of limited-English-speaking
students enrolled in the school 47 his.. last option, the indi-
vidual leal'ning program, is the 'Whin-num requirement
mandated fo all California schools,

At the intermediate and secondary levels, gt ades seven
through twelve, only the individual learning program need,
be given, although the other program options are certainly
approved arternatives Of these foul program options, the
individual learning program is the least specified,

a Mutt J 5Itsit 3pealuil5 pupil
wlnth instruction is offered it a rnanoer ;talent with the United
Mates rnSuptee Court ticci3lon Lou v -hots (414 U S. 563). the
Equal Educational Opportunities ACt of 1974 (20 LI S C. Section 1 701
ct set) ), and federal regulations promulgated pursuant to such ,,curt
dceisions and federal statutes.ol

i he individual Learning Program and the Loo ciuideltues
An individual learning wog' arn by definition, must be

consistent with federal law This oJes not mean that the
individual learning program musti'be the same as that
required by federal law. The Lau guidelines permit nonbi-
lingual programs (English as a second language or high-
intensity language training) at the secondary level, and, for
some students, at the intermediate level California school



districts, when they are required to offer onl an individual
learning program to these students, must still include some
bilingual instruction, since, as noted below, each limited--
English-speaking student is entitled to bilingual tnstruc-
lion. Still, this individual learning program would be
consistent with federal law inasmuch as offering bilingual
opportunities is not prohibited by federal requirements.

Elementary grade students, who are -only" entitled to an
individual learning program because the minimum number
of students is not present, should receive a bilingual pro-
gram that satisfies the standards of the Lau guidelines
(transitional bilingual education, bilingual bicultural edu-
cation, or multilingual multicultural education). This is so
because at the elementary level an individual learning pro
gram, in order to be consistent with federal requirements
and the guidelines, must conform to the three program-

, matic options.
Regulations require districts that ate operating ail Ind,

vidual learning program to certify that the district is

employing_ a sufficient number of bilingual teachers and
aides, in order jo give limited-English-speaking pupils
instructional opportunities in both English and"theit psi
-unary language."49 This clearly suggests that an individual
learning program should include sorne instruction in the
primary language This requirement would be consistent
with the legislative findings accompanying the enactment
of AB 1329: "It is the purpose of this chaplet to requite
California school districts to offer bilingual learning oppor
tunities ro each limited-English-speaking pupil enrolled iii
public school, and to provide adequate supplemental finan-
cial support to achieve such purpose71 (emphasis added)

the Lau Guidelines Program Options
At the elementary school level, limited-English speaking
dents (category -A" and studerits):are to be offered

one of three programmatre op_ tions: (1) 'transitional biltn
gval education; (2) bilingual bicultural education, or (3)
multilingual multicultural education

At the intermediate level for student.
sively a language other than English <category stu
dents), the programmatic options available are the saute as
those a1 the elementary level Au English as-a second
language (ESE.) program alone is rejected as inappropriate
at the elementary level for category rA" and "B- students
and at.' the intermediate level for eatcgoi y "A- students

Of course, this does not mean that ESL cannot be a part
of bilingual programs at these levels. Quite the contrary, an
essential component of all bilingual ptugtatirs, whateveu
the model or variation, is a struatuted English language
acquisition program such as ESL. Nor a/c schod districts
prohibited from offering only ESL to those students who
are entitled to the other program options bit elect not to
participate in them.

For the intermediate level students a Iwo speak
but not exclusively, a language other than English (cate
gory "B" students), the five programu.atic nptions are th..
same as those permitted at the secondary ievel: ( I) iiaasi
tional bilingual education; (2) bilingual bicultural cdtka
Eton; (3) multilingual cros.-cultural education, (4, high

8=-70296
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intensity language training (HILT); or (5) English as a
second language (ESL).5-3 The Lau guidelines do permit
instruction that is not bilingual (ESL or HILT) at. these
levels and for these students.

The guidelines are not strictly speaking mand ,Ani
school district may offer an alternative progra to t
outlined in the guidelines provided the program i shown to
be equally effective at the time of the submission of the
voluntary compliance plan.

Contrary to the suggestions of some, nenhei California
law nor the Lau guidelines require maintenance bilingual
education.54

The Number and (:uncentration of Students
The Lau guidelines are far more expansive titan the Call

forma requirements regarding the minimum number of
entitled students that must be present before a school dis-
trict is required to have af bilingual program Any school
dist' tct with 20 or more students identified as having the
same primary ot home language, and which is in noncom
phartee with 1 ific VI, must submit a \,oluntacy compliance
plan consistent with the guidelines and the program
options outlined there -0 The 20 students may be located in
different schools and at the elementary, interQteiate, of
secondai y levels No matter how these students are distrib-
uted throughout the school district, if thesan total of these
students is 20, the guidelines require the submission of a
voluntary compliance plan where a violation is shown '4

By contrast, under Lalifoinia law, the focus is not on the
district or the school, but rather on the grade. Only if there
are 10 or more limited- English - speaking students or non

1 English-speaking students in the same glade (or the same
age span in a multigraded situation) in the same elementary
school, then partial, full, or bilingual bicultural instruction
must be offered Otherwise, the individual learning pro
gram is acceptable:58

The California law tenth. .itts i1118,11 ILA4 \

ihan alc the federal requirement., I 01 example- unties
Calii,n M. la w one elementary school might ha ye 61
limited-English speaking students of th, same language
background Howevel, the school distinct laight be required
In provide all of these students only an individual learning
program it they were distributed evenly throughout the
school Jane in each ..)f the severs glades (kindergarten
through grad, six)

A5 reelected
..,,ceptecl from ichnol listricts, if.e Office 10, Civil 'tights
would require ex haw. ,ion of a number of a.lnuni. trative
actions by a s :hoof district belore accepting -t,he district's
assertion that these are too few entitled students to viably
organize full bilingual education programs Grouping stu-
dents who speak the same language from s.vcral different
grades (within an educationally sound grade span), cluster
ing such students attending neighboting schools, establish
tug magnet biliug.,nl pr ograms that draw dispersed students
to a central 10Ciall,)11 Of eMplOyffig ttineinnt uningual
tc. :l,crs within a school ut netween schools are approaches
that should be ,:xploreJ ny school districts with widely
disposed iii.in...1 English vt.aking *udents.
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Parental Notice and Options
The notice requirements under AB` 1329 are targeted to

parents of limited-English-speaking students." The notice
is intended to inform parents of their child's eligibility for
participation in a bilingual program, the content and pur-
poses of the program, an invitation to visit the program or
to have a conference with school personnel concerning the
program's objectives, an opportunity to participate in the
district sch ol committee on bilingual education, and the
parent's righ to withdraw the child from the program_ The
notice musf b written in a language and manner that the
parents can e ily understand.

The Lau guidelines do not require that individual notice
be given to par nts in the manner and detail of that pre-
scribed under C lifornia law; however, the guidelines do
not prohibit such otification.

Assembly Bill 1329 has been characterized as providing
the first legal basis for "mandatory" bilingual education
programs in the state. To the extent- that this law requires
school districts, to offer to entitled students bilingual
instruction, the law iS mandatory in nature. The obligation
of the school districts to offer the required programs, how-
ever, should not be confused with the right of entitled stu-
dents to elect not to participate in such programs. Pare'rits
of students entitled to participate in either partial, full, or
bilingual bicultural programs have the right to withdraW
their children from these programs.6°*I)-1 other words, par-
ticipation for entitled students is not compelled.

Withdrawal can take place either before or after enroll-
ment. However, to ensure continuity of education and to
minimize the disruption of the administration of the
schools, withdrawal after enrollment is only permitted at
the close of each semester. Furthermore, parents must
inform school authorities in writing of their decision to
withdraw their ehild.6'

In providing for these notice requirements when c Lou
guidelines do not (at least expressly), California law should
not be viewed as unnecessarily burdening school districts.
To the contrary, not only are the rights of parents pro-
tected in this way, but, ultimately, the program options
available to children are broadened by permitting then
withdrawal on an informed basis.

In some respects the notice requitements of the guide
lines are more demanding than California law. The guide-
lines state that all notices advising parents generally of
school activities must be given to the parents of limited-
English-speaking students in a language they undegtand
Also, all parents in the school district arc required to be
informed of the; content of the programs offered to limited-
English-speaking students and that such programs are an
integral part of the total school program.62 This latter
requirement of general notice takes on particular signifi-
cance since bilingual programs often are misperceived as
remedial, the participating students as handicapped, and
bilingual staff as less than fully qualified. Compaiable
notice requirements are not mandated by California law

Appropriate to the more direct role which states play iii
teacher credentialing and certificatio AB 1329 is ore
specific than the Lau guidelines bot a to teacher qualifi=

cations and to-the exceptions to qualification requirements.
Assembly pill 1329 requires fluency in the primary lan-
guage, cultural familiarity, and "a professional working
knowledge of the methodologies which must be err toyed
to effectively educate those pupils.-63 The Lau guidelines
state that a teacher must be "qualified" and "linguistically/
culturally ramiliar- with the background of the students
affected, 64

Instructional Personnel

Assembly Bill I,39 states that teachers who are not bilin-
gual and cross-cultural cannot teach in the partial, full, or
bilingual bicultural progra'm.65 Bilingual -cross-cultural
teachers are persons who hold valid, regular California
teaching credentials and either (I) a bilingual' cross- cultural
certificate of proficiency; (2).a bilingual cross-cultural ape-,
cialist credential; or (3) another credential in bilingual
cross-cultural education authorized by the Commission for
Teacher Preparation and Lieensingeoli-ThereAs no,reason_to
presume that the Lau guidelines conflict with these require-
ments. Only if credentialing procedures would prove to be
a sham or the tests of fluency and cultural familiarity were
not valid would HEW have reason' to object. a

Assembly Bill 1329 focuses on the classroom in detailing
the qualifications of the teachers and aides, whereas the
Lau guidelines focus beyond the classroom. The term
inslrucrional personnel is defined in the guidelines as
including volunteers such as paraprofessionals, parents,
community volunteers, and.youth tutorswhose participa-
tion in a school district often takes place outside the class-
room.67 The Lau guidelines also state: "The district must
see that all of its students are encouraged to fully partici-
pate and take advantage of all educational benefits." From
this a broad scope of concern should be inferred.68

Waivers and Layoffs
Both AB 1329 and the Lou guidelines recognise that

some districts may be unable to immediately meet their
bilingual teacher needs as to all entitled students in. all
languages. Both contemplate temporary exceptions to the
use of qualified bilingual bicultural teachers.

Where there is a shortage of bilingual bicultural teachers,
the guidelines require a plan for securing the number of
qualified teach7rs necessary to fully implement the instruc-
tional ow-gram," This plan must include timelines and
address the steps to be taken to-upgrade paraprofessionals
and to provide in service training. Alternatives to the use of
bilingual bicultural teachers are to be temporary only.
Considering that therLau guidelines were first announced
in the summer of 1975, school districts still claiming short-
age of qualified needed bilingual bicultural teachers will
have to document their efforts over the preceding four
years.

Congress. in enacting the Equal Educational Opportuni-
ties Act of 1974, recognized how important staffing is in
any effort to satisfy the federal tights of limited-English
speakers Although the Act contains a general ban against
discrimination in hiring or assigning teachers, it excepted
from this prohibition staffing to fulfill the mandate to



come the language barrie (20 U.S.C. Section 1703[d]).
The federal and state requirements that instructional per- .
sonnel be bilingual and bicultural, however, should not be
misconstrued to require that only teachers of the same eth-
nic background as the students they teach be employed.
Such a policy or practice might well offend the constitu-
tional rights of those teachers of other ethnic/racial back-
grounds, otherwise qualified, to be free from unlawful
discriminatory hiring. practices.",

In every California school district required-to offer bilin-
gual programs. 'the district superintendent must certify to
the State Board of Education that sufficient bilingual
cross-cultural personnel are available to meet the educa-
tional needs of limited and non-Englisk-speaking students
in the district. In May, 1977, only 451'htchers had bilinL
gual credentials or were soon to recelivethern7' Anticipat-
ing a temporary shortage of fullyfirredentialed bilingual

\ personnel, AB 1329' as originally enacted authorized the
State-Department of-Education. to grant waivers on
gual teaching positions up until September 1_, 1979. Before.
a waiver could bF granted, however, specified assurances
had to be given by affected school districts,72 As the origin
nal deadline for waivers neared, it was extended one year.73

Far from compelling the laying off of monolingual
teachers, AB 1329 encourages the retraining of teachers on
the staff. As the waiver deadline has been extended, so has
the opportunity for retraining. The fear that a sudden, mas-
sive 'influx of qualified bilingual teachers would cause the
replacemeht of monolingual teachers simply has not mate-
rialized.

However, the issue of bilingual teacher layoffs causcd by
a declining enrollment, cutback of programs, or budget
remains a very real concern, especially so in light of the
Impact of Proposition 13 on school budgets. If school dis-
tricts were permitted on the one hand to seek extended
grace periods from the bilingual teacher having require-
ments of AB 1329 by clairning that needed bilingual
teachers are unavailable, and on the other hand to termi-
nate' bilingual teachers simply' because they Idtk seniority,
the rights of limited-English-speaking children will never
be realized nor their educational needs met.

This issue was first raised in 1976 during the debate ove,
AB 1329, An opinion-from the Legislative Counsel of Cali-
fornia to Assemblyman Peter 444con, a co-author of AB
1329, stated:

The governing board of a school district which intends to terminate the
employment of a certain number of probations y and permanent ccruf-
icated employees pursuant to Section 44955 o the Education Code,
because of an enrollment decrease or a reduction or discontinuance of a
particular kind of service, would not be required to terminate a bilin
goal teacher with the least seniority prior to other certificated employees,
if the termination of employment of such teacher would preclude the
conducting of bilingual education classes which the board is desirous of
continuing, where no other employee of the district is qualified to con-
duct such classes.14

Two opinions by the California Attorney General echoLa
and reinforced the earlier expressed view of the Legislative
Counse1.75

Following the prisaage of opoaltaufl 13, the Director of
the Office for Civil Rights wrote to the State Superinten-
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dent of Public Instruction expressing concern that contem-
plated budget cuts, might disproportionately disadvantage,
children receiving benefits under bilingual programs through
reductions in bilingual teaching staff. The 'Superintendent
reaffirmed the position that "junior credentialed bilingual
bicultural teachers may be retained over senior teachers
with credentials.-76

Racial .and Ethnic Identitlability"
Liinited-English-speaking students assigned to a main-

stream program of instruction are less likely to find them-
selves separated from members of other ethnic groups than
if they were

in
to bilingual classes. The ethnic-diver-

sity offered n the mainstream classroom can serve certain
-educational needs of the non- or limited-Ehglish-speaking
,students. Unfohunately, such students assigned to the
mainstream classroom while integrated with students from
other ethnic groups may likely be deprived of the oppor-
tunity to receive-,a meaningful educationlrhese competing

crests are balanced under,different approaches in the
Lou guidelines and AB r329.

The Approach Under the Lau Guidelines
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's

Title/VI regulations, 78 the HEW May 25, 1970, memoran-.
dum,79 and the Equal Educational Opportunities Act of
1974" clearly bar segregation and separate treatment; bit
they do not preclude bilingual prograps in schools that are
predominantly attended by minorities. The Lau guidelines
interdict the creation and, arguably, the perpetuation of
ethnically identifiable schools in order to meet the special
language needs of children of national-origin minority
groups.?' But, they do not prohibit maintaining existing
bilingual programs in ethnically identifiable schools that
have not been created or maintained through unlawful
practices.

Classes within schools arc discussed in the Lau guide-
lines. They state that bilingual programs "do not justify the
existence of racially/ethnically isolated or identifiable
classes =per se "t2 This requirement should not be read as
precluding daises solely composed of students from one
language minctrit# group. What is barred are programs that
fail to rectify English-language deficiencies and instead
separate and exclude individualS without a valid justifica-
tion This purpose is effectuated by incorporating existing
Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) and Title VI regula-
tions into the Lau guidelines." Under the applicablSAA
regulations,84 schools Which assign students to or within
classes in a manner resulting "in the separation of minority
group from nonminority group children for a substantial
portion of the' schoolday" are ineligible for ESAA fund-
ing 85 These regulations interpret "substantial" separation
as separation -for more than 25 percent of the schoolday
classroom pet iods "86 Thus, where the separation lasts for
more than 25 percent of the day, the presumption is raised
thatlassromn or tracking assignments are impel missibly
based ori race, color, or national origin."

Botra fide ability groupings are exempted from-this pre-
sumption and prohibition.tt Bona fide bilingual programs
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that separate rrinority from nonminority students for more
than 25_pertn_ t of the schoolday should have no difficulty_

satisfying the ESAA requirements. There is one caveat,
however: the regulations provide that the device used to
group minority children must "not essentially measure
English language skills."89 This provision was intended to
avoid the use of English language skills as a negative 'erne-
lion. This single provision cannot reasonablybe read to
rule out bilingual classes as bona fide ability groupings.
The identification of students who.need bilingual education
obviously requires the measurement of English-language
skills." ..,-

The Lau, guidelines strike a balance between the compet-
ing objectives of effective educational opportunity and
classroom diversity by borrowing a procedure first advanced
in the ESAA regulations. For those courses into which
students are grouped for valid educational reasons, the
resultvit and incidental isolation does not violate the law.
thliriguatsprogramclo and,,w occur wittoutntych:isola-_
tion. For those courses oFp,priods of the day where no such
justification exists (e.g., gyriT; music, art, recess, lunch) con-
tinted ethnic -isolation of bilingual program children may
violate the Lau guidelines, the Civil 'Rights Act of 1964,
and the Equal .Educational Opportunities- Act of 1974.91
For example, a school district that sends all of the children
in a bilingual program to the same music or art class at the
same time an signs
to the same. gym ss will receive no protection froM an
alleged violation of Title VI under a rationale of educa-
tional justification.92

The Approach Under AB 1329
In promulgating AB 1329, California chose another

approach to reducing the harm of ethnic isolation_ Assem-
bly Bill 1'329, rather than focusing on what happeniOutside
the' bilingual classroom, focuses on the bilingual class itself.
This bill provides the 'following:,

In classes established pursuant to Section 52165 [AR 13291, not more
than two-thirds of the pupils enrolled shall be limited-English-speakidg
pupils- that where the proportion of limited-English-speaking
pupils in the school exceeds two-thirds, the proportion oflimited-
English-speaking pupils in such classes may exceathe propovjon of
limited - English speaking pupils in the school by no more than'10 per-
cent. In no event shall the primary purpose of the program be toleach a
foreign language to English-speaking pupils,91

The approach has both- advantages and disadvantages
over the Lau guidelines. Some of the disadvantages are as
follows:

I. By focusing on integrating fluent-English-speaking
students with limited-English-speaking students, This
provision only indirectly addresses the concern ofelh-
nic 'isolation. This is so .because. English language
abilities are not immutable characteristics or within
the exclusiVe province of any one racial or ethnic
group: A class with an equal -number of fluent-
English speakers and limited-English speakers may
still be exclusively composed of nonwhite minority
individuals.

2. Reserving one-third of the seats of each bilingual
oom, for fluent-English speakers spay result in

limiting access of limited-English speakers to the ser.
yices of. a_ bilingual, program. This is especially_possi-_
tole where a shortage of bilingual teachers limits the
number of bilingual classes and not all students in
need 9,1 bilingual prograins are offered them. To
honor the two-third/ one-third mandate, some limited-
English students may bb excluded. Where there is .a
shortage of bilingual teachers, the state's approach
may cause school districts to breach the federal obli-
gations to limited-English students. At such time
when sufficient numbers of teachers are available to
serve all limited - English speakers, this conflict would
no longer ekist.

The advantages of the AB 1329 approach are as follows.
I. The likelihood of suffering the harmful consequences

of ethnic isolation is reduced:
2. The limited-English speaker is much more likely to be

exposed to fluent English conversation. This is also
consistent-with-the objectives-of Title VI-1 of the Elegy
mentary and Secondary Education Act-.94

3. To the extent that the state's approach results in eth-,
hic/racial integkation; the concern of some tat bilin-
gual education will lead to divisions within communi-

-- ties along rigid ethnic / _racial lines is blunted.
4. Bilingual education Mould benefit all ethnic groups

and persons par,ticipating in it, pot just limited-
English-speaking individuals. Bilingual-programs ideally
should not be strictly compensatory for some, but
rather educationally and culturally enriching for all.
Thus, the more expansive goals 'of bilingual education
are likely to be met through AB 1329.

Regardless of which approach to the p- of ethnic
isolation one prefers, nothing in -the Lau guide es prohib-
its placing fluent-English-speaking students in bilingual -

classes. HoweVer, it shOuld be recalled that ethnically iden-
tifiable classes are presumed to be unlawfully segregated
unless the students are grouped for a bona fide educational
purpose. School districts will be hard pressed to demon -'
strate there is a bona tide educational justification, as
defined by the ESAA regulations, for assigning fluent-
English - speaking students to a bilingual class where the
result is a class that is ethnically identifiable.

The ethnic composition of the fluent-English-speaking
portion of the bilingual class should generally reflect the
ethnic composition of these students in the school as a
whole_ Initially, the easiest way administratively feasible to
meet this objective' might be to select fluent-English-
speaking students for participation in bilingual classes
through a random selection_ However, this approach may
not prove practical in a district which anticipates that a
large number of selecied students would be withdrawn
from the program, under the parent withdrawal option,
assurnTng that the withdrawal option would. be available to
these parents. In such a district a more feasible alternative,
and that probably contemplated by the authors of AB
1129, might be to Seek volunteers for the bilingual program
fforn among the school's fluent-English population.

School districts which elect this approach will have to be
scrupulous in ensuring that the procedures for selecting,
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volunteers do not- have the logical and foreseeable conse-
quence of resulting only in nonwhite volunteers or volun-
teers whose ethnic/racial comp ition does not.refle'ct the
fluent-English-speaking population of -tire "school as a
whole. The .school district must be prepared, .through
proper documentation, to demonstrate that it exerted its
best 'efforts to obtain volunteers who reflect the school's
ethnic j racial composition. Even then there is no assurance

-that such ethnically identifiable bilingual classes Will sur-
-viveconstitutionalprohibitionsagainstpurposefuland

intentional school segregation." It must be borne in mind,
however, that bilingual programs and school desegregation
are not, and need not be mutually exclusive goals.9 -

Summary
The obligations of. California school districts to address

the educational needs_ of their language minority. students
are .derived from both federal and state laws. The legal
sources of a school district's federal obligations to limited-
English-speaking students are derived from federal civil
rights and funding statutes, implementing regulations,
guidelines, and court decisions. The California mandate to
serve limited-English-speaking students emanates primar-
ily from the Chacon-Moscone-sponsored Bicul-
tural Education Act of 1976 (AB 1329) replations, and
administrative interpretation. Assembly Bill 1329 con

-tinues as the basic framework for providing bilingual edu-
-cation programs-for-limited-English-speaking students en-
rolled in. California public .schools. most, respects the
legal mandates are virtually the same; and where they.are

-different, they are easily harmonized.
Compliance with state law usually fulfills federal obliga-

tions, and adherence to state law will be satisfactory. If
applicable federal law goes beyond the requirements:'
state law, the federal law should be followed. The require-

federal or, State,_which is most productive of
dren's educational rightsand' hence less compromising
must be followed, .

Both federal and state`. -laws require as an initial step the
identification of students with a primary or hordeganguage
other than. English. The operative definition of "primary

:'language" under State _law, coupled with the Homex,Lan-
guage SurVey and instructions adopted by the Superinten-
dent of Public. Instruction, indicate that state authorities
seek the same information as that sought by federal offi-
cials. Programmatic differences between the federal and
state laws are more surface than actual. Under bdth federal-

. and. California laws: (1) school.districts are not required to
offer only one program, but .may choose to -offer several -
available and approved program options; (2) the details,
organization, and implementatipn of the program option
selected is lerin large measure to the discretion of schoc;r-
districts; (3) the scope and nature of the progoin options.
depend- on- the-level-of :instruction, and -t he '-number and
distribtition of limited-Eriglish-speaking students; (4) school

..___Alistritts_are_undera_duty to offet one ormoreof the speci-
fied program options to entitled students, but theie same

'students are not required 'to participate in the programs; (5)

the require nts respecting,programs result in a broaden-
ing, rather than a- narrowing of the variety of programs
offered limited-English-s-peaking students; and (6) the con-
cept of individualized instruction is reinforced,' not re-
stricted, by the program oplions.

Adhering tO federal and,.state requirements regarding the
language assessment procedures to ,be used should pose few

-problems. Since the ,state's three English languagelltiency
categoriesnon-English speakers (NES), limi ed-English
speakers-(LES),-and_fluent-English_speak S)over-_
lap with the five Lau guideline categories, me ng the state
requirements shonld satisfy federal obligations. The state
language fluency definitions of limited-English-speaking
students and non:English-speaking 'students appear to

.T.,,

more accurately reflect the concern for English language
proficiency and the views expressed by the Supreme Court
in Lou v- than the Lou guideline definitions which
seem to stress frequency Of usage or language dominance.

Provided that the California school districts ilk a valid,
reliable instrumentand the State Department of-Educa-

;tion has provisiclnally approved four such instruments
there should be no,Conflict with,federal requirements nor
should 'there be duplicate testing. Moreover;both state and
federal laws are consistent' in ordering that the language
assessment instru is be administered by persons who
speak and understa the necessary languages. The state

.'; law requiring an annual census is consistent with the. ed-
eral law which also requires an accurate and individual

_ determination of all potential Lau. children. P___

While the Lou guidelines do not strictly specify or
require a particular program, schoni officials must demon-
strate that any alternative educational approach is equally
effective to those outlined. State program options provid-
ing for "partial bilingual instruction," "full bilingual instruc-
tion," -or ",bilingual bicultural -education" clearly can be -

implemented in a manner consistent with the Lou -guide-
lino. The "individual learning.program" option is the least
well specified. It must include some opportunity for bilin
gual learning -opportunities although perhaps not as cam-

, prehensive as that acquired by the other program options.
The individual learning program goes beyond the federal
-requirements. Thus, bilingual education can beand often
isoffered at the high school level under state law, while
the Lou guidelines permit other approaches:But, since by
definition this !program must be consistent with- federal
requirements, school districts may not provide a less effec-
tive alternative to the Lou guidelines. When language
minority students are few and widely dispersed within a
school or throughout a school district or where "pocket
language" children are involved, comprehensive bilingual
programs may not be administratively feasible. libwever,
the threshold numbers that trigger the federal obligations
are far smaller than the state law provides.

Federal and state requirements regarding notice to par -.
_.: ents and _ihe _right of _parents_ to _withdraw their children

from bilingual programs are wholly compatible. State law
-aq.iiires that notice be given in writing and in a language
that the parents can understand. Federal laW expands giv-
ing of such notice to all school activities of which parents



generally are informed. Regarding the right to withdraw,
the federal law is silent, but the state law grants such a right
to all parents of students entitled to participate in bilingual
prograins, except those students whore enrolled in indi-
vidual learning programs. The parents of these students
may request that their children. not receive instruction in a
language other than "English.

The same federal laws that provide the underpinning for
bilingual program, also bar segregation and separate treat-
riient_The-Lau-guidelines-do-not-prevent-establishing-bilin
gual programs in schools that are ethnically identifiable.
Nor do- federal regulations prevent the grouping of lan-
guage minority students for bilingual instructional pur-
poses provided this grouping meets the bona fide grouping
standards. Bilingual education programs can and do occur
without much_. However, if language minority
students are isolated unnecessarily, from their __English-
dominant peers in such subjects as art, music, and physical
education, federal law may be violated. Similarly, in schools
that are not racially identifiable, language minority students
must not be ethnically or racially isolated from nonminority -
students. Slate law, by- focusing on integrating fluent-

.English-speaking students with limited-English-speaking
students, does not directly address this concern with ethnic

isolation; and this may result in limited access of limited-
'English speakers to necessary bilingual services when the

number of bilingual instructional personnel is limited.
Both fedefal and state laws require, essentially the same

_qualifications fOr_instructional_persorinel:_ fluency in the
necessary languages and-familiarity with the culture 'of stu-
dents. The Lou guidelines do -not conflict with the state
credentialing requirements. School districts must_
rapidly in obtaining the necessary staff if the rights of Ian-

guage minority students are not to be thwarted. Various
methods may be used to attract the necessary teachers.
Even the layoff of senior teachers who lack the necessary
competency- is permitted by state law, although this is
unlikely to occur: State and federal laws recognize that the
unavailability of necessary qualified personnel may present
problems. HoWever, both the state waivers permitting the
use of uncredentialed bilingual bicultural personnel and the
Lau guidelines contemplate exceptions that are temporary
only.

Hopefully, 'most school' districts will not need to be
prodded to comply with the federal and state laws concern-
ing language Minority Students. Compliance should be
swift and voluntary, undertaken-1n good faith dnd with a
view to installing quality programs in the classrooms, not
simply paper compliance with legal obligations. 'Seventy- -

six California school disteicis, including Los Angeles Uni7
fled School District, already have submitted voluntary
compliance plans to the Office for Civil Rights; all of these

*plans have-been accepted. Delinquent school districts must
not be permitted, hoWever, to flaunt the law: Much will
depend on the vigilance of state authorities. The state laws
must be enforced with vigor, and there should not be laxity
in the issuing of the various waiver or exception provisions
in the statl law_ ability to monitor compliance must be
deli loped.'

ederal and state officials will not have the luxury of
unlimited implementatron time Waiting in the wings, if
enforcement is _lagging, -will most certainly- be_ the parents--
and the students who are the intended beneficiaries of the
federal and state requirements. They, are anxiously await-
ing the fulfillment of their educational rights, for education
delayed is education denied.

'347 U.S. 483 (1964).

1Barry MacDonald and Rob Walker. Changing the Cu culum. an-
don: Open Books. 1976.

120 U.S.C.. Section 1241 et seq. (1970).

afiYy.S.C., Sections 236 through 244.

STltlo VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 u.s.e, Section 2000d
(1970.. ("No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race,
color, or national origin, be excluded front participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discriminatiou under any program or actly.
ity -receiving Federal financial assistance.")

.6The civil Rights Act of 1964. 20 U.S.C.. Section 2000d (see footnote
4); the Equa( Educational Opportunity Act of 1974. 20 U.S.C., Section
1703 et seq. '("No State shall deny equal educational opportunity to an
individual on account.of his or her race, color,- sex, or national origin,
by (f) -the failure., by an educational agency to overcome language
barriers that impede equal participation by its students in its instructional
programs.")

:The Bilingual Education Ads' of 1968, 1974, and I978,..,20 U.S C
.Section 880(b) et seq.; the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA). 20 L S C..
Section 1605 et seq.

sri le VI regulations45-C.F.R -.7Section-80:3(3)(1)(ii)(iv)(RecipientS-df
federal aid conducting any federally financed program may not "(ii) Pro-
vide any service, financial aid, or .other benefit to an individual which is

different, or is provided in a different manner. from that provided to
others under the programs; . (iV) Restrict an individual in any way in
the enjoyment of any advantage or privilege enjoyed_ by others eeceiving
any service, financial aid, or. other. benefit under the program."); 45
C.F,R., Section 80.3(b)(2) (Discrimination is barred which has the effect
even though no purposeful design is present: ",a recipient may not .. . util.
izc criteria or methods of administration which have the effect of subject-
ing 'individuals to discrimination or have ,tthe effect of defeating or
substantially impairing accomplishment of the objectives of the program
as respect individuals of a particular race, color, or national origin.'");-45,
C.F.R. Section 80.5(b) (Discrimination. among students on account of
raCe or national origin that is prohibited includes "discrimination ... in
the availability or use of any academic . . . or other facilities of the grantee
or other -recipient.") and ESAA regulations, specifically 45 C.F.R., sec-
tions 105.11(a)(2); 185.43(c): 185.51, et seq.

Trifle VI guidelineS,-33 Fed. Reg. 4456 (196$) (federally assisted "school
systems are responsible for assuring that students of a particular race.
color, or natiinal origin are not denied the opportunity to obtain the
education giarillOiblitined by other students in the system ": 35 Fed.
Reg;- 11395 (1970) ("Where inability to speak and understand the-English --
language excludes national origin- minority group children from effective
participation in the educational program offered by a school district, the,
district must take affirmative steps to rectifTthflanguage defi tency in
order to open its instructional program to these students... Any ability
grouping or tracking system employed by the school system to deal with
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the special language skill of national origin-minority group children
must be designed to meet`eet such language skill needs as soon as possible and
must not operate as an educational dead-end 'or permanent track"; memo-
,rancium on "Task Force Findings Specifying Remedies Available for
Eliminating Past Educational Practices Ruled Unlawful Under Lau" ([the
Lau guidelines]).

mSee Herbert Teitelbaum and Richard J. Hiller. "Bilingual Education:
Th-e Legal Mandate," Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 47 (May; 1977),
pp. 138-70, for a discussion ofLau v. Nichols. 414'U.S. 563 (1974). Since
Lou.. three decisions have resulted in court-mandated bilingual programs
erna_v_Pariales_MunkipaLSchards."3_51 F. Stipp: 1279 (N.D. Mex.,

1972).. affirmed, 499 F.2d 1147 (Ninth Circnit, 1974); Cintron v. Brent-
wgod Union Free School District. infra and Rios v. Read, infra. In two
other cases. particularly significant becawe they involved= large and
influential school districts (New York and San Francisco) consent decrees
requiring bilingual programs were approved by' he federal courts. Aspire
of New York, Inc. v. Board of Education of the City of New. York. 72 Civ,
4002 (S:D N.Y.; August 29. 1974) (unreported consent decree); 58 F.R.D.
62 (S.D.N.Y.. 1973); Lou v! Nichols (unreported). Two other' cases raised
issues-of bilingual education in Native American schools. Both ended in
consent decrees requiring bilingual programs.. but neither case exclusively
concerned bilingual education. Sinafini v, San Juan School District, Civil
No. 75-346 (D. Utah, 1975); Derietclarence v. Board -of Education of
Independent School District No: 22.' 8872 (D.N.M, February 15,
1974). Additionally, bilingual education has been ordered by federal
courts in a number of desegregation cases (Teitelbaum and. 'Hiller, "Bilin-
gual Education: The Legal Mandate," supra at pp. 163-68). In Oterb v. .

Mesa County Valley School District No: 51...408. F. Supp, I621 171 (D.
Colo_ 975), the court rejected the claims for bilingual educatiOn pro-
grams, but did so only, after first finding that few if any Chicano students
had "real language deficiency." Recently; the court in Guadalupe Organi-
zation, Inc. v. Tempe Elementary.Schobl District No. 3. 587 F.2d. 1022
(Ninth Circuit, 1978) determined that the. bilingual bicultural program
sought by the Chicano and Yaqui Indian student's was not required by
either theeqiiillireiteetien clause cif the ConStitution, Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, or the Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974.
Siipificantly, however, the sweeping program sought could fairly be char-
acterized as a maintenance prograni (kindergarten through grade twelve),
with wide-ranging et:Mural content which could only be provided by
racially specific instructors for each child: Inexplicably:the plaintiffs con-
ceded the effectiveness-of the school district's ESL program; presenting no
evidence to the contrary. The court was not asked to decide whether
native language instruction alone was letally required. Where the court
said -bilingual instruction was not required: it can fairly be construed
that the court had in mind the sweeping program sought by the plaintiffs.'
Finally, the court did not pass on the Lau guidelines. Apparently, neither
party -ever brought the guidelines to the court's attention for its

consideration.. :

considered, among others,.the testimony of an attorney on the staff of the
general counsel to the Office for. Civil Rights; Malcolm Danoff, director
of the AIR Report Title VII programs; Noel Epstein, the author o
"Language, Ethnicity, and the Schools"; Courtney Cazden, Dean of H-
yard Graduate School- of Education; and Patricia Nakano. a former Lou
Center director. No appeal from these court rulings has been taken by the
offending school districts.

,'Formerly, the context of school desegfegation cases, courts relied
heavily on analogous HEW standards in formulating relief. The Depart,
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare's Officeof Education first issued
desegregation guidelines in April, 1965. The courts consistently attached .

great weight to these guiames. 111-196-0 and again in 1968, HEW issued
revised guidelines relating to school desegregation. and again courts
accorded them "serious judicial deference, respectful consideration, and
great weight," albeit refusing to abdicate their constitutional responsibility
to HEW entirely. United States v. Jefferson County Board of Education.
372 F.2d 836 (Fifth Circuit Court, 1967), cert. denied sub nom. United

. Slates v. Caddo Parish Board of Education.389 U.S. 840 (1967); Kemp v.
Beasley. 389 F.2d 178, 185 (Eighth Circuit Court, 1978); .Whittertberg v.
Greenville County School District, 298 F.Supp. 7S4 (S.D.C.,

,9Memoranclum for chief state school officers accompanying the Lau
guidelines. 'Conceivably, other methods of achieving the%oala set by the
'Lau remedies' may exist, but the Office for Civil Rights will accept an
alternative approach only.if there is a reasonable basis-to belieVe that.it is
at least as effective as the guidance set forth in the Lau remedies" (letter
from Lloyd R. Henderson, Director, Elementary and-Secondary Educe-
non. Division, Office for Civil Rights, to Rosa Castro Feinberg, Lau
General Assistance Center B, School of Education, University of Miami,
March- 15, 1978).

2OThe California Legislature first directed school districts to address the
needs of non-English-speaking children in 1972, when AB 2284 (Chapter
1258/.72) required that "each non-English-speaking child_shall receive spe-
cial assistance from the school district where he (or she) attends" (Educa-
tion Code Section 52104).-The precise nature of the special assistance was --
not specified..Subsequently, in 1975, the State Board adopted a policy
regarding bilingual children, stating in part: "To comply with 'the Liza v.
Nichols Supreme .Court decision, schools should make provisions for
instruction in a language understandable to each limited-English-speaking
student until such student can adequately understand instruction in En-
glish, Therefore, each limited-English-speaking student in the public
schools should, have, in addition to or in combination with other educa-
tional opportunities, educational services which: (a) are taught in a lan-
guage lindeistandable to the student; (b) build upon the student's primary
language; and (c) teach the student English." Davis Campbell and Ramiro
Reyes, Diucation for Lin-tiled-English-Speaking and. Non-Engliih-Speaking
Students. Sacramento: State Department of Education, 1976. p. 4.

24AB 769 (Chapter 1224/77) amended the teacher waiver provision of
-AB I329-as -did AB 3474 (Chapter-990/781, and AB 3463 (Chapier
1073/78); AB 3470 (Chapter 848 /78) amended the census provision of AB
1329; and_AB_769_amendedthe proision regarding the monitoring_of
academic achievement.

. "Education Code Section 52162. Limited-English-speaking students

11414- U.S.' 563. 569 (1974).

12Id. at 566,

14d. at 568,

"Id. at 571 (Stewart, J.. concurring).
,51d. at 564 -65. It is wholly consistent with Supreme Court doctrine that

no specific, remedy was ordered in Lau. Remedies are almost always left to
the trial court. See Swarm v. Charlotte Mecklenburg Board of Educaiioh.
402 U.S. 1, 28 (1971); Brown v. Board of Education, 349 U.S. 294, 298;
300 (1955) (Brown II).

mCintron v. Brentwood Union Free School District. No. 77 Civ. 1370
(E.D.N.Y, January, 1978) at 13, 17.

"Rios v. Read, 75 Civ. 296 (E.D.N.Y., October 13, 1978) where the
court stated: "The guidelines do nothing more than supply the mechanism
for testing compliance with Title VI as administered pursuant to its

SeetiOn-80:3(b)(i)(ii)(iv)The-use.of the guidelines is----
not restricted to administrative procedures." Of course; the decision of a
federal district court in NewYork is not controlling upon federal courts
elsewhere, including California. But, these decisions are the only pro-
nouncements on. the Lou guidelines by the federal judiciary and should
not be lightly cast aside. Significantly, the court rendering these decisions -

21California Administrative Code, Title 5, sections 4300 through 4320.

721riterpretive letters of. instruction -generally issue from deputy superin-
tendents of public instruction, under the authority of the Superintendent.
The Superintendent, as - the chief administrative officer of the State
Department of Education, has discretion to issue such instructions and
take action in accordance with his powers. Letters of instruction are
intended to clarify issues of implemdntation application for funding, or
repOrting requirements, and therefore_ in implementing the require-
-merits of state laws and regulations. Responses to inquiries from the
Legislature or school districts constitute interpretatios of law and regula-
tions by -Department officials. Such interpretations should{ followed;
they generally will not be overturned, unless -they are not reasonably
related to the purpose and intent of applicable laws and regulations.

22For a comprehensive analysis of the requirements pursuant to AB
1329, see the Bilingual Education Services 'Guide. California State
Department of Education, 1978.
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arc to be classified within each school district in accordance with their
primary language, age, and grade level. This information is now reported
in the consolidated enrollment reporting forms that all school districts are
required to submit to the State Department of Education by April 30 of
each year.

261d.

"Education Code Section 52163(g). Primary language is-defined in the
law as "the language the pupil first learns or the language which is spoken
in the pupil's

2sEducation Code Section 52164(b).

29The State Department of Education, at its own expense, has trans-,
lated the Home Language Survey into seven principal languages other
than English: Spanish, Cantonese, Pilipino, Vietnamese, Portuguese,

-.Korean, and Japanese. Assistance in translation into other languages is
also provided on request.

loThe Office for Civil Rights Tally adopts the position that the
information needed to determine t tudent's primary or home language
may be obtained from either the parent or the student. except where the
student is so young that there is a question whether the student can
meaningfully and accurately report the necessary information.

"Questions "1" and "2" in the Home Language-Survey correspond to
criteria "A" and "B" in the Lau guidelines; and questions "3" and "4n in
the survey correspond to criterion "C" in the guidelines.

"The instruments provisionally approved are: (I) Language Assessment
Scales (LAS). (2) Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM); (3) Language Assess-

T ment Battery (L4 B); and (4) Basic Inventory of Natural 'Language
(BINL).

"Part I of the Lau guidelines.

34Part III of the Lau guidelines.

,J$The defm categoryition of catego "C" students, by including the notion of
-equal-ease:1 suggests more thamfrequency of_usage_may_ be involved.

J6A language dominance test may either be designed to assess the fre-
quency of language usage or the proficiency with which the language is
used. .A language dominance test should examine the indiAdual child's
ability to use-the language.-

"Education Code Section 52I63(d) states that limited-English-Speaking
pupils are those "who do not have the clearly developed English language
skills of eomprehension, speaking, reading, and writing, necessary to
receive instruction only in English at a level substantially equivalent to
pUpils whose primary language is English. The term limited-English-
speaking pupas iqludes- non-English-speaking pupils."

''Education Code Section 52163(e) states that non-English- speaking
pupils are pupils "who communicate in their primary language only or
who communicate in English at a level which does not enable them to
participate meaningfully in an educational setting where only English is
used."

39Supra, at 568.

'°May 25, 1970, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare o-
randum (35 -Federal Register 11595).

411-he overlapping of categories might be illustrated as follows:,

Lau Category-- . AB 1329 Category

A NES
*13 NES; some LES

Some LES;.sorne.FES
Fluent English speaking (FES) but educationally

disadvantaged student
E FES and not educationally disadvantaged

---42Lau guidelines (Section- I) and- Education Code-Seccion -52164(b).

''Education Code Section 52164(b).

"A pilot study of assumptions related to bilingual program exit-criteria--
prepared by the Office of Program Evaluation and Research of the Cali-
fornia State ,Department of Education states: "The need to develop a

standard procedure for determining the point at which bilingual education
participants may be judged to have obtained sufficiently developed En-
.glish language skills to compete with their monolingual English-speaking
peers ... is warranted in light of ... AB 1329, 'Title VII.rules and regula-
tions, and the Lou guidelines. AB-1329 (1976) specifies that each school
district -shall .. ..rep,prt the total number of pupils whose primary lan-
guage is other than rhglish who have benefited from- instruction ... to the .

extent that they are no longer limited-English-speaking pupils ... [Sec-
tion 52164(b)]." The Lau guidelines call for use of diagnostic prescriptive
measures: "... to bring the linguiitichtly/culturally different student(s) to
the educational performancelevel that is expected by the local education
agency (LEA) and state of nonminority students." Recently, the federal
court in Clinton v.-Brentwood Union Free School District. supra, recog-
nized the need for development of an "exit" procedure. The court ordered
the school district to adopt: "... a method fotransfeming students out of
the bilingual program when the necessary level of English proficiency is
reached."

45Education Code sections -52163(a)(c), (f), 52171. It is not alto-
gether clear What meaningful-differences, if any, exist between the state
options. Possible distinctions could be drawn between whit is meant by a
program that develops "basic language skills in both languages" (option
"b") as opposed to "a system of instruction which uses two languages"
(option "c"); or between instruction in "required subjects (option "b") as
compared to "selected subjects" (option "c"); or the absence of express
time requirements for instruction in the language (option "b") as
opposed to "daily instruction. in the. English language" (option "c")2Even
sharper differences could be drawn when full bilingual or bilingual bieul-
tural instruction is compared to partial bilingual instruction (option "ax).
But 'a "partial bilingual instruction" program which only promotes biliterr
acy without the concomitant development of content areas knowledge in
the primary language- would be seriously, deficient. The fact that .basic
language skills such as "listening, speaking, reading, and writing" [Educa-.
tion Code Section 52163(a)] are developed in both languages - doe's- shot
correct this deficiency: An education program that requires limited-

_English-speaking students to sit in subject area classes without under7____,_
standing what is occurring is the kind of wholly meaningless educational
experience rejected in Lau v. Nichols. supra at 566..HapPily, the State
Department of Education has consistently interpreted options "a." "b,"
and "c"partial bilingual, full bilingual, and bilingual bicultural instruc-
tionin a manner that minimizes these differences, readingJhe minimum -
requirements for each option to be 'essentially the same.

'6See p110 for a discussion of numbers and concentration of students.
"Before July 1, 1979, bilingual programs were offered on the basis of

receipt of specified levels of categorical funding. After July 1, 1979, on the
basis of regulations implementing economic. impact aid, receipt of or
eligibility for categorical funds is not a requisite for the provision of
bilingual programs (California Administrative Code Section 4200 et seq.).

'"Education Code Section 52163.

,9Education Code Section 52163 and California Administrative Code,
Title 5, Sectio 4314. -

30Education Code Section' 52161.
"The three permissible options at the elementary school level set forth -

in the Lau guidOinestransitional bilingual education, bilingual bicultu-
ral education:',and multilingual multicultural educationall call for a
native language.instruction, native language skills development, and an
English language acquisition program (Part IX of the Lau guidelines).

52Becauie,' an ESL program does not consider the affective nor cognitive
development :6f students in this category.and time and maturation varia-
tiles are different here than for students at the secondary level, an ESL
program is,not appropriate. Pertinent to this issue of English-only. pro-
grams for limited-English-speaking students is the opinion of the federal
district court in Rios v. Read. supra at 24-25: "Ptaintiffs' charge that they
are being denied equal educational opportunity is not sufficiently answered
by defendants' efforts to show that their program will eventually attain
some,desiratile_results,Adenialof educational opportunities to a child in
the firsi'Years of schooling is not -justified by demonstrating that the
educational program employed will teach the child English sooner than
prograntst, comprised=of_more,extensive=Spanishlinstruction._While,the_.
District's goal of teaching Hispanic children the English language is cer-
tainlk -proper, it cannot be allowed to compromise a student's right to



meaningful education before proficiency in English is obtained!'
.

53All school districts are not organized in the same manner. Elementary,
intermediate, and secondary levels are not defined in the Lau guidelines.
Elementary-level schools span kindergarten through grade five, kinder-

: garten ,through grade six, and occasionally kindergartenfthrough grade-
eight; intermediate-level schools generally span grades six through eight
(middle schools) or grades seven through nine (junior high schools); and
secondary level usually connotes high schools spanning- grades nine
through twelve or ten through twelve. "Secondary level" has been inter-_
preted to include those students-in both academie and vocational schools.

ThIn-Rios=vRead,-Supra,the-coun-addressing-this-issue-and-applying
the guidelines stated: "Defendants interpret- he Lau guidelines as support-
ing 'maintenance' bilingual programs.. The Qua does not interpret the
Lau guidelines as expressing any philosophy of bilingual education. It
merely sets standards for determining compliance with the statutory obli-
gations relating to bilingual education"_ 18).

In the .same opinion the court stated: "The statutory obligations upon
the-school district require it to take affirmative action for language-
deficient students by establishing an ESL and bilingual program and to
keep them in such program until they have attained sufficient proficiency
in English to be "instructed along with English-speaking students of com-
parable intelligence. The school district has the obligation, of identifying
childgn in need of -bilingual education by objective, validated-tests con-
difelfd by competent personnel. It must establish procedures for monitor-
mg the progress of students in the bilingual -program and may exit them
from the program only after validated tests have indicated the appropriate.
level of English proficiency. The school district is not obligated to offer a
program of indefinite duration for instruction in Spanishart and culture.
The bicultural element is necessary only to enhance the child's learning
ability. The purpose is not to establish a bilingual society" (at 25).

s5The opinion for the unanimous Supreme Court in Lau- v. Nichols
states no nunierosity requirement. In a concurring opiniOn though, Justice
Blackmun and Chief Justice Burger concluded that special instruction

, -would not be-required where the case involved-"a very few _youngsters-
or . just a single child who speaks only German or Polish or y panish or
any other language other than English . , [since] numbers-are dt the heart
of this case" (414 U.S. at 571-72). In their view it was significant that the

Chinese students in Lau represented a "very substantial group." Id.
The Blackmun view, refleets only the view of two of the nine Justices. It is
nat the majority view, Congress in codifying the holding in Lauin the
Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974adopted the majority view
as expressed by Justice Douglas. Under the Act, no educational agency
"shall deny equal educational opportunity to an individual on account of
his or her, . national origin" by failing to take appropriate action to
Overcome language- barriers" (emphasis added) 20 U.S.C. Section 1703(f)
(Supp. V, 1975).

stOn the matter of numbers, the Lau guidelines strike a balance. The
guidelines state that even one limited-English-speaking student has rights
under Lain and the Equal Educational Opportunities Act. They stipulate
that to satisfy those -rights and address a child's educational needs, some _
affirniative steps must be taken, although the program adopted need not
be as extensive or sophisticated as a program for, 20 or more children of
the same language 17ackgrotind- in a school district. Practical considera-
tions, particularly the distribution of entitled students among and within
schools Within a district, will be taken into account.

57For ease of administration ,the State Department of Education has
combined_ the limited-English-speaking:and non-English-speaking catego-
ries in determining program obligations, and requires that partial, full, or
bilingual -bicultural programs be, offered where there are ten or more
limited-English-speaking or non-English-speaking students in the same
grade. When counting students to determine program responsibilities,
districts should keep in mind that Education Code Section 52163(d)
defines limited-English speaking to include the non-English-speaking stu-
dents as well. It is the position of the State Department of Education that
it is the number of students identified as NES OF I ES anii-niSt thee nurntiei
of such students who are enrolled in the bilingual program (after the

_withdrawal=option_has been exercised) which determines the district's
responsibilities under education Code Section 52165.

3'Education Code Section 52165.

59Education Code 'Section 52173:

Education Code Section 52174.

61The parent's right of withdrawal is not absolute: Parents are not
authorized under AB 1329 to withdraw their child from an individual
learning prograM (Education Code Section 52173). If the individual learn-
in program offered, in fact is a Win ual program com arable to either a8 P . fact 8 P P

- partial, full, or bilingual bicultural program, there seems little reason for
denying the right of withdrawal to-parents in these circumstances. How-
ever, to the extent an individual learning program may offer less than
these three options, limiting the right of withdrawal aPpears sound. Those
who_Would_critieizethis,as_an_abriclgment_oLthe_parents'Aght_otwithl'
drawal should remember that the parents of students in the regiilar pro-
gram do not have thabsolute right tckselect which subjects their Children_

- will receive. Compulsory school attendance carries with it the compulsion_
to take certain minimum subjects. -Both state and federal officials' have
taken. the position that prior written consent of the parent is not required.
State law Supports this view (Education Code sections 52173 and 52174). ,
Unnecessarybstacles to full pupil participation should no longer be
countenancee''----.. -

6,Part VII of the7Lau-goidelines.
------!.1:.

-. 63EducatiOn -Code Section 52163 h).

&Part V of the Lou eOidelines. hem is no (Eason to (relieve ..us sortie
have suggested, that the degree of anguageTroficlency_required by the

. Lau guidelines "linguistic . familia "is something' less than that
required by AB -1329"fluency in the p 'mary language." Nor, is there a
reasonable basis for concluding that and r the Lau. guidelines a teacher
who is bilingual but not otherwise comp tent "in,both methodology and
subject matter would .pass muster. In applying the Lau guidelines to the
area of instructional staff, the federal court in Cintron required the
defendant school district to "expend its best efforts in hiring sufficient
_qualified and experienced personnel to staff' bilingual education pro-
grams in the district. The court said that the "goal is instruction by CORIPC
tcri-j1zilingual teaehers in the-subject Matter of the curriculum while at the
same time teaching non-English-speaking children the English linguagi."
In Rios v. Read the court, after determining the school district's program
and personnel to be inadequate, found: "... the. teachers have had little or
no training in bilingual education programs or methodology, and (the
district) failed to provide in-service training for bilingual teachers or a
program of continuing education.

65Education'Code Section 52172.

. 651d.

6 7 Lau guidelines (part IN).

691F same HEW regulations whick require an equal opportunity to
participate in- the classroom and benefit from claisroom instruction
require equal opportunity throughout all district programs which affect
students [45 C.F.R. Section '80.3 (a), (b), (1), (2)1 This does not signify
that all school diStrict personnel involved with limite&English-speaking
students must be bilingual. Making available bilingual personnel in such
areas as guidance Ounseling, vocational education, and special education
would appear- to be required. School districts which merely seek or
emploSr bilingual personnel for employment in AB 1329 programs may fall
shoe of their federal obligations;

69Part V of the Lau guidelines.

70Cintron v. Brentwood Union Free School District, supra, at 14.

71 "The Cornmission for Teacher Preparation ana=Licensing Directory,"
dated May 31, 1977.

72For districts that will have no kindergarten through.grade six vacan-
cies, the district must give assurances that it is not hiring any new teachers
(for kindergarien through grade six); that the teacher in the position under
waiver will be teaching with the assistance of a bilingual crossultural

- teacher-aide;,and that the teacher in the_position under_waiver is,.or,will_____
be, enrolled in a program leading to a certificate of bilingual competence. .

For all other districts, a waiver request must give the number of kinder-
garten through-grade the number =of -new -
bilingual teachers hired for the previous school year, a description of the
district's ongoing bilingual teacher recruitment effort; and the name and

126



grade level of acher in the position under waiver. Additionally.
assurances mus-Lbe gt en that the-teacher in the position under waiver will
be teaching with thea sistance of a bilingual cross-cultural teacher aide;
that the, teacher in the position-under waiver is, or Will be, enrolled in a
program leading to a certificate orbilingual competence; that all district-
bilingual instructional aides qualified for. the Emergency Bilingual Cre-
dential have been notified of the positions available; and that all persons
on the current Commission for Teacher. Preparation and Licensing Clear-
inghouse List of Bilingual Teachers have been contacted at least 30 days
prior to the deadline for the pasition. Moreover, the chairperson of the
district. advisory committee must agree with the district's "good faith

--efforeLto_fincLbilingual_cross_-cultural_teachers,-and-the-district-must-cer
tify that the district has maintained the 'good faith effort" until 15 days
prior to the date on the waiver request.

",Assembly Bill 3463 (Chapter 1073478).

t

may not on the grounds of race; color, or national origin subject an
individual to segregativ or separate treatment."

76The May 25, i 970, memorandum directs that: "... any ab.ilit group-
ing or tracking system employed by-the 'school system- to deal 'th the
special language needs of national-origin, minority-group children ust be
designed to meet such language skill. needs as soon as possible an' must
not operate as- an educational dead-end or .perrnanent track.?'

ectidn 204(a) of the Equal Educatieal Opportunities Act of-19 4, 20 -7

-LI.S.C. Section 1703(a),provides that: "No state Shall deny equal c uca-
tional opportunity to an individual on account of his or her race, c tor,
sex,-or-national-origim-by(a)-the-delibemte-segregation-by an ed ca-
tional agency of students ,on the basis of race, color, or -national or in
among or within schools."

.1'145 C.F.R. Section 80.5(b).

"Opinion of Legislative Counsel of California to Peter Chacon, Janu-

151n the first opinion delivered on January 23, 1976, the Attorney Gen-
eral ruled that a school district wk a bilingual education program may
retain junior employees who have the competency tO teach bilingually and
terminate senior employees. who Tack such competency. A subsequent
Attorney General's opinion, issued February 15,-1977, reaffirmed and
elaborated somewhat on the earlier opinion (Opinion No. CU-74-250).

-ThLetter from David S. Tatel,irector. Office for Civil Rights. Depart-
ment of Health. Education, andWelfare, to Wilson Riles, Superintendent
of Instruction, July 1.8, 1978:-"Clearly, school districts must continue to
provide bilingual education programs to all children eligible under the
Lau guidelines to receive such services. Therefore, bilingual teachers must
be made-available in sufficient numbers to-allow the school district to
Meet its obligations under Lau. . . While we understand fully the eco,-
nomic crunch facing Californa school districts, the absence of funds can-
not justifKa failure to comply with Title VI. Thus, if bilingual teachers
needed toinstruct non- or limited-English-speaking children are laid-off as
part -of-a-general reduction-in-force-precipitated by-lack of funds,- the-
burden will be. on theschool district to demonstrate that such students are
receiving the required bilingual education serviceS or alternative sercVices
thht are equally effective." .

In reply, Superintendent Riles wrote to Mr. Tatel, on October 7, 1978:
"The -Department's ongoing couthfilnicaticTri -to school districts empha-
sizes the necessity of having appropriately credentialed personnel instruct-
ing students in bilingual education programs. In the event of staff
reductions, districts will be guided by Education Code Section 44955,
which requires that layoffs be based on seniority- only when the senior
employee is certificated andcompetent- to render the service.... This
code section has been reinforced by two. California Attorney General
opinions (January 23. 1978. and February 15:1978), (sic) which state that
junior credentialed bilingual-crosscultural teachers may be retained over
senior teachers lacking the credentials specified in Education Code Sec-
tion 51263.. .. Section 44955, the Attorney General's opinions, and exist- ,
ing State Law regarding bilingual education programs c011ectively establish
a strong basis upon which school districts should make decisions related
to staffing bilingual education 'programs with qualified and competent
bilingual-crosscultural teachers."

"For -adiscussion of interacting elements of bilingual education, deseg-
regation, and student isolation see Herbert Teitelbautn and Richard J.
Fuller, 'Bilingual Education: The Legal Mandate," Harvard Educational
Review. Vol. 47 (May, 1977), pp. 159-68; and Teitelbaum and Hiller.
Bilingual Education and Desegregation: Compatible or Competing Goals?
(to be published by National Institute of Education, Washington, D.C.).

"The 1968 regulations provide, in part, that a recipient of federal funds

. .

grit is not educationally necessary nor legally permissible to crea e
racially/ethnically identifiable achbOls in order to respond to studentla -
guage characteristics as specified in the prograrits described herein" (Pa
VI, A, of the Lau guidelines). v

ii,Part VI: B. of the Lou guidelines.

!4ESAA provides federal financial assistance to local educational agen-
cies- which seek to eliminate rainoritkroup.segregation and discrimina-
tion in elementary and secondary schools and to overcome the educational
disadvantages resulting from minority-group isolation [20 U.S.C. Section

-1607(c)(1)(A) (Supp. V. 1975); 20 U.S,C_Section 1606(a)(6) (Supp,
1975)].

U.S:C. Section 1605(c1)(i)(C) (Supp. V, 1975)-

45 C.F.R. _Section 185.43(c) (1976),

8745 C.F.R. Section 185.43(d)(5) (1976).

mC.F.R.- Section 195.43(c) (1976); 20 U.S.C. Section 1605( d)(1)(C)
(Supp. V, 1975). A bona fide ability grouping must meet four require-
ments, -First, placement in -the-group must be-bated on -cducationally"--
relevant. nondiscriminatoryobjectiVe standards of measurement. Second,
the grouping must be, maintained during the schoolday for only as:long as
necessary. Third. it must be designed to meet the student's special needs
and -tci improve academic achievement and performance through specially =

developed curriculums taught by specially trained instructional personnel.
Finally, the grouping must be shown through objective testing to be edu-
cationally beneficial.

,945 C.F.R. Section 185.45(c)(1) (1976).

9Significantly. the ESAA regulations bar funding under the act to local
educational agencies 'denying equality of educational opportunity on
the basis of language or cultural 'background" [45 C.F.R. Section
185.43(d)(2) (1976)].

9,Cintron v,. Brentwood Union Free S'ehool District, No. 77=C-1370
(E.D.N.Y., January 10, 1978). at 11-12.

52Id.

93Education Code Section 52167.

'4"In courses such as art; music, and physical education, an applicant
shall provide for the participation of the children of limited speaking
proficiency in classes that are not subject to the limitations on participa-
tion of English-dominant children" (Section f23.4b of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, Title VII).

.

°sSee Dayton Board of Education Y. Brinkman, U.S. 53 L. Ed. 2d 851
(1977).

96H e r be rt Teitelbaum and Richard J. Hiller, supra at note 77.
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AppendixB

Legal Requirements for Bilingua Education
of California Bilingual Education Legis ation

Compiled by Carolyn Pirillo

The following is a brief summary of selected California
legislation which is cited in the body of this work. It is not
all-inclusive of bilingual statutes enacted in California;
other legislation which impacts bilingual programs does
exist . -1

bybecome
known and are commonly referred

by the particular Assembly or Senate bill number they car-
ried when introduced. Since the numbering sequence for
bills starts from one with each session of the Legislature,
some confusion may arise over what program is being ref-
erenced if the year of passage and the chapter number in
the statutes of that year are not used Therefore, the chap-
ter and year for.each act are given in parenthesei following
the bill number.-

Most legislation affecting education in california is writ-
ten to become a permanent part of the Education -Code.
The code sections enacted or amended by -these bills are
listed insofar as it was possible to do so. For such lengthy
and comprehensive bills-as Senate Bill (SB)=1641=(Chapter
323/76) and Assembly Bill (AB) 65 (Chapter 894/77), no
attempt was made to list all of the code sections affected.

Other bills, such as AB 116 (Chapter 1521/71) and AB
893 (Chapter 262/75), are not intended to enact permanent
programs` or procedures and therefore do not carry Educa-
tion Code section numbers.

AB 116 (Chapter 1521/71)
Provides $425,000 for two projects in a. three-year Pi

program (July 1, 1972, through July 1, 1975) to develop

-S
bilingual programs for limited-English-speaking and non-
English-speaking children: a Chinese project in San Fran-
cisco Unified Sehool District and a Spanish project in San
Diego City Unified School District. S

Appropriation: $500,000 through fiscal Year 1974/ 75.

AB 893 (Chapter 262/75)
Authorizes the continuation of the demonstration proj-

ect funded by AB 116 (Chapter 1521/71) in the San Fran
Ju

-

cisco Unified School District until ne 30, 1977.

Appropriation: $186 900 for fiscal years 1975/ 76 and
1976/ 77.

AB-2284 (Chapter-1258/72),-Bilingual Fducation-Act-of

Requires school districts to undertake a census of
limited-English-speaking (LES) and non-English-speaking
(NES) children and to report thereon to the Department of
Education by primary language.

thorizes a prescribed program for bilingual education
progr including provisions regarding parent and com-
munity participation.

Requires the hiring of bilingual teachers and makes pro-
vision for waiving this requirement under specified con
tions. '

Requires approval of the State Board of Education for
programs that involve special state funding.

Appropriation: $5,000,000 for fiscal years 1972/73_)ancl
1973/74.

SB-1641 (Chapter 323/76)
Adds, amends, or deletes numerous sections of the Edu

cation Code.
Revises the form-ulas(amendment-- to----Educatinrittide

Section 54002) used in determining a districts eligibility for
funding for programs for., educationally disadvantaged
youth with a Mold harmless clause that no district should ff

receive less than its entitlement for the 1976/77 fiscal year
by reason of such revisions. Appropriates an additional
$20,000,000 for such programs for the 1977/78 fiscal year

Establishes that the additional funds received by a dis-
trict because of the revised fqrmulas and another $7,700,000

aPpl-ppriated by the Act for programs for educationally
disafivantaged youth shall be used first for bilingual educa-
tion ,;programs in schools which do not receive state or
federal funds for bilingual education programs.

Provides for numerous changes related to foundation
programs, revenue limits, tax rates, and subventions from
the State School Fund to school districts, county superin
tendenB of schools, community college districts, and adult
education' programs.

Makes changes concerning classes for handicapped
adults and other -matters of adult education.

Revises the administration of regional occupational cen-
ters and pro ams.

Transfers sufficient funds to the State School Fund to
make the alto inces and appOrtionments required by
Act.

Appropriatei-specified-amounts-for=the =administration
1972

Promotes bilingual programs in 'public schools. Adds
Chapter 7 to Part 28 of the Educationtode, sections 52100
through 52114.

of various programs specified by the Act.
Makes changes relative to employergontributions and

certain retirement allowances of the State Teachers Retire-
Went System.

2



AB 1329 (Chapter 978/76); Chacon-Moscone
Bicultural -Education Act of 1976

-Promotes bilingual bicultural programs in public schools.
Adds Article 3 to Chapter 7 of Part 28 of the- Education
Code, sections 52160 through 52179, and amends sections
10101, 10103, 10104, and 10106:

Sets forth the 'policy that each LES pupil enrolled in
California public schools in kindergarten .through grade
twelve shall receive instruction in a language understand-

--able-ta-the-pupil;-the-pupirs-primary-language-shall-he
recognized, and he or she shall be taught English. Each
LES pupil shall receive one of the following programs of-
instruction: (I) partial bilingual education; (2) full bilingual
education; (3) bilingual bicultural education; or (4) an indi-
vidual learning program (ILP). The first three programs
shall be staffed by certificated bilingual cross-cultural
teachers.

Allows for waivers -of the bilingual teac er requirement
to September, 1979, under-specified conditions. No teacher
employed after January I, 1977, shall be eligible for a
waivel,The first three program types are required depend-
ing, okthe presence of a specified, number of LES/NES
pupils in a school by language and grade level. The indivicl-

, ual learning program is required for all other- LES/NES
pupils.

`Provides that bilingual instruction funded under the
1972 Act shall continue until. replaced by or incorporated
into programs funded by this Act add provides for a grad-

phase-in of bilingual- bicultural -programs. _

Requires districts to monitor the academic achievement
level of its LES/NES pupils.

Requires notification to parents-or-guard ians-of-children
who are to be enrolled, in bilingual programs and provides
for parents or guardians to be able td withdraw childred
from the ;programs under specified guidelines.

Provides for the establishment of school district advisory
committees on bilingual education.

Requires the Commission for Teacher Preparation and
Licensing (CTPL) to carry out 1,arious responsibilities and
duties witri respect to the programs prescribed by this Act;

Provides certain specifications in relation to allocating
funds made available for bilingual bicultural education.

Makes related technical changes.
Appropriation: $3,786,000 for fiscal years 1976/77 and

1977/78.

AB 769 (Chapter 1224/77)
Amends Education Code sections 52171 And 52178 and

adds Section 52169.1.
Postpones for one year the requirement for districts to

monitor the academic achievement level of LES/NES
pupils. -

Provides that all programs funded under the 19.72 Act
shall-be.eonducted_under_th.programmatic provisions_ of__
the 1976 .Act beginning with the 1977/78 fiscal year.

Provides that bilingual teacher waivers authorized under
the 1976 -Act shall be renewable one-year waivers and that
all requests for waivers shall be filed with the State Board
of Education by October I of the appropriate year.

-Establishes certain specified conditions which must be
et before a one-year waiver may be granted if a district

has hired new teachers. .`
Specifies that noteacher employed after January 1, 1978,

rather than January -I, 1977, shall be eligible for a waiver.

AB 65. (Chapter 894/77)
Adds, amends, or deletes numerous sections of the Edu-

cation Code.
Makes_changes_in_fundinglorioundation_programs_and

equalization aid for school districts and changes related to
determining school district revenue limits.

Makes changes related to employer contributions to the
State Teachers Retireinent System.

Deletes provisions for early childhood education pro-
grams (kindergarten through grade three) and enacts provi
sions_for improvement of elementary and secondary educa-
tiori with specified . allowances for participating school
districts.

Deletes the Bilingual Education Act of 1972, as of June
30, 1979.

Provides for the. substitution of the state funding for
bilingual bicultural education' and educationally disadvan-

. taged youth progrprns by an economic impact aid progrAm,
used upon factors similar to those involved in the other

programs. The economic impact aid program,involves the
computation of state gross need and prescribes a formula
for computing each eligible district's share of the total 7.

amount available.
Makes, provision for transitional financing until the eco-

nomic impact aid program becomes fully operational.
Requires school districts to adopt standards of profi-

ciency in basic skills and requires the State Board of Edu-
cation to prepare and distribute an assessment framework
to assist -districts in developing standards of proficiency.

Increases amounts- transferred from the State General
Fund to the Instructional Materials Fund per pupil for the
1977/78 school year.

Makes changes relatid to-the homeowner's p roperty tax
exemption. -

-Makes numerous particular appropriations to fund var-
ious aspects Of the implementation and administration of
program's prescribed by the Act.

AB 3470 (Chapter 848/78)
Adds new Education Code Section 52164, adds sections

52164.1 through 52164.5, and amends Section 52168,
Directs each school district to conduct a census by

March 1 of each year to ascertain the number of LES
pupils by primary language, age, and grade level. The cen-
sus shall-also assess, the language skills of all pupils whose
primary language is other than English. The census is to be
by actual individual count, including, migrant and special
education pupils. The results of the census are to be

___reportedto_the,State_Departmentof Education by April 30
of each year. The previous census As to be updated .to
include new enrollees and delete those who are no longer

!For funding purposes, "AB 1329 programs:: on July I, 1979, were in -,
corporated into the economic impact aid formula authorized by AB 65
(Chapter 894/77).



LES pj.ipils or who no longer attend the district's schools. AB 3463.(Chapter 1073/78)
The census data gathered one year shall be used to plan the
bilingual classrooms in the ensuing year.

Authorizes the' Superintendent of Public Instruction,
with the approval of the State Board of Education, to pre-
scribe census-taking methods. These methods shall include
the following:-

1. The determination of the primary language of each
pupil-em-olled-in-the_district_This_is_tos_ba_done___by

Amends education Code sections 44253.5 and 52178.
Requires the Commission for Teacher Preparation and

Licensing to require institutions of higher education to use
the same rigorous-assessment procedures as other assessor
agenciek (10641 educational agencies) before recommending
individgals 'for , the certificate of bilingual cross-cultural-
competence, which is granted by the Commission pursuant
to_section_44253.5

September 15 and kept current as new pupils enroll.
2. An assessment of the language skills of all pupils

whose primary language is other than English within
a specified time frame.

The State Department of Education shall designate the '
language assessment instruments. The assessments are to
be conducted by persons who speak and underst-and the
primary language of the pupils.' This requiremeni may be
waived under specified circumstances. These persons must'
be adequately trained an prepared to administer h
guage assessment. _

Allows a district to, follow federal rquirements regarding
the census _so long as the procedure satisfies state require-
ments-

Directs the Department of Education to review the
reported census data and to audit the census through an
mite visit when deemed neCessary.

Authorizes the Department of Education to require
another-census -of- a district- when-incorrect procedures or
inaccurate results are evidenced.

-Directs, districts to reassess when a parent, guardiani
teacher, or, site-'administrator claimS reasonable doubt
regarding the accuracy of the-pupil's designation. The par-
ent or guardian must be notified of the results of the reas-
sessment in writing and orally when. appropriate.

permits kindergarten or previously_ untested first-grade
pupils enrolling in a School for the first time and who speak
a language other than English at home to be placed in a
bilingual program until the census procedure is completed.

Directs districts to maintain pertinent information from
the assessment of language skills and to report. specified
information to the Department of Education annually.

Summarizes the maximum allocations allowable and
delineates permissible categories of expenditure of pro-
gram funds. '

Requires thata teacher who is applying for a waiver to
teach in a bilingual classroom must be enrolled and partici-
pating in a program leading to a certificate of commence.
Waivers shall be effective, for not more than ihree years
from- September,: 1977. All waivers shall expire not later
than September 1, 1980. No teacher employed after Janu-
ary 1, 1978, to teach in a bilingual classroom shall be eligi-
ble for a waiver unleis he or she has satisfied the
competency requirement of subdivision (a) [language] or
(b) [culture] of Section,44253.5. Districts requesting waiv-
ers must supply additional information with the requests.
After September 1979, only those teachers who have
satisfied the coinpetency requirement of subdivision (a) or
(b) of Section 44251.5 shall be eligible for a waiver. Waiver
applications submitted for the 1979/80 school year shall
include a certification by a Commission-approved assessor
agency that the applicant teacher has satisfied the compe-
tency requirement of subdivision (a) or (b) of Section
44253.5.

AB 3474 (Chapter 990/78)
Adds Education Code Section 52178.5 effective January

1, 1979.
Requires the granting of a waiver extension until July 1,

1980, to a teacher who is teaching in those languages where
there is no preparation or examination available for
obtaining a certificate of competence, for bilingual cross.7
cultural instruction. The Commission shall determine the
availability of such training and examination. The exten-
sion bf- waivers under this section shall not apply to
teachers who teach in 'classrocims where Spanish or the
Cantonese dialect of the Chinese language is used.



Federal and- State Legal Bases.
for:Bilingnal Education

Compiled by Daniel D: Holt and iciseph A.. Arellana

The following is a summary and analysis of the federal
and state legal bases for bilingual education in California.
It is divided into three parts. The-first summarizes recenv
federal statutes, directives, and case law supporting the
development of appropriate educational programs for pu-
pils who have a primary language other than English (i.e.,
,national origin minority pupils). The second part summn-
rizes California's bilingual education requirements since
the enactment of the.Chacon-Moscone Bilingual Bicultural.'"
Education Act of 1976 (AB 1329). The final part (Table 2)
is 'a comparison between California's bilingual education
laws and the Lau guidelines, a significant set of federal
requirements for national origin minority pupils.

The first part, traces chronologically the development of
federal requirements beginning'with the Civil Rights Act of
1964. This history shows that all three branches of the
federal government have contributed to a comprehensive

-set of legal responsibilities that state and local governments-
have for, the education of national origin minority Pupils.
This part-Will-also show that federal requirements necessi-
,tate the development of bilingual and other individualized

programs which ensure that national origin minority pupils
derive equal benefits from the educational process.

The Chacon-Moscone Bilingual Bicultural Education
Act of 1976 (AB 1329) established the basic framework for
providing bilingual education programs for limited-English-
speaking' and noh-English :speaking pupils in California.
Legislation following AB f329 clarifies and amends parts"
of this framework: The second part of this 'analysiS sum-
marizes all of this legislation and draws. relationships _

among the various laws.
Some of California's requirements for national origin

minority pupils "are different from- those of the federal
government. The third part of this analysis provides a'com-
parison of many of the requirements. found in federal and

i,state_ law. It does no& deal with every requirement. Only
those requirements that are -.basic to the development of.
appropriate, educational programs for, national origin, minor-
ity pupils are discussed.- The results of-this analysis indicate
that, in most cases, federal jaw encompasses_mornpupils___
with more comprehensive program requirements than does
California law.

Summary of Federal Statutes, Di
National Origin

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title V14
No person in the United States sliall,ont-the ground of race. color, or

national origin, be excluded, from particirlation in, be denied the bene
fits of or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance. i

May 25, 1970, Memorandum, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, 35 Federal, Regulatioh 415954

Compliance reviews bi% the Office for Civil Rights (OCR)
revealed a number of practices that denied equality of edu-
cational opportUnity to linguistic minority. pupils. The May
25, 1970, memorandum, which was sent to school diqricts
with more than 5-percent national origin minority children,
clarified how Title VI applied to national .origin minority
pupils as follows:

Where inability to speak and understand the .English language
excludes national origin-minority group children from effective partici-
pation in the educational program offered by a' school district, the
district must take affirmative steps to rectify the language deficiency in
order` to open its instructional program to these students

Further, the memorandum stated:
__Any=abilitY__grouping=or=tracking....systememployed_by_:thc-school

system to deal with the special language skill needs of national ori
minority' group children must be designed is meet such language sk I

rectives, and Case Law Regarding
Minority Pupilg

needs as soon as possthk and I 'no: operate as an education
dead-end or permanent track.

Comment

Although the Memorandum requires districtS, to- take
affirmative steps (not defined), it does not suggest or state
that Such -steps require the expenditure of additional funds.

The memorandum plades eqUal emphasis on (1,) placing
pupils, in appropriate programs; and (2) removing pupils
from these programs once their linguistic needs are met.

Lau v.. Nichols. U.§. Supreme Court Osion of 1974.

The U.S. Supreme Court's decision o 74 was based on
Title VI and rested- upon the requirements of the May 25,
1970, memorandum:

. there is no' eq uality of treatment merely by providing :students
with the same_ facilities, textbooks, teachers, and Cur riculuni::for stu.
dents Who do not understand_Erylish are effectively forecloked from_
any meaningful education.

The San Francisco Board of Education was directed to -

"apply its expertise to the problem and rectify the situa-
tion." (No specific relief was requested.)



The U.S. Supreme Court recognized the ability .of the
Dei3artment.of Wealth, Education, and Welfare to set forth
regulations and interpretive directions pursuant to federal
statutory authority.

Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974, 20 U.S.C.
1703(f)

Relying_upon_Title_VI,_the_C_ongress_a d d res se d_tbeim at-
ter of discrimination against lingtlistic minority pupils as
follo,ws:

No State shall deny equal educational opportunity to an individual
on account of his or her race, color,, sex, or national origin, by... (f)
thi failure by an educational agency to overcome language barriers that
impede equallparticipation by its students in its instructional programs.

-Comment .

This statute formally recognizes the state's role (as
opposed

.
to that of the local educational agency) in ensue-

ing equal. educational 'opportunity for national. origin
minority pupils. In addition, the statute declares that the
failure of an educational agency to rectify a pupil's Ian--
guage difficulties is a denial of equal educational opportunity.

Task Force Findings Specifying Remedies Available
for pliminating Past Educational Practices Ruled
Unlawful Under Lou v. Nichols (Lau Guidelines),

nmer,Sta 1975 _

The 'Lou guidelines outline those educational approaches e
which constitute appropriate "affirmative steps" to be
taken by a' school district to "open its instructional pro-

.
gram" to the s.tudents_ addressed in, the May 25, 1970,
Meinnrandum.

School districts developing educational plans which are
not consistent with the Lau guideliny must demonstrate
affirmatively that such plans "will be .equally effictivii
ensuring equal edudatiorial opportunity."
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teachers; rather, the critical question is wh er the-program is designed
to assure as much as is reasonably possibl the language deficient child's
growth in the English language. An in equate program is as harmful
to a child who does nor spea.k English as no program at .

In November, 1978, in another decision in this case, the
court reaffirmed (by referring to Cintron v. Brentwood) the
notion that English-as-a-second-language (ESL), when
used alone, violates the Lau guidelines, Therefore,. some
instruction must be provided in the pupil's native language.

Comment
This court case indicated that documentary compliance

4
is not enough. The court recognized that "quality" is part
of compliance with the Lou guidelines.

Ehs Cmtron and Others v.,Brentwood Union Flee School
District and Others. U.S. District Court, Eastern District
of New York, Decisions of August 22, 1977, and January
10, 1978

Although not .found by. the Office for Civil Rights to be
in noncompliance with Title VI, the court ordered the
Brentwood school district to develop a plan "in compliance
with the Lou guidelines."

The court requested the diict to "expend best
.efforts in hiring sufficient qualified and experienced per-
sonnel to staff' the -bilingual education programs in the
district.

The.court said that the "goal is instruction by competent
'-bilingual teachers in the subject matter.r.of-the curriculum
rPwhile:_at _the _same _time teaching, non-English-speaking

children the English language."
As of December, 1978, the district had implemented a

plan in "substantial compliance" and had hired bilingual __
teachers to teach in the program.

The receipt of state or federal- supplemental funds is not
prerequisite for ;the implementation of programs'. con,

forming trl-the'Lau guidelines. The Office for Civil Rights
uses the guidelines as standards of remediation for those
istricts it-finds to be in violation of Title VI. The guide-.

lines represent a clear minimal standard for the affirmative
development of programs for national origin minority
students.-

..-

Rios -V.' Read, 73 FILM 589; 595 (Eastern District
of New York, 1977)

.1n..1977 the U.S. District Court of New York.ruled that
affirmative steps required under Lou v. Nichols means an
educational program that emphasizes "tile importance of

bilingtaredircation'in-the'academic andpersnnal growth of
the language-disadvantaged child." The court's decision
included-the-following-statement: _ _

`It is not enough simply to' provide a program for language-
disadvantaged chi Zen or even to staff the program with bilingual

Although the Office for Civil Rights did not find a viola-
tion in the district, the court directed the school district to
"submit a plan in compliance with the Lau guidelines,
including instruction in the:primary language. The court

: extended the Lau guidelines and used,thern akataudords of
-compliance. The guidelines may, tfiereftire;- be used as
standards Yor compliance. With Title VI.

Subsequent Events Which tirther Define_Federal Role
With Respect to National Origin Minority Pupils

1. Morales v.: Sharintm, U.S. Court of AppealS, Fifth
Ciredit
Seriza V. Portales MitniciPal Schools, u.s.-couil cif :
Appeals, Tenth Circuit

3.. Aspira v. Board of Education, U.S. Cohn of Appeals;
New York

v, Rodriquez, U.S. District.Court, New York-

Comment

These decisionsresting-upon federalstatutes implement-
ing Title VI as well as the Lou guidelines, require use of the
pupil's native language as part of the instructional program.
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July, 1978, Memorandum from David S. Tatel, Director
of the Office for- Civil Rights

A July, 197$, memorandum from=David S. Tatel, Direc--
tor of the Office for Civil Rights, regarding Prop6sition 13

...school districts must continue to provide bilingual education pro-
grams to all children eligible under the Lou guidelines to receive such
services. Therefore, bilingual teachers mat be made available in suffi-
cient numbe o allow the school district to meet its obligatidns under
Lau . _

cutbacks-, stated: .

While we fideritad fully t e economic crunch facing California

school districts, the absence of funds cannot justify a failure to comply
with Title VI.

Comment
4,

This memorandum emphasizes the right of linguistic
minority students to receive a linguistically comprehensible
education..

Isreither federal court decisions nor Office for Civil
Rights administrative directives" have ever conditioned the
provision of bilingual education services upon the receipt

-of funding.

Summary: of ortiia State Requirements for Bilingual Education.
The Chacon-Most ne Bilirigual Bicultural Education

Act of 1976 (AB 1329) the basic framework for providing
bilingual education prog ins and services for limited-
English-speaking (LES) and n-English-speaking (NES) I,

, pupils enrolled in C= liforna public schools. Assembly Bill
1329 contained issentally e = t programmatic provisions,
and although five sub eque t statutes have amended AB
1329, the proVisions have ained largely intact (see Table
1).

To understand the programmatic provisions and their
cbrresponding regulations, the following features of. AB
1329 shoilld be noted:

Educational Needs of LES/NES Pupils
Assembly Bill 1329 addresses the educational rheas of all

pupils (kindergarten through.grade_twelve) whoaccordiii
to definitions in the law, are LES/NES pupils. NO specific
language or ethnic group is "named. The needs of-LES/NES
pupils whose primary language is other than English are to
he addressed. For these LES NES pupils, bilingual learn-
ing Cipprittunities are to be offered.

. Two Se6 UT Requirements
ssernblyRiti 132.0. contains some provisions.,

Schools must comply and other
signs

z

-Whieh'apply to a more limited. number of schdo1
First all schoeiKare'required to identify.the primary law:
gunge. of alliupils 5 assess the English proficiency skills of -

pupils whOsse _pritnniklinguage is other than English, pro-,
vide at a mininiuni.arbilingual individual learning program
`fir each. LES/NES pupil, and establish school-level and
district - level advisory cqmmittegs where there are specific
eoncentrafibns of LES/NES pupils. Second, all school
with kindergarten through grade six enrollment, with cer
taro levels of funding from state and federal categorical
sources` and with concentrations Of LES/NES pupils have

_

more specific programmatic requirements under AB 1329.

Elementary School Emphasis
Th. e progranimatic requirements of AB 1329 rifea most. .

explicit for pupils in kindergarten through gradesix. Also,
..the..elemOptary_grades receive first priority for_the

ion of :0,4329 funds within school districts.

---Supplemental-Financial-Assistance-to-Districts
'Assembly Bill 1329 contained 53,000,000 to be distrib- '
-Fd- to school districts during the 1977/78 and l 78/7
cal years.

Administration Through the - Consolidated Application
Process

The State Department of Education (SDE) will adminis-
ter the provisions of AB 1329 through its consolidated
application process.

MonitAring and'laft cernent
ThcSuperinten ienthas developeda plan providing for

adeqiiate monitoring of-School and. Schotl district com-
pliance with the regulations contained within AB 1329.
School districts that have limited-English-speaking or non-
English-speaking students shall be gionitored once every
three years.

Definitions

The following definitions from Education Code Section
52163 apply to any discussion of=bilingual-educatan pro-
grams pursuant to :California statutes;

(a) "Partial bilingual instruction"- means listening, speaking, reading,
and writing skills developed in both languages. Material related to
culture and history is taught in the language the pupil undersiands
better.

(b) -Full bilingual instruction" means basic language skills developed ,°
and maintained irrboth languages. Instruction in required subject_
matter or classes is provided in both languages in addition to
Culture and history. .

e) "Bilingual bicultural education" is a system o'finititcilon;which
uses two languages. one, of which, is English, as a means of instruc-
don. It is alnearis ofitittruction,which builds upon and expands
the existing language skills of doll:participating pupil whit will
enable toe . pupil to achieve competency- in both 'language .

This instruction shall include:
I. instruction in English, language arts,-listening, speaking,

reading and writing.
2. juInguage development in the pupil's primer_)! language.
3. it Wing in the pupil's primary language.
4. Selected subjecittrttaught in the pupil's primary language.
5. Development of an understanding of'customs and values of the

cultures associated with the languages bans taught as well as
an understanding of the history and -culture-of California and
the United States.

The State Depanmera of Education reCognizes the.(a), (b), and (c)
programs as requiring, the same instructional elements and ap-
proaches.

d) "Limited-English-speaking (LES) pupils" are pupils who do not -.
Alve the clearlpdeveloped English language skills of comprehen-

-,

,sioh. speaking, reading, and writing, necessary to receive instruc-
ifrin only in English at a level substantially equivalent to pupils
whose primary language is English. The determination of which
pupils are limited English smiting shall be made in accordance
with the procedures specified in Education Code Section 52I64/-:
The term limited-English-Speaking pupils" includes."hon-English-
speaking pupils" as described in subdivision (e).'

3



TABLE 1

AB 1329:
Chapter
986/76 6s;

_. Conduct
census

Att 769:
Chapter
1224/77 AB 3470

Amends

AB 3473:
Chapter
990/78

. 2. -Establish.
advisory
committee

4. lvibnitor
acaderidc
achievement

Receipt of cote
orical funds Amends

71 Teacher
waivers

Amends

flion-EAlish-speaking (NES) pUp8s7 are pupils who c?rnintliti-
te in their primary- language only or who communrcistelnyng-

_at a level `which'' does not :anable them to participate
ningfully in an educational setting

dividual learning proexam" is achy -program- of instr 1

Id-English-speaking pupil in which instructiq ered in a
.consistent with U.S. Supremo Coprt sion rn u v.

U.S. 563), the Equal EdiieatiOh Opportimifl s Act
20 U.S.C.:, Section' 1701 et segjAndlederal tegulations
ted, pursuant to such cburt decisions and federal statutes.
language-is a_language other than English which is the

age the pupil first learned or the language which is spoken in
pupil's home. --

"Bilingual cross-cultural teacher- means a person-who (1) holds a
yalid, regular California teaching credential; and (2) holds either a
`bilingual cross-cultural certificate of proficiency or other creden=--
:tie( in bilingual education .authorized' by the Commission for

_reacher_ Preparation -ti- bilingual cross .-cultural__
specialist credential. Such a person shall be fluent in the phmary
lanOage and familiar with the cultural heritage of the limited-
E 'sh;speaking claSies,hc or_she conducts.

person shall have a professional Worl4figInowledge of the
odblogies which mist be employed to effectively educate

-==
'

"Bilingual cross -cultural teacher e an aide fluent in
both English and the- language of the limited-English-
speaking pupil or pupils in a bilingual bicultural proem. Such an
aide shall be familiar with the cultural heritage of the:limited
English-speaking pupils in the bilinguir4lasses to which lie or she
is assigned.

Bilingual Education Program Provisions

,All' California public schools, kindergarten
grade twelve; are required to do the following:

hrough

1. Conduct Census (Education Code Section 52164)
Each distAii must conduct a census'by March I of each

school yeariil ascertain the, number of LES pupils within
the district, : The number ahall`beddarmined-by individual;
actual count The LES pupilsmust be classified according
to=their-primary-languageuagef-apd-grade-level.

The census required of each salwol distridt must be taken
in a form and manner prescribed 1747'thi; Superintendent.



Uniform, censtiS-taking methodssshall be used. The census
shall-include the identification of the primary language of

.and tlie assessment of English proficiency skills of
-"IsuPilmhose--primary. language is other tharn English.

The results. of the census must he reported tdthe--Depart--
_anent of Education by April 30 of 'each- school year.

a'

2.4Stablish Advisory Committees (Edukation Code S'ec-
liOn- 52176).

.

A school advisoq _committee- on edliatiOrf
must be established where,there are more than 20 LES/NES
pupils in a school. This aconmittee may be a subcommittee
-of other school advisory committees'. Composition of the
-committee must domply with the folloWing speeifiations:

Ai:,,The,:pircentage _of parents of.LES/NES pupils on the
committee-shall represent an appro-xiniate percentage
of LES7INES pupils in the school.

b. At least 51 percent oftheeminnittee members shall'he
parents of pupils participating in the_ bilingual educa

.ton program_ f.

Where there are,more, than 50 LES/NESpupils in a dis-
trict, art AB 1329 disfriqwide advisory committee on bilin-
gual education must be estibliSked. This committee may be
a subcommittee. pfother distriet adyisory committees.

3. Rrovide Individual Learning Programs (Education N._

Code SeetiOn 52165)

The,,diattiet must proyide at aininimuma_hilingual
viduarleirning program' for each .rdentified LES/NES
pup! 4s. result of an individual pupil evaluation and par-
ant ,,Consultation. The program must include -activities
which- tench NES. students English find which uti-
lire the students' primary language inwan educationally-sup-
p ortive

4. Monitor Academic Achievement (Education Code
Section. 52171). L; . .

3-
Each district must :Connnet: an `assessment. of the aca-

demic progress:of LES: comprehending, reading,
writing, and Speaking Englishand,' to 4he extent assess-
ment instruments are available, the primary language.
Such asnssment must -include the total number of students
who are no longer classified .as limited English speaking as
a result of instruction. Preiesting.and post-testing of basic
skills shall ..be conducted- Within the school year. Each dis-
trict must report annually in a form and manner prescribed
by the Superintendent,Theassessment report must identify
the type of program serving LES pupils. The evaluation
report' must identify variables, including related programs,
which may have affected; pupil academic 'achievement.

5. Provide,Bilingual Programi (Ethical-ion Code
Section-52165)

6,
The school must offer in kindergarten through grade six

where-specffic-concentrations'oPLES/NES students with
the same primary language at the same grade level (or in a
multi-grade-Or-in-thesarne-ago group) are-present bilingual
programS 'consistent with definitions (a),(b), or (c) tan Edu-

, cation Code Section 52163. The concentrations and. their
corresponding programg are as follows:

Concentration of pupils in
kindergarten thrbugh
grade six

Ten at more NES pupils

Ten or more
_pupils

Teri.-

LES / NES

LES/NES

ES/TIES'Fewer than
pupils ,

-Program requirements"
Full bilingualinstruction or

bilingual bicultural
- education
Full bilingual instruction or

bilingual .bicultural
education

Partial .bilingual instruction,
or full bilingual instruc-
,tio% or bilingual bir
cultural instruction

Individual learning program

6. Meet Staffing Requirements (Education Code
SectiOn 52166)

Teachers: and aides epiphaYal`fo-i district prograins of
partial bilingual inst*itin! 0111 bilingual instruction, and

bicultuka.,e0ucation must meet the 'criteria of
EdueatiOn` Code SectiOn 52163 (h) or (i).

2. Ciiiiain Teacher Waivers -(Education Code
Section 52178)

Fcir the 1979/80 school year a school -district may
request a waiver from the State Board :of EdOcafionfii_ra 2
teaser who has satisfied the competency requirements of.
subOvision (a) [language] or (b) [culture] pursuant to Edu-

- catiOn Code Section 44253;5. The-teacher= must beenr011ed
and Participating in a program leading to a certificate _of
competence .- Such a tea-Cher, with: the assisialiFe of a bilin-
gual crossLcultural aide, may teach in'a program of bilin-
gual. instruction to but no later Than September, 19811.

Additionally_, the Board must find that the' district-made
a good faith effort to recruit and life bilingual cross-
cultural teachers. The effort should include contacts through
the clearinghouSe maintained by the Commission for
Teachcr.Treparation and LicensingqCTPL).

A "gOod faith -effort:: as used in this =tient, includes but
is not limited tor

a: Certification by the district that it- has 'notified all
persons on thecleaiinghouse list maintained by till)
Comis.sidn, as well as bilingual crosscultural teacher
aides currently employed by the district and eligible
for an emergency bilingual credential, of the existence
of the position.

b. Certification writing by the school district adviiory
committee, that it has been consulted in the good faith
effort to find a hilingtial crosscultural teacher: Such
certification shall include an opportunity for the advi-
sory committee to express -its agreement or disSgree-.

-meat -with _the district's-good- faith -- efforts.

Districts requesting waivers must supply the following
additional-information-with= the-requestm-=(1)--who is
charge Of the program and which institution or district is
conducting it; (2) names of teachers who are to receive
waivers; (3) school to which each is assigned; (4) date by



which each teacher is expected to obtain the certificate of
Competence; and (5) assurance that all teachers receiving
waivers have been notified in writing by the school govern-
ing board as to their obligations while under waiver.

All waiver applications submitted for the 1979/80 school
year shall include a certification by an assessor agency
approved by the Commission that the applicant teacher has
satisfied the competency requirements as referenced above.

Pursuant to Education code Section 52178.5 and effec-
tive January, 1979, the Board shall grant an extension of an
existing waiver up .to July, 1980, for teachers who teach in
classrooms using a language for which no preparation or

I. Purpose
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examination for the certificate of competence is available
as determined, by the Commission for Teacher Preparation
and Licensing. This provision specifically excludes the
Spanish language and the Canto-hese dialect of Chinese.

8. Obtain Parental Codsent (Education Code
Section 52173)

Parents must be notified of their child's eligibility to
participate in either a' partial bilingual instruction, a full
bilingual instruction, or a bilingual bicultural education
program and of the parents' right to enroll or not to enroll
their child in such a program.

TABLE 2
Comparison of the Lau Guidelines and State Bilingual Education

1 Target popt.t7
lation

Lau Guidelines

"An outline of those educa-
tional approaches which would
constitute appropriate 'affirma-
tive steps' to be taken by a
noncomplying school district
'to open its instructional .pro-
gram' to students foreclosed
currently from effective partite
ipation therein,"

Pupils with a primary language
other, than English who are (a)
limited/ non - English-- speaking
and /or (b) achieving below grade
level.

3. identification 1 -he district Au-st 'adult), all
of target pupils who; ha50e a pranary tan-
population page othser than Enffish..Assess-

ment .44-gnglish &nck p ri ma ry
languate prcifiejencS, and aca-
demic achievement are used as
criteria for program placement_

4. Numerical
conditions

Lau programs are developed
where there are 20 or more
pupils of the same language
group in the district.

Staic Bilingual Requirertfents

"To require California school
districts to offer bilingual learn-
ing opportunities to each limited
English-speaking pupil enrolled
in the public schools."

,

Pupils with a primary language
other than English who are
limited/ non-English-speaking
(LES/NES).

dibtriet l,.1,0 identity the
primary language of all stu=
dents arid assess with an En-
glish la.riguage proficiency in-
strument all students with a
primary language other than
English,

State pi 1. rains , and
must be developed where
are ten or more LES/NES
pupils in kindergarten through
grade six at a school and where
categorical funding exists; bi-,
lingual individual learning pro-:
grams must be developed where
there are fewer than ten 1.ES/
NES ,pupils in kindergarten
through grab six, and for all

t'ilES/NES pupils in grades seven
through twelve.

This comparison focuses ein ten of the trtute basic provisi.a4 p.) la flat

Requirements,*

.GoMparoon
.

Latx provides for a bilingual
learning opportunity to LES/
NES pupils and remedial instruc-
tion to educationally disadvan-
taged national origin minority
pupils who are FES_ State bi-
lingual requirements address only
LES/NES pupils.

Lau encompasses more students
in that it addresses LES/NES ,
and FES pupils with a primary
language other than English
who are educationally disad-
vantaged

tinder Lau bbth language pro-
ficiency and academic achieve-
ment are used as criteria for
program pla,cerhent_ State re-
quirements specify English lan-
guage proficiency as the single
criterion.

L au repAtiCb 111010 piugianla
conststcnt with a, b, or c pro-
grarm M the kindergasten through
grade eight span_

Lau requirements arc OW Con-
tingent upon concentrations of
ten or more LES/NES pupils

1.(£ ni u,. 4 ij
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Comparison of the Lau Guidelines and State Bilingual Education

Lau Guidelines State Bilingual Requirements

5. Classroom
composition

6. Staffing

Program
content

Programs under Lau do not
"justify the existence of racial-
ly/ ethnically isolated or idea -'
tifiable classes, per se."

Teachers must be "linguistical-
ly/ culturally familiar with the
backgrotind of the students to
be served."

For pupils in kindergarten
th6Sugh grade eight who are
identified as LES/NES, a form
of bilingual education must be
provided. This program must,
at a minimum: (I) utilize the
pupil's native language; (2) de-
velop all necessary skills in the
pupil's primary language; (3)
develop all necessary skills in
English as a second language;
and (4) utilize the pupil's cul-
ture and heritage.

NOTE: ESL is a necessary
component above, but it is nor
sufficient as the only program
Co respond to the pupil's needs.

For LES/ NES pupils in grades
nine through twelve, an ESL
and/ or a bilingual education
program as' defined for pupils
in kindergarten through grade
eight must be provided.

For FES pupils in kindergarten
through grade twelve who have
a primary language other than
English and who are under-
achieving, a program must be
designed and implemented that
will remedy their academic dif-
ficulties. For pupils who are
achieving at grade level or bet-
ter, no additional educational
program is required.

In programs a, b, or c, "not
more than two-thirds of the
pupils enrolled shall be limited
English-speaking."

"Teachers must be fluent in the
primary language and familiar
with the cultural heritage of
LES students in the bilingual
classes." In addition, for pro-
grams a, b, or c, the principal
teacher must hold a bilingual
credential or approved waiver.

For students in kindergarten
through grade six, if ten or
more LES/NES pupils of the
same primary language are at a
grade level at a school, then
program a, b, or c must be pro-
vide& This program must at a
minimum: (1) utilize the pu-
pil's native language; (2) devel-
Op all necessary skills in the pu-
pil's primary language; (3) devel-
op all necessary skills in English
as a second language; and (4)
utilize the pupil's culture and
heritage.

For LES/ NES pupils in grades
nine through twelve, an indi-
vidual learning program is re-
quired in which pupils are pro-
vided ESE. and instruction in
their primary language.

State bilingual requireMenta do
not address underachieving FES
pupils who have a primary lan-
guage other than English

Requirements*

Comparison

Lau addresses the ethniCity of
participating pupils. State re-
qUirements only deal with the
language proficiency of the pupils.

Lou and state requirements are
the same for teacher compe-
tencies. Credential and waiver
provisions are a state responsi-
bility.

Lau requirements encompass
more pupils in kindergarten
through grade six (concentra-
tions are based on the school
district, not ten or more at a
grade level at a school). Lau
requirements also include pug
pils in grades seven and eight.
Curriculum requirements for
the state and Lau are virtually
the same.

ESL and/or aLou bpet.ifies
bilingual education program.
A district that chooses the ESL
option, however, must include
use of the primary language as
required by the state

Lao icquires specific education-
al services to be provided to
underachieving FES students
with a primary language other
than English.



TABLE 2 (continued)
Comparison of the Lau Guidelines and State Bilingual Education

7. Program
content
(continued)

8. Assessment
of student
progress

9. Reclassifica-
tion criteria

F'ibcal
COnditiow

Lau Guidelines

Prog ms for LES/ NES and
und_ ihieving FES pupils with
a primary language other than
English must "include diagno-
sis of problems relat o areas
or subjects requireu f other
students in the schopl program
and prescriptive measures must
serve to bring the linguistical-
ly/ culturally different student
to the educational performance
level that is expected by the
Local Educational Agency (LEA)
and states of nonminority stu-
dents."

A diagtiostic/ prescriptive ap-
proach must be used to iden-
tify and monitor national ori-
gin minority pupils' language
ability and progress in _other
"areas or subjects required of
other students in the school
program.-

-A district must provide pre-
dictive data which show that
such students are ready to make
the transition into English and
will educationally succeed in
content areas and the educa-
tional program in which he or
she is to be placed."

Lau requirements are not eon
tingent upon the receipt of
funds.

State Bilingual Requirements

During each school year, the
district must use_ a pre- and
post-testing approach to mea-
sure the LES/ NES pupil's actieve-
mynt in English and, to the ex-
tent instruments are availab1,9,
the primary language (compre-
hension, speaking, reading, and
writing).

Each district shall "report the
total number of Pupils whose
primary language is other than
English who have benefited from
instruction _ .. to the extent that
they are no longer limited En-
glish speaking,-

Requirements nude! b. 01 c
are not dependent upon the
receipt of specific amounts of
categorical funds.
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Requirements*

Comparison

Lau requires assessment of not
only LES/NES pupils, but also
FES national origin minority
pupils to determine academic
achievement levels. Further-
more, Lou requires assessment
of language skills and skill lev-
eK- in several academic areas_
State requirements address only
language skill assessment of
LES/NES pupils.

Lau requires consideration of
both the pupil's English lag,-
gunge proficiency and academic
performance. State require-
ments address only English lan-
guage proficiency.

i4/4 le411116111c11L5 are based
solely upon the presence of
target pupils_ Stale requirements
under a, b, or c include a fund-
mg factor.



Appendix C

Program Descriptions
of Enrichment Programs

for English-Speaking ajority
The Laredo Enrichment Program

Compiled by Victor Cruz Aedo

It is almost a truism that a child learns for the same
reason a bird flies; you do not have to force the child to
learn. If, in fact, a child learns as suggested above, it fol-
lows that teachers do not have to force learning upon that
child. Learning is natural to children. All children can learn
languages, even several languages. Children begin to learn
long before they-enter school. By- the time they are five
years old, they have mastered practically the entire system
of the language they speak and much of the grammatical
structure of their h-brne language. Their languages already
reflect a set of values tied to a particular group, to a way of
thinking, to a way of feeling, and to a way of acting. Fur-
thermore, all normal children develop a conceptual struc-
ture which is rooted in the languages they speak. These are
strengths to build upon rather than handicaps to successful
learning and teaching.

The natural way of learning provides all children a whole
life of learning. Each new experience will make the child's
mental model of reality more complete and more true to
life, thus making him or her more able to deal realistically,
imaginatively, and constructively with whatever exberi-
ences life may present. The child who lives and associates
with a linguistically different peer, who is the perfect
model, can learn a second language!,

Laredo is a Texas border community of some 65,000
people. It is located just opposite its Mexican counterpart,
Nuevo Laredo in Tamaulipas. Agriculture and a busy Uni-
ted States Air Force base provide the economic foundation
of the community. Two school districts serve.the metropol-
itan area of Laredo. Laredo Independent School District
Serves the larger of the two in population, the city proper.
Far larger in area and much smaller in population is the
United Independent School District. It is larger than the
state of Rhode Island. Located within its boundaries are
the suburban homes of some of Laredo's Air Force families
and the ranches and farms where many Mexican-American
families reside.

Three small common school districts, Nye, Cactus, and
Junksoa, were merged to form the United Independent
School District. The district operated three elementary

-schools and a unique high school, much of which was built
underground td-serve the community as a lalFsout shelter in
case of nuclear attack on Laredo Air Force Base and on the
city, since it was considered a psychological target.
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In the mid-1960s the pupil population was about 30 per-
cent Anglo and 70 percent Mexican-American. The latter
segment was about 15 percent middle class while 85 percent
were children of farm and ranch workers. The middle class
Mexican - American children tended to be bilingual at The
time they first enrolled in school. Most of the Anglo chil-.
dren were middle class, although there were a few at both
extremes of the socioeconomic scale.

Much of the impetus toward the bilingual program came
from the more "cosmopolitan" Anglo population. How-
ever, their desires were congruent with those of tht admin-
istration and a large, number of instructors. Without
outside funding, a bilingual bicultural program in grades
one through six was implemented in 1964. It was based on
the idea that, "It is a crime to let any child grow up mono,_
lingual in t4e areas where two languages are used." Biliter-
acy and bilingualism for all was the state's objective.
Additional objectives included to: (1) provide all pupils
with a better understanding of the nature of language; (2)
cultivate in each pupil a pride in his or her mother tongue
and the culture it represents . .. as well as a respect for the
other language and culture; and (3) achieve a more com-
plete liberal education (The Invisible Minority, 1966, P-
16).

The school governing L ird was dissatisfied with over-
age Mexican-American pupils in most classes. Theiefore,
after careful study and consultations with universy per-
sonnel, the board implemented bilingual bicultural educa-
tion beginning in grade one and adding a grade each year.
Each first grade had an approximately equal number of
Anglo anikMexican-American children. All teachers assigned
to teach in the program were bilingual and participated in a
preservice training program: Since the staff was small in
number, staff development activities were easily scheduled.
The director of the program was able to observe classroom
management and teaching techniques regularly and share
his obserVations with all teachers and principals.

The children never exhibited negative reactions to receiv-
ing instruction in lloth languages. On the contrary, the
innovative approach and the warmth of the school -social
environment enabled the children to reach the high expec-
tations of teachers. The program demanded the involve-
ment of all children. Parents were involved from the very
beginning. The program was explained to the parents at
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conferences, and they ,were given opportunities to express
their feelings about the program. Parental support was
overwhelming, and many parents volunteered to help in the
classroom.

The governing bOard allocated $2,000 for the tour first-
grade classrooms. This small amount was used exclusively
to purchase materials and supplies. The director of the
prOgram went to Mexico City and was able to acquire
curricular materials that were adapted for use in the dis-
trict. The acquisition of materials was rather easy, since the
director had taught school in Mexico and was familiar with
heir materials. Some equipment was purchased with funds
from the regular school budget.

Staff development activities were conducted by staff
members of the district and professors from the University
of Texas, Bilingual instruction was begun in the district's
first-grade classes in 1964, and a grade was added each
year. English and Spanish received approximately equal
treatment in the first grade. It was hoped that eventually all
grade levels would -stress the "two vernaculars" equally;
however, a lack of bilingual teachers resulted in some
slighting Of -Spanish in the other grades. All teachers of the
first grade were bilingual. In the other grades English
monolingual instructors taught in English and bilingual
instructors taught in Spanish or English. All subjects were
taught in both languages at the first-grade level. In the first
grade Spanish and English were used interchangeably, but
they were not mixed. No pre.determined content was taught
in one language; the teachei used both for all kinds .of
content and in all types of situations. In higher gradeS
.certain subjects, depending on the teach language and

--...subject skills, were taugfk in Spanish Listening speal'Ag,,
reading, and writing inc both languages were stressed.-
Children learned to' read- in .bdth, languages; reading skills'
were stressed in the first grada. None of these rather differ-
ent approaches appearedtweate any particular problem.
Most of the commercially prepared materials in Spanish
were obtained from Mexico. Much of the supplemental
materials and some texts were prepared by the staff.

Efforts were made to incorporate culturally relevant
materials. "Language experience" approaches were used to
develop child-relevant cultural materials. Staff-prepared
materials were designed to incorporate the very real
Mexican-Chicano culture of the community.

Many parents at first wondered whether the Lutal cut rw
ulum could be taught. The use of two languages, they rea-
soned, would not permit the teachers to teach the three Rs.
This concern was dispelled when parents and other inter-
ested community members made extensive observations
and determined that children were not being shortchanged.
The loudest objections were made by parents who knew
their children would be missing bilingual bicultural educa
tion due to the limitations imposed by the school governing
board and the administration_

Honest attempts were made by all teachers ,to reflect
both cultures throughout all the curriculum. Curricular
plans did not vary from those used in a traditional English-
only curriculum. The district viewed concepts to be taught

._as universal. Language was obviously_ the only difference.
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Materials available front the previous years were pre-
sented in the first language of all children. English and
Spanish materials were-used to teach English speakers. All
activities, wfiether they were conducted in the classroom,
playground, library, or in the dining room were viewed by
all as teaching-learning opportunities for all children.
Some textbooks were provided by publishers in both lan-
guages. There was no rfeed to teach the same concept in
both languages. The sequence on instruction was not
altered.

The methodology used departed greatly from previous
years, Reading in Spanish fo'r the Spanish dominant stu-
dents and in English for the English speakers was not
altered, All teachers followed the sequence of hearing,
speaking, reading, and writing.

Cultural differences that do exist among the two ethnic
groups were reflected in materials and were treated in
depth in relation to the ability of the young children to
understand. Their cognitive styles in learning, though
sometimes different, were becoming more alike by using
materials in the second language on an individual basis.
When two children, encountered some difficulty, they
would automatically' help each other in their second lan-
guage, thus freeing the teacher to work with those children
who needed the most help:

The classes were organized as tolluws,

I Equal numbers of Anglo children and Mexican-
Americans were placed in each first -grade class.

2 Softie- bilingual,children were assigned to all classes.
At 'leas(bne student tutor was assigned to each class.
The tutors were ,,recent immigrants from Mexico.
:They, in -turn,'We'fciatight English in a concentrated
manner., Since 'their role as models in Spanish was
important, the motivation to learn English- was great`
in order to perform better as tutor-models

Group work was obvious in most classrooms 1 utors in
the first-grade classes were utilized in a positive way as
models for language learning.

All teachers took advantage of opportunities to teach
I he first language was used in the initial orientation to the
total school program .4// children understood at all times
what was going on in the school. Beyond the first grade
each child was encouraged to speak whatever language he
ot site knew

leachers, pupils. and community worked
for the attainment of success by all children, Cultures were
stressed as good, and similarities were stressed more than
the differences. This approach enabled children to view
each other as equals. The lower socioeconomic children
appeared daily neatly dresSed. No culture conflicts were
observable. Children were living in their teal world. Foods
varied to reflect the differences Teachers ate With children,
and the experience became a disguised learning activity

Most children reached the high expectations held by
teachers, parents, and administrators, The self-concept- of
each child was highly positive. Languages were liked, used,
and learned. Educational attlamment was surprisingly high.
Children in the program achieved significantly better than
was prev,iously the case.
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Results were promising but not conclusive. A cursory
study of achievement and IQ scores was made of the 41
third graders who were still enrolled in the third grade_
Unfortunately, many were lost due to family mobility. The
childrbn were divided into groups according to their lan-
guage ability at entrance. Spanish monolingual pupils were
almost exclusively from lower socioeconomic backgrounds
(children of agricultural workers). Bilingual pupils were
from the middle class and were of Mexican descent. En-
glish monolingual pup_ ils were Anglo and almost all of mid-
dle class backgrounds. When pupil achievement was analyzed,
the following tentative findings were made: (I) only the
bilingual pupils at school entrance had any noticeable
accent in English; (2) total reading achievement (mean and
median taken from the California Achievement Test) for
the Spanish monolingual pupils was slightly above norm at
the first grade and slightly below grade level at the second

(both English monolingual and bilingual pupils were sub-
stantially above grade level a4 both grades and English
monolingual pupils achieved better than bilingual pupils);
(3) median "total IQ" (from California Test of Mental
Maturity) rose from the second grade to the third for all
groups. The increase was slight for all groups. The bilin-
gual pupils showed the largest gain (Carter, 1970). The
analysis was crude, and firm conclusions were impossible.

Selected References
caner, Thomas P. Mexican Americans in School: A History,

of Educational Neglect. New York: College Entrancc
Examination Board, 1970,

The Invicible Minority . . . Pero No Vencibles. Washington;
D.C.: National Education Association, Department of
Rural Education, 1966.



The Carlsbad Program
Compiled by Chuck Acosta and Tom Carter ,

Carlsbad, California, is a small beach community just
south of Oceanside in Sali Diego. County and is similar to
many other such communities in the area. It contains a
well-established Anglo and Chicano population. The Anglos
are distributed along the socioeconomic curve with a ten-
dency toward the wealthier! end. The Mexican American
community has its middle and professional classes, but it
has many low-income families. Many are recent arrivals
from Mexico. It is a bilingual community. The school dis-
trict is about 192percent Chicano, 77 percent Anglo, with
the remainder being Asians and Blacks. The service indus-

,.

tries and!a-major electric generator facility provide employ-
ment for those,:working within the city; the majority,
however, commute to- woilc neighboring communities
including San Diego. 7 .

Carlsbad Unified Schoot.pistricf has, had a functioning
bilingual program sit 1966: The prOgram was hnple-

nding and continues to do so
support. From its inception it

ornplish the enrichment objec-
trient characterize the efforts of

Cei4e the bilingual program as the
rather they view their efforts as a

tent model. Regardless, there is

rnented without spy
with a minimum
has been organize
tives. Change and,n1
the staff. They do
only model progr
process toward the en
significant evlAnce, t the,:expectpd results are being
achieved., ategoqic t bilpi4 are learning Spanish and
achieving Utelitain triglish; their-parents are highly sup-
portly end are instru at in the demand for bilingual
edtic io 4 beyondthltad tilt 'am began in the mid-1960s.

an organization composed
of both' no community leaders, as well as

kehfrfrom o ad disirai leaching staff. The demand
Old rgrew l

pupils
pupils,
greatly

kinder
the M
there
had to be;uir
constructed;

The district" tict,tbe
ous changes Tronfthkin

ion: (1) many category A
it5uch a program; and (2).

ridpattieidarly D, would profit
ng hoard. endorsed a beginning

e17911:$chool, which was in
Tnitnity;' In these early days

Ft eO dngh and local resources
iat ferials had to be located dr

aintn).*ask
imuity hayi;undergorce numer-

d:Siikties to the resent To deseg-
regate the sehogs; ;iiecesSary to,eonvert Jefferson
Elementary iiiiO4,1*Ittgarje4tlirou grade three school
matched with -Tirie;.Elenieritaryi, nwliKli ;bad grades four
through six. The\-bpinitual'biet*prall program is located in
both schools 401uild,firrofo ptiq4-_,AIL The ethnic compo-
ition of -Jeffersori.la -3 -.percent Hispanic and -.60 -"
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percent Anglo; Pine is similar. The bilingual bicultural pro-
gram involves I I classrooms (eight at Jefferson and three
at Pine) and includes 220 students. The bilingual staff is
approximately equally divided between Anglo and Mexican-
American teachers. The instructional aides are all Mexican-
American and members of'the community. The pupils in
the bilingual education classes approximate the ethnic
composition of the school: about 40 percent are category
D, and 60 percent are Mexican-American. The Mexican-
American pupils range froth LES/NES to fluent English
speakers (FES) and from category A to category C.

Changes are taking place. The schools' attendance areas
are increasing in population. Two relatively expensive sub-
divisions have been built and.are being occupied by middle
class, mostly Anglo, families. Property in the old down-
town barrio is increasing in value. Mexican-Americans are
moving out while inure, Anglos are moving into the area of
the two schools. Jefferson School, at one time was consid-
ered a school for the disadvantaged. However, with changes
in the community and a greatly improved educational pro-
gram including the implementation of enrichment bilin-
gual bicultural classes; it is presently perceived as a de-
sirable institution by many well-to-do Anglo families. This
group was essential to the first bilingnal program effort and
continues to be its primary advocate.,

'

The formal bilingual curridulignis 'enhanceithY ,
that all the bilingual teachersake,hative sper?keri of Span-
ish and all but one are fortnally qualifica-,to teach Spini
Adequate materials are available for the:teaChing of Spa.
ish as a second language to category D &pig in,,kindir
garten through grade six. Present concern is locating-
articulated and sequential program tojaclude Fades seven
and eight: The staff is prepared to deyekipA pro
if a suitable curricular program is noklccqed. Category D;
pupils are introduced to other subjectiarelmand enrichment'
activities through the "preview-review" teaching method.
Initial subject matter is introduced in the pupirs--first Ian-
guage and later introduced in the second languaii.

Both small group and individualized learning classroom
settings are employed as well as cross-age tutorings. Class-
room pupil composition approximates that of the school
which is 60 percent Hispanic and 40 percent Anglo. Only
pupils with learning disabilities are not accepted into the
bilingual program.

One of the major recogrii2ed shortcomings of the forme
curriculum is its limited and superficial treatment of the
Spanish-Mexican .culture. Staff members recognize that
the present effort to incorporate the other tradition is
inadequate. Regardless, the two schools include all those

- thingsMexican celebrations, fairs,_ food items, music,
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TABLE l

Total Reading Scores for Category D Pupils
Enrolled in Bilingual Program

Grade
.

Number

Mean raw
or standard

score
-Mean,

percentile

Mean
grade

equivalency

1 15 43.2 50 1.9

2 21 70.38 70

3 7 58.57 60 3.8

4 11 49 60 3-.3

5 7 88.57 80 7,4

6 5 86.40 56 6.9

'*Grades one, two, and three percentile and grade equivalency are
gradeson mean raw score, and ades four, five, and six percentile and

_grade equivalency are based on average s andard score. Data compiled
by Jan Jacobson of Carlsbad Unified School District, June, 1978.

dance, and so forththat are seen by most schools as '

adequate.
The informal curriculum, the rules, the regulations, and

the policies of the schools have not been substantially mod-
ified by the bilingual bicultural program. EVen the cafeteria
serves the normal American Menu: (A normal school menu
in southern California would include such "American
dishes" as tacos, enchiladas, and burritos.) The social cli-
mate for students and staff appears conducive to learning;
teacher, student, and community expectations are reported
to be very high. While hard.data are unavailable, many
comments are made about the minimum number of nega-
tive cross-ethnic incidents. The bilingual bicultural pro-
gram is viewed as an integrated part of the total school
program, not as a separate entity, Bilingual members of the
staff work together well and in no way are set apart from
the regular staff members. Materials, techniques; ideas:
and concerns are mutually shared. The bilingual staff does
not mix politics with educational concerns. Bilingual edu-
cation is not and never has been used as a hammer for
ethnic identity or equality; it is not seen as related to the
Chigino movement. Apparently, it is supported by most
staff members and signifidant and powerful elements of the
community. All these conditions encourage a very positive
working and learning environment at Jefferson and Pine
elementary schools.

Academic skills,_ as measured objectively by standard
tests and more subjectively by teachers, are being learned
by_ "bilingual students" as they are by comparable peers. In
all areas category D pupils do well, sometimes better, than
their peers from the same school arid similar background.
The data listed in tables I and 2 compare the two gropps on
"total reading" scores.

Standard arithmetic scores, as, well as teacher evalua-
tions, support the idea that the bilingual program in no
war- hinders cognitive development in the normal "English

TABLE 2

Total Reading Scores for Comparable Category D
Pupils Not Enrolled in Regular Bilingual Progam

Grade Number

Mean raw
or standard

score*
Mean,

percentile

Mean
grade

equivalency

1 46 52_65 66 2_0

2 50 59.34 52 2.7

3 50 56.40 54 3.6

4 41 70.26 48 4.5

5 57 76.82 46 5.5

6 61 89_96 68 7.6

*Grades one, two, and three percentile and grade equivalency are
based on mean raw score, and grades four, five, and six percentile and
grade equivalency are based on average standard score. Data comp_iled
by Jan Jacobson of Carlsbad Unified School District, June, 1978.

areas." In fact, teachers indicate that the bil trgl tpproach
may actually improve cognition as evaluateu fie school.

Category D pupils who persist in the program are
becoming biliterate in Spanish. The pattern of Spanish
acquisition is unclear for children in kindergarten through
grade three; however, a clear picture emerges for pupils in
the intermediate grades. Using the Bilingual Inventory of
Natural. Langlige (BINL) as a test of Spanish language
ability, the following tendencies emerge among fifth and
sixth-grade category D pupils who have been in the pro-
gram for three years:

I. High achievers in academic subjects seem to learn
Spanish better than low dchievel-s, Of 13 relatively
high achievers, five out of seven were either func-
tional or fluent on the BINL scale. Of the relatively
low achievers, km out of seven were less than func-

. tional in Spanish.
2_ Of all pupils who have been in the program for three

years, one-half are functional in Spanish or better;
three of the 14 tested out as fluent.

While this is far too small a sample to be conclusive, it
tends to support the following conclusions:

I. Higher achievers achieve highly in most subject areas
..,(Spanish included).

2. Spanish language ability increases with time in the
bilingual bicultural program.

3. Bilingual education does not deter learning in 'nor-
mal subjects."

if Carlsbad continues to develop its ern iehment program,
there is little doubt that these and other conclusions will be
supported.

The hard objective evidence df-arademic success and
other language learning is supported by the evaluations
made by the staff. Regardless, staff members stress the
absolute need to continue to improve the Carlsbad .pro-
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gram_ None of those interviewed felt the "ideal model" had
been even approached; all seemed ready and willing to
continue the process toward enrichment organization and
goals. Those interviewed felt that the process Edward
improvement could be damaged by too much publicity and
an onslaught of "official" visitors. They explicitly requested
that no such visits be encouraged and that any write-up
stress that they in no way consider Carlsbad a model
enrichment program, Muchmore needs to be accomplished.

In summary the Carlsbad bilingual education program
exhibits those characteristics considered vital to the success
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of the enrichment model. the articulated program for kin-
dergarten through grade six emphasizes equal usage of
both languages and the maintenan e of cognitive growth.
Category D pupils apparently are successfully learning a
second language without any detrimental effects on their
academic achievement. These factors, coupled with staff
commitment and strong parental support, contribute to a
positive interethnic community relationship. The specific
involvement of category D parents has been instrumental
for obtaining governing board and administrative support
as attested by the local funding effort.

I I i
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The Culver City Spanish Immersion Program-

Compiled by Russel N._Campbell

The Culver City Spanish immersion program was recom-
mended in 1971 to the Culver City school governing board
by R. N.pmpbell and J. D. Bowen, both professors in the
Teaching English as a Second Language (TgsL) Depart-
ment at UCLA. Previously, these educators had tho-
roughly studied the results of a French immersion program
in Montreal, Canada, and suggested that a replication of
that program in California, with Spanish instead of French
as the target la.nguage, would be a beneficial innovative
alternative to-the standard curriculum offered children in
the Culver City Unified School District. The plan was
adopted in 1971, and the first Spanish immersion program
(SIP) kifrdergarteri was forra-Ed in September of that year
at the Howe Elementary School. Each year a new SIP
kindergarten was formed so that by the 1977/78 school
year each grade level from kindergarten through grade six
had an SIP class.

The chief purpose of the Spanish immersion program is
to provide English-speaking preadolescent children with
the opportunity to learn Spanish by being taught the stan-
dard elementary school curriculum in Spanish as if the,
children were native speakers; of that language.

In the "immersion model" of bilingual education, the
children are not taught the second langpage, rather they are
taught in the second language. The cffildren use their own
natural language acquisition devices and strategies to
acquire the second language. That ails model was viable
had been convincingly demonstrated in the Canadian
French immersion program mentioned previously. Based
on the results attained there, it was hypothesized that
Anglo children immersed in Spanish in Culver City would:

I. -Acquire native-like proficiency in speaking, under-
standing, reading, and writing Spanish.

2. Make normal progress in achieving the standard
objectives of the elementary school curriculum.

3. Maintain normal progress in the maturation process
of their first language (English).

4. Develop positive attitudes toward representatives of
the Spanish-speaking community while maintaining a
positive self-image as representatives of the English-
speaking community.

The degree to which these predictions have been attained is
discussed below. What follows is a brief description of the
Spanish immersion program in terms of: (I) the division of
instructional time in Spanish and English; (2) the charac-
teristics of the program's teachers; (3) parental involvement
in the program; and (4) the operational and evaluation
costs of the program.

The total curriculum for kindergarten through trade one
is taught in Spanish. The teachers of these grades, although
completely bilingual. in English and Spanish, never use
English in the classroom. As far as the children are con-
cerned, the teachers do respond- to the children's use of
English in any distressful situation and the.ghildren freely
use English when communicating with each other.

The entire curriculum for grade two is also taught in
Spanish except for a daily one-hour period dedicated to
instruction in English language arts. In the second grade,
the children are instructed in reading and writing their
home language. For grades three through six, the amount
of instruction in English is gradually increased until by
grade six a balance in instructional time in the two lan-
guages is reached. The distribution of instruction time in
English and Spanish for kindergarten through grade six is
shown in Table I.

TABLE 1

Amount of Instruction in Spanish and English

Percent of time

20 40 60 80 100

Grade

K SPANISH
SPANISH

SPANISH ENGLISH

SPANISH ENGLISH

SPANISH

SPANISH

ENGLISH

ENGLISH
S-PANISH ENGLISH

Because the number of students in each grade level does
not match the minimum and maximum number of students
typically required for classes in- the school, there are mixed
grade level classes in the, Spanish immersion program.

The teachers in the program all have native-speaker
competence in Spanish, even though some are not native



speakers. The kindergarten teacher is a Chicana. Teachers
of.the first, fifth, and sixth grades are Anglos, and the
second and fourth grades are taught by `Puerto Ricans.
Only the kindergarten teacher had had previous experience

-iliOre traditional types of bilingual education. All pro-
:gram teachers hold standard California Elementary School
Certificates. Except for brief orientation sessions during
which the results of the French imrliersion program and
preVious experience in Culver City were presented and 'dis-'
Ctilged,the teachers receivertrio special training or piepara-
00E1 for their roles in the pragram. A general principle for

"tkie selection and preparation of teachers, one ,that is con-
gistent with the Canadian experience, is that other than
demonstrated bilingualism in Spanish and. English, there
are no special qualifications for teachers In Such a program.

From the beginning of the Spanish immersion program,
parents have played a critical role in the establishment,
maintenance, and development of. the program. Parents
were convinced that -thkhcfPed-for consequences of the
immersion progrgrrk would be beneficial for their chilchkit
and, subsequently; volunteered them for participation. The
sustained interest of ibe" parents has helped the Culver City
school governing board 'to continue the program. For.the
first several years of the program, monthly meetings, of

"school officials; teachers, and the UCLA -ionitors with
Parents helped to keep all concerned apprised of the results
and consequences of the program both in and out of
school. These meetings were extremely important since the
entire program was experimental. However, the first year
demonstrated that the predicted goals were in fact, for all
practical purposes;- being met. It is doubtful that the pro-
gram would have survjved and flourished without substan-
tial parental involvement.

The Spanish immersion proiram experiment is perhaps
unique among bilingual programs in this country ill that it
has not required nor received special funding at-any time
for either inauguration or maintenance. No additional staff
has been added, no additional space has been required, and
no additional funds for materials have been needed. This
phenomenon can be explained in part by the constant
interest in theprogram demonstrated by UCLA researchers
in bilingual education and language acquisition. Nearly all
evaluations of the children's progress in the acquisition of
Spanish, as well as monitoring their attitudes (correspond-
ing to previously listed hypotheses I and 4), have been
carried out by professors and graduate students from the
Teaching English as a Second Language Department at
UCLA. In other instances this might be considered an
inherent cost in mounting bilingual education programs.
Nevertheless, the successes attained in the French immer-
sion programs in Canada and the Culver City Spanish
immersion program would suggest that this mpdel of bilin-
gual education can be offered with negligible k irisignificant
costs to school districts.

The successes (and disappointments) of the program:,7
have been abundantly documented in a long series of pub-'
fished papers, reports, theses, and dissertations. (A com-
plete bibliography of these is available from the Teaching
English as a__Second Language Department at UCLA.)
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Briefly presented here, irt an order corresponding to the
four hypotheses previously listed, are the results attained
by the children in the program.

The children have not acquired native proficiency in
speaking, understanding, reading, and writing Spanish.
Even after participating in the program for seven years, the
children still make errors in their vocabulary and their
choice and application of grammatical rules that native-
speakers of Spanish would never make. Their performance
in Spanish would not2be -eonfused with that of a native
speaker of Spanish they still have a foreign accent when
speaking Spanish. Nevertheless, their ability to, communi-
cate in Spanish, especially in all social domain's_ related to
school, home, family, and neighborhood, is native-like.
That is, even though they have observable linguistic defi-
ciencies, they can converse with fluency in a large range of
topics related to these aspects of their lives. Their limita-
tions are directly related-a the number and types of life
experiences they have had` the Spanish-speaking world.
It can be stated here, withon't fear of contradiction, that the
children have attained a very,high level of communicative
competence in Spanish, a level that, as fatc.as is known,
surpasses any past attempt at teaching foreign languages in
California elementary schools.

CcrriCrate evidence that the children, in spite of the
limited access they have had to Spanish outside or the
school situation, have made enormous,progress toward
satisfying the first hypothesis stated, are the results obtained
from the administration of a standardized reading test and
a vocabulary test which can be used to compare the Span-
ish immersion program children's ability, in these two areas
to those_reported for native speakers Of Spanish in Mexico.

The gains made in reading skills of-- Mexican and SIP
children as measured by a reading test (Prtfebd'de Corn-
prensidn de la Lectura-Primaria) are shown in Figtfre I. The
mean raw scores of Mexican and SIP children are plotted
for grades three, four, and five. It will be noted that at the
end of the third grade that the SIP pupils score lowetathan
the native Spanish-speaking comparison group, rind 'that
the same distance holds true at the end of grade five. How-
ever, the significant feature is the steady, and, parallel,
developmental gains made by the SIP pupils.t:s-,

The results obtained on a vocabulary test (Prueba de
Vocabuiario) correspond almost precisely to those obtained
on the reading test. It is clear from the available data that
the children have made substantial progress toward becom
ing bilingual. Their knowledge of Spanish after seven year_
in the Spanish immersion program permits them to Cali::
municate their ideas, their opinions, their questions, an
their wishes with considerable fluency. They can also read
Spanish with a level of understanding that is nearly com-
parable to their native Spanish-speaking peers.

The secorikhypothesis was that the Children would make'
normal progress in achieving the standard objectives of the
elementary school curriculum. This hypothesis, as well as
the third hypothesis listed previously, has been completely
supported by the academic performance of the children. In
every subject matter area tested by the school district, with.
the same set Of required measurements administered
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Fig, 1. Gains Made by, Mexican and Spanish

Immersion Program C_fidren as Measured by
Reading Test
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SIP children.

in the system, the SIP students-have performed as
well as all other children in the sattric school and signifi-
cantly better han the' district norms.- The import of these
results it twofold: ( I) in spite of the. fact that the children
have received over: half of their education in a second Ian-

-fri no way has their .academic achievement been
impaired or retarded, even when this achievement` is &lea-
sured in English although attained through Spanish- arid
English; and -(2) while maintaining-a high level of academic
achievement, the children gained a second language. They
alto demonstrate a More positive attitude toward a linguis-
tically and 'culturally ,different group than do members of
their peer group who have not participated in the program.

Children in the Orogram have been given a number of
opportunities, both formal and informal, to reveal' their
attitudes toward themselves and toward representatives of
the Spapish-speaking community. When four groups of
children were measured by- a cross - cultural attitude inven-
tory, all four groups preferred the Anglo culture over the
Mexican-American culture. Fr the Spanish immersion
prdgram .children, however, th'e degree of.preference was
much less than for the other three.



French-Amencan Bilingual School
Ecole Bilingue -Franco-Ameiicaine

Compiled by Maria Teresa Delgado

Since 1964 the.French-American Bilingual School (FABS)
in San Francisco has offered bilingual instruction to chil-
dren' four to fifteen Rears-Of age. Currently, the school is
expanding its services ta include students 'comPleting-the
last two years of the Frendh equivalent of senior high
school. Of the 340 pupils wh attended FABS during the

.1977/78 schpayear, approximately 75 percent were American-
born, non-French-speaking children. The remaining 25
percent were native French speakers. However:, the sim-
ple.statistics belie the fact that a rich-diversity of ethnic-and
linguistic backgrounds characterizes, the pupil population:
Within the aforementioned'hOn-French-speaking group:
riiaPy pupils come from ,homes where a language other
than EngliSh is spoken. These t'other''' languages include
Spanish, ,Chinese, Korean,-Viettiamese, and Swedish.

'.The three school campuses, are currently situated in a
section Of San Francisco that is predominantly black Ang.,
economically' depressed. In an effort to encourage-el:di-
munity_involverhent, the school has awarded- 50 scholar-
ships to-children frain the local area HoWeVer, the greater
majority. of,children- who attend this private school come
from various Sections of the city and from upper middle-
income families. Next year the three school campuses Will
be merged andhaused in the.fornrr University of Califor-
nia Extension .facilities.`'The school -war :enroll approxi-
mately 500 students by 1980: This is in contrast to the
school's first year of Operation when instruction was begun
with ten students..

Primary financial support has been provided through
tuition : -The FABS tuition ranks second lowest among the
privately operated schools in San Francisco. The French
government has provided minimal support largely in the
form of scholarships (50) and teachers. These scholarships '

were awarded in addition to those previously mentioned.
The awarding of scholarships is based on the need-.
for financial assistance and the Student'S -academic record.

Staff rnerribers (27 full-time and seven part-time) are.bi-
lingual, and half of them are French citizens. When the=
school began operation, the entire.teaching staff was Only
native French speaking: Teacher-training sessions are held
continuously during the schooby:eF within-specific-subject
areas. Teabhing personnel in mathematics and french meet
every two weeks, while teachers of English meet once a
week. Parents have demonstrated an active interest and
support of the bilingi iil gchdol. --By 'gponsoring .various
fund-raising activities parents have been -able -to purchase
additional booki for the library and gym ; equipment.
Pateht=tescher confqrences are formally held = twice a year
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however, much informal communication occurs between,
teachers and parents throughput the year.

The curriculum is designed to fulfill the'objectivbs of the
school: .an education fulfilling the principles of bilingual
education; one - which enables- students to transfer -to
schdOIS_and colleges all over the world and in their own:
countries with a minimum of difficulty; and one which
fosters the harmony and growth of its, ydung people and-.,
prepares them to contribnte to as well as .gain from the
comminiities. in which they find themselves. -v

Q

The first seven years are spent in the Julibr Sch6alt
corresponding . to the primary or elementary level. The)
grade levels designated Include low kindergarten (four-
.year-olds), high kindergarten (five-year-olds), and junior
levels I through 5. The last seven .years compose the Sec-
ondary School, which at FABS has two stages: the Middle
House (three years frorn age eleven to thirteen years) and
the Senior House (the-Ilrial four years from age fourteen to
eighteen years). All secondary teachers are specialists and
teach' in both hotis-eS; bin whereas Middle House students
study mainly in homeroom groups, the students in the
Senior House follow a -More- diversified' and individualized
prograi of study. The placement of students inthe Middle
House is made by the principal ''according to -age and
achievement. In general, students follow a common pro-,
gram at this level, as also in senior level 1. In theast three
years of school, however, subjects are taught simultane-
ausly so that all students can study at their own level and
speed. Those who are going On to a university- take the
appropriate external tests; those Who complete the school's
requirements in the Senior House are given a 'diploma.

Languages are learned 'primarily as a means of commu-
nication and understanding, The schoo:I operates through-
out in English and French At the low and high kindergarten
and junior, I levels, children are taught in French for the
major portion of the dayqwith one hour of instruction

Tnglish.- At- the junior.) level-' reading in English is intro-
Vduced to-students who already have developed sortie read-c
ing facility in French. Students at- this 1eVel also learn
mathematics, social studies, and Science in bcith curricu-
hubs. That is to say, these subjects are taught in each lari
guage; the content is coordinate,d iii both Itnguages, butit
is not presented- eXactly, the same. At the junior levels 2
..through-5, an equal arribun't of instructional time is devoted
-to-bath languages. It isimportantto note:that by the junior
2 level most stkidehis have become fluent .bilinguals. This is
true despitetee most homes French is riot

-spoken..-A-par )er reseri atioh 64- content in mathematics,-
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social studies, and science is also given in both languages
for these levels. At the middle levels, or the Amen Can
equivalent of grades six, seven, and eight, Spanish is intro-
duced as a third language. English and French as second
languageV are also taught if needed. At this time students
choose whether to pursue several academic subjects solely
in French or in English.

Throughout the Secondary School, students participate
in a full spectrum of activities. In terms of curriculum this

' entails; taking two or three languages, social studies, crea-
tive arts, mathematics, science, physical education, as well
as participating in the school's extracurricular clubs and
activities_"

Since the school follows both the French and American
curricula, there is a systematic integration of cultural
values, traditions, and customs in the instructional content
throughout the school year. Because the student popular
tiA is international, much attention is even to the richness
of cultural differences. This appreciation finds expression
in numerous cultural programs and activities throughout
the school year,

Student achievement is measured every two years at the
junior levels 2 and 4 as well as at the middle levels I and 3
In English the Stanford Achievement Test is used and has
consistently shown results that place the FABS students
ahead of their English counterparts by two years at each

grade level. Next year the National Education Develop-
ment Test (SRA) will be utilized at the secondary level.,The
Internatiollal Baccalaureate, an examination taken in the
final two years of the Senior House, will be administered to
those students who wish advanced placement in-U.S. col-
leges and admission to others overseas, Competence in
French is assessed with end-of-the-year teacher-developed
instruments' which cover curriculum content at each grade
level. The French curriculum materials are published in
France and Canada. The American curriculum materials
are large,i_y developed by the teachers.

Attitfidinal or self-concept measui-es are not adrninis-
tered to the pupils. Therefore, the level of openness, coop-
eration, and acceptance of pupils for the ethnic and
cultural diversity that exists in this school environment
cannot be quantitatihly measured_ However, a school cli-
mate that supports and maintains close communication
between rYupil$and teachers and among pupils from
diverse backgrounds attests to the fact that interethnic
cooperation has. t achieJed some degree of success.

The French-Americ$n Bilingual School has developed as
an enrichment: model in bilingual education. It offers a
comprehensive educational Program -! one that is based on
the premise that young pupils- can gain from the cultural
divs6ity that exists today and that this preparation can
enhance the pupils' personal and aeaciculic growth,


